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To buy and to sell, but above all, to commingle. In the old world, 

men make themselves two great excuses for coming together to a 

centre, and commingling freely in a mixed, unsuspicious host. 

Market and religion. These alone bring men, unarmed, together 

since time began. A little load of firewood, a woven blanket, a few 

eggs and tomatoes are excuses enough for men, women, and 

children to cross the foot-weary miles of valley and mountain. To 

buy, to sell, to barter, to exchange. To exchange, above all things, 

human contact.  

 

— D.H. Lawrence, Market Day in Oaxaca (1924)
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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation examines the work of alternative economies activists who have 

spent the last 18 years constructing barter systems and local currencies in Medellín, 

Colombia. Through barter, these activists hope to spark an ethical re-evaluation of 

production, exchange, and consumption, and to create an economy that serves Medellín’s 

middle-class professionals, rural peasants, urban workers, students and the chronically 

under-employed. They also see barter as an important social and political project to repair 

a social fabric torn by decades of violence and economic exploitation. For these activists 

barter is a counter to capitalism, violence, and social fragmentation; it is a new proposal 

rooted in cooperation, collective well-being, and the development of local capacities.  

 Previous researchers have thoroughly examined the emergence, organization, and 

impacts of these types of alternative economies, but they have neglected what many 

activists consider to be the greatest challenge: to cultivate the new social relations and 

subjectivities necessary to enact and maintain those models. In the words of Colombia’s 

barter organizers, the goal is to “change the chip” and “clean out the cucarachas” of our 

capitalist mindsets in order to “create a new culture of solidarity.” This research is 

located at precisely that sticking point. 

  Drawing on 12 months of ethnographic research, I examine the nature and 

impacts of barter and the challenges that barter activists face as they try to recreate 

economies, social relations, and subjectivities. Medellín’s barter projects, I conclude, 

offer extremely important opportunities for cross-class and cross-generational interaction 

in a city that is violently divided. They also provide material and social supports for 
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traders who are seeking to develop alternative subjectivities, and they help active traders 

gain control over the means of production and the conditions of their work. However, 

their counter-hegemonic potential is significantly limited by three tensions within 

organizers’ strategies: a tendency to prioritize socio-cultural forms of activism at the 

expense of economic ones, a focus on conscious and moral aspects of subjectivity rather 

than material and embodied aspects, and a stridently anti-capitalist stance that 

discourages economic articulations and thereby reinforces the material and socio-cultural 

power of capitalism.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 In September 2009, in the midst of the largest global economic downturn since 

the Great Depression, I set off to study alternatives to capitalism rooted in grassroots 

action in Medellín, Colombia. In the United States, hundreds of thousands of people were 

suddenly more vulnerable than ever, having lost houses, businesses, jobs, and retirement 

funds. The economies of Ireland and Iceland had collapsed and Greece was in shambles. 

Less than two years into the Great Recession, it was clear that its economic and cultural 

effects would linger for decades. With the conventional economy in such disarray, one 

would think that the timing could not have been better to explore economic alternatives.  

In public discussions about the causes of the recession and possible solutions, 

however, we hear virtually nothing in the way of radical rethinking of the economy. 

Explanations of the crisis tend to focus on a fundamentally sound system that suffered 

from lack of administrative oversight to reign in greedy and unethical behavior, but 

absent from the debate is an entire body of literature that explains the crisis as a 

predictable result of the workings of capitalism—uneven development, the systematic 

generation of (increasing) inequalities, cyclical crisis, and inherent unsustainability—

exacerbated by a neoliberal turn that reduced government oversight, social services, and 

public safety nets. Even more troubling, until Occupy Wall Street catalyzed people’s 

imaginations, both apologists for and critics of capitalism seemed to agree that there is no 

viable alternative to capitalist markets; the debate had been narrowed to a question of 

degrees of government regulation.  
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 If the economic crisis was shocking to people in the U.S., it was less surprising to 

people living in Latin America, and the problems inherent to capitalism less hidden. 

People throughout the region have generations of accumulated first-hand experience of 

suffering at the (not so invisible) hands of capitalism. They have seen booms and busts 

related to capital flight and market speculation, extraction of raw materials to feed 

multinational industry, debt crises initiated by over-accumulation, the tendency of 

international trade regimes to undermine local development, and the privatization of vital 

natural resources. This is not to say that Latin Americans have not also benefited from 

some of these economic dynamics—many are happy with the vaccines, radios, 

automobiles, and other goods provided by capitalist production and international 

markets—but people in the U.S. would be shocked to find how much more critical their 

Latin American peers are. Even everyday, working class people and rural peasants 

represent the spread of capitalism as part of an imperial project enacted against them by 

national elites who stand to benefit from U.S. power. Also unlike their counterparts in the 

U.S., these people can envision alternatives. In recent decades, Latin America has given 

rise to numerous political economic experiments, including import-substitution 

industrialization, 21st century socialism, Zapatista autonomy, regional economic blocs, 

and grassroots mobilizations against privatization that have resulted in communal 

resource management.  

 Alongside the general silences in North America and the loud clamor of Latin 

American protest, many people and communities are working to devise their own 

economies, alternatives to capitalism that do not depend on states that command little 
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respect or revolutions that seem never to bring the new just order that they promise. 

Medellín’s barter systems are one example of such alternatives, founded on the simple 

idea that money and the economy are nothing more than social constructs—albeit social 

constructs with significant material force—that can be re-constructed and managed 

differently to achieve alternative economic, social, and environmental goals. These 

projects represented just the sort of radical rethinking that seemed to be missing from 

debates in the post-crisis U.S., and they offered me a chance to examine how economies 

might be reconstructed and with what results.  

The first barter experiments in Medellín began in 1994, when a small group of 

artists imagined trade as a way of re-establishing social connections in one of Latin 

America’s most violent and unpredictable cities. Over the last 18 years, the idea of barter 

has spread. Numerous grassroots organizers, community groups, solidarity economy 

institutions, and even government agencies have adopted some type of barter or local 

currency. Lumped together under the label “trueque” or “trueke” (barter), these 

intentional economies are meant to spark an ethical re-evaluation and re-construction of 

production, consumption, ownership, and distribution, so that the economy can more 

effectively serve Medellín’s middle-class professionals, rural peasants, urban workers, 

students and the chronically under-employed. Barter is meant to change livelihood and 

vulnerability contexts by supporting the flow of goods through diverse economies, 

creating entrepreneurial opportunities unavailable within formal economies, providing 

alternative means of provisioning where money and wage employment are lacking, and 

supporting local autonomy (Humphrey and Hugh-Jones 1992). A further benefit, 
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according to one of the designers of the Euro, is that complementary currencies with 

social goals are the only way to build resilience into a crisis-prone economic system 

(Lietaer 2005; Goerner, et al. 2009). Perhaps most importantly from the perspective of 

barter organizers, these economies are supposed to create relations of trust and 

reciprocity that are necessary to heal tears in the social fabric generated by decades of 

violence, isolation, and the commodification of everyday life.  

For many barter activists, their project is revolutionary and this dissertation is 

about revolution. It is not about large-scale, made-for-TV revolutions. There are no Great 

Men in this story and no mass uprisings, no statues toppling and constitutions re-written. 

The ordinary and everyday activists whose stories I tell do not even seek to take political 

power. Most are far too cynical about Colombian politics to ever set such a goal and they 

have seen how bloody the path of opposition can be. Rather, their goal is at once simpler 

and more profound: it is to assume a bit more control over the ways they make a living 

and the ways they build a life. They take to the streets not with placards and stones, but 

with sacs of used clothing, bottles of homemade wine, baked goods, and bags of 

handicrafts. Through the simple act of exchange, they have sought to create connection, 

trust, and dignity, to establish moments and spaces that are not defined by the violence, 

inequality, exploitation, and ruthlessness for which Medellín is famous. As one group of 

organizers put it:  

Barter is a collective construction in which we reclaim, reuse, reconstruct our 
context; it is the possibility of another world, a different way of inhabiting it; an 
alternative, solidarity economy that is proposive in the face of fear, uncertainty, 
solitude, dispossession…; a meeting place, the generation of a just market for our 
products, services, and knowledge. (Manual del Trueke [Bello] 2008: 23)  
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The title of this dissertation—drawn from one of the barter slogans—suggests just 

how profound organizers imagine their politics to be. “Para que cambiemos” carries a 

double meaning. They barter so they can exchange goods and services, but also so that 

they can change as people and as a society. In a remarkable parallel to anthropological 

holism, their economic activism is inseparable from socio-cultural change. Their 

experiments with barter markets and local currencies, with new economic subjectivities 

and new social relations, are a different sort of revolution, part of the slow churning that 

makes historical change possible. They are disorderly and sometimes-floundering efforts 

to liberate imaginations, explore other possibilities, loosen norms, and shift social 

relations and the meanings that we attach to them. And, of course, they are economic 

projects, attempts to live with more dignity in an economy that makes jobs and pesos 

hard to come by.  

The revolution I describe is far from finished. In fact, it has barely begun, and 

only the future will show how important it may become or how easily it may be 

forgotten. Part of my task here is to highlight what this possible revolution might 

prefigure, to identify what is changing and what is not, and to analyze how this 

movement builds on a history that is destructive even as it creates possibilities. In 

Medellín, as elsewhere, history is inescapable. The barterers that I describe here cannot 

escape the divisive and brutalizing legacy of decades of political, economic, and military 

violence for which this city is famous. This dissertation is therefore also about the deeply 

contradictory struggle to live a dream for the future right now, in a conflicted present, and 

building upon a troubled past. 
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 As Medellín’s barter systems multiplied and organizers sharpened their analysis 

of barter as a social, economic, and political project, they began to link their own work to 

a transnational network of alternative economies advocates. The most prominent and 

inspirational barter experience that they drew from was the redes de trueque (barter 

networks) in Argentina. When the 2000 economic crisis suddenly left millions of 

Argentines without money, they turned en masse to pre-existing, local barter 

experiments. Barter networks sprung up across the country, offering weekly markets that 

helped 4 million people survive one of history’s most severe banking crises. At their 

peak, the barter markets functioned on such a large scale that they actually affected 

industrial production as well as smaller household economies (North 2007: 157). The 

Argentine experience offered a glimpse of what a post-capitalist world might look like, 

with worker-owned factories, extensive household production, and a network of 

community currencies and barter markets to facilitate exchange.  

We see similar experiments throughout Latin America and around the world. 

Mexico has the Tianguis Tlaloc barter group in Mexico City (Santana 2008), the Xico in 

Valle de Chalco (Promoción del Desarrollo Popular 2008), and a new proposal to 

combine alternative currencies with microcredit in rural areas (personal communication, 

Amado Sánchez). In Honduras, the Red Comal uses an alternative currency to stimulate 

investment and facilitate exchange among a network of 200 solidarity-based community 

enterprises (Red Comal 2010). In Brazil, the Banco Palmas community development 

bank runs a similar program with their own currency, offering loans in Brazilian Reais or 

in their own Palmas, and receiving payments at their community-owned businesses in 
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either currency. In Venezuela, Hugo Chávez’s Ministerio de Economía Popular (Ministry 

of the People’s Economy) contracted two of Medellín’s most active barter organizers to 

develop and support 13 barter networks across the country. Other small-scale barter 

groups and some larger networks exist in Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Uruguay, El Salvador, 

and Costa Rica.  

 Many of these Latin American experiments build upon similar projects in the 

global North. These projects date back at least to early 19th century utopian socialists like 

Charles Fourier, Robert Owen, and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, who envisioned alternative 

currencies as tools for the construction of societies free of exploitation (North 2007). 

They also draw on a range of frontier and Depression-era alternative currencies, some 

built on utopian visions but others designed simply to lubricate capitalist development or 

increase corporate profits and worker dependency through company scrip (Greco 2009). 

The counter-cultural movements of the 1960s and 1970s inspired a renewed interest in 

collectivism and non-capitalist exchange that lingers to the present. Building on this 

history, today’s alternative exchanges take two primary forms: on the one hand, we see 

commercial business-to-business exchanges that aim to create new markets and increase 

corporate profits, and on the other hand we find politically-motivated grassroots systems 

intended to build community and foster local non-capitalist trade according to relatively 

egalitarian principles.  

Many alternative currencies and time banks operate under the principle that, 

because all people are equal, the value of their labor time should also be equal. Based on 

this premise, Ithaca Hours, the U.S.’s largest and longest-running alternative currency, 
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are valued according to the local average wage and, although parties in every transaction 

are free to negotiate each trade as they see fit, all are encouraged to value each member’s 

labor time equally. With over 900 users, Ithaca Hours are now offered as small business 

loans, used as partial payment for wages, and accepted and disbursed by the local credit 

union along with dollars. The radical promise of alternative currencies of this sort is such 

that the Millennium Assembly of the United Nations—a gathering of 1,000 NGOs from 

more than 100 countries—urged governments to support “an alternative time-based 

currency” or other such tool as a “monetary means to favour human endeavor and 

ecology,” to “restructure the global financial architecture based on principles of equity, 

transparency, accountability and democracy,” and to address “the challenge of 

globalization” (United Nations Millennium Assembly 2000).  

The most popular grassroots exchange model—Local Exchange Trading Systems 

or Local Employment and Trading Systems (LETS)—attempts “to marry the efficiency 

of commercial barter with the liberatory potential of the countercultural exchanges” 

(North 2007: xiii). LETS are essentially interest-free credit commons that facilitate 

exchange among a large number of people by using a centralized accounting system 

rather than direct, reciprocal, person-to-person trade. To explain, imagine that I want 3 

pounds of apples from a local orchard. I can acquire these apples (worth 5 LETS-dollars) 

even if I have no actual LETS-dollars to spend. I simply visit the orchard, receive the 

product, and the grower and I record our exchange. The grower receives a 5 LETS-dollar 

credit that she can redeem from any other member of the system, and I receive a debit 

that I can pay off by providing goods and services to other LETS members. Products thus 
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flow through the local economy quickly and easily through a system that avoids the 

artificial scarcity created by money. First attempted on Vancouver Island in 1983, the 

LETS model and its variants have spread across the world, most notably to the United 

Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, France, and Argentina.  

All told, there are now thousands of alternative currencies and alternative 

exchange systems in the world (Lietaer 2001), with a total turnover equivalent to well 

over US$10 billion worth of goods and services (Greco 2009: 160). As this brief history 

suggests, though, they have variable political, economic, and social aims and effects. 

Although some alternative currencies are adopted as explicitly political projects to 

challenge capitalism, others have been promoted by governments as a form of neoliberal 

welfare or as strategies for integrating marginal actors into capitalism (North 2002). 

Many grassroots systems struggle to embrace both highly politicized members who see 

alternative economies as part of a broader social transformation with apolitical members 

who see them as uncontroversial economic technologies (North 2007; Williams, et al. 

2001). We therefore cannot presume that the label “alternative” makes these economies 

more just, egalitarian, or sustainable; nor can we presume that they are necessarily 

coopted by capitalist logics and neoliberal states. The true political consequences of 

barter and alternative economies is an open, empirical question. 

 

Researching Barter in Medellín 

I approached Medellín’s barter systems as one possible response to the problems 

of contemporary capitalism. Anthropologists and other social scientists have offered a 
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staggering amount of research documenting how the contemporary economy 

systematically marginalizes huge portions of the global population and destroys our 

ecological base in order to benefit a privileged elite. We have also thoroughly (though not 

exhaustively) studied why people seem to go along with this state of affairs. But we have 

devoted comparatively little attention to people’s efforts to create alternatives. Engaged, 

applied, and activist anthropology, to be effective, must advance not only our critical 

consciousness but also our ability to confront problems with well-honed alternatives and 

a keen understanding of the challenges that we can expect to face.  

With this in mind, I chose to study barter in Medellín because, unlike in Argentina 

after the corralito, Russia after its various economic crises, or Greece or the U.S. today 

(where barter activity has also expanded significantly, for example on Craig’s List), the 

history and proliferation of barter in Medellín has not been significantly shaped by a 

moment of crisis. Or, to be more accurate, barter has developed in the normalized context 

of the chronic crisis of structural and physical violence, but not in an acute crisis. 

Medellín thus allows me to examine processes of socio-economic innovation and 

transformation motivated by conviction rather than bare necessity, and to examine the 

specific challenges that people confront as they try to develop an alternative economy 

within the context of a functioning state–capitalist economy. Furthermore, Medellín 

offered nearly twenty years of barter history using a variety of different approaches and it 

was, I thought, a model of success, an experience that we could mine for lessons about 

other ways of organizing social and economic relations.  
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My fieldwork was conducted over a period of 12 consecutive months thanks to 

support from the Inter-American Foundation’s Grassroots Development Research 

Program. My research sought to answer four questions:  

(1) How do barter systems affect livelihood systems and household vulnerability? 

This question is central to understanding the material effects of barter.  

(2) How do barter systems and the process of grassroots organizing affect the 

dynamics of social inclusion and exclusion, and power more broadly? This 

question addresses the social effects of barter, as well as possible sources of 

(potentially violent) resistance. 

(3) How does participation in barter systems affect subjectivities? Do 

participants’ habits of thought, affect, and desire change? Their fears? Their 

conceptualization of the resources, assets, and capacities that they have and 

the challenges that they face? These questions address one of the most 

important unexplored aspects of alternative economies activism. Although 

numerous researchers have examined the emergence and organization of 

alternative economies, diverse experiences with economic innovation show 

that the challenge is not to identify and establish alternative models, but rather 

to cultivate the new social relationships and subjectivities necessary to enact 

such models (Gibson-Graham 2006a; Gandhi 1960; Sitrin 2006). Argentine 

workers described their efforts to establish collectivist economies after the 

nation’s economic collapse as “a struggle against themselves” (Chatterton 

2005) and the Medellín barter organizers have acknowledged the importance 
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of working “toward the formation of a new subject of the solidarity economy” 

(No Nos Llamamos Plata 2008). Perhaps the Medellín experience could shed 

some light on how subjective transformations can be achieved through 

economic and socio-cultural activism. 

(4) And finally, what has contributed to the persistence of these grassroots 

economies? How did they manage to sustain themselves over so many years?  

 

The answer, it turns out, is that they did not. Many of Medellín’s barter systems 

collapsed after several years of operation, and many never got off the ground to begin 

with. These experiments were not the model of success I expected, but were (perhaps 

predictably) difficult, fraught, contradictory struggles. Discovering the shortcomings of 

what I hoped would be a successful grassroots economic model was challenging. 

Emotionally, it put me on similar grounds as many of the organizers, people with big 

dreams who were painfully aware of the limitations of their work. Intellectually, it 

required that I reconsider my research questions. I continued to approach barter 

hopefully, but I adopted a more neutral analytic. I sought to identify what barter meant 

and what effects it had, rather than trying to explain its success. As you will see in this 

dissertation, in the end, I returned to many of the same questions about the social, 

economic, and subjective impacts of barter and the nature of organizing, and I think the 

final product was improved by this unfortunate but necessary detour. 
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Methodological Reflections 

 The people I spoke with in Medellín were almost unanimously excited about my 

research. The fact that a doctoral researcher from the U.S. would ignore the city’s mala 

fama as a den of violence to actually live and work there for a full year struck them, 

simultaneously, as a surprising honor and a completely natural and expected confirmation 

of the warm, beautiful, generous, and sophisticated civilization built by the Paisas. In 

fact, this is how many non-barterers greeted me: not as individuals but as Paisas, 

representatives of a whole people intent on showing me the best of their city, their land, 

and their culture. Taxi drivers, photocopyists, even local professors went out of their way 

to introduce me to friends and find information on my behalf. They spoke with surprising 

candor about violence, drugs, corruption, and politics, but these topics rarely dampened 

their enthusiasm for Medellín. One of the great challenges of the first few months of 

fieldwork was to learn how to not follow all of the leads and openings they made 

available.  

Barter organizers and participants were also very open to my research. Some 

approached my work with a similar spirit—of course I would come to study barter in 

Medellín because their innovative, pioneering, and pure barter systems are “referentes 

internacionales” (internationally renowned models). Others were more focused on local 

shortcomings and hoped that my work would lead to “actionable” findings that could 

improve barter systems in the short term. Medellín’s barterers had hosted a number of 

undergraduate and graduate student researchers from Colombia, and they often fitted my 

work into the pragmatic diagnósticos and evaluaciones that have accompanied the spread 
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of NGOs, international development, and governance strategies meant to seem 

transparent and accountable. With few exceptions, the barterers were quite happy to be 

studied.  

I came to the field with different ideas, though. Building on my graduate training 

and previous research experience, I hoped to employ a mixed methods approach rooted in 

community-based participatory action research (CBPAR). Alongside participatory 

methods like community mapping and SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, and Threats), I hoped to conduct semi-structured interviews oriented 

around my initial research questions and the organizers’ interests, and a randomized 

quantitative-qualitative survey that would examine the ways that barter is integrated into 

household livelihoods, how it is articulated with non-barter economies, and how it 

changes the vulnerability and resilience of participating families. This approach was 

ideologically satisfying for me (it promised to get around some of the problematic 

politics of research that anthropologists have so thoroughly raised in the last decades), 

methodologically valid (it promised to provide a richer and more intimate view of how 

barterers themselves imagined their work), and seemed appropriate to the grassroots 

mobilization I was studying.  

But we all know what they say about well-laid plans. It quickly became apparent 

that the barter systems did not lend themselves to this type of analysis. Two of the most 

active barter organizers had left the country to establish barter systems for the 

government of Venezuela, one of the most established local exchange systems had been 

abandoned after threats from armed groups, the smattering of other barter experiments 
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across the city were largely unarticulated, and participation in the remaining monthly 

barter market was waning. Many of these challenges were glossed over in barter 

newsletters with a typical Paisa zeal for recounting successes. Absent well-developed 

barter systems and with the number of participants and degree of participation waning, a 

quantitative survey made little sense; it would demand a great deal of resources to 

generate interesting but not statistically analyzable data.  

More importantly, the entire CBPAR approach had to be re-thought. Critical 

scholars have recently attacked participatory approaches for placing an undue labor 

burden on research participants, idealizing communities, and ignoring heterogeneity (see, 

for example, the contributions to Cooke and Kothari 2001), but I faced a different set of 

dilemmas: Medellín’s barterers lacked the capacity and interest to participate actively as 

co-researchers. I do not mean that they were individually incapable of contributing to 

research, but rather that there was no cohesive set of barter organizers to collaborate with 

me, no group that could collectively analyze the knowledge gaps that limited their efforts. 

Barter promoters were scattered across the city, committed to a range of other livelihood 

and civic activities, and worked more or less independently on projects that alternated 

among activity, dormancy, and dreaming. At the beginning of my fieldwork, I asked 

some of these organizers to imagine me as their anthropologist, somebody who could 

work for them to study questions that they wanted answered. What did they want from 

their anthropologist? What did they want to learn? Everything, one said. Another was 

more specific: he wanted to be taught specific techniques for working more effectively in 

groups. Neither response provides the basis for critical research on the local social 
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context. In general, the organizers seemed more interested in being studied (and hearing 

my conclusions) than conducting a study, and more interested in being taught than 

learning. Clearly, these were serious obstacles to a democratized knowledge generation 

process from question formulation to final analysis. None was insurmountable and I 

could have worked intensively with barterers to prepare a collaborative research process, 

but this would have put me in the ironic position of imposing participation.  

In then end, then, my research took a different form than I originally intended. I 

scrapped the quantitative survey, reduced my participatory ambitions (though we did 

conduct workshops and self-studies to increase group cohesion and organizational 

capacity), and I focused much more on the organizers themselves rather than the 

participants. Instead of detailing household livelihood systems, vulnerability, and 

changing community social relations, I investigated in greater detail the way that barter is 

theorized and promoted at the grassroots as a very specific form of alternative economy, 

the ways that organizers promote this economy, and the obstacles they face.  

My fieldwork—conducted between September 2009 and September 2010—

consisted primarily of semi-structured interviews, active participation in alternative 

economy study groups and seminars, and much more participant–observation than I 

initially expected, conducted at barter fairs, trainings, and organizers’ meetings. Over the 

course of the year that I lived in Medellín, I conducted 51 formal, semi-structured 

interviews with 57 people, including 46 current and former participants and organizers of 

community barter systems, organizers of institutionalized barter systems, employees of 

NGOs and cooperatives working in the “solidarity economy,” and academics. The 
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interviews with active barterers typically lasted 60-90 minutes and followed an interview 

guide intended to elicit information about the barterer’s personal barter history, how 

barter relates to their household livelihood and patterns of production and consumption, 

the benefits and drawbacks of barter, its relationship to a context of violence and 

underemployment, and its socio-cultural impacts. Some of the other interviews were 

conducted in small groups and several key informants were interviewed multiple times 

for over 10 hours of total dialogue. In addition to these formal interviews, I conducted 22 

informal interviews—conversations characterized by the teaching or question-answer 

styles of many interviews but not as intentionally scheduled or structured. All told, 67 

people shared their perspectives on barter with me in these formal and informal 

interviews.  

 While these conversations provided some of the most explicit and intentional 

statements about barter, participant–observation in barter events and organizational 

meetings was equally important for capturing the actual practice and the impromptu 

observations of barter participants and organizers. During my time in Colombia, I 

attended 33 barter fairs in 12 different locations, often participating as a trader and/or an 

organizer. Twelve of these fairs were at the monthly market in Santa Elena, the city’s 

“most successful remaining barter showcase,” which I describe in greater detail in 

Chapter 5.  

Some of the most valuable lessons came from routine meetings with barter 

organizers. Early in my research, I met a small but active community group studying at 

the Solidarity Economy School; they invited me to join their group as a co-organizer of 
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their first three barter fairs. Although their enthusiasm for barter petered out, their 

openness provided my first experience with barter organizing. In addition, two organizers 

asked me to use my research to share an outsider’s evaluation of their work. With these 

points of entry, I soon became a regular participant in and instigator of meetings among 

five of Medellín’s most active barter organizers. In these internal meetings, we planned 

and managed projects, designed trainings, attempted to resolve internal conflicts, sought 

to formulate a common mission and vision, and tried to develop our organizational skills. 

Our efforts to liaise with NGOs and government agencies, design and execute a contract 

for barter fairs and trainings as part of the city-funded Solidarity Economy School, and 

generally expand barter throughout the city also enriched the research. 

 Working so closely with these organizers was essential for understanding the 

construction of barter systems in Medellín and especially the ways that organizers think 

about, design, plan for, and represent alternative economies. It often put me in a delicate 

position of balancing research and intervention and negotiating intra-group conflicts. 

Medellín’s barter systems have been plagued by inter-personal conflict, distrust, and poor 

or intentionally misleading communication among leaders whose strong ideals and 

aspirations often lead to competition rather than collaboration. Many of these destructive 

dynamics and especially the fragile trust among organizers have roots in the history of 

Paisa colonization of the region and the enduring violence of the last 50 years, dynamics 

that I outline in Chapter 3. I was invited into this group of organizers, but my identity as a 

well-educated, white, male foreigner and a representative of a supposedly “efficient and 

well-organized” society led barterers to grant me the privilege of being a neutral, 
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objective, and rational outsider–ally whose interest was alternative economies in general 

rather than any particular faction of participants. This luxury was useful for my research, 

but it speaks volumes about the dynamics of distrust that hamper grassroots collaboration 

in Medellín.  

 Beyond interviews and participant–observation, a third key source of information 

for this project consisted of seminars on barter, capitalism, and the solidarity economy. 

Medellín offers an unbelievably rich cultural environment: it is the home of an 

international poetry festival that won the “alternative Nobel prize,” countless music and 

international film festivals, Latin America’s first network of public libraries, and a 

vibrant philosophical and literary movement dating to the early 20th century. I quickly 

became accustomed to a new hallmark of 21st century anthropology: research participants 

using Kafka’s plays as parables for their activism or stating, “it has been a long time 

since I read Marx’s Critique of Political Economy, but I think….” Numerous public and 

private institutions have tried to harness “culture” to reduce violence and improve the 

quality of life, leading to a proliferation of seminars and study groups. (These types of 

programs are also a relatively cheap way to appear to reach a large population without 

significantly challenging the roots of social inequality, and recent city administrations 

have used them to launch an international public relations campaign on behalf of the 

city.) As I quipped when introducing myself at one seminar, I think it is easier to earn a 

diploma in this city than to earn a living. This context was good for making my living, 

though. The Solidarity Economy School and a more in-depth cooperative- and NGO-led 

Seminar in Solidarity Thought provided a general introduction to the ways that people 
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from all social classes and representatives of solidarity economy organizations 

conceptualize their work and the challenges that confront them in Colombian society. In 

addition, with one of the barter organizers and an NGO founded by a Marxist professor of 

literature, history, and philosophy, I helped to organize a short seminar on capitalism and 

barter. Although participation in this latter seminar remained small, it provided a venue 

for making explicit many of the theoretical positions expressed in this dissertation.  

 All of this field research is supplemented by documentation available at local 

libraries and shared with me by current and former barter organizers, including some 

(limited) records on monthly transactions in one market, newsletters and archives, 

training materials, self-evaluations, and videos, books, articles, and e-mails that barterers 

found inspirational. 

Finally, this work is based on 12 months of immersion in Medellín. It is difficult 

to describe in adequate detail the data collection that supports an ethnographic work. 

Anthropologists can express the number of surveys given, the number and types of 

interviews, the focus groups and other structured activities. We can tell readers about the 

nature of our participant–observation, and even detail the observational foci that we 

employed. All of these details are important, and we often judge the rigor of one 

another’s work on these criteria, but they are not sufficient for understanding the full 

impact of a year or more of immersion in a particular locale. On several occasions, 

people remarked with surprise on my knowledge of the city and the key players in the 

solidarity economy—even at times when I felt it was limited—and I replied simply that it 

was my job to know.  
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That is the nature of anthropological immersion. It is not only about being in a 

place for an extended period of time, but about working, laboring to know the place. 

Assembling the contextual detail that makes sense of our primary research topics—in my 

case the creation of alternative economies—cannot be confined to the small slice of 

fieldwork devoted to our formal methods. Reading newspapers, attending literature 

groups, peppering taxi drivers with questions, observing how people interact across a 

whole range of social contexts, watching, hearing, absorbing: all of these activities 

inform our research. All of them help us understand what Malinowski called “the 

imponderabilia of actual life” (Malinowski 1922: 18). Even in a focused ethnography like 

this one, these contextual details helped me make sense of my research; they are also 

what helps barter make sense to people in Medellín. 

 

Barter in Medellín: “Pero sistemas no hay”  

 As the details above suggest, I went to the field somewhat blind. I had never been 

to Medellín and had never seen its barter systems. This does not mean that I didn’t do my 

homework. I had studied Colombian history and anthropology, of course, and in previous 

trips to Colombia I had participated in barter fairs inspired by and modeled after the 

Medellín markets, interviewed participants from Medellín, and reviewed the electronic 

newsletters distributed by some of the main barter organizers, as well as newspaper 

articles about their work. I had also reviewed the project with local researchers dedicated 

to studying the solidarity economy. Based on what I had heard and read, I expected to 

find well-developed alternative economic systems that enabled people to meet a 
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relatively large portion of their daily needs outside of the conventional monetary 

economy. My pre-research interviewees talked about finding food, transportation, health 

care and educational services through direct barter or one of the several local currencies 

created in the city. So I was not too concerned when I landed at the Rionegro 

International Airport with two bags of clothes and books, an address where I could stay 

temporarily, and a slew of e-mail introductions from friends who I shared with the barter 

organizers. 

 My first few weeks were spent pounding the streets in search of an apartment and 

incessantly calling and e-mailing every barter-related lead that I could find. I had planned 

my research around three main communities practicing barter: Santa Elena and Pajarito, 

two rural areas on the urban fringe, and the middle-class urban neighborhood of 

Altamira. Amazingly, every couple of days I learned of another barter experience in a 

different part of the city. A municipality to the north had run a barter fair for years and 

might still. A nun in one of the poorest and most violent parts of the city was organizing 

barter fairs at her parish. An environmental organization started a barter system a couple 

of years ago and they even had their own currency. But each of these tips seemed to lead 

nowhere. The projects had lost steam, the organizers had moved on to other things, or 

they were never intended to be more than one-time events. 

Things weren’t entirely lost, however. The monthly barter market in Santa Elena 

was still functioning and two other major barter experiments might be as well. Also, a 

long, emotional interview with one of the organizers of the now-defunct Pajarito barter 

system convinced me that, at the very least, I could examine barter as a recent historical 
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phenomenon. Still, much of my hope was riding on a meeting with Luis Alberto1, the 

man who everyone “in the know” immediately mentioned when I asked about barter in 

Medellín. He had been one of the original promoters of barter in the city, starting with the 

first experiments in Bello in 1994, through the radical expansion of barter throughout 

Antioquia, and up to the present day. For many people, the man is a synonym for barter. I 

took to calling him the barter guru. 

I contacted Luis Alberto several times and had been waiting three weeks to finally 

meet him, so I was more than a little bit pleased when one of my academic sponsors in 

Colombia invited me to have a drink with him. I showed up in the bohemian 

neighborhood of Carlos E full of anticipation, but my excitement was far overshadowed 

by Luis Alberto’s broad smile, gleaming eyes, and the two-handed handshake that nearly 

knocked me over in its exuberance. We stepped into a bar and Marisol made formal 

introductions. When Luis Alberto asked how I ended up in Medellín, I described how my 

previous work in Colombia had led me to research barter systems. After I finished he 

looked at me and said simply, “You’re going to find surprises.” Marisol and I 

immediately asked why, and he responded, “Because there are no barter systems here. 

What we have are demonstrative experiences, but there are no systems.” These words—

“sistemas no hay”—haunted me. 

On the surface, the barter guru’s words sounded like a clear indication of the 

insignificance of these initiatives, but barter activism in Medellín is not nearly as trivial 

as he suggests. This dissertation is dedicated, in large part, to parsing his statement. As a 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 As is customary, all names have been changed to protect the anonymity of my informants.  
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preface to these broader considerations, I devote the rest of this introduction to examining 

the concept of a barter system and introducing a barter project that truly was systemic 

alongside the series of contemporary barter activities that have not (or not yet?) been 

systematized.  

 

What is an Economic System?  

To understand Luis Alberto’s critique—and the dynamics and difficulties of 

promoting alternative economies in Medellín and elsewhere—we need to clarify what he 

and other barterers mean by “systems” and why this goal is important. While barter 

organizers have not developed an explicit vision of what constitutes a barter system, there 

are four consistent themes in their discussions of the matter. First, a barter system should 

be permanent and consistent. This does not mean that barter experiments have to 

generate daily trading to become systems, but they do have to occur on a regular, 

relatively frequent schedule—often enough that they can be easily and predictably 

incorporated into participants’ routines and economic practices—and they have to be 

sustained over time. One-time events do not constitute systems, nor do markets that are 

organized a few times a year around the whims and scheduling constraints of their 

promoters. The monthly barter fairs in Santa Elena (described in Chapter 5) offer an 

example of the beginnings of a barter system. They have been held on the third Sunday of 

every month for the last six years, with the exception of one Sunday when public events 

were banned because of elections. Participants know to expect them, and they plan their 

monthly social and economic activities around these markets. As I describe in Chapters 6 
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and 7, the Santa Elena market has had significant social, economic, and subjective 

impacts on barterers.  

Second, barter systems must allow spontaneous or self-organized trading. This 

may be the most important reason that the Santa Elena markets are not considered to be a 

full system. There is a sense among organizers that, if a barter system has truly been 

established, trading will develop its own momentum. Barter will depend far less on the 

initiative of organizers and will rest more solidly in the hands of the barterers themselves. 

Organizers in Santa Elena attempted to stimulate autonomously organized trading by 

printing a directory of barterers that lists the goods, services, and knowledge that each 

participant can provide and the best way to contact them. Barterers’ response to the 

directory demonstrates how cultural expectations affect material practices and 

movements for change. Very few participants used the directory, in part because it was 

poorly advertised, but also because of their consumption habits. Even though participants 

are interested in alternatives, when they need something at home their first response is to 

go to the store to buy it immediately, not to look in the directory to arrange a different 

and slightly less convenient pick-up. This is less a rejection of barter than a forgetting in 

the face of a thoroughly non-barter context. 

A third necessary ingredient of a barter system, in the eyes of organizers and 

participants, is diversity of goods and services. Because exchange in Medellín is based 

largely on use-value, barterers are seeking to meet a significant portion of their basic 

needs through alternative trade. Although they hope barter markets will provide social 

benefits, trades are not oriented primarily to creating social “glue” through reciprocity 
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and mutual indebtedness. Barterers want the stuff of everyday life. Thus, healthy barter 

systems need to include a broad diversity of products and services. 

Finally, and related to the third point, a barter system must create useful and 

complementary articulations between a range of producers and consumers involved in 

the same production or value chain. When describing their goals, barter organizers often 

say things like, “some day we will be able to get our raw materials through barter, too.” 

They imagine barter linking cotton growers to weavers to garment makers (a historically 

important and culturally salient industry in Medellín) and then to the final consumer. Or 

they see the possibility of connecting urban dwellers, farmers, hardware stores, and 

school kitchens in a trade network involving food, farming implements, and organic 

waste that can be converted into organic fertilizer. 

Barterers are not the only ones trying to create alternative economic systems in 

Medellín. The municipal government and the cooperative sector have also dedicated 

significant resources over the last five years to the construction of “local economic 

circuits” and “solidarity economy circuits” that are meant to connect individual 

businesses working in the same general industry into synergistic networks. As Zabala 

(n.d.) writes, “intercooperation” among solidarity economy institutions not only creates 

economies of scale and reduces costs, it is also essential for maintaining a productive 

alternative identity in the midst of a capitalist society. 

What is most important about these idealized barter systems is that they provide 

the structural or organizational foundation for an alternative economy that actually works. 

Barter organizers believe that consistency, diversity, self-organization, and the right 
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articulations will drive the growth of the barter economy and participants’ alternative 

subjectivities. Traders will be able to meet their needs effectively and easily; they will no 

longer forget the barter option or have to seek it out, but will turn instinctively to it; and 

their participation will bring material, social, and spiritual rewards.  

 

The Barter System that Was 

Few of the barter experiments in Medellín have managed to pull together the 

consistency, self-organization, diversity of products, and articulation of producers and 

consumers that are necessary to create a real system, but the experience in Pajarito 

certainly comes closest to this ideal. Pajarito has been described in a master’s thesis on 

the history of barter in Medellín (López Gallego 2007) and a doctoral dissertation on the 

construction of social ties through alternative local economies (Escobar Vekeman 2009). 

My first personal contact with the Pajarito system came during the long and exciting 

interview that I mentioned above. 

Julio and I met at a café and chose seats at the corner of the bar, where we could 

partly face each other. He handed me a plastic bag to browse through while he ordered 

two tintos. I was thrilled with the contents. There were a couple of newspaper articles 

about barter, a barter newsletter from the Proyecto Trueque (Luis Alberto’s organization), 

several dozen photos, a VHS tape about the Pajarito system, some Pajaritos (their 

currency), and what excited me most: a directory of the barter members. The directory 

was a stapled, wallet-sized set of papers with a very simple table indicating what goods, 

services, and knowledge each person had to offer and how you could contact them to 
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arrange a trade. There were over 100 listings organized into six categories (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Goods, services, and knowledge offered in the Pajarito Local Economic System 
directory. 

Food:  
-‐ Arepas  
-‐ Garlic 
-‐ Herbs 
-‐ Bananas 
-‐ Onion 
-‐ Party platters 
-‐ Traditional foods for special events 
-‐ Fruits and vegetables 

 

Gardening:  
-‐ Compost and soil 
-‐ Garden work 
-‐ Pruning 
-‐ Fertilizers 

 

Odd Jobs (Oficios varios):  
-‐ Hauling of small loads 
-‐ House cleaning 
-‐ Assistant for general work 
-‐ Carpentry 
-‐ Electrical work 
-‐ Painting 
-‐ Plumbing 
-‐ Shopping 
-‐ Shipping and deliveries 
-‐ Trips to Medellín 
-‐ Motorcycle taxi 

 

Services: 
-‐ Help with productive projects 

(especially agriculture) 
-‐ Construction consultations 
-‐ First aid 
-‐ Agricultural consultations 
-‐ Yoga classes 
-‐ Song composition 
-‐ Childcare 
-‐ Architectural design 
-‐ Blood pressure testing and healing 
-‐ Sewing 

Knowledge: 
-‐ Computer training 
-‐ Handicrafts classes 
-‐ Household appliance repair classes 
-‐ Basic English 
-‐ Elementary education tutoring 
-‐ Solidarity economy seminars 

 

Other Goods and Services: 
-‐ Sewing machine repair 
-‐ Bags 
-‐ Photocopies 
-‐ Construction materials 
-‐ Educational materials 
-‐ Newspaper publicity 
-‐ Recycled paper 

 
 

What a list! I felt like I had just hit the jackpot and that this was going to be a gold 

mine for my research. When Julio sat down with the tintos, though, the rest of the 

conversation proceeded in the past tense. The Pajarito Sistema de Economía Local (Local 
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Economic System, or SEL) was no more.  

The project had begun when a new, progressive Junta de Acción Comunal (local 

council) was elected in 1999 with a plan to revitalize this small community of 2,000 

people. As president of the Junta, Julio asked a colleague at the Universidad Nacional for 

advice on stimulating the local economy. A student research project suggested that a 

LETS-type system might provide significant benefits in Pajarito, so they decided to try it 

out. At first, the system faced significant local resistance. Julio explained that the 

problem “was the newness, because the money system already has so much strength but 

these alternatives are unknown.” The experiment went on hold when he and his wife 

Clara moved to Italy for a year, but when they returned in 2000, they found renewed 

interest in making the SEL work. 

For the next seven years, the Pajarito SEL operated primarily as a core group of 

20–30 members who used their own accounting system to trade permanently in goods, 

services, and knowledge without the use of conventional or alternative monies. In 

addition, they sponsored 4 bazares de trueque (barter bazaars) per year that used local 

money to facilitate barter and expose a broader public to alternative economic 

possibilities. At its height, the system involved campesinos, workers, professionals, and 

unemployed people.  

Julio described some of the initial difficulties in stimulating involvement in the 

system and the gradual transition from stigmatizing second-hand items to celebrating 

them. There was also a period of adjustment as members learned to balance their 

production and consumption to avoid the over-accumulation of credits or debits, and 
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some members always needed reminders about how it worked. Clara once remembered 

an old farmer who loved the system because it gave him an excuse to help neighbors with 

their daily chores, but who never thought about these as trades. It was a bit contradictory, 

she said, since part of their goal was to move away from a calculating economic 

mentality, but she always had to remind him to make a note of the services he provided 

so that he could also benefit from the system and it wouldn’t fall out of balance. 

The bazaars also became quite popular, involving hundreds of participants and 

stimulating the exchange of up to 1.5 million pesos (nearly US$1,000)2 worth of goods in 

a single day. Unlike some of the other barter fairs that operate today, they banned all 

monetary exchanges because they saw those as “a form of pollution.” The Junta linked 

barter to other community initiatives like environmental clean-ups and even had a theater 

group that performed in exchange for non-perishable foods. 

Julio described the system with such excitement, such passion for what they had 

done, that even the collapse of the system seemed like only a minor setback. An urban 

development plan relocated nearly 100,000 people from one of the city’s roughest 

neighborhoods to new housing developments in the village. These newcomers didn’t 

understand the barter philosophy, and many weren’t interested in learning. Before long, 

people showed up to the market with guns, and everything started to take on a political 

meaning in the context of Medellín’s ongoing war for economic and territorial control.  

Julio’s voice lowered as he told me about this turbulent ending, and his eyes 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Over the last decade, the value of the Colombian Peso has held relatively stable at between 1,800 and 
2,500 pesos per U.S. dollar. In this dissertation I typically report values in both pesos and dollars, except 
where this disrupts the flow of the text or the formatting of a table. 
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dampened. We knew all along, he said, that the end of the experiment was inevitable, but 

we never foresaw the impact it would have. It was “revolutionary” and remains 

“unforgettable,” an experience that we will repeat if conditions change. We learned a 

tremendous amount. “Parallel economies are not substitutes for the normal economies. 

We already knew this. But we learned that there are alternatives, that there really is a 

possibility to do things differently. At the beginning, we never would have imagined 

what we ended up achieving. [But these alternative economies require] sympathy in the 

broader society. They require people who understand, who believe, who cooperate.” In 

the case of Pajarito, that proved the most difficult obstacle. 

 

The Barter Systems that Are Not (Yet?) 

Barter and local currency systems in Medellín have assumed three primary forms. 

The first—exemplified by Pajarito—mirrors the LETS systems common in so-called 

developed countries, in which there is more or less permanent trade managed by a 

centralized accounting system of credits and debits.  

The second is the monthly or quarterly barter fair, such as the Santa Elena market. 

Similar to handicraft and campesino markets, these are often organized in parks or central 

plazas and they permit both direct trade and trade using local currencies, called 

“facilitators” because of their primary function. Facilitators are meant to resolve the 

problem of the “double coincidence of desires” and thus increase the scale and speed of 

circulation, but many advanced barterers prize direct barter for its simplicity. Each barter 

group that prints facilitators gives them a distinctive character by naming them after local 
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cultural or environmental features and decorating them with unique designs (see Figure 1 

for several examples). In some cases, these facilitators expire at the end of the market 

day; in others they are used in the same market, month after month, and can be 

accumulated across time.  

Facilitators differ from conventional currency in several important ways. First, 

their limited circulation among barterers and sympathetic local businesses keeps value 

within local economies. Second, prohibitions against usury and speculation keep the 

economy focused on product-driven circulation; money cannot create money. Finally, 

some of these facilitators are designed to lose value if they are not traded—they either 

expire at the end of the market day or they are only validated when a trader brings 

products to exchange—thus disincentivizing accumulation and inequality and promoting 

the flow of goods. As I describe in later chapters, though, barter organizers disagree 

about how markets should be structured. Some believe that well-managed facilitators can 

make barter attractive to a larger public and increase its utility, but others argue that 

facilitators are part and parcel of the acceleration and expansion of economies that money 

has so problematically encouraged. Barterers also question how different modes of 

exchange affect traders’ experiences and subjectivities, and whether conventional money 

should be allowed in barter markets—for example, if traders should be allowed to sell to 

non-bartering passers-by. At present, Santa Elena is the only monthly market in the city, 

though it is now celebrating its 6th anniversary.  

The third type of barter in Medellín is the one-time or annual events sponsored by 

interested institutions. Through eighteen years of activism, organizers have placed barter 
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on the menu of solidarity economy possibilities and, through this, it has found its way 

into schools and universities, theater groups, walking clubs, environmental NGOs, agro-

ecology training programs, multiple government agencies and the local and regional 

development plans, some of the city’s largest cooperatives and micro-credit 

organizations, and the charitable foundation of the Éxito chain of grocery stores. Many of 

these groups hold annual barter markets or incorporate barter into other activities, helping 

to spread the idea of other types of economies. 

The monthly barter markets, demonstrative barter events, institutionalized barter 

programming, and one-time thematic events do not constitute an economic system, but 

Figure 1: Examples of facilitators (alternative currencies) used in Medellín. Photo by the 
author. 
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they do offer tremendous potential for somebody who would like to include barter as a 

central element in their livelihood strategy. A number of barterers also regularly negotiate 

barter arrangements in informal ways, with everyone from dentists to junkyard owners to 

magazine advertisers. A savvy barterer could combine these strategies to virtually 

eliminate school expenses, clothing costs, a portion of food costs (or more if they took 

the initiative to improve barter markets), some medical costs, and to gain raw materials 

and knowledge for operating a small business, legal assistance when necessary, and 

English classes at the best school in the city. In truth, though, only one family 

significantly attempts to combine several of these options. And, as the barter guru noted, 

these different opportunities remain disjointed. They have not been integrated into a well-

diversified system.  

 

An Overview of the Dissertation 

Understanding why barter organizers have typically not developed their idealized 

barter systems is one of the main goals of this dissertation. All of Medellín’s barter 

promoters agree with Luis Alberto’s critique—in fact, this is one of the few things that 

they all do agree on! They are tired of running educational workshops and demonstrative 

activities and want to dedicate their time to more systematic and intensive economic 

development. With broad support that has included funding from city and state 

governments and widespread interest in strengthening local economic circuits, there is a 

solid foundation for expanding alternative economies in Medellín. And yet, they continue 

to dedicate much of their work to demonstrative activities rather than the building of 
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alternative economic systems. How can we explain this paradox of barter activism, and 

what types of material, social, subjective, and political effects does barter have, even in 

its non-systematized form?  

Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background for this discussion by explaining 

my theoretical orientation and considering what it would mean for barter to be an 

alternative to capitalism and neoliberalism, an alternative form of development, and an 

alternative to lives marked by violence. I have spread theoretical discussions throughout 

the text, but this chapter frames the broader consideration of alternatives.  

Chapter 3 then provides the contextual background for this dissertation by 

examining the interplay of economies, violence, and subjectivities in Medellín and the 

broader region of Antioquia. In Colombia, and especially in Medellín, widespread 

violence and economies are intimately linked, and both shape activists’ projects, the goals 

they envision and pursue, the strategies they consider appropriate and the challenges that 

they face. Paisas are widely considered to be violent arch-capitalists, exactly the type of 

people who you would not expect to develop an alternative, solidarity economy. 

However, such a reputation is deceptive in a number of ways: it implies that the people of 

the region are violent by nature or as a result of deep-seated cultural traits, that they are, 

at essence, capitalists, and that their violence may have something to do with their 

capitalist spirit. Drawing on regional history, the diverse economies framework 

elaborated by J.K. Gibson-Graham and the Community Economies Collective, and 

political economic analyses of violence in Antioquia, I demonstrate that the first two 

aspects of the Paisa reputation are inaccurate and the third is misleading. By examining 
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Medellín’s diverse economies and the war system in greater detail, and by considering 

them from the perspective of people whose everyday lives are profoundly affected by 

them, we gain a clearer understanding of what the barter movement might mean. 

In Chapter 4, I describe how barter emerged in Medellín first as a community-

building response to violence and social breakdown and later as a form of economic and 

political activism. I describe the rise and fall of the city’s first three barter systems—the 

Bello Barter Days, the Altamira Barter Fairs, and the Pajarito Local Economic System—

and detail how these projects framed later barter activism. The earliest barter systems 

generated a surprising amount of interest, which organizers were able to leverage in order 

to garner public and private support for spreading barter across the region and even to 

other parts of the country. This important opportunity established barter as a possibility 

for social development and the solidarity economy. However, in their efforts to spread 

barter quickly and easily, organizers compromised their larger goal of establishing 

diversified, community-run barter systems with sustained economic and social impacts. 

Many potential allies in the solidarity economy sector are still waiting to be convinced 

that barter is a realistic and desirable economic alternative.  

Nonetheless, my research shows that barter markets do have significant, positive 

impacts on participating households and individuals. In Chapter 5, I describe the monthly 

barter market in Santa Elena. This market has survived for the last six years despite 

changes in leadership, membership, funding, and market rules, and is now the most 

important barter showcase in the city. Although its limited diversity of goods is a major 

constraint, the Santa Elena market offers a fun, fulfilling, and materially rewarding 
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experience to a couple dozen traders each month. I describe the market experience and 

the ways that artesanos, campesinos, small business owners, and others integrate barter 

into their household economies. Importantly, their negotiations in the marketplace are not 

only economic; they are also ethical. As barterers establish the rules of the market, 

formally and informally sanction one another, and decide what types of trades are fair 

and desirable, they are developing a barter ethics around values of satisfaction, 

egalitarianism, and solidarity.  

Chapter 6 focuses on the economic and social impacts of sustained and regular 

participation in the market. Medellín’s barter projects have faced many of the same 

challenges as alternative economy projects elsewhere, most notably the difficulty of 

overcoming the psychological and socio-cultural power of the conventional economy 

among enough people that they can form diversified and dynamic economic systems. 

However, barter markets offer a number of important economic benefits. They provide 

limited access to basic needs, they help cash-strapped families avoid debt traps, they 

enable lower-class and lower-middle class families to access products that they might not 

otherwise afford (including products that permit long-term investments in education), and 

they especially help incubate small, worker-owned businesses. Perhaps most importantly, 

barter markets offer an unusual opportunity for people to come together across 

differences of class, age, and lifestyle, to interact with people who at first seemed quite 

different and perhaps threatening, and to begin to explore areas of common interest. It 

may therefore help to construct ciudadanía (a sense of citizenship), solidaridad 
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(solidarity), and mutual respect, all values that are essential for charting a path out of 

violence and atomization. 

In Chapter 7, I turn to barter’s more subtle, subjective impacts, asking how barter 

trainings and barter markets contribute to the development of counter-hegemonic 

economic subjectivities. Barter organizers have devoted so much energy to demonstrative 

activities in part because they believe that values, consciousness, and subjectivity are 

critical targets of political intervention. I describe their efforts to challenge dominant 

subjectivities and norms in a relatively chronological manner, beginning with the ways 

that they reframe the economy in introductory presentations, then focusing on the lessons 

learned through barter simulations and first-time barter experiences, and finally 

examining the intended and unintended subjective changes experienced by long-term 

barterers. Barter does not revolutionize unwilling subjects, but it does provide a tool for 

the handful of people who are uncomfortable with the status quo and aspire to non-

normative subjectivities. Through barter they find a group of individuals who are also 

exploring other relationships to material goods, consumption, profit, labor, and other 

people. Interestingly, the inefficiencies of the barter markets—generally considered to be 

imperfections or shortcomings—structure economic practice in a way that encourages 

some of these changes. Because traders cannot find whatever they want, whenever they 

want, within a barter market, barter shifts their orientation toward desire, expectations, 

and to the temporality of economic life.  

Having laid out the history and nature of barter and its impacts today, I return in 

Chapter 8 to the question of organizers’ strategies. What have organizers done to generate 
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these impacts, and why do they continue to organize demonstrative activities rather than 

building diversified economic systems? While there are many practical obstacles to 

effectively developing barter systems, I argue that the core of the problem lies in these 

activists’ contradictory postures toward economic change. They have prioritized socio-

cultural activism over economic activism in large part because they envision culture, 

consciousness, and morality as more mutable than economic systems. More importantly, 

however, barter organizing is limited by a contradiction between economic politics and 

conventional economic subjectivities. Organizers’ anti-capitalist aspirations cause them 

to overlook the very real articulations between barter and non-barter realms, and to build 

boundaries that contradict local common sense notions of how to get by and get ahead in 

a diverse economy. Striving for a pure barter system leaves barter seeming less useful 

and less economistic, and actually reinforces the sense that capitalism is the only serious, 

useful game in town.  

 To close this dissertation, I offer a set of reflections about barter as non-capitalist 

activism, and about how its counter-hegemonic potential might be strengthened. People 

commonly ask if barter or alternative exchange systems are “real” alternatives. There is a 

paradoxical eagerness among left-leaning intellectual to demonstrate that there are no 

alternatives, that nothing can escape the logic of capitalism, that we are doomed to the 

status quo for the imaginable future. These critical perspectives are important, but it is 

equally important to search for ways that so-called alternatives might help us contest 

exploitation and construct a different world. As I show throughout this dissertation, barter 
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has important economic, social, and subjective effects, effects that might be amplified 

and extended para que cambiemos.  
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUALIZING BARTER AS AN 
ALTERNATIVE 

 

 

 I began this work wanting to study barter as an alternative, but an alternative to 

what? And what does that mean, to be an alternative? How can something new be created 

out of the world as it exists now? These questions touch the core of human existence and 

are central to anthropology: how do things change and how do they stay the same? How 

are societies transformed and how are they reproduced? 

 Barter is conceived as an alternative to capitalism, both in its material processes 

and its cultural manifestations, and particularly as an alternative to neoliberal capitalism. 

I approached barter also wondering if it might be an alternative form of development, a 

form that assumed a more grassroots nature and that was not wholly focused on economic 

growth, industrialization, entrepreneurialism, or direct material impacts, but that might 

look at more holistic goals. And for many of the people in Medellin, barter was first and 

foremost an alternative to lives marked by violence, not in the sense that they could 

escape these lives or immediately end the war around them, but in the sense that they 

could create something different. 

 In this chapter, I want to consider in what ways barter might constitute an 

alternative to each of these powerful forces. I argue that there is no “right” answer to this 

question. The answer we reach will depend on our analytical goals, our ontological and 

epistemological framework, and particularly on the ways we understand causality and 

scale. Thus, it is worth specifying my theoretical approach from the outset. I have drawn 
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from a range of scholarship in anthropology and geography to develop a strongly anti-

essentialist approach to economies, one that avoids reducing phenomena to the logic of 

capital or the power of large-scale processes in order to highlight the transformative 

possibilities of local, non-capitalist, socio-economic activism. I have chosen to “read for 

difference rather than domination” because I believe that it is both politically and 

analytically important to identify possible sources of meaningful change (Gibson-Graham 

2006b).  

 

Scalar Logics and the Nature of Capitalism 

This approach involves rethinking scalar logics, causality, and the nature of 

capitalism. Two lines of geographic thought can help frame our discussion. On one hand, 

Smith’s (1990) theorization of uneven development directs attention to the spaces and 

scales of capital. He argues that capital requires uneven development and produces it by 

creating differentiated spaces and hierarchical scales (urban, nation-state, and global). 

Patterns of unevenness are transformed as capitalist industries confront and adapt to 

repeated crises by re-assembling production across new sites. This suggests that we 

should look in the spaces and scales created by capital to understand how they shape 

production, consumption, and social reproduction (Marston 2000), as well as across those 

spaces and scales to see how capitalist social processes construct a dynamic unevenness 

On the other hand, geographers have built on Smith’s work to problematize scale 

as a fluid, contingent, and contested social construct rather than a fixed or given category. 

Everyday practices and institutional processes generate scales as “relative permanences” 
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(Harvey 1996) that embody and constitute relations of production, social reproduction, 

consumption, and empowerment and disempowerment (Marston 2000; Swyngedouw 

1997). However, this apparent stability is an illusion; the constructedness of scale 

suggests that pre-defined models of scalar categories are “devoid of explanatory power” 

and may distort our conclusions (Marston, Jones III, and Woodward 2005). There are two 

important implications of this. First, as Moore (2008) argues, rather than presuming 

scalar categories such as the global and local, we should allow them to emerge from 

analyses of concrete social processes. In addition, we cannot assume a predetermined 

scalar causality. We cannot assume that processes operating at larger scales have more 

powerful effects than those at micro-scales. The sun’s rays burn hotter and shine brighter 

than a light bulb, but have far less effect in a cellar. A million gallons of water crash 

powerfully into the shore but become a fine mist when spread over a landscape. Context 

matters and small, localized processes can be powerful.  

There is an important political implication to this re-conceptualization of scalar 

logics. Marston et al. (2005) and Gibson-Graham (2006) argue that de-reifying the global 

may be politically empowering, allowing us to see new possibilities for resistance that do 

not require global transformation. This is exactly what barterers are trying to achieve. 

They are re-scaling and re-locating change in order to establish their agency, shifting it 

toward scales and spaces in which they can have an impact rather than conventional sites 

of political action and critical analysis like the state or the global economy.  

How should we proceed, as analysts, given two such different views of scalar 

thinking? The question is far from innocent, because where we locate the socio-cultural 
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dynamics of the economy determines what dynamics we will find. I believe that we 

should resist the habit of uniformity and pursue a plural approach that incorporates both 

the idealized scales of capital and the anti-essentialist possibilities of a “flat ontology” 

(Marston et al 2005). Chakrabarty (2000) provides a useful model for this type of 

pluralism: he treats the universal histories of capital and modernity as simultaneously real 

and mythical, and always partial. Following him, we can treat the idealized scales of 

capital and our units of inquiry as placeholders that become real only through localized, 

plural, and contested social action. In this dissertation, however, I focus primarily on the 

local scale of barter activism, the scale at which people experience and act on the 

economy, providing, I hope, a useful counter-balance to analyses that presume the 

increased causal weight of the macro.  

 Nonetheless, it is worth discussing the ways that anthropologists have studied the 

flows of economic ideologies and material processes across scales. Anthropologists have 

been keenly aware that capitalism did not expand into an unformed world that it could 

mold in its own image. Our studies of capital have just as often been studies of non-

capital and the dialectical relationships among diverse capitalisms and non-capitalisms. 

Eric Wolf has been particularly influential in charting an anthropological approach to the 

diverse capitalisms that emerge from articulations between capitalist and non-capitalist 

economic systems. Following Marx, he analyzed political economies as modes of 

production—dynamic relations of social labor in a broader field of force—and paid 

special attention to the ways that cultural forms mediate these social relations in 

particular places (Roseberry 1989: 162, Wolf 1982). Methodologically, this has involved 
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conducting broad historical analysis to complement intensive ethnographic research in 

one location, focusing in particular on the people and institutions who mediate between 

relations and sets of relations.  

 Greenberg provides a useful model for studying endogenous and exogenous 

mediators between capitalist and non-capitalist modes of production in Mexico. In two 

different studies, he examined the persistence of Chatino non-capitalist institutions 

(Greenberg 1981) and Mixe development of a syncretic notion of money (Greenberg 

1995). By closely studying how people used these mediating institutions to pursue 

economic and social goals and how they embued them with cultural meaning, he showed 

how “global” capital and apparently neutral abstractions like money are localized, 

adopting unique properties, providing different opportunities, and prompting diverse 

consequences based on local acceptance, accommodation, and resistance. His findings 

support Roseberry’s belief that “the local is global… but the global can only be 

understood as always and necessarily local” (1998: 521).  

 Robben (1989) offers a slightly different way of tracing economic change in his 

study of modes of production in a Brazilian fishing village. He sees modes of production 

as material, but also as part of conceptual and normative models of household behavior, 

social relations, masculinity, community belonging, and aspirations for autonomy. When 

new possible modes of production destabilize these community norms, people work to 

create a better fit between their everyday experiences and their worldviews. This initiates 

a process of experimentation, negotiation, and change that can be observed through 

practices and discursive struggles. Robben’s narrative is similar to Greenberg’s in that 
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key social institutions or cultural values become sites of negotiation that reveal the nature 

of both capitalist and non-capitalist economies, as well as the changing socio-cultural 

factors that shape them.  

 In both Greenberg and Robben, then, we see that capitalism and non-capitalism 

are deeply intertwined, that they are constructed and maintained through some of the 

same social relations and cultural dynamics, that they take different forms across space 

and time, and that they are mutually shaping. Indeed, the relationship between capitalism 

and non-capitalism has generated a great deal of debate, in large part because it 

challenged basic assumptions about the essential nature of capitalism. As Foster-Carter 

(1977) demonstrates, most of the literature on “articulation of modes of production” 

sought to explain why capitalism failed to develop in “underdeveloped countries,” or why 

it failed to develop in the same way as it did in Europe. This literature assumed that 

capitalism has an internal logic and true nature that is everywhere the same, and 

interpreted discrepancies in economic development as signs either that a full capitalist 

transition had not yet occurred, or that local pre-capitalist modes of production and social 

formations modified capitalism. Authors debated whether different modes of production 

could co-exist or, instead, if limited forms of pre-capitalism survived as holdovers in a 

capitalist era. Some authors (e.g., Gunder Frank and Meillesoux) seemed to even reverse 

the flow of time in order to assert that everything, even pre-capitalism, was created by 

and served capitalism.  

 The continuity of non-capitalism within what was supposed to be a thoroughly 

capitalist society left some scholars groping for ways to shore up capitalism’s 
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overwhelming power. Meillasoux (1981), for example, argued that capitalism need not 

eradicate pre-capitalist forms and that it might rather perpetuate them, because the 

survival of pre-capitalist economic processes can support the production and reproduction 

of laborers at no cost to capital. Through self-provisioning, child care, and small craft 

production, people subsidize capital; they enable urban wage workers to eat for less and 

therefore keep wages low. In fact, much of the ability of capitalism to expand depends on 

these domestic subsidies. As Carrier notes, this model of articulation is useful inasmuch 

as it emphasizes local links with broader economies, and does so in a way that does not 

assume homogenization and Westernization, but it is more effective as a way of 

describing capitalism than a way of describing local village economics. In fact, it does 

not try to describe villages, except in terms of their links with (an unavoidably more 

powerful) capitalism. Villages are little more than labor reserves, “for once capitalism 

encroaches, they lose [an] internal dynamic” (1992: 127).  

Foster-Carter was moving toward a more post-structural analysis when he insisted 

that the abstraction of “capitalism” should be distinguished from concrete manifestations 

of “capitalisms,” which needed to be studied in their own right as not only developmental 

stages but also as relational and interactional. Attention should be focused on the “almost 

infinitely multiplex and variable relations” of production and exploitation that 

characterize “the complex social formations of the Third World” (Foster-Carter 1977: 

75). Eric Wolf (1982) was in part inspired by Foster-Carter’s attack on the reification of 

capitalism and modes of production, the centrality of Europe in narratives of 

development, and the lack of attention to living, acting people as historical agents. As 
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Foster-Carter noted, sharply, “As modes of production are not the subject of history, so 

neither should they be the subject of sentences” (1977: 55). Analysis thus needed to focus 

not on the logics and needs of capitalism, but on the actions of real social actors. 

Foster-Carter’s careful explication of the literature on the articulation of modes of 

production also provides a useful foundation for thinking about economic diversity and 

the possible effects of non-capitalist activism. With regards to the former, for example, he 

notes that even Gunder Frank highlighted the “fluidity of owner-worker relations” 

through the example of “a single worker who is simultaneously (i) owner of his own land 

and house, (ii) sharecropper on another’s land…, (iii) tenant on a third’s land, (iv) wage 

worker during harvest time on one of these lands, and (v) independent trader of his own 

home produced commodities” (cited in Foster-Carter 1977: 76). From the perspective of 

Resnick and Wolff (1987) and Gibson-Graham (2006a, b), this worker is subjected to 

multiple forms of (capitalist and non-capitalist) exploitation, each of which forms the 

basis of a distinct class process. To reduce this worker to a single economic identity—as 

a feudal serf, for example, or a capitalist laborer—is to lose site of other aspects of his 

material and socio-cultural being and his multifaceted politics. 

With regard to possible power of non-capitalism, Foster-Carter explains that 

Wolpe reads Marx as having two opinions on the matter: he argued that pre-capitalist 

modes of production would necessarily be torn asunder by capitalist development and 

expansion, but he also suggested that pre-capitalist modes of production might 

“condition” capitalist development in important ways. That local pre-capitalisms modify 

or condition capitalism (as we see in the studies of Greenberg and Robben) suggests that 
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contemporary forms of non-capitalism might have similar powers, even if not practiced 

on a global scale. 

Donham brings these questions of scale, power, causality, and economic diversity 

together in a particularly nuanced way. Critiquing structural Marxists’ and world systems 

theorists’ ideas that capitalist expansion was inevitable, he wrote, “If everything is 

capitalist, there are no other models to capture the reality of local political economies that 

look very different from the wider system in which they are embedded” (Donham 1999: 

162). He also casts doubt on the belief that capitalism “needs” certain things or is driven 

by particular logics (Donham 1999: 209); the conditions and consequences of capitalism 

are historical questions and not given essences. Finally, he argues against the idea of 

modes of production, asserting that to specify a mode of production is to impose an 

abstract model, assert its dominance, and functionally subordinate other styles of 

production to the dominant one. Making this analytical move—declaring which types of 

economic action are dominant—depends on the theorist's definition of what temporal and 

spatial scale will be privileged and which will be ignored. In a different work, Donham 

(2001) argues that historical analysis must be conducted in order to see capitalism and 

hegemony as emergent from a contextually defined historical process that is never 

inevitable. As Wolf had put it earlier, “attention to history . . . means rethinking the units 

of our inquiries—households, localities, regions, national entities—seeing them not as 

fixed entities, but as problematic: shaped, reshaped, and changing over time” (Wolf 1990: 

590).  
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Gibson-Graham (2006a, b) take Donham’s conclusions even further. Where 

Donham argues that a language of modes of production and discrete economic systems 

can never fully capture the complexity of economic relations, Gibson-Graham argue that 

such systems therefore cannot be treated as if they exist in some pre-cognitive, pre-

discursive, pre-performative, or pre-social reality. Both Donham and Gibson-Graham 

concur that political economic analysis must involve a fracturing of abstractions in order 

to capture the full diversity of productive systems and class relations that operate in 

distinct spaces and scales, and whose connections “must be seen as the outcome of 

contingent, historical processes” (Donham 1999: 162). And both adopt this perspective 

for analytical and political reasons. As Donham concludes, "It is often thought that 

Marxism emphasizes determinism. The reverse is also true. For the final object of 

historical materialism, that for which the analysis of causes is only a prerequisite, is 

locating contingency—and thus being able to act upon it" (1999: 212).  

 

An Alternative to Capitalism? 

 Highlighting contingency and indeterminacy—of scales, sites, causality, 

institutions, interactions, and outcomes—is important, but if we are going to analyze how 

barter constitutes an alternative to capitalism or a counter-hegemonic project that 

challenges the material and socio-cultural underpinnings of capitalism, then we need 

some concept of what capitalism is. The conventional view holds that capitalism is a 

global system or social totality, supported by state institutions that represent dominant 

class interests and a culture industry that does the same. From this perspective, 
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“alternatives” must confront a coordinated suite of economic, political, and cultural 

forces, and they are easily wrapped into the capitalist project either to support the 

reproduction of laborers or to distract the exploited from their plight. As noted above, 

however, there are numerous critiques of this approach: it reifies capitalism and therefore 

fails to capture the diversity of material and socio-political processes operating at 

different scales, it makes it difficult to account for historical change and the ways that 

non-capitalism influences capitalism, and it leaves little room for a thorough 

consideration of alternatives (beyond national and global socialism) and their possible 

political roles.  

In order to avoid some of these traps, I adopt a more narrow view of capitalism 

that takes the “class process” of capitalist relations of production and surplus 

appropriation as its defining feature and that does not presume that firms, states, and 

other economic ventures are necessarily capitalist (Resnick and Wolff 1987, Gibson-

Graham 2006a). At its core, then, capitalism is a particular way of organizing production, 

not a decision-making logic or a system of state support or cultural beliefs. From this 

perspective, capitalism is not a social totality, but rather a series of individual 

relationships and processes. It is precisely a capitalist firm privately appropriating surplus 

from a wage worker. Other relations of production and surplus appropriation are not 

capitalist in the strictest of senses, and although they may articulate with and support 

capitalist production, they also may not. As I describe more fully in Chapter 3, I use 

Gibson-Graham’s diverse economies framework as a tool for analyzing the economy as a 

space populated by multiple types of exchange, labor processes, processes of surplus 
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appropriation, and kinds of property. Defining the economy in this more open way, as 

Gibson-Graham note, helps us avoid “reading for domination.” Instead of presupposing 

that the economy is fundamentally capitalist, and that capitalism is a unified social 

project with internally coherent needs and tremendous causal power, we can more easily 

see capitalism as limited and contradictory, and alternatives as weighty.  

In understanding the capitalist class process and its possible alternatives, it is 

essential to examine control over the means of production. Reorganizing control over the 

means of production has been central to the spread of capitalist production, 

industrialization, and anti-capitalist struggle. Adam Smith, for example, imagined the 

“previous accumulation” of land in the hands of the few as a prerequisite to the industrial 

division of labor, and Marx highlighted “primitive accumulation” or “original 

accumulation” through dispossession as central to the creation of a class of people so 

desperate for survival that they would sell their labor for wages. In fact, as Perelman 

notes, early champions of the free market like Smith and Ricardo were—contrary to their 

current reputations—willing to use state pressure to “speed up the process of capitalist 

assimilation in the countryside” (2000: 3). Perelman reveals that Smith (and other 

classical political economists) and Marx under-theorized primitive accumulation in order 

to highlight their key points. Smith needed to demonstrate that primitive accumulation 

would occur naturally, through liberal processes, and therefore hid his support for 

illiberal measures to force people from the land. Marx, on the other hand, recognized the 

illiberal nature of primitive accumulation in the English enclosure movement. He wanted 

to emphasize how exploitation is crystallized in (and naturalized through) the market 
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logic, however, so he treated primitive accumulation as a historical precursor to 

capitalism. Perelman tries to correct these oversights in two ways.  

First, he emphasizes that primitive accumulation is not a natural (and neutral) law 

of economic development that unfolds evenly as societies develop, but rather that it 

involves violence and resistance and leads to variegated outcomes. This argument is 

supported by E.P. Thompson’s (1971) analysis of the earliest strains of economic 

liberalism in England and the riots that ensued as peasants and craftspeople resisted the 

abandonment of traditional social obligations supporting the poor. Roseberry’s (1991) 

analysis of English farmers supports Perelman’s conclusions by demonstrating the 

expropriation of peasant land was not a once-and-for-all event, but rather that it occurred 

in phases over several centuries and affected rural dwellers differentially. His analysis of 

the introduction of export-oriented coffee production in Latin America also highlights 

how this seemingly uniform economic transition generated diverse outcomes related to 

the diverse Latin American country contexts (Roseberry 1995). Although Roseberry 

focuses on the ways that contextual differences within the new world generated local 

variants of the coffee industry, we might also interrogate the uniformity of the invading 

coffee economy. 

Second, Perelman argues that primitive accumulation extends through the present 

and affects urban as well as rural areas. It occurs every time people are deprived of the 

means to provide for themselves, every time non-wage labor (e.g., gardening, doing 

laundry, or cooking) is marketized and converted into wage labor. Luxemburg (2003) had 

already argued that imperialism was a process of ongoing accumulation spurred on by 
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capitalist crises of accumulation, an idea that Harvey (2003) has elaborated further in his 

work on accumulation by dispossession. As Mies and Bennholdt-Thompson write, 

“Acquisition and destruction of ‘non-capitalistic economies’—the traditional subsistence 

economies—is not only the bloody prehistory of capitalism… but is still today the basic 

precondition for the ongoing accumulation of capital, what generally is called ‘economic 

growth’” (1999: 10). 

This body of scholarship provides a strong theoretical basis for understanding one 

way that alternatives to capitalism may operate: by strengthening people’s control over 

the means of their own subsistence and the means of production. While we may not 

expect a rapid and widespread de-linking from capitalist commodity markets, we can 

counter the ongoing process of primitive accumulation and develop resilience to the 

economic vulnerability that facilitates capitalist exploitation. This means supporting 

small-scale and decentralized technologies that promote self-sufficiency and expand 

worker and community control over production. Community-supported agriculture and 

community gardens, cooperatives, mutual associations, and even certain strains of the do-

it-yourself movement might advance this goal.  

These types of projects work if an increase in non-wage household labor 

decreases dependence on wage labor. One danger of this approach, something learned 

from work with women in development and from second wave feminism more generally, 

is that it might create a double burden of wage labor plus increased household labor. A 

second concern is that promoting self-sufficiency could be used to subsidize capitalist 

production in the way that Meillesoux suggests. If people are able to feed themselves 
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through household production, for example, then capitalist businesses can pay lower 

wages and extract higher profits, leading to greater exploitation and inequality. This is 

why questions of power, decision making, and surplus management are important for 

placing control over the means of production in a broader perspective of exploitation.  

Barter does not provide a total break from capitalism. Like LETS, barter markets 

do not “provide members with the opportunity to step completely outside the capitalist 

economy—rather they provide some complementary opportunities to those who already 

have access to economic resources and social networks” (Aldridge and Patterson 2002: 

379). However, I argue that barter markets do help traders use these resources and 

networks in a way that counters capitalism. Alternative exchange provides material and 

social support for people to expand control over the means of production and the means 

of their own reproduction. It therefore helps to insulate people from the need to engage in 

more exploitative forms of work (e.g. capitalist wage labor, feudal labor, and slavery). As 

we will see in Chapters 5-7, barter markets have helped nurture household businesses in 

which people control the means of production and claim and control their own profits. 

These markets have also established a collective mechanism for sharing among 

producers, and they have helped inspire people to recognize and expand their own 

capacities as producers. In addition, by politicizing exchange and consumption and 

creating new norms promoting simplicity and reuse, barter markets combat some of the 

cultural dynamics that lead people to accept economic growth, accumulation, and 

dispossession.  
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An Alternative to Neoliberalism? 

 Recent decades have brought the resurgence of a liberal economic philosophy 

based on the belief that free markets provide the most efficient solution to economic and 

social problems. The resulting neoliberal policies therefore advocate an apparent 

reduction in government regulation of markets—by removing barriers to free trade, 

encouraging privatization and foreign investment, reducing taxes, and downsizing 

government social programs—but in fact they merely shift the role and functions of 

government toward the creation of favorable conditions for commodity exports and rapid 

financial flows. These policies are prompted not only by their ideological underpinnings, 

but also by capitalists’ search for new ways of investing. Faced with crises of over-

accumulation, many people in business and finance seek to make their capital productive 

by entering new markets (a spatio-temporal fix) or by imagining and creating ever-more 

abstract forms of property, such as derivatives or unreleased carbon (Greenberg and 

Heyman 2012; Sullivan 2009).  

Greenberg and Heyman’s (2012) overdetermined and processual approach to 

neoliberal policies offers a particularly strong standpoint from which to consider change. 

They argue that places and communities are produced through interlocking flows of 

people, capital, commodities, ideas, and biophysical components. Neoliberal policies are 

particular ways “of channeling and governing dynamic mobilities, rearranging various 

locales and flows,” but they are just some of many vectors for changing or stabilizing 

these flows and thereby creating places (Greenberg and Heyman 2012: 245). A central 

component of the neoliberal organization of places and economic processes, they argue, 
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is “discretized capital,” a form of capital that is far more mobile and context-independent 

than classical political economists ever imagined, and whose movements are based on 

complex calculations of risk and rewards made possible by recent advances in computing 

technologies. “Discretization… enables capitalists to envision taking apart and 

reassembling production processes in increasingly global ways rather than being 

dependent on investing in inherited (if modifiable) production systems” (Greenberg and 

Heyman 2012: 247). Critically, the discretization of capital depends on specific rules, 

institutions, and guarantees—things like strong private property rights, easily calculable 

and predictable flows of finance capital and commodities, legal mechanisms to ensure 

repayment of loans, and investment insurance—many of which are provided or enabled 

by governments through neoliberal policies. They suggest that, under the conditions of 

neoliberalism, highly mobile forms of capital have particularly strong effects, “but 

capital’s power is incomplete, as its calculations only partially realign an immensely 

complex network of diverse flows, all of which have to be taken into consideration” 

(Greenberg and Heyman 2012: 245).  

Based on this view, I argue that barter is resistant alternative to neoliberalism 

because it encourages a different organization of place-making flows and it impedes 

neoliberal ways of organizing these flows. In contrast to neoliberalism—which is 

oriented toward accelerating and expanding flows so that resources become more 

uniform, flexible, and context-free—barter slows economic flows, establishing barriers 

and frictions. Barterers are intentionally holding part of their wealth in currencies that are 

purely local, that are not accepted everywhere and for anything. In addition, because all 
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trades depend on the negotiation of value at the time of exchange, costs and benefits are 

unpredictable, frustrating the types of speculative calculation that guides global capital 

flows. Barter organizers are not trying to stall the movement of resources, but they are 

trying to bound this movement so that resources remain local and support local 

communities, and as I discuss in Chapter 8, the inefficiencies of barter markets mean that 

traders must become accustomed to slower consumption patterns. Barter thus interrupts 

the geography, temporality, and informationality of neoliberal capital.  

What is important to note about barter is that it is a grassroots resistance to capital 

flows. Other alternative currencies have also been used to hold wealth in a form that has 

no feet, that only has value locally, but with very different justice outcomes. Corporate 

scrip, for example, is often used to maximize the profits of private corporations and 

minimize the benefits to workers. Workers are paid in a currency that they can only 

redeem at the company store, often at higher prices, and corporations thus save money on 

workers’ wages and have more capital available for investment. This use of scrip, by 

most definitions, decreases justice, freedom, and the power of workers. It restricts their 

options and their ability to act outside of the framework established by their employers.  

Through their use of a grassroots currency, however, barterers are imposing on 

themselves many of those same restrictions, but for the purpose of creating mutuality. 

They are choosing inconveniences and sacrificing elements of individual freedom not in 

order to subordinate themselves to a private employer, but rather to establish a new 

power, a new community, and new public goods over which they have some control. 

They are subordinating themselves to themselves. This discussion highlights a 
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paradoxical finding about barter: that its inefficiencies and inconveniences are an 

important part of its power. Barter’s counter-neoliberal dynamics are tied to material 

inefficiencies and inconveniences and, as I discuss in Chapter 7, its ability to create 

counter-hegemonic subjectivities are as well. One of the key challenges for barter 

organizers will be to strategize around these inefficiencies, analyzing which are 

productive and which  

 

An Alternative Development? 

Colombia is a particularly interesting place to study development because it is the 

original “under-developed” country. After helping to reconstruct a Europe devastated by 

the Second World War, the World Bank turned its attention to the post-colonial countries 

of the global South, expanding its mission geographically and thematically to create “a 

world without poverty.” The global spread of humanitarian economic intervention 

provided a new means for world powers to promote capitalist modernization and manage 

Third World resources and economies. It provided enormous growth opportunities for 

First World construction and technology firms, offered a laboratory for political-

economic experimentation, and became the bait that the capitalist bloc used to entice 

poorer countries into alliances. Colombia was the Bank’s first experiment.  

Development was born in a time of great faith in economic science, rational 

management, and the ability of states to stimulate growth and address poverty through 

public investments and industrialization. New development experts were sent on 

missions—appropriately named given their mix of reconnaissance and evangelism—to 
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share the lessons of Keynesian New Dealism, Soviet industrialization, and post-war 

reconstruction. Modernization theorists drew on old anthropological theories to explain 

that underdevelopment was merely a stage of socio-cultural evolution. Advanced 

countries could accelerate the evolution of their less fortunate brethren by sharing 

technological, political, social, and moral advances. Anthropologists supported this effort 

by examining cultural impediments to change and processes of technology adoption 

(Patterson 2001).  

Initial progress was promising. Post-war booms in rich countries generated a 

seemingly insatiable demand for raw materials and the finished products of poorer 

countries’ infant industries. Agricultural modernization and massive infrastructure 

projects promised to link the developing world to this global market in the most rational, 

efficient form. But two problems arose. As demand stabilized in rich countries, the 

modernizing agricultural and industrial sectors of poorer countries faced an unfavorable 

market. Also, the optimistic modernizationists found that the world was more complex 

than they imagined. Establishing the “preconditions for takeoff” on the flight to 

modernity, as Rostow (1971) put it, required massive changes in values, human capital, 

and legal and political systems, as well as confrontations with the extremely unequal 

power relations created through colonialism. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, as 

modernization faltered and anti-colonial struggles gained steam, ideological competition 

intensified.  

The right clung to modernization theory, arguing that Third World economic 

growth was being retarded by cultural backwardness and inefficient and corrupt 
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governments. Their solution was to decrease state involvement, increase the role of 

markets, and establish capitalist polities linked to a world economy. Anthropologists 

contributed to this cause by identifying the burgeoning capitalist classes that would 

finance industrialization and lead their people away from the backwards traditions that 

impeded modernization (Patterson 2001). A resurgence of socialist theory and critical 

voices from colonized countries presented an alternative view. Rather than defining 

development as a national problem, dependency theorists historicized it in a global 

perspective. Development was not the cure for underdevelopment, they said, but rather 

the flip side of the same coin. Colonialism and the expansion of capitalism through 

modernization created a global economic system that consistently transferred wealth from 

poor to rich (Gunder Frank 1967). The only solution was for poor countries to withdraw 

from the global economic system and chart a path towards autonomous national 

development. Practically, this required agricultural self-sufficiency, state-led industrial 

development for an internal market (known as import-substitution industrialization, or 

ISI), and links among the global South.  

Colombian development history roughly conforms to this conventional genealogy 

of development theory but cannot be understood without reference to four particular 

features of the Colombian socio-political and economic context: a massive dependency 

on coffee exports for financial capital and an accompanying vulnerability to periodic 

booms and busts; a long history of extreme and violent competition among Colombia’s 

four main regions that impeded centralized planning and national development for many 

years and continued to require carefully balanced policies; recurring violence, which 
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disrupted development activities less through monetary costs than by creating repeated 

crises of political legitimacy; and an extreme concentration of power in an agro-industrial 

elite able to selectively adapt development plans of the left and right to their own 

interests. The instabilities caused by coffee volatility and violence combined with the 

plodding consistency of regional elite power to undermine populist development and 

moderate ideological shifts. In practice, the key development question for Colombian 

policy-makers was not where and how the state should intervene, but rather “how to 

preserve the power and status of the ruling class while at the same time accommodating 

the demands from peasant-, working-, and middle-class groups” (Bagley and Edel 1980, 

cited in Gilbert and Ward 1985: 36). Out of this mix of development as ideological and 

geopolitical imposition, Colombian class politics, and socialist/populist humanitarianism, 

we can distinguish two general phases of Colombian development. (For this discussion of 

Colombian development history, I draw primarily from Palacios [2006], Bushnell [1993], 

Safford and Palacios [2002], and Escobar [1995].)  

 

Phase 1: State-Led Development and Industrialization  

The World Bank’s first mission to the Third World arrived in Colombia in 1949, 

initiating a modernization program based on state-supported industrialization and big 

construction projects such as hydro-electric dams and national highways. Strong 

coalitions of industrialists secured protectionist policies for burgeoning petro-chemical, 

beer, and textile companies, generating a form of ISI without the structural critique of 

dependency theory. Lauchlin Currie, the World Bank team leader, also convinced a 
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reluctant Bank to support education, health, and community development initiatives. 

However, the few attempts to pursue these programs (most notably under President 

Rojas, 1953-1957) were less ambitious than World Bank advisors suggested and were 

consistently undermined by elite interests and recurring debt crises that forced the 

government to accept IMF interventions based on a rightist, classical/neoliberal economic 

model.  

In the 1960s, anthropological knowledge and geopolitics generated support for a 

more populist style of development. While Oscar Lewis’ “culture of poverty” carried 

weight in the early days of development, more recent studies of urban land invasions in 

the 1960s demonstrated that the poor were capable of highly efficient and well-

coordinated action. At the same time, the Cuban Revolution heightened US interest in 

capitalist modernization in Colombia. Kennedy’s Alliance for Progress program sought 

to compete with Cuban socialism through formal state support for community 

organization and social programs including self-help housing, the provision of 

agricultural credit, land titling, and health clinics. Colombia’s urban community action 

committees (Juntas de Acción Comunal) also regained popularity during this time, and 

“civic-military actions” by the Colombian military paired development work with 

counter-insurgency efforts. But community development was short lived. US funding and 

Colombian government support dried up with the thawing of the Cold War and elite 

interests managed to use agricultural reform and urban community organizing to 

accommodate popular demands without altering power structures that perpetuated 

inequality. This brief glimpse of popular mobilization and independence from 
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clientelistic networks helped pave the way, however, for liberation theology and 

participatory action research.  

By the early 1970s, ISI was losing support. Although it had generated jobs and led 

to sustained economic growth, it had also exacerbated poverty and inequality. The 

Colombian market was too small to support new industries, industrialists had to import 

expensive productive technologies, and corruption was rampant. Furthermore, an excess 

of petro-dollars created a crisis of over-accumulation that First World investors sought to 

ameliorate through new forms of international investment.  

 

Phase 2: Apertura and Gradual Neoliberalization  

In Colombia, the result was a turn away from industrialization, the state, and 

(attempted) autonomy. The Lopez and Turbay governments (1974-1982), comprised of 

foreign-trained economists committed to what would become known as neoliberalism, 

embraced the World Bank’s “rethinking and reformulation of the state,” which they saw 

as the key source of economic stagnation due to inefficiency and corruption. President 

Lopez imagined a new wave of growth through Colombia’s “natural” comparative 

advantage in agricultural and mining exports complemented by modest export-based 

industries.  

These national development strategies were pursued alongside “New Directions” 

in international development that emerged largely in response to anthropological 

critiques. Anthropologists studying the interactions between macro-processes and local 

communities found that economic development projects were not alleviating poverty, and 
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were often deepening poverty and inequality, contributing to environmental destruction, 

and imposing harmful cultural changes. They especially discovered vastly uneven 

impacts on the most vulnerable social groups, such as women and indigenous people 

(Babb 1990; Boserup 1970; Henderson 1995; Sen 1990; Tinker 1990). In response, 

World Bank President Robert McNamara refocused development on inequality, 

employment, education, smallholder agricultural development, and other programs to 

address absolute poverty and well-being (World Bank 2004). Similarly, the US Congress 

establish “New Directions” for the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID) (Tinker 1983: 228). Incorporating people into development analysis proved to 

be a slippery slope, leading over time to demands to incorporate indigenous knowledge, 

cultural and environmental considerations, and even community participation in project 

design.    

In Colombia, Lopez and Turbay pursued the Bank’s recommendations for 

mitigating the damage of failed agrarian reform through integrated rural development and 

nutrition programs focused in smallholder regions, especially those close to guerrilla 

strongholds. This was the same message that Colombia’s long-time development advisor 

Lauchlin Currie had promoted twenty years earlier, but by the time it became 

development orthodoxy in 1970, Colombia’s policy environment had changed. With the 

shift away from government, this type of anti-poverty work would increasingly occur 

through non-governmental projects within an otherwise unsupportive liberalizing 

economy.  
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Neoliberalism and the growing disappointment with state-led development thus 

supported the new realm of NGO-led development (Midgley 2003). NGOs sought to 

direct development activities directly at the poor and often supported more radical 

agendas than formal politics would allow. Drawing on the work of Paolo Freire, they 

sought a new bottom-up style of development that emerged from the needs and interests 

of the poor, responded to their context, and avoided or even combated the structural 

inequalities that constrained development. Particularly notable was Fals Borda’s 

development in Colombia of participatory action research to develop a “science of the 

proletariat” that would serve as the basis for popular struggles for social transformation 

(Fals Borda and Rahman 1991).  

The election of President Betancur in 1982 seemed to promise a progressive 

redirection for the national economy, but once again an economic emergency forced the 

Colombian government to submit to IMF "monitoring." His successor, Barco, was also 

unable to achieve his ambitious development goals (the most ambitious of any 

Colombian president to that time) because a coffee crisis and oil pipeline attacks emptied 

government coffers. Nonetheless, his proposals for health care, education, and housing 

support had a lingering effect, as did his decentralization program, which increased the 

power of local governments at the expense of landlords and political barons.  

Gradual neoliberalization helped Colombia avoid the full brunt of the “lost 

decade” of the 1980s, but by 1989 Silva Colmenares was still able to complain that 

Colombian development followed what seemed like “a socio-economic law of structural 

dependency that translates into a permanent ceding of part of our national income to 
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transnational capital and the insertion of transnational capital [into Colombia] as a force 

for the material and spiritual reproduction of capitalism” (1989: 16). The process of 

neoliberalization has continued through the 1990s and 2000s to further Colombia’s 

transition from an agrarian to an agro-industrial and finally a narco-petro-finance capital 

economy. In the last two decades, the development agenda has largely been a response to 

ongoing narco-trafficking and guerrilla and paramilitary activity, the humanitarian crisis 

of approximately 4 million internally-displaced people, and efforts to support small-scale 

entrepreneurial activity through the Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (SENA) and 

municipal programs. “Alternative” development has taken on a specific meaning in 

Colombia, framed by USAID as the promotion of non-illicit (alternative) rural economic 

activities. Much of today’s government-sponsored development continues, explicitly or 

covertly, the geopolitical agendas and civic-military action of the 1960s and 1970s 

(Ramírez, Stanton, and Walsh 2005).  

 

Given this history, it is easy to see why anthropologists have come to see 

development as an ideologically-infused and politically-charged project of social, 

cultural, political, economic, and environmental transformation. Anthropologically-

informed heterodoxies within development have been valuable, but development is still 

run largely by economists who operate within a neoliberal-modernization orthodoxy that 

emphasizes macro-level intervention and downplays impacts on and actions of actual 

people (Simon 1997). While anthropologists have continued to contribute to debates 

about development methods, they have also provided more profound analyses of the 
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ways that development alters the dynamics and effects of power. Echoing general trends 

in anthropology, these perspectives have taken two main forms: a political-economic 

approach emphasizing systemic inequalities arising from capitalist exploitation of land 

and labor, and a post-structuralist approach that essentially resumes narratives of 

development as cultural change but with new theories of power and subject-formation. 

 Anthropological political economists’ research on the socio-economic 

consequences of capitalist expansion, particularly into rural areas, provided a clear 

critique of the modernization process. Combining the macro-perspectives of dependency 

and world systems theories with ethnohistorical research on peasants, they showed that 

capitalist expansion reinforced inequality, create underdevelopment, extended state 

control, and even fomented violence (Little and Painter 1995, Patterson 2001, Simon 

1997). However, they also showed that modernization and development were not merely 

imposed on a passive population of poor masses. The ways that people interpreted, 

contested, and negotiated the new landscape created by development were significant for 

shaping its outcomes (Ferguson 1990). These critiques encourage us to re-create 

development as transformation of structural inequalities through a model that is not based 

on the institutions and interests of Western elites and does not perpetuate their privilege 

at the expense of the world’s poor. 

The post-structuralist perspective—championed especially by Escobar (1991, 

1995, 1999)—has built on the work of Foucault to examine how development discourses 

and practices lead to the creation of subjects characterized by faith in modern progress, a 

sense of their own poverty, lack or underdevelopment, and a desire for capitalism. 
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Development consists not only of projects and policies, but also shapes social relations 

and individual subjectivities by creating new landscapes of power, new contexts for 

action, and new regimes of knowledge and discipline. Thus, Escobar emphasized that one 

of the most enduring features of development was the training of Colombians in a new 

science of administration that they came to take for granted and to deploy in order to 

manage poverty for the benefit of capital. Gow’s (2008) recent work on indigenous 

development in Colombia shows how thoroughly development planning has saturated 

bureaucratic procedure, becoming a pre-requisite for political inclusion, though 

indigenous people have not fallen mindlessly under the spell of modernization. 

Resistance to this scholarship partly suggests its accuracy. Development has so shaped 

the common sense of economic fears and aspirations that even those who are against 

development practice often have difficulty speaking and acting outside of the 

development imaginary (a parallel to what Gibson-Graham [2006a] call 

“capitalocentrism”). Thus, critics who label themselves as anti-development or post-

development are often depicted as eschewing concern for human well-being or 

nihilistically abandoning any search for solutions.  

 Rahnema (1997) bridges these two approaches, arguing that the failure of 

development is not due to the inability of governments, institutions, or planners. 

“Successful” development would have been even worse, more unsustainable and more 

destabilizing. The real problem is that development was never the right answer to begin 

with because it was a cultural imposition not appropriate to non-Western contexts and 

because it forced upon those contexts capitalist relations of production that inevitably 
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produce inequalities. The real effect of development, therefore, was “material and 

cultural dispossession” (Rahnema 1997: 381). This is not to say that development never 

does any good, but that the good uses of development (for health, food, education, 

housing) are inextricably linked to the imposition of social and cultural forms that are 

damaging. Thus, we need to end the development era, but “the end of development 

should not be seen as the end to the search for new possibilities for change” (Rahnema 

1997: 391).  

Both political economists and post-development post-structuralists argue that we 

need a new system of development in which people are able to direct social 

transformation according to their own needs and aspirations. We need less management 

and more self-management. We need development without developers, the organic 

responses of communities searching for better ways to organize themselves and meet 

their needs. Achieving this requires extricating ourselves from institutionalized systems 

of underdevelopment, while also working for different social relations and new languages 

that move away from the hegemony of development, underdevelopment, and scarcity. 

Both sets of anthropological critique have placed a great deal of hope in grassroots 

mobilizations to reject imposed forms of development and articulate alternative sets of 

political economic relations and subjectivities.  

Barter may be one such alternative. Through barter systems, residents of Medellín 

demonstrated that they need not accept economic orthodoxy and official development 

plans. They exercised their power to create alternative economies based on new cultural 

models that permit different forms of strategic decision-making. Like conventional 
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development models, barter is a project of socio-cultural, political-economic, and 

environmental change based on normative worldviews. Much of this dissertation is 

dedicated to explicating the ethics of this project, though interested readers can turn 

especially to Chapters 5, 7, and 8 for this discussion. One of the most extraordinary 

aspects of barter as a development model is that it really is a grassroots project, an 

experimental process advanced by a broad cross-section of Medellín, including people 

from different class backgrounds, with different professions and levels of education, and 

with different political ideologies. Barter is a local development model and as such is a 

hybrid, a conversation “that take place in the context of dominant conversations” 

(Escobar 1995: 96). However, as barterers search eagerly for inspiration, they also draw 

from a wide range of other, non-dominant conversations, including writings on Marxism 

and socialism, ecological economics, the solidarity and popular economies, and holistic 

development.  

In Chapter 6, I examine barter’s economic impacts. If it is to be a successful 

development alternative, then it must adequately support livelihoods and provide a 

desirable quality of life. Many people, after experimenting with barter, have decided that 

it does not meet these criteria. Many of the campesinos that once participated in the Santa 

Elena barter market, for example, left after concluding that barter did not provide 

sufficient access to basic goods and services. However, I argue that those people who 

continue to participate actively in barter do receive substantial livelihood benefits. In fact, 

these benefits are large enough to suggest that more diverse, developed and regular barter 

systems could be important tools for grassroots development.   
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The critiques of development, however, show that it is (and that it needs to be) 

about far more than economics. Humphrey and Hugh-Jones’s assertion that barter 

“creates social relations in its own mode” suggests that barter may play a unique role as a 

form of social development as well (1992: 8). Understanding the sociality of barter is 

especially important in Medellín, where decades of violence, displacement, and economic 

disruption have left communities torn asunder. This brings us to barter’s most important 

potential role, at least from the perspective of many people in Medellín.  

 

An Alternative to Violence? 

Scholars of violence argue that it cannot be understood only as the physical 

experience of individuals, but that it is, rather, a collective experience that has deep 

social, cultural, and subjective effects. Violence is also not perpetrated only by 

individuals; it often arises from much broader social and economic processes. Structural 

violence “includes a host of offenses against human dignity: extreme and relative 

poverty, social inequalities ranging from racism to gender inequality, and the more 

spectacular forms of violence that are uncontestedly human rights abuses” (Farmer 2003: 

8). Describing aspects of social organization such as poverty and inequality as violence 

may seem counter-intuitive to some readers, but, like violence, they exact intense 

physical and psycho-social tolls on their victims. The connection is also more than 

analogical. Ethnographies reveal that “larger social actors such as the state, international 

organizations, and the global media, as well as transnational flows in finances and people, 
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are all implicated in the actualization of the violence that transforms the everyday life of 

local communities” (Das and Kleinman 2000: 2).  

The connection between structural violence and individual experience is 

especially evident in Colombia, where the liquidation and violent displacement of rural 

people have long been integral and highly effective aspects of the development process 

(Reyes 2009; Richani 2002; Roldán 2002; Ross 2003). As Ross notes, “[violent land] 

clearance has been a perpetual feature of capitalist development since the early sixteenth 

century, but the process—in the past and again today—has been exceptionally brutal and 

protracted in Colombia” (2003: 3). Land clearance accelerated in the 1920s and 1930s, 

during the period after 1948 known as La Violence, and again since the 1980s, as a 

tremendous influx of narco-dollars fueled land speculation and paramilitary groups 

spread across the country. After almost a century of nearly continuous forced 

displacement, Colombians may be the most unsettled non-nomadic population in the 

world. The decade beginning in 1948 saw as many as 300,000 Colombians killed 

(Molano 2000) and well over a million displaced. This displacement fit nicely with the 

development goal—recommended by the World Bank—of increasing urban populations 

in order to expand industrial production. During the more recent spike in violence, 

between 1979 and 2006, more than 570,000 people were killed in Colombia (Bonilla 

2009) and 3.3 to 4.9 million people (7-10% of the national population) were displaced 

(Acción Social 2009; Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre 2009). This does not 

include the millions who have been displaced by the inability to make a living, including 

those people whose livelihoods have been undermined by free trade agreements that 
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flooded the market with cheap food imports or the liberalization of international coffee 

production, which pushed peasants toward illicit crops (Ross 2003). The protracted war 

between the Colombian state, leftist guerrillas, and paramilitary groups been so 

thoroughly intertwined with licit and illicit economies and the political elite that Richani 

(2002) describes it as a comprehensive and mutually beneficial “war system.” In short, 

Colombia is a society deeply permeated not only by blood, but also by fear, distrust, and 

uprooting. 

The experience of everyday violence, particularly over long periods of time, 

“influences… patterns of sociality” and becomes “embedded in… ‘normal’ patterns of 

sociality” (Das and Kleinman 2000: 15). Violence and the threat of violence become 

woven into everyday routines, social relations, and institutions, and they are reproduced 

through “microdifferentiation” among “local tensions, factions, and contradictions” 

mapped along political, economic, racial, or gender lines (Green 2004: 320). As Green 

(1999) showed in Guatemala, violence undermined local social institutions (such as the 

cofradía, land entitlements, and extended family networks) that were central to social 

reproduction, which destabilized community structures and exacerbated socioeconomic 

differentiation and racism. Thus, violence at one scale (in this case, from the state) was 

reproduced at another (within communities) and given new meanings. And this is one of 

the most powerful effects of violence, that it becomes a basis for everyday practice, social 

relationships, and the construction of meaning. Violence and suffering, along with trauma 

and fear, “orient norms and normality” (Das and Kleinman 2000: 5).  
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In Medellín, people frequently refer to a torn social fabric, alienation and 

atomization, and distrust that have become the new normal. Salazar’s oral histories of 

child assassins powerfully conveys the nearly suffocating sense of futurelessness that 

presses down upon them, and their desperation to become protagonists in their own lives. 

These are people who are so powerfully subjected to forces beyond their control that the 

only way they can establish their own humanity is through death. And the onlookers, the 

neighbors and family members who watched throughout the 1980s and 1990s as more 

and more children enrolled in the war, were also left powerless.  

How do you address this legacy of violence? How do you rebuild a society 

scarred by such intensive and extensive disruption? And how do you do so when all 

avenues for political change seem closed? This is a country where the possibility of 

political competition in the middle of the 20th century generated an absolute bloodbath 

that could only be stopped by a military dictatorship and a power-sharing agreement 

between the old guard Conservatives and the old guard Liberals, who simply alternated 

power with each election cycle. It is a country where local politics are dominated by 

patron-client ties, where a whole opposition party was massacred, where the Left saw no 

other opportunity but to leave civil politics and take up arms, and where every attempt 

that they have made to re-engage with civilian politics has been met with hostility and 

resistance by the traditional elite, who do not want new players and new ideologies to 

disrupt the terms of their rule. Most of the news has to do with “para-politics” (the near 

constant revelation that politicians have ties to paramilitary groups) and even the hopeful 
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stories—of innovative mayors like Antanus Mockus of Bogotá or Sergio Fajardo of 

Medellín—hint at strong-fisted rule.  

So in this context, surrounded by hopelessness and frustration, with fear eroding 

trust and even the most intimate social connections, where being different marks you as 

dangerously subversive, how do you go about making change? How do you begin to 

establish control and order in your life in a place where armed teenagers rule over 

neighborhoods, where freedom fighters kill and kidnap the people, where the army can’t 

be trusted, and where popular “self-defense” forces are systematically disappearing 

anybody whose lifestyle violates their sense of morality? How do you create order in a 

world flooded with drug money, where anything and everything can be bought or sold?  

 In 1994, just north of Medellín, one group of friends decided to start small, and to 

start with themselves. They made a commitment to counter the disruptions of violence 

through the simple act of coming together to exchange friendship, to exchange time with 

one another, and to exchange the fruits born of their passions—the art and poetry and 

music that they dedicated themselves to. The barter fairs that grew out of these gatherings 

were their attempt to re-scale change, to counter displacement and disruption in a safe 

way, without entering politics and without taking up arms. From there barter grew into an 

economic project, but a project of solidarity economics. As you will see throughout this 

dissertation, and especially in Chapter 6, barterers are trying to support their livelihoods 

through a form of exchange that requires mutual recognition of the traders’ humanity and 

that establishes bonds of trust. Barter is a way of slowing things down and bringing them 

under control, so that the economy is reduced to the circle of traders you can see, to the 
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person across the table from you whose product you’re interested in. In barter markets, 

the traders decide; they are not subjected to the decisions of others. Barter offers them a 

chance to sit together with a group of people and imagine how to be ethical, how to be 

human, in a chaotic and amoral universe. Barter clearly will not rid Medellín of violence, 

but it does help heal some of the social disruption that violence creates, and it gives 

people a chance to be protagonists.   

 

Conclusion 

 As I describe in the next chapter, Medellín’s barter systems are part of a diverse 

economy within which people integrate capitalist, non-capitalist, legal and illegal 

strategies to construct their livelihoods. While there is a tendency to consider barter to be 

non-capitalist because of its non-monetary nature, barter systems in other contexts often 

articulate with and help maintain diverse economic modes (Humphrey and Hugh-Jones 

1992). Emerging barter systems in Medellín involve the continuing production of spaces 

and scales, inter-connections among different processes production, exchange, and 

consumption in various socio-cultural and ecological settings, and the development of 

new economic subjectivities. Medellín’s barter systems are attempts to localize economic 

action, but we cannot see them as purely local economies because barterers, their goods, 

their values and needs, and their social relations are all shaped by non-local forces.  

I argue, however, that they also act on those broader forces through their attempts 

to prompt a “just production of just geographies of difference” (Harvey 1996: 5) and to 

“create… patterns of differentiation and equalization which are driven not by the logic of 
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capital but by generalized social choice” (Smith 1990: 211). As part of a broader 

solidarity economy movement, these barter systems seek to fundamentally alter the 

nature of commodity chains in three ways: by removing money from the series of 

exchanges; by placing producers and consumers in direct contact, thereby shortening the 

commodity chain and the intervening spaces for the application of power and extraction 

of surplus; and by turning passive consumers into prosumers (producers/consumers, a 

concept discussed further in Chapter 7). In the process, they also give people a greater 

sense of their own capacity, a different orientation to acquisition and consumption, and 

increased control over the means of production. And they expose the economy—

including sacred cows like development, growth, and wealth—to critical scrutiny.  

My goal in writing this dissertation has been to highlight the alternative and 

counter-hegemonic possibilities within barter, while also acknowledging its limitations. 

Some readers will accept the theoretical orientation that I have provided in this chapter, 

including my discussion of scale and causality and my efforts to cut capitalism down to 

size in order to make room for powerful others; others will not. Some readers will be 

convinced and inspired by the socio-economic possibilities that barter presents; others 

will dwell more on its weaknesses. Hopefully most will finish this dissertation 

questioning how we define possibilities and limitations, and all will return to their 

everyday lives with a lingering faith that we can make the economy more just and more 

sustainable.  
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CHAPTER 3: DIVERSE ECONOMIES IN THE WAR SYSTEM 
 

 

Colombia is an infamous country, and Medellín its most ill reputed city. Best 

known for its drug traffickers—and especially Pablo Escobar—the city is also a central 

node in the military and economic activities of left-wing guerrillas and right-wing 

paramilitary groups, street-level gangs, and the milicias de limpieza that emerged in the 

late 1980s and 1990s to cleanse the streets of undesirable elements. For two decades, 

homicide was the leading cause of death in the city, reaching a peak of 18 murders per 

day and more than 320 per 100,000 residents. More than 55,000 people were killed in just 

thirteen years; most of them were poor, young men who died at the hands of other poor, 

young men (Cardona, et al. 2005). 

I was one of a small number of foreign social scientists to come to Colombia with 

the express goal of not studying violence. So many people have criss-crossed this country 

seeking to expose the perpetrators of violence, the root causes, the psychology of the 

violated, the formation of social memories, the special effects of war on women, and 

many other important topics. The titles and sub-titles of scholarly literature on Colombia 

reflect this interest: Blood and Fire (Roldán 2002); Counting the Dead (Tate 2007); 

Fragmented Land, Divided Society (Safford and Palacios 2002); A Nation In Spite of 

Itself (Bushnell 1993); and Between Legitimacy and Violence (Palacios 2006). I wanted 

to show a different face of Colombia, to provide a glimpse of the thousands of hopeful 

experiments that have cropped up in the midst of this battlefield, the small projects that 

had so inspired me in previous visits to the country.  
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But the violence, perhaps not surprisingly, was inescapable. I learned that, behind 

the staggering statistics about deaths and displacements hides a darker horror, a secret so 

painful that many people simply ignore it, bury it beneath so many layers of flower 

rhetoric and righteous indignation, or beneath the willful ambivalence of trying to go on 

with their lives. But the secret remains: that those of us who live in the city all support 

this war. Throughout the course of my fieldwork, nearly every day, I supported the gangs 

and death squads that tear families apart, turn children into assassins, and create 

impassable borders within and between communities. And I was not alone. In our phone 

calls and bus rides, in our lottery tickets and the fruits we buy in the market, in the 

protection money we pay to armed groups to keep our corner stores safe, in so many 

little, everyday acts, the residents of Medellín pay for the guns, bullets, bombs and 

grenades that tear the city apart. We buy the still hearts of the victims, the dehumanized 

souls of the killers, and the regime of fear that weighs heavily on much of the city. 

This is the genius of the war: that it has entwined itself so thoroughly into the 

economy of this town that it sustains itself through our daily practices. It permeates 

people’s lives to such a degree that one of my informants can honestly say, “oh yes, 

things are good [where I live] now. We hear bullets only two or three times a week.” This 

is how the war is reproduced, not automatically but parasitically, growing as we go about 

our lives, meet our needs, fulfill our desires, and spend our pesos, and sheltered by the 

fear and silences that it creates.  

This context of violence, social division, and fear has a powerful but sometimes 

subtle influence on economic activism in Medellín. J.K. Gibson-Graham write that “any 
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contemporary economic politics confronts an existing object: an economy produced, 

through particular modes of representation and calculation . . . . This economy is not 

simply an ideological concept susceptible to intellectual debunking, but a materialization 

that participates in organizing the practices and processes that surround it, while at the 

same time being formatted and maintained by them” (Gibson-Graham 2006b: xxxiv). The 

barter project confronts not only material economies, economic politics, and economic 

subjectivities, but also the economic and cultural politics of the war system. In Medellín, 

and in Colombia more broadly, violence and economies are inextricably linked and 

mutually constitutive, and both shape activists’ projects and subjectivities, as well as the 

society that they confront and seek to change.  

This is clearly manifested in activists’ own words. I heard over and over again 

about how the war undermines collective action, but also about how it gives rise to 

action. During a goal-setting workshop, Olga, the leader of the Santa Elena barter fair, 

explained that barter is largely—even primarily, for some people—a response to 

violence:  

The most important reason [for barter to exist] is that, well, all of this is 
important because when you create ties or promote values, when people 
start to recognize the capacities of everybody else, to recognize the 
humanity of their neighbors, this creates security. It’s unbelievably 
important to create real security in communities so that we don’t need this 
“democratic security.” [This was a reference to President Uribe’s policies 
of militarization.] The truth is that it’s not the market. The market is a 
means to achieve this more important goal. The goal is to get to know 
each other, to begin to recognize each other, and to create true trust.  

 

 In this chapter, I draw on Gibson-Graham’s diverse economies framework to 

analyze the material and conceptual economies that barter politics necessarily confronts, 
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and to differentiate among different types of class processes enacted through these 

economies. In Medellín, this also requires a consideration of regional identity and the 

political economy of violence. This discussion provides essential background for 

understanding the remainder of this dissertation, as existing economic practices, regional 

identity, and violence are central in defining barterers’ hopes, goals, strategies, and the 

challenges they face as they attempt to build alternative economic systems, subjectivities, 

and collectivities.  

 

Diverse Economies: Reframing the Economy for Ethical-Political Reflection 

 As I noted in the introduction, the diverse economies framework is both an 

empirical and political intervention within Marxist social and economic analysis. It is 

rooted in the premise that the way we see the world affects the ways we act within it, 

including the ways that we act to reinforce and challenge relations of power and 

processes of exploitation. Theory, therefore, has performative power; it not only 

describes the world, but also suggests and forecloses certain pathways for action. 

“Capitalocentric” theories, according to Gibson-Graham (2006a), emphasize the coherent 

systematicity of global capitalism, its seamlessness and inevitability, and therefore 

suggest a politics of reformist class compromise or total systemic transformation. We are 

left to either negotiate for the greatest possible benefits within the status quo (the path 

taken by most unions and cooperatives) or to patiently prepare for a revolution that seems 

to always sit just beyond the horizon. Gibson-Graham do not reject the legitimacy of 

these types of actions—and in adopting their framework, neither do I—but they argue 
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that we should actively seek out other strategies for working against capitalist (and other) 

forms of exploitation and for creating non-capitalist social and economic relations. In 

short, they argue that learning to analyze the economy in a different way may help us to 

identify alternative forms of revolutionary struggle, and perhaps more effective ones, that 

can co-exist with international working class solidarity and struggles for systemic change.  

 The diverse economies framework is meant to facilitate this sort of “ontological 

reframing.” By encouraging us to see the economy as a fundamentally diverse and 

contingent constellation of practices, it draws attention to the strains of non-capitalism 

that already exist and to situations in which capitalism takes unpredictable turns, and it 

therefore opens a conceptual space for identifying, analyzing, and amplifying alternative 

economies. Gibson-Graham and members of the Community Economies Collective have 

used two images to help re-frame the economy in this way. The iceberg (Figure 1) paints 

a quick impression of economic diversity: what we typically think of as “the economy” 

sits above the surface as wage labor for a capitalist firm producing for sale on the cash 

market. While we assume that the remainder of the iceberg is constitutionally similar, 

looking below the water line reveals that the less visible economy actually consists of a 

host of other practices (gifting, sharing, volunteering, bartering, theft, etc.) being 

conducted by people other than “workers” and in a range of non-corporate sites. Because 

economic policy and activism tend to be oriented toward the more visible tip of the 

iceberg, they often neglect (and therefore have unintended and sometimes negative 

consequences on) other sectors of economy.  
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The second image of economic diversity (Table 2) analyzes with greater precision 

the meaningful distinctions among the diverse economic practices represented in the 

iceberg, focusing on differences in the nature of transactions and calculations of 

commensurability, differences in the organization and remuneration of labor, and 

differences in organizational form and the management of surplus (Community 

Economies Collective 2001; Gibson-Graham 2002, 2003; Graham, Healy and Byrne 

2002). Scholars have recently added additional layers of complexity—including new axes 

Figure 2: The iceberg, a representation of visible and invisible 
economic diversity. From Community Economies Collective 
2001. 
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of difference based on property ownership and investment (Gibson-Graham, Cameron 

and Healy 2011)—but I retain the simplified version here.  

Table 2: The diverse economy. 

Transactions Labor Surplus Distribution 
 

MARKET 
 

“Free” trade 
Monopolized 

Regulated 
Protected 

Subsidized 
 

 
WAGE 

 
Salaried 

Unionized 
Non-unionized 

Temporary 
Seasonal 

 

 
CAPITALIST 

 
Multinational 

Public company 
Private firm 
Family firm 

 
ALTERNATIVE MARKET 

 
 

“Fair trade” markets 
Informal markets 

Underground markets 
Alternative currencies 
Local trading systems 

Black markets 
Trading 

(“vencambios/permutas”) 
 

 
ALTERNATIVE PAID 

 
 

Cooperatives 
Self-employed 
Sharecropping 

Labor exchanges  
(“mano cambiada”) 

Bartered 
“Workfare” 

Protection/votes 
 

 
ALTERNATIVE 

CAPITALIST 
 

Environmental ethic 
Social ethic 

Solidarity economy 
Cooperative management 

Narco economy 
Nonprofit 

 
NON-MARKET 

 
Household flows 
State allocations 

Barter within business 
consortia 

Self-provisioning 
Patronage obligations 

Sharing 
Gifts 
Theft 

 

 
UNPAID 

 
Volunteer 

Housework 
Family care 

Neighborhood work 
Self-provisioning 

Slave labor 
Shared labor (“mingas”) 

 

 
NON-CAPITALIST 

 
Communal 

Independent 
Feudal 

Domestic 
Slave 

 

 
Adapted from Community Economies Collective (2001). 
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This analysis aims to specify forms of non-capitalism as well as differences 

within capitalism, because if capitalism can be shown to be “different from itself,” it 

loses some of the mythical homogeneity that underlies its hegemony (Gibson-Graham 

2006a, see especially Chapter 2). Even within formal markets and capitalist wage labor, 

there is a significant difference between free markets and protected ones, between 

unionized labor and temporary contract work, and between the profits of a private firm 

and those of a public corporation. 

 The economic transactions outlined in the left column of Table 2 include not only 

capitalist commodity exchange, but also a plethora of non-market exchanges. Goods and 

services are shared within the household or among extended kin groups, appropriated and 

re-allocated by the state, exchanged through patron–client networks, forcefully extracted 

through theft and extortion, taken from nature through hunting, growing, and gathering 

food, and traded “off the books” among different branches or subsidiaries of 

multinational corporations and business consortia. Family-run and capitalist businesses 

alike often engage in non-monetized exchange as a way of building and maintaining 

valuable relationships and acquiring goods and services free of taxes. In Colombia, large 

quantities of goods also flow through alternative markets such as the famous “San 

Andresitos” (markets for contraband and stolen goods, named after the Caribbean island 

through which many of these goods are smuggled) and cambalache markets (similar 

informal markets in which goods are sold and bartered). Large cities have seen a growing 

interest in comercio justo (fair trade) stores as ways of supporting peasant livelihoods 

through above-market prices, following the trend established by internationally traded 
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fair trade coffee. Furthermore, in most of the country’s major newspapers, an entire 

section of the classifieds is devoted to vencambios (buy-trades) and permutas (trades) of 

items as valuable as cars, trucks, tractor-trailers, land, and homes.  

 Labor (the second column of Table 2) is similarly diverse, including an enormous 

amount of unpaid work within households, for neighbors and kin, and in community 

organizations. While much of this work is not compensated monetarily, and hence often 

remains unconsidered in the economy, it is often rewarded through affection, 

companionship, emotional support, an enhanced sense of self-worth, and through the 

direct and indirect benefits of strengthening communities and consuming what has been 

produced. Home-based gardeners, hunters, fishers, sewers, knitters, craftspeople, and 

others are all engaged in a form of self-provisioning or subsistence work. “To include all 

of this work in a conception of a diverse economy is to represent many people who see 

themselves (or are labeled) as ‘unemployed’ or ‘economically inactive’ as economic 

subjects,” and hence as both contributors to the common good and as people implicated 

in the politics of the economy (Gibson-Graham 2006b: 63).  

There are also meaningful differences within the universe of paid employment. To 

borrow a case that touches close to home, there is a great difference between a graduate 

student who works 20 hours per week for wages and one who works 20 hours a week for 

a stipend plus a tuition reduction and health insurance. The difference between these two 

students and a tenured professor who was recruited to the university and had substantial 

power to negotiate their salary, benefits, and working conditions is even more marked, 

although all three may be conducting the same types of work for the same institution. 
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Lumping these three academics together as capitalist workers is useful for solidarity-

based class movements; distinguishing among their different needs is equally important 

for an effective politics. In Colombia, similar distinctions are important among salaried 

professionals, wage workers, temporary and contract workers, cooperative employees 

(who decide collectively how to organize and compensate their own labor), the self-

employed (who also set the terms of their own labor, but often sacrifice lower monetary 

rewards for the opportunity to do so), government workers, sharecroppers, domestic 

workers, and others.  

 The final axis of analysis addresses the very core of exploitation, the way that a 

worker’s products and the profits generated from them are managed and distributed. In 

classical capitalist production, workers have no control over the surplus that they 

produce; it is the exclusive property of the owners to manage as they please. The same 

may be true of family firms, with all profits being managed at the sole discretion of the 

(usually male) household head. In both cases, though, the logic and process of surplus 

distribution must be empirically investigated. Just as family business funds can be 

managed by women or collectively, so can private profits be reinvested in society in 

surprisingly effective ways. State-owned enterprises—like the multinational public utility 

Empresas Públicas de Medellín—employ wage labor and appropriate surplus from 

workers, but have a de jure responsibility to distribute profits according to democratic 

dictates and the potential to do so in a way that substantially benefits the public. 

Cooperative enterprises manage surplus among a smaller collectivity—the group of 

cooperative members—in order to maintain democratic control over profits and to ensure 
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that benefits flow to member producers. The narco-economy follows a largely capitalist 

model predicated on the extreme disposability of workers, but may include elements of 

oligarchic–cooperative control through cartel alliances, as well as links with formal and 

informal capitalist enterprises as paths for money laundering. Household labor may 

resemble feudalism or cooperativism, depending on internal power dynamics. In short, 

the economy consists of diverse relationships of power and multiple processes of 

exploitation that interact in ways that are difficult to predict and that, taken together, 

constitute a much broader field of politics than is conventionally recognized. 

Representing the economy in this way raises the possibility of inquiring about 

equity, justice, and political possibility in new ways. Gibson-Graham focus their analysis 

around the class process—the way surplus is created, appropriated, and distributed—

because this “focus on surplus suggests analytical tools for harnessing social wealth in 

new ways and directing it toward the building of different kinds of economies” (Gibson-

Graham 2006b: 68). They thus focus on columns 2 and 3 of the diverse economies table 

above. Not surprisingly, barterers tend to focus on column 1. As we will see in Chapters 

4 and especially 5, their own emergent ethics revolves less around labor and production 

and more around the fair circulation of use-values in the market. My analysis examines 

connections across this table, specifically asking how barterers’ efforts to create 

alternative market systems lead to meaningful changes in the experience of labor, the 

manner of extracting and managing surplus, and the overall household and community 

economies. 
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Because Gibson-Graham are writing against cynical, almost nihilistic, evaluations 

of contemporary economic politics, and because they are attempting to inspire a sense of 

openness and possibility, there is a danger of reading them as being uncritical of power, 

hegemony, and the very real challenges to economic activism. Embracing conceptual 

openness should not blind us to the very real power, logics, and systematicity that do 

exist in the world. People are, in fact, not free to simply choose a new economy out of a 

grab bag of already-existing alternatives, and they are certainly not equally free to do so. 

As Marx famously wrote in his introduction to The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis 

Bonaparte: “Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do 

not make it under self-selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, 

given and transmitted from the past” (1999: ch. 1). In Colombia, as elsewhere, these 

circumstances involve a highly unequal distribution of power that has historically been 

structured along differences of class, race, ethnicity, region, and gender. These relations 

of power are maintained and contested through the use of patronage, politics, pesos, and 

pistols.  

 In Colombia, “where a handful of elite families are thought to monopolize control 

of the media, politics, and the nation’s (licit) economy” (Roldán 2002: 1), the value of 

Gibson-Graham’s analysis is not to deny power, but to emphasize that power does not 

correspond to a single, monolithic, and inescapable logic of capital. The prime 

beneficiaries of Colombian socio-economic relations are these “leading families,” who 

may identify primarily as capitalists. However, power is not exercised exclusively 

through capitalism and for the expansion of capitalism, and it creates and depends on a 
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range of non-capitalist practices. Even the capitalist elite actively participate in non-

capitalist economies. While there is a logic to the relations of power in Colombia, I argue 

that it is not the logic of capital, but rather the logic of an elite. Or, to be more precise, of 

an elite operating in the dynamic environment of the war system, in conflict with other 

elites and non-elites. (This precision builds on Roseberry’s (1994, 1998) and Gledhill’s 

(1996, 2002) theoretical work on hegemony, as well as Richani’s (2002) empirical 

analysis of Colombian political economies.) Thus, there is always a constitutive outside, 

forces beyond the dominant hegemony that modify the workings of power.  

In what follows, I describe the interwoven dynamics of regional cultural politics, 

diverse economies, and violence in order to contextualize today’s barter projects. This 

analysis illustrates barter organizers’ motives, the material and symbolic resources that 

they draw from, and the relations of power—both material and socio-cultural—that they 

are working within and against. 

 

Paisa Economies and the Hegemonic Bargain: From Peacefare to Warfare 

 Despite assumptions to the contrary, widespread violence is a fairly recent 

phenomenon in Medellín and the surrounding region; it is the result of 20th century 

political and economic expansion mapped onto racist ideologies, rather than an inherent 

and timeless “culture of violence” or intractable partisan differences (Roldán 2002). In 

fact, for much of the 19th and 20th centuries, the people of the region stood out for their 

disinterest in violence. Mary Roldán, a path-breaking historian of the mid-20th century 
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conflict known simply as La Violencia, describes Paisas’ pragmatic, economistic 

opposition to war and unnecessary social division:  

In a country where Liberal and Conservative differences were thought to define 
individual identity and to have caused the majority of Colombia’s violent 
struggles since the nineteenth century… Antioquia was perceived as both a 
political maverick and as reluctant to take up arms in the name of politics. Indeed, 
there was little in Antioquia’s past to suggest that it should have become an area 
hard hit by partisan violence during la Violencia. Neither the province of which 
Medellín is the capital nor Medellín itself was associated with violence in the 
Colombian imaginary. A stereotype existed of Antioquia and its inhabitants, but it 
was one that characterized paisas as the nation’s sharpest businessmen and 
pragmatic technocrats, a region of aggressive colonizers who were also fiercely 
Catholic. A prolific lot, Antioqueños figured in the national imaginary as the 
people who opened and peopled Colombia’s southwestern frontier, who came to 
embody coffee cultivation and culture in the early twentieth century, and who 
gave rise to a society characterized by a sense of strong regional identity, large 
families, and small property holders. Many a joke was made targeting regional 
inhabitants as too obsessed with making money to spare the time to take part in 
politics. When forced to choose between going to war over political differences 
and arriving at a negotiated solution that would preclude social unrest and allow 
business to continue unimpeded, the region’s inhabitants were perceived as 
usually opting for the latter. (Roldán 2002: 10-11) 

 

 Regional identity and a strong entrepreneurial ethic functioned as a form of 

“peacefare.” In a lecture at the University of Notre Dame, Eric Wolf described how new 

possibilities for war emerge with changes in the mode of production, especially changes 

in the logic of natural resource exploitation, the ability to generate surplus and centralize 

power, related alterations in social organization, and the emergence of new technologies 

(Wolf 1987; see also Fox 1995). However, Wolf stressed that, just as the mode of 

production is related to warfare, so is it related to peacefare. Different manners of 

organizing society create different mediating mechanisms that favor peace over war. In 

Wolf’s words, “organized peace becomes a possibility alongside of organized war” 
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(1987: 141). In Antioquia, violence was decreased by the drive for broad-based economic 

growth, in combination with social links established across class and party lines and 

among different elite factions, relations maintained via kinship ties, patronage systems, 

and joint economic ventures.  

This dynamic of peacefare was not, however, an Edenic state of equity and 

justice. Quite the contrary, it depended upon what Roldán calls a “hegemonic bargain,” 

an implicit social compromise through which the power of the elite was recognized and 

reinforced. Early Antioqueño society was characterized by an extremely hierarchical, 

paternalistic system of rule undergirded by a strong capitalist work ethic combined with a 

notion of regional solidarity. The ruling elite maintained peace and order and provided 

basic social supports for their underlings in exchange for obedience, hard work, and 

cultural conformity. This “hegemonic bargain” was central to the social construction of 

the Antioqueño people as a separate white race characterized by their hard work, 

autonomy and individualism, fierce pride, and aversion to difference. 

As historian Luis Antonio Restrepo (1988) noted, this regional identity of the raza 

antioqueña dates back at least to the beginning of the 20th century. The projection and 

consolidation of an Antioqueño identity seems to have been tied to 19th century desires 

for (and anxieties about) civilization and progress. As Escobar Villegas (2009) writes, 

Antioquia’s diverse elites and intellectuals advanced a civilizing project that mobilized “a 

great arsenal of concepts and ideas [including] ideas of friendship, solidarity and 

confraternity, those of the people, fatherland and nation, those of science, truth and faith, 

those of ‘superior and inferior races,’ and… ‘progress’ and ‘civilization’” (Escobar 
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Villegas 2009: 384). These ideas were multivalent, but they referred to a way of being 

and a common sense shared by all true Antioqueños. This civilizing project “became the 

most important ingredient in the identity discourses” and “collective imaginaries” of the 

era (Escobar Villegas 2009: 384). In fact, Escobar Villegas suspects that “the material 

‘progress’ and the ‘civilizing processes’ of daily life were more important for the 19th 

century elites than the formation of the so-called nation states” (Escobar Villegas 2009: 

386). However, this localism and regionalism took root not in the heroic work of isolated 

Antioqueño intellectuals, but rather through engagement with translocal and transnational 

ideas and practices. “We can say that the elites were first urban and later national, that a 

‘civilizer’ of the 19th century worked more for his city than his country. That he traveled 

the world over, globalized his thought and acquired cosmopolitan airs in order to return 

first to his city and fulfill his ‘civilized’ obligations there before thinking and acting for 

this other abstraction called the ‘nation’” (Escobar Villegas 2009: 386-387).  

The racism and regionalism that undergirded this hegemonic bargain eventually 

contributed to the emergence of war. As Paisa elite and non-elite comformists expanded 

into new agricultural and mining frontiers in the 1920s and 1930s, they encountered 

recalcitrant Others, people who did not fit Antioqueño standards of “civilization” and 

who were unwilling to conform and concede power to the self-righteous Paisa colonists. 

The expansion of agriculture and mining—organized along subsistence, feudal, and 

capitalist lines—into frontier regions filled with “less human” beings set the stage for 

violence. This situation was exacerbated, however, by the emergence of a new political 

class that was contesting the power of the traditional regional elite through alliances with 
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national political leaders, and by fears of a populist alliance among urban workers, rural 

peasants, and progressive politicians. With the regional hegemonic bargain threatened 

from numerous angles, violence emerged as a means of consolidating power. Paisas’ 

regionalist, do-it-yourself attitude, combined with a tradition of extra-legal political and 

economic organization through patronage networks, led competing elite factions to form 

paramilitary groups as ways of asserting control over frontier regions and political 

institutions. The level of violence overwhelmed the peace-keeping powers of the regional 

elite and local police forces, but prideful autonomy left the region isolated from national 

military forces. The result was extremely high levels of “selective and concentrated” 

violence along Antioquia’s frontiers during the peak of La Violencia (1950-1953), 

leading to some of the country’s highest rates of murder, massacre, and displacement 

(Roldán 2002: 9). In the four years from 1949 to 1953, the most affected municipalities in 

Antioquia lost between 2 and 6 percent of their population to violence (Roldán 2002: 9). 

La Violencia only came to an end when the nation’s elite, alarmed at the possible 

economic consequences of prolonged civil war, forged an unprecedented power-sharing 

agreement, but the end of La Violencia did not mean the end of violence. The national 

state remained weak, rule over frontier territories and populations continued to raise 

conflicts, and the social relationships and cultural imaginaries that had once facilitated 

peace were more fragmented than ever. The contemporary economies and politics of 

Medellín and the region grow out of these colonizing searches for subsistence and wealth, 

the cultural traits that are proudly maintained as part of Paisa identity, and the new 

dynamics of violence. Although the “ethnological heresy” of the Raza Antioqueña 
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ignores significant regional diversity and depends on fallacious arguments about race and 

ancestry (Parsons 1968: 3), it persists to this day as a powerful source of local pride, as 

do the old stereotypes of Paisas as energetic entrepreneurs. The successes and failures of 

barter activism are largely shaped by these historical characteristics, particularly do-it-

yourself entrepreneurialism, disrespect for the state and central authorities, traditions of 

patronage and passive followership, and cultural conformity and a fear of difference more 

recently exacerbated by red baiting.  

Escobar Villegas (2009) concludes that the long 19th century was the era of the 

intellectuals, when words and images were central to the consolidation of political 

programs and regional and national identities, when science and ideas shaped the path of 

society. In some ways, the barter projects of Medellín offer a 21st century counterpart to 

this 19th century phenomenon. The internet and the democratization of travel have 

permitted the cross-fertilization of the transnational grassroots. Organic intellectuals from 

Colombia, Argentina, Mexico, Chile, France, Belgium, Japan, and other far-flung places 

share inspirations and ideas, interpretations of the world and recommendations for the 

future, visions for a more humane civilization. They lack the influential relationships of 

the 19th century “men of letters,” they lack the resources to float their ideas or push them 

forward through political, economic, and military force, but they advance them 

nonetheless.  
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The Diverse Economies of Medellín 

The dynamics of barter organizing in Medellín dovetail nicely with much of 

Gibson-Graham’s thought. For starters, barterers live in an extremely diverse economy. 

As you might expect in a city with nearly 20 percent unemployment, 30 percent 

underemployment (Escuela Nacional Sindical n.d.), and an infamous illegal sector, 

capitalism is not the only game in town. Most economic activity is non-capitalist and 

most households depend heavily on non-capitalist practices. Here, I want to briefly 

describe some of the most important economies in Medellín: the conventional capitalist 

economy, the government sector, cooperatives, petit commodity production in family 

businesses and micro-enterprises, household labor, the informal economy, and traditional 

mutual support practices. Following Gibson-Graham’s diverse economies framework, I 

pay particular attention to the different ways that labor is mobilized, transactions are 

enacted, and surpluses are distributed in each of these economies, and to the ways that 

different economic practices articulate (the ways that materials, value, labor, knowledge, 

and social relationships flow and interact across “types” of economy).  

This analysis highlights one motive for barter—to compensate for an economy 

that denies large segments of the population an adequate livelihood—and the material 

and social relationships and subjectivities established through the conventional, diverse 

economy. These latter aspects are the wellspring of barter, but as I describe in Chapter 8, 

they also present significant challenges to creating barter as an ethical-political project. In 

this section, I especially focus on the period since 1994, when Medellín’s first barter fair 
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was established, and during the recession of 1999-2002, when barter saw a second wave 

of expansion. 

 It will help readers to understand that Colombia has had one of the most stable 

economies in Latin America. The country is renowned for unremarkable, slow but steady 

growth of 4-5 percent per year. Colombia largely avoided the stagnation, inflation, 

variability, and debt crises that characterized the “lost decade” of the 1980s in many other 

Latin American countries, and reported positive economic growth from the Great 

Depression until the recession of 1999, with some notable ups and downs in the 1980s 

and 1990s. Employment in Colombia is relatively sensitive to macroeconomic changes, 

but unemployment has tended to be fairly low in comparison with the rest of the region, 

reaching a low of less than 8 percent in 1994. However, with economic liberalization and 

contraction in the second half of the 1990s, unemployment peaked sharply, rising to 20.5 

percent in September 2000, its highest level in modern Colombian history (Bernal and 

Cardenas 2003: 7).  

Colombia’s GDP has continued to grow steadily since 2001, reaching 

increasingly high rates of growth as the nation’s security situation improves and foreign 

investment increases. The global economic recession interrupted growth in 2009, but the 

country recovered quickly. This growth has been achieved through processes of 

industrialization and economic restructuring that amplified inequality, and in combination 

with patterns of violence that exacerbated this trend. By some measures, Colombia is 

considered the ninth most unequal country in the world, surpassed in the Western 

Hemisphere only by Haiti (CIA 2009). The wealthiest 20 percent of households in 
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Colombia hold almost 25 times as much wealth as the poorest 20 percent of households 

(Economist 2011). In 1998, 16.1 percent of Medellín’s residents were not able to satisfy 

their basic needs (Restrepo 2000: 141) and today more than 37 percent of the national 

population is below the poverty line (a figure that has decreased steadily in recent years) 

(World Bank 2012). To the extent that economic development continues to follow a 

model of “modernization” and increased efficiency, Colombia will continue to show a 

“paradox” of “economic expansion and improvement of indicators of security” and 

“growth without employment” (Gutiérrez 2007: 5-6). Nonetheless, life expectancy is 

high, at 73 years, and the country’s Human Development Index is just below the regional 

average and improving (UNDP 2011; World Bank 2012). 

 

Market Economic Practices: Formal and Informal Work 

The formal labor market—and all of the businesses and sales that it supports—are 

what people most commonly identify as “the economy,” but in Colombia this formal 

market is nearly inextricable from an informal labor market of equal or greater size. The 

Medellín Chamber of Commerce estimates that 49 percent of the city’s businesses are 

informal (Gutiérrez 2007), and the national statistical bureau reports that slightly more 

than half of the nation’s employed people work in the informal market (4,624,000 people, 

compared with only 4,356,000 in the formal market) (DANE 2010).  Micro and small 

enterprises can be seen as “the core of the Colombian economy”; in 2005, large 

corporations accounted for only 1 percent of all registered businesses, while micro-

enterprises accounted for 75 percent (Rosenbloom and Cortes 2008: 722). Thus, within 
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the formal sector we should expect to see a range of owner–worker relationships and 

types of surplus appropriation. 

The inadequacy and deterioration of the labor market may be its most notable and 

enduring characteristics. In the first quarter of 2009, the unemployment rate in Medellín 

grew to 18 percent, a level not seen since the recession of the late 1990s (Escuela 

Nacional Sindical n.d.). This was higher than the national average (12.9 percent) and the 

average for Colombia’s 13 metropolitan areas (14 percent), giving Medellín the second 

highest unemployment rate in the country. In every year since 2006, more than 80 percent 

of survey respondents ranked unemployment as the most important policy concern for the 

city (Medellín Cómo Vamos 2012).   

Along with the growth of unemployment, the city has seen a growth in 

informality, self-employment, and temporary or contract labor. Wage work is especially 

limited for the poor and people without a high school education, leaving these 

populations increasingly to the informal market. Not surprisingly, the research branch of 

the Escuela Nacional Sindical (National Union School) writes that in Colombia, and 

particularly in Medellín, workers lack basic guarantees necessary for “decent work,” a 

situation that has worsened since the global economic crisis that began in 2008. They 

argue, based on the country’s high levels of unemployment, underemployment, 

informality, and the limited coverage of social security protections, that there is “a 

structural problem in the national labor market in terms of the generation and protection 

of dignified work conditions” (Escuela Sindical Nacional n.d.: 1). 
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In the last quarter of 2008, more than half of Medellín’s workers were engaged in 

the informal sector (52.4 percent, or 752,000 workers). Subjective unemployment (the 

number of workers who described their work as inadequate or inappropriate to their 

skills) increased to 31.1 percent for the second quarter of 2009 and objective 

unemployment (people who acted to find better work) increased to 15 percent. These 

levels of dissatisfaction are also reflected in total incomes: 34.6 percent of workers 

earned less than one minimum wage of US$230 per month and 40.9 percent earned 

between one and two minimum wages. Women are particularly disadvantaged in the 

labor market; they are more likely to be engaged in informal or temporary work, and, 

partly as a result of this, their average incomes are only 78.4 percent of the average man’s 

income. Child labor is also not rare in the city: 4.1 percent of children between 5 and 17 

years old were working in 2007 (before the most recent recession), and about an equal 

number were working more than 15 hours a week in household labor. Ten per cent of 

children—and 40 percent of working children—do not attend school. (Escuela Nacional 

Sindical n.d.)  

Attanasio, et al. (2008) clearly convey what this labor market means from the 

perspective of low-income workers. Their large survey, conducted in 2005 after the 

economic recession of 1999-2002, showed how precarious employment opportunities 

were for men and women from the lowest socio-economic strata3 (Table 3). Such high 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 The Colombian government classifies households and neighborhoods according to six socio-economic 
strata based on factors such as property value, home characteristics, average neighborhood income, access 
to public services, and rural or urban location. The strata are described as follows: Strata 1 is “low-low,” 2 
is “low,” 3 is “medium,” 4 is “medium-high,” 5 is “high,” and 6 is “high-high.” Taxes and the cost of 
public utilities and health services are adjusted according to an individual’s social stratum, with people 
from strata 1, 2, and sometimes 3 paying lower rates than strata 4, 5, and 6 households. 
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levels of vulnerability contribute to violence (McIlwaine and Moser 2003) and generate 

interest in economic alternatives. If well designed and marketed, barter could help fill 

some of the livelihood gaps left by scarce opportunities in the conventional market. 

 

Table 3: Formal and informal employment and earnings among lower class (Strata 1 and 2) 
female and male workers in Medellín, Colombia, 2005. 

 Women Men 
Education 10 years 10.1 years 
Had paid employment 34% 40.4% 
Days worked per month 11 14 
Had a formal job (with benefits) 7% 12% 
Had a job contract 7.2% 10.6% 
Hours worked per week 23 30 
Monthly wage earnings  
(primary job only) US$42.14 US$60.57 

Monthly self-employment earnings 
(primary job only) US$7.33 US$15.66 

Total earnings (primary wage and 
self-employment jobs only) 

US$49.47 per mo. 
US$1.65 per day 

US$76.23 per mo. 
US$2.54 per day 

 
Data from Attanasio, et al. (2008). 

 

 For the most part, however, the search for economic alternatives has focused on 

formal employment or mimicry of formal businesses in the informal realm. Múnera, et al. 

(2009) note that “the majority of businesses are created out of necessity, as a mechanism 

to counteract high rates of unemployment” (106). The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 

reached similar conclusions: “A very large percentage of the [Colombian] population 

creates businesses, but not because it’s their best option, rather because they have no 

other” (Múnera et al. 2009: 103). Informality is, for many small business owners, a 

reasonable response to extremely slim profits that cannot realistically be shared with a 

state that rarely seems to benefit them and may actually impede their work. The historical 
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absence of the state has contributed to a “culture of evasion” (Múnera, et al. 2009: 108), 

or a “culture of illegality” as presidential candidate Antanus Mockus called it, which 

reinforces the individualistic pursuit of “favorable results at whatever cost to whomever” 

(Múnera, et al. 2009: 108). This may be one of the most damaging impacts of 

informality, that it undermines the sense of a social surplus that can be collectively 

created and managed for the public good. 

 Nonetheless, micro-enterprise has been one of the local government’s main 

responses to unemployment and underemployment. Municipal administrations have 

tended to believe that employment policy is largely the domain of the federal 

government. Thus, municipal policy has “been limited to asking the private sector to have 

more business social responsibility by generating quality employment, helping micro-

businesses, establishing agreements for the training of independent workers and 

developing programs for entrepreneurship, among others. And it is entrepreneurship that 

has become the main employment policy” (Gutiérrez 2007: 11). In many ways, the 

municipal administration’s business promotion plan—the Cultura E (Entrepreneurial 

Culture) program, support for micro-businesses, formalization of the informal, and the 

provision of small loans via the Banco de las Oportunidades (Bank of Opportunities)—

seems like a clear path toward incorporation of the masses into the circuits of finance and 

traditional capitalism. And in many ways this is in fact the goal and the outcome. 

However, these projects, which emerged from a development plan entitled “Medellín 

Productiva, Competitiva y Solidaria” (A Productive, Competitive, and Solidaristic 

Medellín), present alternative possibilities as well. The Cultura E program and associated 
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support for income-generating projects permits the creation not only of small private 

businesses, but also collective enterprises, solidarity associations, and groups capable of 

taking advantage of the city’s small participatory budgeting process. 

Nonetheless, these programs raise a number of legitimate, pragmatic critiques. 

Gutiérrez (2007) complains that these programs treat employment as a secondary 

outcome that will be worked out through the free market, rather than as an explicit goal 

and area of intervention. Government programs have also often been politically 

motivated and short-term in nature, and have not instituted the structural changes 

necessary to support innovation, technology, research, development, and competitiveness 

(Múnera, et al. 2009). Many students of the School for Solidarity Economy also critiqued 

these public programs for not adequately addressing their biggest challenge: marketing 

their products.  

 The formal economy is undergirded by an enormous range of institutions, 

including government agencies, publishing houses, and public and private universities. 

While there is compelling evidence that many of these institutions promote unrestricted, 

neoliberal capitalism even at the cost of violence, displacement, systematic 

impoverishment, and the violation of basic human rights, their ruthlessness is not without 

exception. Professors at the business school of the Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana, 

for example, are trying to “pierce the bubble” that isolates their middle and upper class 

students from the structural violence that surrounds them (Rosenbloom and Cortes 2008). 

They hope to push students to embed business within a broader social and ethical context 

and to consider how their careers might contribute not only to shallow “corporate social 
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responsibility” but also to deeper commitments to addressing poverty, vulnerability, and 

violence. While these authors appear more optimistic than I about the potential of 

microcredit, micro-enterprises, property rights, and social entrepreneurship to resolve 

these issues, their emphasis on questions of justice and ethics reveals important overlaps 

between institutions typically considered to be bastions of capitalism and the non-

capitalist and anti-capitalist activism of barter organizers. 

 

Alternative Market Economic Practices: Self-Employment, Cooperatives, and the Narco-

Economy 

 Between the market and non-market realms lie a number of alternative markets, 

such as the San Andresitos that I mentioned earlier and a growing number of “fair trade” 

markets meant to support peasant producers of ecologically sustainable foods. 

Microcredit organizations and mutual savings associations provide alternative, 

collectivist financial systems. And Colombians also have a number of traditional 

economic practices—such as mingas, convites, and mano cambiada—through which 

labor is pooled and exchanged through immediate or delayed reciprocity. The most 

significant alternative markets in Medellín, however, are in self-employment, 

cooperatives and the “solidarity economy,” and the narco-economy. 

Nationally, approximately 60 percent of informal workers are self-employed; 32.1 

percent of Medellín’s workers govern themselves. These workers may not be free of 

exploitation, but theirs is of a different type. They control their own means of production, 

the labor process, and the surplus value that they create. A large portion of these workers 
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must suffer from economic privation—in addition to lower and less predictable incomes, 

they are four times as likely as formal workers to lack social security and other job-

related benefits (DANE 2010)—but if the barterers that I describe in Chapters 5 and 7 are 

any indication, a sizeable portion of this population was not relegated to self-employment 

but actively chose it because of a desire to escape capitalist relations of production.  

 A second alternative market sector can be found in the solidarity economy, which 

in Colombia is composed of cooperatives, mutual associations, and employees’ funds, 

with cooperatives representing 78.5 percent of solidarity businesses and 82.8 percent of 

the country’s more than 6,200,000 solidarity economy participants (Confecoop 2010). 

Together, these democratically run businesses have an enormous economic impact. In 

Antioquia in 2009, for example, 1,030 such organizations generated 15,684 jobs and 4.4 

trillion pesos in profits for their 1.3 million members (Confecoop 2009; note that 

Confecoop-Antioquia 2010 offers slightly lower numbers for the same year). 

Approximately 90 percent of these earnings and 85.5 percent of these members were in 

the Medellín metropolitan region (Confecoop-Antioquia 2010).  

These institutions have substantial multiplier effects as well, distributing profits to 

educational programs as required by law and to other social programs according to the 

interests of their members.  For example, in 2010 alone, the financial cooperative 

Cooperativa Financiera John F. Kennedy, Ltda. contributed 4.6 million pesos toward 

government and non-governmental education programs, including school grants, adult 

technical training, and environmental education, plus an additional 20 million pesos for 

cultural programs and 453 million to support other non-profit organizations (Confecoop 
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2010). The solidarity sector grew steadily from 2004 to 2009, outpacing the economy as a 

whole and suggesting that alternative systems of ownership, financing, and surplus 

distribution can be powerful and competitive economic forces (Confecoop-Antioquia 

2010).  

 Solidarity economy promoters in and out of government have tried to strengthen 

the sector by designing cooperative business clusters at the meso-scale and local 

economic circuits at the micro-enterprise level. These business alliances and alternative 

markets share many of the goals of barter, including building local economic synergies 

beyond the conventional market, building economies of scale and reducing business 

costs, and strengthening an alternative economic identity in the midst of a capitalist 

society (Zabala n.d.). Unfortunately, government programs to support the solidarity 

economy at the grassroots—including the School for Solidarity Economy with which I 

volunteered and the program for Solidarity Culture—have suffered from lower funds than 

conventional business development programs, as well as corruption and poorly focused 

management.  

In many ways, the drug economy exemplifies unfettered free market economics. I 

have included it as one of Medellín’s alternative economies, however, because the 

dynamics of illegality and violence give the narco-economy a qualitatively different 

nature than other ruthlessly competitive economies. Data on the extent and effects of drug 

production are notoriously poor and ideologically inflected; for example, while United 

Nations Drug Control Program estimates put the total value of the drug trade at 8 percent 

of world trade, substituting other reasonable measures of price would reduce that figure 
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to 1 percent or 0.1 percent (Thoumi 2005). Nonetheless, it is clear that the violence, 

institutional weakness, and capital flows associated with the drug economy significantly 

affect economic development in Colombia. Thoumi (1995) argues that the drug trade, 

violence and corruption have undermined legal business activity, discouraged foreign 

investment, and destroyed trust and confidence necessary for effective economic 

organization. Some estimates suggest that drugs and political violence reduce GDP 

growth by 2 percent per year (Holmes, et al., 2008). While Holmes and Gutiérrez de 

Piñeres (2006) cast doubt on any direct negative effects of drugs on GDP, they clearly 

show that related violence affects employment, monetary policy, land ownership and 

inequality, legal exports, and GDP. At the same time, the industry creates numerous 

economic opportunities for coca growers, traffickers, and gunmen, and has multiplier 

effects through money laundering operations in contraband, land acquisition, and 

construction. Steiner estimates that, between 1980 and 1995, the drug economy 

accounted for 5.3 percent of Colombia’s GDP, more than coffee (4.5 percent) and 

petroleum (1.9 percent) (Safford and Palacios 2002: 315). Illegally acquired money was 

so important—and so distortionary—to the formal economy that President López 

Michelsen (1974-1978) created the “sinister window” for converting foreign currency 

into pesos, no questions asked, at the Banco de la República. Some of the cartel leaders, 

especially Pablo Escobar, were famed for investing huge amounts of money in social 

development programs, housing for low-income families, and community recreational 

facilities.  
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We can thus see how the narco-economy shapes other economies: “other sectors 

also profit—indirectly via a multiplier mechanism—from the employment, income, and 

demand created by the drug business. The purchasing power in these sectors has 

indirectly created hundreds of other employment opportunities in legal sectors. Capital 

goods, such as agricultural equipment, chemicals as well as consumer goods and services 

(banking, legal advice) are offered increasingly in the remote coca cultivation areas. This 

‘trickling down’ also represents a distribution of the drug profits” (Maurer 1992, cited in 

Fleming, et al. 2000: 397.) The articulations go in the other direction as well. As 

Chomsky (2000) points out, Colombian small farmers began planting coca and opium 

poppies in part because multinational corporations undermined the G77 countries’ efforts 

to stabilize basic agricultural commodities in the 1970s. Stabilization of commodity 

prices would have made Andean peasants less vulnerable to fluctuations in global coffee, 

grain, and fruit prices. Absent these protections, however, they found in coca and poppies 

more lucrative cash crops characterized by relatively stable demand but a host of 

undesirable “externalities.”  

In short, the narco-economy generates a tremendous amount of violence and 

suffering, but articulates with the formal and informal economies in a range of 

contradictory ways, with benefits accruing to different social groups at different times. 

Without appearing to praise the narco-economy, it is worth providing a specific example 

of how it can nurture democratic systems for generating and distributing surplus. For 

example, when an international corporate consortium wanted to build an electrical plant 

in Barrancabermeja in 1997, the local FARC command—strengthened militarily and 
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economically by cocaine money—followed the quite familiar path of imposing demands 

on the firms involved. Rather than extracting protection fees from the companies, 

however, the FARC negotiated for the construction of a US$2 million vocational school 

for local youth and US$150,000 to generate jobs. “What is interesting,” writes Richani, 

“is that the community actively participated in the wheeling and dealing of the 

negotiations between the guerrillas and the companies involved” through the local Junta 

de Acción Comunal (neighborhood council) (2002: 80). Cocaine-driven militarization 

thus helped deepen popular democratic control over transnational capitalist enterprises in 

this particular case. Richani reported similar experiences in several other cities.  

 

Non-Market Economic Practices: The Public Sector and the Home 

One of the most important non-market spheres is found in the state sector. The 

Medellín municipal government has recently been described as “a pioneer in developing 

a new Post-Washington consensus local economic policy model… thanks to a renewed 

appetite for local state activism that has proved both popular and effective” (Bateman, et 

al. 2011: 1-2). While I am less convinced than Bateman, et al., that local government 

initiatives should be considered part of a broader turn to the left in Latin America, it is 

true that “creative forms of local state ownership and control of key enterprises” 

(Bateman, et al. 2011: 2), combined with state support for micro-enterprises and small 

solidarity economy businesses, have significantly transformed the city. For example, city 

ownership and very effective management of the public utility Empresas Públicas de 

Medellín, which has now expanded its economic presence across the Americas, have 
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provided significant funding for economic and social development; 30 percent of EPM’s 

profits go to the city budget. 

One aspect of the state’s economic role is direct employment. From 2001-2007, 

the number of direct government employees decreased from 6.8 to 4.2 percent of the total 

workforce (Gutiérrez 2007: 8). These workers’ experience of employment is quite similar 

to that of their private sector peers, but none of their labor is organized for private profit. 

They use public resources (owned and controlled, at least de jure if not de facto, by all of 

the citizens of Medellín) to produce goods and services for the benefit of all. Because 

these workers are also part of a broader labor market, it may be more accurate to consider 

this as part of the alternative market sphere; however, I have included them here because 

of other aspects of government spending. 

 The full impacts of public expenditures in the economy extend well beyond 

employment. At the same time that direct government employment has decreased, 

government contracts to private firms and especially non-governmental organizations 

have reportedly increased (based on interviews with NGO representatives), generating a 

hybrid system of privatized, but non-profit and non-capitalist, provision of public goods 

and services through the mobilization of a mix of public and private capital and 

exploitation of labor at higher levels than the government itself could perform.  

The total municipal government budget in 2011—which includes direct 

employment, sub-contracts to businesses and NGOs, capital purchases, and redistribution 

through subsidies and social support programs—pumped just over 3 trillion pesos 

(approximately US$1.5 billion) into the local economy. Five percent of this budget is 
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directly managed by neighborhood councils through Medellín’s “participatory budgeting” 

process. While the outcomes of this innovative process are complex and varied, it has in 

many cases devolved into what I call “paramilitary budgeting.” Demobilized right-wing 

groups (and, to a lesser extent, left-wing organizations) have used participatory budgeting 

to generate employment and provide services for their support base, effectively capturing 

public money. Still, the participatory budgeting program does seem to have increased the 

public’s sense of ownership over municipal resources and, by channeling armed or 

formerly-armed groups into civil decision-making processes, it may help erode the 

tradition of clientelism and thereby deepen democracy in the city (Uran 2010).  

  The source of government revenues reveals the complex articulations among 

capitalist and non-capitalist activities. While wage labor in a capitalist firm is typically 

considered the hallmark of capitalism, following the money reveals that even this 

quintessentially capitalist relation includes significant non-capitalist elements. These are 

perhaps most visible when examining total labor costs from the employer’s perspective. 

In 1996, non-wage labor costs in Colombia were 52 percent of the worker’s salary, up 

from 42.9 percent in the early 1990s. These non-wage costs included severance and 

unjustified dismissal pay, other workers’ rights, contributions of 2-3 percent for 

employee health care, 13.5 percent for worker pensions, 2 percent for labor training by 

the Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (National Learning Service), 3 percent for social 

welfare programs administered by the Instituto Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar 

(Institute for Family Well-being), and 4 percent for family subsidies managed privately 

by cajas de compensación (business employees’ coalitions) (Bernal and Cardenas 2003: 
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2). In other words, a substantial amount of the surplus generated by wage laborers was 

redistributed neither as workers’ wages nor as capitalists’ profits but rather as a social 

surplus to be managed by the state and private collective entities. The capitalist 

enterprise, then, is not only a site of exploitation and accumulation but also a node in 

processes of redistribution. 

To see government spending as the democratic distribution of a social surplus is 

both useful and misleading. It is useful in that it highlights how government spending is 

distinct from strict capitalist practices, and how it can be made even more distinct from 

these practices and more democratic. But it is deceiving to the extent that it clings to a 

democratic ideal without adequately considering the real networks of influence that skew 

government expenditures away from genuinely social processes. Politically connected 

families and institutions have disproportionate impact on government spending, both in 

Colombia and elsewhere. For example, as Chomsky (2000) provocatively pointed out, 

U.S. taxpayers spent 30 years financing military research that resulted in the development 

of the Internet. Then, after 30 years of public investment, when the final product was 

ready for market, the government sold it to a private company without consulting the 

public about who should own “their” product. High rates of institutional capture, even in 

the most democratic societies, often lead to the de facto privatization of public resources.  

While the formal, informal, and public sectors account for most of the visible 

economy, they represent only a small portion of overall economic activity. Only slightly 

more than half of the national population works for pay. With the exception of a small 

number of fully-dependent children, elderly, and infirm people, the remaining 42-52 
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percent are not economically inactive, but are engaged in types of work that are 

unrecognized and uncounted within “the economy.”  

The household economy probably represents the single largest economic sector in 

the country, though it has gained little attention until recently. In November 2010, 

Senator Cecilia López Montaño proposed a law (Ley 1413) that made Colombia the third 

country in Latin America (after Perú and Costa Rica) to quantify unremunerated 

household labor and include it in national economic accounts, thus recognizing the 

contribution of (mostly female) home workers. This is seen as a step toward public 

policies that better recognize the contribution of women in the home and promote more 

equitable distributions of paid and unpaid work; some have imagined this as a step 

toward guaranteeing women a salary for their work.  

According to the Senator, 63 percent of men and 92.4 percent of women spent 

time in unremunerated work for social reproduction. On average, unremunerated work 

accounted for 21 percent of men’s work (13 hours per week) and 44 percent of women’s 

work (32 hours per week) (López Montaño 2011). While it is difficult to accurately value 

this work, it is common for unremunerated household work to account for at least 15-39 

percent of GDP (López Montaño 2011), or perhaps as much as 46.3 percent of GDP (in a 

Canadian study, Chandler 1994), and to comprise more than half of total hours worked 

(Ironmonger 1994, 1996).  

 While the Ley 1413 will make available increasingly accurate data about the local 

value of household labor in Colombian cities, a study in the city of Manizales in the year 

2000 offers a sense of the possible scope of this unpaid work (Table 4). Based on market 
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prices, the added value of domestic work (including feeding and cleaning, but not 

childcare) exceeded the total value added of manufacturing, agriculture, and commerce 

combined (30.9 versus 29.2 percent); remarkably, this was true in Colombia’s coffee 

heartland. Even according to conservative estimates, household labor accounted for 45 

percent of Manizales’ GDP and, if remunerated, would have offered monthly incomes of 

several times the national minimum wage.  

 

Table 4: The estimated value of household labor in Manizales, Colombia, 2000. 

 Household City-Wide Relation to 
Manufacturing 

Relation to 
Agriculture 

Value of Domestic 
Work (Value Added) US$ 741 per mo. US$ 722 million 

per yr. 2.6 times 1.93 times 

Value of Domestic 
Work (Self-Valuation) US$ 339 per mo. US$ 330 million 

per yr. 1.22 times 0.88 times 

Minimum Wage US$ 148 per mo.    
 

Data from Loaiza Orozco, et al. (2004).  
 

It is difficult to generalize about what type of surplus appropriation occurs within 

the home, in part because the answer depends on household power dynamics and in part 

because this intimate household sphere defies easy economic categorization. What is 

clear, however, is that household labor is not capitalist; it may be slavery, feudalism, or 

some form of collectivism. Housewives and other homeworkers are clearly engaging with 

the capitalist economy (through purchases, for example) but they are not workers within a 

capitalist system and hence their subjectivities and politics should be understood as 

distinctive. While their politics may, at times, coincide with (typically male) worker 

politics, in other cases it will differ. For example, integration into capitalist labor regimes 
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may provide opportunities for women to contest their exploitation by male household 

heads (the fact that there are no “wages for wives”) (Raynolds 2002). 

 Other forms of self-provisioning are relatively unimportant in the city of 

Medellín. Only 7.9 percent of the most vulnerable households produce their own food, 

and those that do have extremely limited access to resources for food production 

(Lizarazo 2007). However, the people of Medellín suffer from high levels of food 

insecurity, estimated at 62 percent of lower and middle class (strata 2-5) urban 

households in a 2005 study and 67 percent of the most vulnerable strata 1 and 2 rural 

households (and 55 percent of urban ones) surveyed in 2006. Within this most vulnerable 

group, households could only dedicate on average 192,570 pesos to food purchases, 

while the estimated cost of basic needs (the “canasta básica”) was 456,144 pesos. In this 

context, both subsistence production and non-monetary trade could be important avenues 

for meeting basic needs and improving family health.  

 

Economic Subjectivities in the Diverse Economy 

 People in Medellín—like people elsewhere—typically do not distinguish among 

the different types of economic practices that they conduct on a daily basis. As a result, 

they easily adopt the dominant language of the economy as a primarily capitalist space. 

However, as the above analysis suggests, they are regularly engaged in a remarkably 

wide range of practices, only some of which involve capitalist relations of production. 

Gibson-Graham provide a sense of this diversity with the example of a worker in a 
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capitalist enterprise who uses her “non-work” hours to run a small t-shirt business, which 

her children are required to support: 

 Our ‘worker’ is here appropriating her children’s surplus labor in a quasi-feudal 
or slave class process. In addition, she may participate in an egalitarian sharing of 
domestic work between family members and do some self-provisioning in the 
garden and thus be seen as engaging in a household communal class process. On 
weekends she may do voluntary work in a nonclass process in which her labor 
contribution is a gift that supports the initial development of a community-based 
enterprise that may eventually become the site of a communal class process. 
(Gibson-Graham 2006b: 76-77) 

 

 Paisas have approached such diverse economic possibilities with their 

characteristic energetic entrepreneurialism. As I argue in Chapter 8, the historical 

experience of negotiating this diverse economy has led to the emergence of an economic 

logic characterized by “pragmatic pluralism.” Theirs is not a capitalist subjectivity 

oriented around private property, individualism, private processes of appropriation, and 

competition, nor is it an anti-capitalist subjectivity, but rather a diverse economies 

subjectivity with its own set of logics and values.  

Economic subjectivities are also highly influenced by the specific local 

experience of poverty. It is worth noting that people from the lowest social strata in 

Colombia describe poverty as much more than a material lack. In participatory 

workshops, they associate it closely with “discrimination, the situation of women, low 

participation [in civic life], environmental impacts, insecurity, violence, the use of free 

time, drug addiction, the lack of solidarity, the lack of organization, the lack of spirit [or 

faith], machismo, vulnerability and the lack of power” (Restrepo 2000: 153). Fear and 

frustration were also important consequences of and contributors to both poverty and 
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violence. And in my own research, I found that many participants in the city’s School for 

Solidarity Economy expressed low senses of self-worth and capability. This internalized 

self-devaluation is a formidable obstacle to conventional economic development and 

alternative economic experimentation. 

 

The War System 

 To conclude this chapter, I want to return to the issue of violence. Gibson-

Graham’s discussion of economic subjectivities leaves the reader with the impression that 

subjectivities are primarily economic, and that an economic politics can therefore concern 

itself with identities formed through economic relations and with questions of needs, 

desires, consumption, surplus, and commons. People are, however, significantly more 

complex than this. Their identities and subjectivities are constituted through economic 

processes in interaction with other aspects of their everyday environment. In Colombia, 

and perhaps particularly in Medellín, violence is a strong socio-cultural force.   

 Following Richani (2002), I refer to contemporary violence in Colombia as a war 

system. From this perspective, the country’s armed groups are seen not as independent 

entities with distinct motives and logics, but rather as fully interacting components of a 

larger dynamic that they create and respond to, sometimes in ways that subvert their 

original intents. In Richani’s analysis, the national military and leftist guerrillas reached a 

“comfortable impasse” in which both sides benefited more from protracted war than they 

would have from victory or peace. The army and guerrillas established a “positive 

political economy” for war, deriving significant profits and political power from 
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militarization and the weakness of civilian government oversight. Among other effects, 

this political economy of war led to an agrarian counter-reform achieved through land 

purchases and the forced displacement of millions of poor rural people into Colombia’s 

cities, especially in Antioquia. The emergence of the nacro-bourgeioisie and paramilitary 

forces, and the escalation of violence toward the end of the 1990s, destabilized this 

mutually beneficial system by fracturing the elite and increasingly exposing them to the 

negative costs of war. The moment seemed ripe for a negotiated peace, but the U.S. 

government’s Plan Colombia provided the military with enough money and arms to 

decrease their incentive to compromise, thus skewing the political economy of war away 

from negotiated peace and toward protracted conflict. Ongoing compromises between 

paramilitaries, state forces, guerrillas, and drug traffickers suggest that the lucrative 

business of war continues to detract from a politics for peace. Roldán (2002) adds an 

important socio-cultural element to Richani’s rationalist/materialist analysis by showing 

how racial ideologies facilitate the dehumanization that makes extreme violence possible. 

 For the purposes of my research, the war system is important not only for its 

effects on armed groups, but also for its extensive and intensive effects on everyday lived 

realities in Medellín. Forced displacement drives many of the dynamics of informality 

and exclusion that I described above and forces people to invent creative strategies for 

survival and to participate in highly exploitative capitalist and non-capitalist processes. 

Most importantly, as McIlwaine and Moser concluded, “violence, security and poverty 

interrelate in the eyes of the poor, often in causal ways” (2003: 113). Their extensive, 

participatory research on violence in Colombia and Guatemala revealed that many 
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marginalized urban dwellers view poverty and violence as mutually constitutive, and see 

both as tied to lack of opportunities and a more general social breakdown. Many people 

saw intra-family violence as the root cause of other types of violence, generating 

disharmony and teaching a lack of respect for others. This interconnection between 

violence and poverty—and between society and economy more generally—and the 

linking of both to questions of respect are also central to the barter project.  

 While high rates of violence in Medellín cannot be attributed to a long-standing 

“culture of violence,” the cultural and subjective effects of decades of violence and social 

fragmentation are well documented. Salazar’s (1990) oral histories of Medellín’s youth 

provide one of the most intimate portraits of the pervasive sense of futurelessness 

generated in the midst of war. As Castellanos (2009) describes in great detail, young 

people are formed within a violent context but also actively choose armed lifeways based 

on culturally informed, rational considerations of alternative options for constructing 

viable and dignified lives, as well as political positions. In his view, young people are 

both “produced for” and “seduced into” the war, and many eagerly enlist as the next 

generation of armed actors. Beyond actual armed engagement, social breakdown and the 

war system create a context of fearful conformity and political temerity. As I show in 

later chapters, collective projects are viewed with suspicion and the basic communication 

and organizational skills that they depend on are largely lacking. This historical political 

economy of violence, displacement, distrust, and atomization are major impediments to 

the construction of barter collectives and barter economies built on trust and solidarity.  
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 I want to close this chapter on the personal level, with a story about the 

entanglements between diverse economies, violence, and the everyday lives of people in 

Medellín. This story, which will be extremely troubling to most readers, is by no means 

representative of all of Colombian society and economy, but nor is it unprecedented. I 

offer it here as an important counterpoint to the primarily hopeful story that is my focus 

in this dissertation. It shows what barterers are working against, as well as the socio-

economic and cultural context that makes their project so difficult.  

Several months into my research, two women came to my solidarity economy 

study group angry. They were appalled—though not entirely shocked—by the craven 

disregard for dignity that had passed through their neighborhood that week. The men, 

they said, walked the neighborhood in broad daylight, on a weekday, in clear sight of the 

shopkeepers and the unemployed, leaving a simple one-page flyer on each doorstep. It 

listed the prices of girls’ virginity by age. Six year olds fetched the highest price, though 

girls of any age were lucrative. With a few phone calls to the anonymous gang that 

everyone knew ruled the neighborhood, parents and guardians could turn a quick profit 

and ease the pains of chronic underemployment. Just a few phone calls to pay off the 

debts that they owed at the corner store, or the pharmacy, or the funeral home, or even the 

debts they owed to the gang itself in exchange for protection and the license to sell used 

goods out of their home or on the street. Just a few phone calls to make money for the 

electric bill or school expenses.  

 Imagine the calculus. A grandmother is trying to figure out how she will feed five 

or six children and grandchildren, how she will afford her husband’s medications, how 
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she will find the long overdue rent money to avoid eviction. Her 13-year-old 

granddaughter is already hanging out with those wannabe thugs, drinking and smoking at 

the corner store, and who knows what else. It’s only a matter of time, thinks the 

grandmother, until she does something stupid, gets herself pregnant just like her aunt, just 

like the neighbor’s girl, and then what? Only more problems: another mouth to feed, one 

less pair of hands to help around the house, and if we do get evicted, a newborn to worry 

about. It’s horrible to think like this. The grandmother shakes her head. It’s shameful. But 

she’s not the only child I have to worry about. If it’s only a matter of time….  

 The commodification of girls’ virginity is only one of the most disturbing 

examples of a common process of turning bodies into items for the market, but girls are 

not the only victims of violent commodification. This is, of course, the purpose of most 

schooling and of all of the human capital development programs supported around the 

world by the World Bank, national governments, and NGOs. Boys and young men from 

this same neighborhood in Medellín often sell themselves as salespeople, messengers, 

shopkeepers, watchmen, bodyguards, thieves, drug traffickers, assassins. The line 

between licit and illicit is blurry; the line between ethical and unethical even less clear. 

Of course, all of these children would love to sell themselves as high-value, high-skilled 

laborers, maybe even university-educated professionals, but opportunities for 

advancement are limited and the edgy bravado of the streets barrages children with 

messages that are both louder and more realistic seeming than the handful of public 

service announcements about going to school.  
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The stark brutality of transforming little girls into saleable vaginas lays bare the 

social costs of market transactions, “the economies of violence and the violence of 

economies” (Lutz and Nonini 1999). Urban guerrilla camps, paramilitary movements, 

failed demobilization programs, and the explosive growth of the drug trade have created a 

tremendous economy of low-level violence in the city. Teenage boys became hired guns, 

their bodies useful only as long as they can pull triggers, and otherwise disposable. 

Murder for hire is big business, accounting for 47 percent of the country’s murders in 

2010, and there’s a market for every price point down to US$25 (El Tiempo, January 26, 

2011). One cannot ignore the psychological impact on the child, the fundamental assault 

on the dignity of the entire family, and the way that these simple acts feed a broader 

social dynamic of domination, violent dehumanization, disempowerment, and fear. The 

facts of supply, demand, and profitability do not easily justify the free flow of 

commodities whose very nature is morally repugnant to many people and whose social 

costs are so obvious. It is even harder to justify these markets when the “facts” of supply 

and demand are created through systematic intimidation, exploitation, and 

impoverishment. 

 Not every family in Medellín is touched so directly by these horrific markets for 

boys’ and girls’ bodies, but nobody is immune and nobody is blind. Faced with these 

tragedies and nearly constant news reports about government officials embroiled in 

scandalous relations with multinational corporations and paramilitary groups, the people 

of Medellín view the economy from a very different perspective than most people living 

in the U.S. There is little room for false consciousness and commodity fetishism. They 
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see what goes on in the market, what happens behind the scenes of the formal economy. 

This doesn’t mean that they are entirely displeased. Many still support the economy, but 

they are under few delusions. Critique comes more easily, and the search for an 

alternative seems more directly tangible. 

 In this context, Olga’s question about a market that can create “real security” 

takes on greater significance. She—and virtually all of the other barterers—are asking a 

vitally important question: can barter heal the social fabric by helping people “to get to 

know each other, to begin to recognize each other [as fellow humans], and to create true 

trust”? I would like to add a second question about barter’s material effects: can barter 

become a form of peacefare that helps us opt out of participation in these economies of 

violence?  

 

Conclusion 

 To understand barter activism in Medellín, I believe we must first understand the 

broader economic landscape out of which barter grows. In this chapter, I have sketched 

out several of the key economies of Medellín, focusing in particular on how these 

economies create distinct market, labor, and surplus processes and how they are 

experienced from the perspective of individuals as they go about their everyday lives. 

Drawing from Gibson-Graham, I aim to show that these economies articulate in complex 

ways, with often-unpredictable justice outcomes. From an activist standpoint, the 

challenge is to identify which articulations present viable political openings. 
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Economic activists face one fundamental constraint: they must build the future 

out of the social and material conditions of the present. Medellín’s barter activists do not 

have the luxury of starting from scratch. They live in a world of multiple economies, each 

with its own logic, set of values, and social and material relations. The people of 

Medellín have grown up or grown into these economies. They know what is expected of 

them, what success and failure look like, and they almost instinctually envision what they 

want and how they could go about getting it through these economies. Their familiarity 

with the already-existing economies of the city is one of the greatest frictions against new 

barter economies. But these already-existing economies are also resources. In fact, they 

are the main resources that barter activists have at hand. They provide the raw materials 

for non-capitalist imaginings, practices, social relationships, and identities. To continue 

with Marx’s introduction to The Eighteenth Brumaire,  

The tradition of all dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains of the 
living. And just as they seem to be occupied with revolutionizing themselves and 
things, creating something that did not exist before, precisely in such epochs of 
revolutionary crisis they anxiously conjure up the spirits of the past to their 
service, borrowing from them names, battle slogans, and costumes in order to 
present this new scene in world history in time-honored disguise and borrowed 
language. Thus Luther put on the mask of the Apostle Paul, the Revolution of 
1789-1814 draped itself alternately in the guise of the Roman Republic and the 
Roman Empire, and the Revolution of 1848 knew nothing better to do than to 
parody, now 1789, now the revolutionary tradition of 1793-95. In like manner, the 
beginner who has learned a new language always translates it back into his 
mother tongue, but he assimilates the spirit of the new language and expresses 
himself freely in it only when he moves in it without recalling the old and when 
he forgets his native tongue. (1999: ch. 1) 
 

The tradition of dead generations does indeed weigh heavily on the minds of barter 

activists. The Antioqueño hegemonic bargain remains alive and well today, deepened by 

the conflation of non-conformists with leftists, and hence with guerrillas and terrorists. 
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This system of war and terror, bound up as it is with capitalist development in the region 

and with other economic relations (Reyes 2009; Richani 2002; Ross 2003), is a powerful 

impediment to activism. 

Yet the nearness of violence also provides a sharp urgency to barterers’ work, and 

a deep longing for the possibility of humanity. As we will see in the coming chapters, 

many participants see in barter an opportunity to revolutionize “themselves and things”. 

They cling to pieces of the past for inspiration—to indigenous traditions of barter and salt 

currencies, to campesino traditions of shared labor, and to family rituals of collective 

savings—and they look to the diversity of Colombian and international alternative 

economies for the same. Masked in the old, they march toward the new, struggling to 

create, adopt, and embody the spirit and language of barter, to replace avarice with 

mutuality, greed with sufficiency, competition with solidarity, exchange-value with use-

value, and dehumanization with humanity. Much of this dissertation is about how 

barterers are struggling to forget their native tongue and adopt a new barter language that 

is not yet their own. 
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CHAPTER 4: A HISTORY OF BARTER ACTIVISM IN MEDELLÍN 
 

 

Many barter organizers in Medellín proudly declare that their work recuperates a 

pre-Columbian tradition of moneyless exchange. The Aburrá Valley that is home to the 

Medellín Metropolitan Area was a trade hub linking a variety of indigenous groups in a 

circuit that ultimate stretched northward to Mesoamerica, southward to the Incan empire, 

and east to the Tayrona and present-day Venezuela. The region is also rich in post-

Conquest traditions of non-capitalist economies, ranging from highly exploitative ones 

like slavery and feudal haciendas to more solidarity-based economies like systems of 

collective labor or labor exchange that are still occasionally practiced today, as well as 

the more popular natilleras, collective savings institutions of extended families and close 

friends.  

While they may find inspiration in indigenous traditions or hope that claiming 

these historical roots will bolster their cause, there is little continuity between pre-

Columbian, colonial, and post-colonial systems and today’s barter systems. Rather, 

contemporary barter grows out of entirely new movements for community-building, 

economic experimentation, and in some cases ideological opposition to capitalism and 

the monetary economy.  Today’s barter systems began with three unrelated experiences: 

the Barter Days in Bello (a municipio in the northern part of metropolitan Medellín), the 

barter fairs at the Altamira residential complex, and the Barter Bazaars and Local 

Exchange System in Pajarito (a small rural village on the edge of the city). These initial 
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experiences gave rise to distinct groups of barter promoters who have disseminated the 

idea and practice of barter into Medellín’s neighborhoods, local and state government 

agencies, NGOs, and even into other municipios and departments within Colombia. They 

have experimented with several ways of organizing barter markets and barter groups, and 

while their work has yet to offer a model of sustained and continuous exchange, they 

have demonstrated that barter is a real possibility in Colombia.  

 

Medellín’s First Barter Experiments 

Bello’s Barter Days 

 The first experience with contemporary barter systems in the metropolitan area 

was the Barter Day in Bello, a municipio of 500,000 people located to the north of 

Medellín proper. The first Bello Barter Day took place on June 21, 1994, as part of an 

effort to re-establish broken social ties and “rediscover joy.” The 1990s were a dark time 

in Bello. Drug violence was at its peak, and while it had taken a particularly frightful, 

unpredictable turn from the perspective of the middle and upper classes, it continued to 

take the form of monotonous brutality in working class neighborhoods where children 

were integrated as messengers, traffickers, and assassins from very young ages. For many 

people, violence, silence, fear, and death had become everyday expectations, even ways 

of life. Turf wars had divided communities and altered patterns of mobility. Children 

grew up thinking not that they lacked a promising future, but that they lacked the very 

promise of a future; they were quite literally disposable, and they would frequently turn 

up floating in the Medellín River.  
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 But, especially for older generations who had known other possibilities, this pain 

also created a desperation to create something else. As one of the founders of Bello’s 

barter system noted,  

This environment was also one of searching, of constructing options, of “they can 
take everything from us, but not our happiness.” There was a hope for happiness 
and dignity, an urgency to smile [...] that was unbreakable. A great urgency to 
look into the eyes of the other and to once again feel accompanied, to give 
meaning to… well, to every second, with every friend, with every memory, with 
whoever you shared ideas with. […] We had this disposition. We came [to barter], 
first of all, in our search, with our questions, and also out of the need to meet one 
another, for the urgency of caring, because to share and the gift—the gift, this 
anthropological category, right?—the gift was there. This… these distinct 
manners of giving meaning to everyday life and giving meaning to the future.  
 

The artistic community of Bello responded to violence and social collapse with play. 

They held campfires and youth art projects, threw together musical groups out of the 

most unusual mixes of instruments and talents, built sculptures out of trash, planted trees 

on the mountains, whatever they could to create spaces for celebration.  

Barter was one of these spaces. The barter days began with a group of 10 to 15 

friends, most of whom had grown up in Bello and become artists, but who were gradually 

falling out of touch as jobs, family obligations, and the pressures of violence pulled them 

apart. They would pass in the streets or see each other in bars, but they felt that life was 

pulling them apart. And so, to counter this slow disintegration, they decided to host barter 

days as a way of committing to come together for a day of real sharing every two to three 

months. Bartering was to some degree an excuse, but it also responded to a sense that 

each of these friends had so much to share, so many talents and capacities, but that they 

rarely got to enjoy this wealth. Immersed in the monetization of human life in the always-

imperfect wage labor market and the devaluation of human life in the narco-economy, 
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these friends may have found some comfort in celebrating their own value on their own 

terms. 

Their ties of friendship and their creative, bohemian spirit proved essential for 

kick starting the barter days. As one member of the initial group said, “this came to pass 

because… we were all friends or acquaintances.” The key to sustaining it, however, was 

mutual accountability. The friends pressured one another to come out for each festival, to 

help organize, to lend a hand. This group voluntarily ran the events for many years and 

provided many of their own resources—coffee, musical equipment, artistic supplies—to 

make each barter day an exciting and dynamic festival. Importantly, it was also a 

communal experience, with people sharing food, time, knowledge, sights and sounds, and 

dancing partners. 

Over the course of seven years, a diverse group of residents of Bello and 

neighboring municipios met four or five times a year in a local park in what eventually 

became a large celebration centered on the direct exchange of products and services, 

without the use of conventional or alternative monies. Participants shared coffee and a 

collective lunch, enjoyed a wide range of artistic and educational activities (workshops 

on how to make kites, origami, and music; displays of historical scientific equipment; 

painting, music, and poetry readings), and celebrated the wealth of resources within the 

community and the chance to meet up in a public place. The only cost was 1000 pesos to 

cover the costs of lunch. Trading was minimal—reportedly reaching only 150 trades per 

day—but became increasingly important.  
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The barter days quickly expanded to include over 100 people, and it became one 

of only a few social spaces that integrated the entire family and multiple generations. The 

Casa de la Cultura, a government entity whose director at the time was part of the initial 

circle of friends, provided logistical and economic support for these fairs, which it saw as 

an important element in a broader campaign to promote a “cultura ciudadana” (civic 

culture), to stimulate “convivencia” (living together peacefully), and to support the 

municipio’s unusually large array of artists. As time passed, some of the organizers began 

to reflect on the project in new ways, appreciating not only the social benefits but also the 

economic potential of alternative exchange in a city with high rates of unemployment. 

They also increasingly began to think of it as a response to the problems of capitalism 

and a possibility for responsible consumption based on necessities rather than fashions.  

Luis Alberto, the exuberant organizer who first told me that there are no barter 

systems in Medellín, was especially inspired by barter. He began to think of this project 

as part of a broader solidarity economy social movement and created a newsletter to 

educate people about barter. “Truequiando” (later renamed “Al Trueque”) was published 

on a semi-regular basis between 1999 and 2005. It informed readers about community 

events, included a classifieds section for local businesses that would accept barter, and 

attempted to educate readers about barter as part of a transnational solidarity economy or 

alternative economy project.  

 As the years wore on, the organizing team gradually began to unravel. A conflict 

about the nature of the barter days was part of the problem—some organizers were 

increasingly passionate about the economic potential of barter while others rebelled 
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against this sense of seriousness and importance—as were the normal challenges of 

organizing. The increasing demands of organizing barter fairs and the lack of newness 

associated with barter eroded some organizers’ passion at the same time that the regular 

stuff of life—job offers in distant cities, the increased family responsibilities that come 

with children, changes of residence or the need to care for elderly parents—presented a 

variety of other obstacles. At about the same time, the system lost a key ally when a 

change in government brought a new director into the Casa de la Cultura, someone with a 

much more conventional view of the arts. The resurgence of armed groups in the area and 

their increased intervention in local politics further discouraged organizers and 

participants. In 2001, the group finally decided to end the barter days and the idea of 

bringing barter to a broader public and expanding its economic impact never bore fruit.  

 This was not the end of barter, though. The seeds that these events had planted 

continued to sprout through the work of individual participants. One of the Bello 

organizers organized several annual barter fairs at the technical school where he worked, 

and many of the artists continued to barter informally among themselves and even in 

exchange for significant services like school tuition and therapy. Also, Luis Alberto 

Jaramillo began to apply his energy in Medellín, where he had come into contact with the 

organizers of the city’s other two pioneering barter systems. Far from a failure, Bello’s 

Barter Days were, in the words of one organizer, “one of the most important social 

laboratories where this solidarity practice with ancestral roots could be tested, and 

although it was sometimes viewed as utopic, it proved its value and projected its 

possibilities into new processes developed in other realms” (Vásquez 2005: 46).  
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Altamira’s Barter Fairs 

 Independently of the organizing in Bello, the residents of the Altamira residential 

complex began holding their own barter fairs on May 23, 1999. Altamira is a mega-

apartment complex in Medellín’s Robledo neighborhood that houses over 6,000 middle- 

and lower-middle class residents. The apartments were initially built for school teachers 

and professors, but the population has diversified over the years. Altamira did not escape 

the violence and disorder of the 1980s and 1990s; some of the neighborhoods public 

spaces became flophouses for drug abusers and some of the apartments were hideouts 

and operating bases for drug trafficking and assassins’ gangs. Not surprisingly, the social 

atmosphere deteriorated as many inhabitants moved out and the remainder withdrew into 

the anonymity of their homes and their nuclear families. By the end of the 1990s, security 

within the complex was improving and social networks began to develop once again.  

 In this context, in 1999, four neighbors began talking about the Argentine barter 

systems that had flourished in response to the economic crisis there. One of them, 

Guillermo Moyano, was an Argentine living in Colombia. Intrigued by the possibility of 

acquiring goods and services without money, they decided to see if barter would work in 

Altamira. Rather than the simple, direct exchange of goods and services that was used in 

Bello, Altamira’s organizers decided to adapt the Argentine system of “multi-reciprocal 

barter” using a ”facilitator”. They created their own currency, known as Altamires, to 

facilitate trade. These Altamires were simple paper triangles with values of one-half, one, 

five, and ten. On the day of the fair, each participant would report to the organizers’ table, 
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where they would present the full line of products they wanted to trade. The organizers 

and traders would negotiate a value for each product and the organizers would give the 

participant Altamires in exchange for these products, thus putting Altamires into 

circulation and bringing all of the products (and their prices) under the central control of 

the organizers. The organizers would then display all of the products with their 

corresponding prices and participants would use their Altamires to acquire the products 

of their choice. Clearly, this system was much more formally organized than the Bello 

barter days and the organizers were quantifying value in a monetized way. 

Before organizing their first fair, the organizers wanted to pique community 

interest. They hung small fliers around the complex that said simply, in large letters, 

“Adios al vil metal” (Goodbye, vile metal). A month later, when they figured that the 

curiosity had lingered long enough, they hung a second set of fliers in the same locations 

announcing that the “Altamira barter club” was inviting the entire community to a barter 

fair that would take place the following Sunday. Early in the morning on May 23, they set 

up the first barter fair in a shady green in Altamira. With a few tables of used books, 

movies, and music, and a stack of Altamires, they waited.  

Children were among the first to arrive. Wandering by as they romped through the 

neighborhood, they asked about the books and movies and were surprised to learn that 

they could have anything they wanted on the table if they simply brought something in 

exchange. Many returned home to pick through their old books and toys, selecting the 

ones that they would trade for the Altamires that they would eventually use to acquire 

anything else at the feria. The kids, reported organizer Carlos Alberto, were proud of 
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their trades, they “felt like adults with the means in their pockets to acquire whatever 

caught their fancy.” Although the organizers insisted that Altamires didn’t share the 

pernicious qualities of money, the children certainly approached it as play money with 

real benefits. Parents soon followed to see how their children had acquired the new books 

and toys they were bringing back into their homes, and the barter fair gained steam. By 

the end of the day people were still coming, asking that the trading not stop. They had 

exchanged 3,500 objects that would have cost an estimated 15,000,000 pesos in the 

formal market, and the integrative effect of this simple activity was impressive (López 

1999). 

Surprised by their success and inspired by the interest of children, the organizers 

decided to organize another fair in October centered on Halloween costumes and the 

exchange of toy weapons for non-violent toys donated by a recycling cooperative. Trade 

increased to 4,500 products in this second market, and then to 7,000 products in the 

January market, which saved residents approximately 35,000,000 pesos in school supply 

and textbook costs (Semana 1999). They also used the barter fairs to take an inventory of 

the supply and demand of services and knowledge in the apartment complex, with the 

goal of creating a directory of barterers. Through these events, they hoped to demonstrate 

that barter was an “extremely viable alternative to lighten the economic burden of normal 

households costs” (Echavarría n.d.: 19) and to form a permanent barter group in 

Altamira.  

While a continuous, daily trade of goods and services never developed in 

Altamira, the barter group continued to organize two to four thematic barter fairs each 
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year, the most popular of which was always the annual textbook barter, and their efforts 

prompted informal bartering. Carlos Alberto has twice managed to pay his long-overdue 

condo fees by repairing and painting the fence surrounding the apartment complex, and 

has helped some other tenants do the same. To this day, he continues to provide tutoring 

services to high school and college students, some of which he negotiates via barter.  

 In addition to the economic benefits of the barter fairs, quantifiable in terms of a 

savings in household expenditures, the fairs provided real social benefits by increasing 

participation and integration in the community and “convivencia” between children, 

young adults, and adults. It also gave children an opportunity to develop their own 

leadership skills as community protagonists, as several youth began to organize their own 

fairs with their own facilitator, the Altaminiño (roughly, “Altakids”). 

 By 2006, Guillermo Moyano had begun to direct his attention to promoting barter 

in other parts of the city, and the barter group decided to test how much Altamira’s 

residents had embraced barter. They announced that they would not organize any new 

fairs on their own, but that they would assist anyone who chose to organize a fair. When 

nobody stepped up to take over the fairs, they decided that it was not worth continuing 

them: if the community did not care enough to actively promote the events and wanted 

only to be passive beneficiaries of others’ work, they decided, then there was not enough 

support to continue. In 2008, a new group of community members briefly began to barter 

again, though in a relatively closed circle, and there have been numerous calls for Carlos 

Alberto to re-initiate the barter fairs. Since then, there have been a few barter fairs in the 

community but without the participation and frequency of the first years.  
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Their adaptation of the Argentine multi-reciprocal barter model remains one of 

the most popular—and most problematic—ways of bartering in Colombia. They liked the 

Argentine use of facilitators because it made trading easier and faster. Also, this system 

ensured consistent pricing and established an equivalence between the total value of 

products and the total value of the community currency, effectively eliminating the 

scarcity that is built into the conventional monetary system. Because of this equivalence, 

at the end of an ideal market day, all of the products should find new owners and all of 

the Altamires should return to the organizers. If products remained, it was the organizers’ 

responsibility to either auction those products for the remaining Altamires or to save 

them for the next barter fair. In Altamira, the organizers wanted to open barter fairs to the 

entire community, rather than restricting them to members as was common in Argentina. 

Also, they chose a thematic focus for each barter fair as a way of simplifying the markets. 

 Reflecting on this style of barter, Carlos Alberto argued that it was useful as an 

early stage of experimentation because it allowed a lot of people to try out barter, but that 

it should not be replicated in other areas. He described multi-reciprocal barter as a 

“monster” (malcrianza) that corrupted barter exchange by putting organizers in the 

middle of each trade. Because traders never interact with each other, trade relationships 

become de-personalized, products lose their full histories, and traders are able to maintain 

their conventional mentality as consumers or shoppers using a different type of currency 

but buying just the same. Other barter systems have also found that the simplicity of a 

thematic barter is easy, but the reduced diversity of goods inevitably makes thematic 

markets less useful. Still, the centralized control that multi-reciprocal barter offers is 
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alluring to organizers introducing barter to new communities, and its similarity to 

conventional shopping seems to help newcomers trust more in multi-reciprocal barter 

than other types of exchange. As a result, it has been carried around Colombia as a handy 

way of demonstrating how barter and alternative currencies could work.  

 

Pajarito’s Local Economic System 

 Also in 1999, while residents of Altamira were beginning to organize their first 

barter fairs, an energetic and experimental new Junta de Acción Comunal (neighborhood 

council) came into office in the village of Pajarito. The JACs were legally designated in 

the 1950s to stimulate local development and grassroots democracy, and though they 

have had mixed success and been the target of paramilitary violence (U.S. Bureau of 

Citizenship and Immigration Services 2001), this particular JAC decided to approach the 

challenge head-on. Pajarito is located in a rural sector of Medellín that was extremely 

isolated at the time. There were no paved roads heading into the village and at night it 

stood out as a dark patch amid the sparkling lights of the city’s western mountains. Most 

of the families in Pajarito had lived there for generations and some of the older residents 

went to the city so infrequently that they had supposedly never seen a stoplight. Village 

politics had long been run by the same few families, but a group of university-educated 

newcomers began to shake things up.  

 Julio, a hydrologist at the Universidad Nacional, and his wife Clara moved to the 

area seeking a quieter and more connected community. They were astounded at the 

reception they received from their new neighbors and the safety of the area. They could 
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leave doors unlocked and walk the hills at night—even in this corner of one of the 

world’s most violent cities—and if they left their clothes drying in the yard when a 

rainstorm came, they could rest assured that the neighbors would bring in their laundry. 

Although they were certainly not seen as natives, this strong sense of community 

heightened their commitment to the village. Thus, when they learned of plans to locate a 

garbage dump in the community, they used their backgrounds in hydrology and 

engineering to explain to their neighbors how such a development would change their 

lives and to lead the charge against the sophisticated legal and scientific underpinnings of 

the project.  

Later, when municipal funds promised to fulfill many residents’ dream of finally 

having a paved road network through the village, Julio and Clara suggested that they 

think twice. They were worried that the roads would change the character of the village 

and bring violence into Pajarito from adjacent neighborhoods. But they didn’t want to 

simply resist the hopes of their new neighbors, nor did they want to single-handedly 

oppose a project that would enrich one of the powerful local families, so they tried to 

frame their challenge to the project as a series of questions and conversations. It turned 

out that other neighbors shared their concerns, but that they looked forward to the ease of 

movement that roads would provide. At first the possibility of rejecting a roads project 

seemed crazy, absolutely counter to ideas of progress and the economic opportunity that 

would come from better access to the city. Through the conversations, however, people 

remembered the long-abandoned network of trails that crisscrossed the village and they 

eventually voted to recuperate the trails network rather than accept the road construction. 
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These two political actions mobilized the community in new ways. They began to 

envision themselves as active participants in local politics, as owners and caretakers of 

their community, and as capable of planning their own development.  

Some of the community members asked Julio and Clara to run for the JAC, and 

they were elected with the hope that the community might determine the shape of local 

politics, rather than vice versa. The JAC dedicated itself to a series of community 

projects: community-wide ecological work parties, a new local theater group, special 

programs for youth and the elderly, and a fresh take on the local economy. Julio, now the 

JAC president, asked a fellow professor about local development possibilities for 

Pajarito. The JAC eventually commissioned María Alejandra Múnera, one of Professor 

Gabriel Awad’s students, to study possibilities for strengthening the local Pajarito 

economy. Her undergraduate thesis considered a range of initiatives before deciding that 

a LETS-type system would be the best option for Pajarito. The JAC decided to support 

the idea and Múnera and Awad accompanied the process during its early months. Many 

people were doubtful that the project would work, but they were willing to try. As one 

80-year-old man said, “your idea is really nice. I’ll help you, but it’s not going to work 

here.” 

The Pajarito Sistema de Economía Local (Local Economic System, or SEL) 

consisted of two main parts. The main feature of the SEL was an inner group of members 

who were all listed in a directory of products and services. These members, most of 

whom were local residents and active members of the JAC, traded among themselves on 

a regular basis. Each time two of the members would make a trade, they would note the 
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details of the transaction in a small check book-type registry, and these trades would be 

tabulated in a centralized accounting system. For example, when Doña Marta gave 

arepas and tomatoes to Clara, both would make a note of their trade. Doña Marta would 

then receive a credit that she could redeem by accepting items from another member of 

the system and Clara would receive a debit that she could eliminate by offering goods to 

another member. Thus, while products are exchanged directly from one person to 

another, the debits and credits are to the system as a whole. Repayment may be deferred 

and may even come from a different member.  

Because of its rural nature and proximity to the urban edge, the residents of 

Pajarito had a large diversity of products and services to offer. As I described in the 

introduction (Table 1), the SEL’s directory included a wide range of goods and services 

included food, garden supplies, gardening and home repair services, transportation, 

nursing and first aid, and educational assistance. The system was a valuable source of 

everyday household needs, occasional and emergency services, and educational and 

recreational services.  

 The second part of the Pajarito SEL was a quarterly bazaar open to the entire city. 

The organizers provided a space for both direct and multi-reciprocal barter using their 

own facilitator called Pajaritos. These bazaars were intended to show a broader public 

that barter was a possibility and to promote trade between the city and the country but 

with prices set so that rural people could access goods that were typically beyond their 

means: a new pair of jeans, shoes, umbrellas, and even pots and pans. Julio explained, “In 

the conventional economy, if I compare a shirt and a kilo of beans, it takes a lot of beans 
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to come to an equivalency. So we created a new system of equivalences that had nothing 

to do with ‘socially necessary labor’…. For example, we’d value one kilo of beans at 

5000 pesos and one pair of blue jeans at 5000 pesos. That way farmers could have more 

value in this system and actually acquire the things that were hard for them to get 

otherwise.” The bazaars used multi-reciprocal barter with facilitators as their core mode 

of exchange and established spaces for direct barter for people who didn’t want to use 

facilitators and for goods that were not accepted for trade by the main organizers. These 

bazaars would draw hundreds of people and led to the exchange of over 1.5 million pesos 

worth of goods.  

 The permanent members of the SEL met regularly to review their accounts and 

discuss imbalances in the system. There were constantly people who were trading far 

more than others, some members who hardly traded at all, and others who regularly 

offered their services free of charge and rarely made claims on the system. One older 

man, for example, never entirely got the idea of the system. After years of living in the 

country, he was able to build or repair just about anything and was thrilled when the SEL 

offered him a chance to share these talents with his neighbors. In the traditional rural 

spirit of solidarity, however, he always thought of these as gifts rather than trades. He 

was happy to help a neighbor fix their roof or install an irrigation system and, while he 

may have expected some sort of delayed reciprocity, he didn’t feel the need to maintain 

strict records of transactions.  

The university-educated members of the JAC and the team from the National 

University in particular treated the project as a large experiment and constantly 
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brainstormed what might happen if they tinkered with the system in different ways.  The 

constant self-evaluation and adjustments helped refine the system, but also generated a 

degree of cliquishness or hierarchy within the barter group based on people’s interest in 

theorizing and critical reflection; some participants who were unaccustomed to these 

types of discussions felt excluded from the system. Toward the end of the SEL 

experiment, the group decided that barter needed to go beyond exchange to intervene 

directly in production. They initiated a collective garden as a way of creating more 

community solidarity and growing the produce that would back their currency. They 

established seven collective gardens, but never fully developed a community production 

system before the system began to experience problems. 

According to Julio and Clara, they knew all along that their days were counted. 

Before they began their time on the JAC, the city’s Plan Parcial Pajarito had already 

dictated that at least 100,000 people would be moved from one of Medellín’s poorest 

neighborhoods into housing projects in Pajarito. The village could never sustain such an 

influx of people. When the newcomers arrived, they brought guns and illegal economies 

along with their furniture, and they regarded the barter bazaars with suspicion. People left 

the markets feeling insulted if the organizers rejected some of their products or cheated if 

they couldn’t find products they liked in exchange, and the organizers simply could not 

explain that the market belonged to the whole community and was not solely their 

responsibility. As Julio told me in our first meeting:  

Brian, we never thought it would get this far. When we were doing this we never 
thought that it would be something that would continue forever. All of these 
things started to take on a political meaning. “Why are you doing this without 
money? What is your problem with money? Why won’t you take my money?” 
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We never wanted it to be political. We knew that it was political, but we never 
wanted to proselytize and we didn’t want to get involved with parties, to compete 
with parties, to compete with people with guns. We also rejected funds from the 
city because we figured any funds that came in from outside would come with 
conditions, and we didn’t want any conditions imposed on us. All of this was one 
big social experiment, and we wanted to maintain it as long as it was fun, as long 
as people approached it with happiness and enthusiasm. But when the moment 
came when that enthusiasm diminished, we left. [paraphrased] 

 

 One day people came to the market with guns to make demands. Around the same 

time, one of the most active members of the SEL, a “hippie kid” who had grown up in 

Pajarito, was killed after he twice defied a local gang’s orders to cut his hair. And then 

Julio received a phone call one night summoning him to a meeting with the leader of one 

of the armed groups that had flowed in with the new residents of Pajarito. He went, and 

he was fortunate enough to return, but that was the end of the SEL. This, explained Julio, 

is what violence does: “a big part of the violence is simply to destroy collectives…. The 

damage to the social fabric is the worst. The destruction of collectives is hard to repair.” 

The Pajarito system was never perfect. Trade levels remained lower than desired 

and the bulk of trade was concentrated among a handful of participants, as is common 

with LETS systems and indeed with all alternative trading systems. The bazaars also 

generated some conflict, as people brought their personal disputes and suspicions into the 

markets. Nonetheless, and despite its non-proselytizing approach, the Pajarito SEL 

reminds many people in Medellín of the possibility of constructing local solidarity 

economies that have both economic and community-building impacts.  
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Discussion 

Each of these experiments approached barter for slightly different reasons, drew 

on different inspirations, and developed their own mode of bartering (summarized in 

Table 5). None of the three initial experiments continues to the present day, though their 

influence goes on. These experiments demonstrated that barter is a real possibility, that 

people can create their own economies rather than simply resigning themselves to the 

economies that they were born into. This inspiration energized individual barter 

promoters, who vigorously spread the message and practice of barter across the city and 

even to other parts of the country and beyond. The nature of barter today is a direct 

outgrowth of their efforts.  
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Table 5: A summary of several key characteristics of Medellín's first community barter 
experiments. 

 Bello Altamira Pajarito 
Motives Social Social + Economic Social + Economic + 

Ideological 
Inspiration No clear system (bohemian 

artsy trading, indigenous 
tradition) 

Argentina LETS systems 

Style Direct trade at markets Facilitator w/ 
reception table at 
markets 

LETS-type system  
(directory and central 
accounting system for 
members)  
                    + 
Public markets using 
facilitators and direct 
trade 

Frequency 4-5 markets per year 2-3 markets per year  
(fewer in final years) 

At will (inner group) 
+ 4 bazaars per year  
 

Duration 1994-2001 1999-2006  
 

1999-2007 

External 
Support 

Municipal Government None 
(though occasional 
collaborations) 

None 
(though support from 
U. Nacional and 
neighborhood council 
(JAC)) 

Publicity and 
Related 
Projects 

Barter newsletter with 
directory of bartering 
businesses and international 
info on barter. 
 
High visibility; led to future 
projects across city. 

High visibility; led to 
local and national 
newspaper articles. 
 
Led to bartering with 
the apartment 
administration. 
 
Organizers developed 
projects across city, 
country, 
internationally. 
 

Low visibility; local 
fliers on the 
philosophy of barter.  
 
Tied to broader 
community building 
program involving 
environmental 
activities, village 
planning, 
participatory 
government, 
community arts and 
theater.  
 
Included efforts at 
collective gardens.  
 
No significant spin-
off to other projects in 
the city. 
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The Spread of Barter  

 Medellín’s early barter experiments came together for the first time in 1999, when 

the visit of Argentine barter activist and scholar Heloisa Primavera prompted the 

organization of a local panel that included Professor Gabriel Awad, Guillermo Moyano, 

and Luis Alberto Jaramillo. While the meeting had little impact on the people of Pajarito, 

who were staunch in their desire for a purely local project, it transformed the ways that 

Jaramillo and Moyano conceptualized barter. As Jaramillo said, “we didn’t separate again 

after this time.” The two began to advance a vision of barter as a much larger political 

and economic project that could be developed across the city and the region.  

Jaramillo formed the Bello barter newsletters in part as a way of articulating this 

broader vision to himself and others. A few months later, when Guillermo Moyano 

couldn’t travel to a barter event in Buenos Aires for personal reasons, Jaramillo went in 

his stead. The month-long trip offered glimpses of his dream made real. He bartered his 

way through the country, visited some of the largest barter markets (which, at the time, 

were hosting thousands of barterers), and saw “a non-capitalist world.” There were 

problems and shortcomings, there was a lack of clarity and consistency in what people in 

Argentina were creating, but he found it incredible to see that we could in fact create our 

own economies.  

When he returned to Medellín, Jaramillo was obligated to present his findings to 

Comfenalco, the caja de compensación4 that agreed to purchase his airplane ticket in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 As described briefly in Chapter 2, the cajas de compensación are private, industry-affiliated worker 
compensation funds that provide a large amount of social services to affiliated members and their families. 
A portion of the payroll tax is distributed directly to these institutions to fund member health, education, 
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exchange for an informational presentation upon his return. Jaramillo he realized that he 

“needed to learn to tell the story of barter.” He had to put words to the vision. So he 

immersed himself in barter, traveling wherever he saw the word, talking with friends and 

strangers about it, developing his newsletter and educational materials, joining the 

Pajarito group and attending their meetings, probing ancestral forms of barter and similar 

projects like permaculture and agro-ecology. Suddenly barter seemed to stand out of the 

landscape—a woman in Medellín was bartering out of her garage with a dozen or so 

friends, a Catholic radio station in Bogotá featured a professor talking about barter and 

solidarity economy, the Colombo-Americano cultural center in Medellín had a program 

trading labor for free English classes, and Comfenalco itself had a used textbook 

exchange program. As Jaramillo began to see barter as an economic project and not 

merely a form of community building, he also realized that it is an ontological project. As 

he explained, it is not just about the value of individual goods or services, but also about 

asserting the value of each of us as producers. Moyano and Jaramillo decided to help 

organize a biweekly meeting in Medellín known as the Minga Nutibara, where people 

could talk about barter and exchange goods.  

 Because of his connections with Argentina, Moyano was probably more aware of 

the economic potential of barter. He became a compatriot and a grounding force for 

Jaramillo’s dreaming, and he proved extremely successful at finding support for barter 

promotion from city and state government agencies and solidarity economy entities. 

Through a variety of contracts, Moyano was able to turn barter organizing into a job for 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
and recreational services. Cajas de compensación such as Comfenalco and Comfama are well respected 
social institutions in Medellín. 
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himself and, occasionally, his friends. These two charismatic figures—the college-

educated, Argentine hippie and the self-taught local artist—passionately spread the 

gospel of barter. 

 

Government Support for “Bartering Across Antioquia” 

 Surprisingly, the first major government support for barter came not at the local 

level, but from the departmental level at the direct request of the governor. Guillermo 

Gaviría, Governor of Antioquia from 2001 to 2002, took an interest in the possibilities of 

barter for grassroots development and decided to include it within the list of solidarity 

economy activities that his government would support. His interest led the Instituto para 

el Desarrollo de Antioquia (Institute for the Development of Antioquia, or IDEA) to 

invite Moyano and Jaramillo to implement the project Truequeando por Antioquia 

(Bartering across Antioquia) as part of the agency’s program in social strengthening. By 

this point, both organizers had networked with other solidarity economy experiences in 

Latin America and had experience conducting workshops, trainings, and discussions 

about barter. The project, which continued into 2004, aimed to promote barter as a tool 

for solidarity markets and “for the development of community-focused local 

governments” (Vásquez 2005: 53).  

The team planned regional workshops to teach government officials the 

philosophy and practice of barter and how they could organize permanent barter nodes in 

their community. To complement the workshops, they organized demonstrative barter 

fairs using the multi-reciprocal barter methodology with local currencies named after 
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ecological or cultural features of the hosting municipalities. By this point, they had the 

methodology down to a science: their training materials show exactly how the market 

area should be designed and describe several different roles for the dozen or so market 

organizers that they recommend for each fair. 

During the project’s first year, 2003, Moyano and Jaramillo report having 

conducted more than 30 trainings and 56 barter fairs in 30 different municipios of 

Antioquia, including 31 markets focused on textbooks and 10 on harvests. In order to 

make a case for barter according to conventional economic metrics, they estimated the 

total savings generated by these fairs: more than 436,674,000 pesos. These events 

permitted the exchange of 50,000 products using at least 20 new local currencies. 

Fourteen took place in schools, universities, or neighborhoods of Medellín, and several 

were held in other departments of Colombia. The project extended the idea and practice 

of barter into dozens of partner organizations including government agencies, 

universities, cooperatives, development and pro-peace NGOs, and museums.  

The project also prompted them to create the more or less monthly e-newsletter 

“No Nos Llamamos Plata” to advertise their events, promote other alternative events 

(especially those related to non-violence), and detail the philosophical underpinnings of 

barter. They found inspiration in people as disparate as Jesus, Karl Marx, Manfred Max-

Neef, Muhammad Yunus, Thomas Jefferson, and Amartya Sen, though they located the 

core of barter in the creation myths of their “Amerikan ancestors” who “through the 

millennia have known how to cultivate life in abundance, without exploiting or doing 

harm.”  
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After the success of the first year, the IDEA decided to support the project for a 

second year. The departmental government especially encouraged mayors, school board 

directors, and school principals to hold their own textbook barters, “as a way of 

responding to the difficult situation and the lack of money that many parents face when it 

comes time to buy supplies and books for their school-age children” (IDEA 2004). In 

2004, Moyano and Jaramillo focused especially on textbook barters, organizing very few 

barter fairs of a general nature. Ironically, as they were delimiting the utility of barter in 

practice, they were increasingly promoting barter as a valuable marketing option for 

small businesses. The newsletter suggests that they were increasingly interested in 

extending the project to other parts of the country (they refer to the project as 

“Truekeando por Colombia” and suggest the creation of a Colombian Barter Network) 

and linking it to other alternative projects like permaculture and ecovillages. 

Anthropologist Cecilia Luca Escobar Vekeman, who was active in the barter 

movement at the time and conducted her dissertation on the Pajarito barter system, 

suggests that Moyano and Jaramillo’s numbers are grossly overstated. Whenever 

possible, she asked friends to visit the barter trainings and markets organized in their 

municipios and found that many of the events never actually took place. It seems 

relatively clear that, despite calling their workshops “How to develop a permanent barter 

node,” they devoted relatively little energy to the follow-up activities necessary to 

establish sustained and diversified barter system. Many of the barter fairs and barter 

groups remained short-term, declining with changes in community commitment, the 

political composition of the local government, and especially once the IDEA project 
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ended and money for workshops and promoters dried up. With few exceptions, they had 

not nurtured the local-level organization necessary to “develop a permanent barter node.”  

	  

	  

 

Nonetheless, the impact of the program cannot be denied. It drew significant 

attention to barter as a form of marketing and established a precedent for supporting 

barter within many of Medellín’s most important solidarity economy organizations, such 

as Confiar and Comfenalco, and in universities and government agencies. Within 

Medellín, this project led to the formation of barter groups in two urban areas (La 

América and Carlos E Restrepo), the rural area of Santa Elena, and the neighboring 

Figure 3: A sample of the facilitators used in the 
IDEA project "Truequeando por Antioquia." 
From Vásquez 2005. 
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municipio of Envigado, and it enabled organizers to spread their experiences to other 

parts of the country including Cundinamarca (Bogotá, Cota, Zipaquiará, and Chia), 

Santander (Vélez), Vaupes (Mitú), Tolima (Ibague), Caldas (Manizales), and to other 

countries. Some communities did continue to consider barter, such as in the Municipio of 

Bojayá, where an association of producers earned a grant from the Pan-American 

Development Foundation to increase farm production and trade the surplus within the 

community via barter. Finally, working barter into the departmental and later the 

municipal development plans established an official lever for pressuring the government 

for additional support in the future.  

On the other hand, by so thoroughly pushing a single modality of barter—the 

multi-reciprocal barter markets employing local currencies and often focused on a single 

theme—they framed barter as a rather rigid and limited economic alternative rather than a 

flexible tool filled with possibility. Many people in the solidarity economy formed their 

opinions of barter based on the foundation laid by this project, and they complain that 

barter is not practical because it is too radical in its opposition to conventional money and 

because it does not touch a broad enough sphere of the household economy.  

 

Community Barter Fairs: Carlos E Restrepo, Santa Elena, and La América 

 On July 12, 2003, as part of the “Bartering Across Antioquia” project, the Junta 

de Acción Comunal of Carlos E Restrepo and the neighborhood’s “group of friends of the 

elderly” organized the first barter market in this neighborhood. The JAC conceived of the 

market and associated cultural events as a strategy for building solidarity within the 
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community. The first barter fair aroused a lot of interest in this liberal and culturally 

active community.  

 A year and a half later, the JAC decided to organize more frequent barter fairs, 

beginning in December of 2004. With support from the Secretary of Social Development 

and the Corporación Antioquia Avanza, they organized “Merkados de Intercambio 

Solidario” or “Merkados de Trueke” as a complement to “Merkados Verdes” that were 

meant to offer fair trade links between small-scale, sustainable farmers and urban 

consumers. The markets featured more than 50 booths and a report from the April market 

estimated that the total value of bartered projects was 750,000 pesos.  

The Carlos E group continued to organize barter fairs even after the IDEA project 

ended. In August of 2006, after having held eight barter fairs and with support from the 

Corporación Colombia Sostenible (essentially the same group of people as the IDEA 

project), they formed the Permanent Barter Group of Carlos E Restrepo, a group whose 

mission was to continue to organize barter fairs and to create a directory of barterers. 

They remained more or less active until 2008, when the neighborhood JAC began to 

restrict their use of public spaces. While some informal bartering continues to take place 

at the produce, arts and crafts, and book fairs that are common in the neighborhood, no 

organized barter system has re-emerged in recent years.  

 Following the model of Carlos E, the Corporación Colombia Sostenible sought 

assistance from the Secretary for Social Development to organize a barter group in the 

rural area of Santa Elena. Santa Elena offers an interesting mix of small farmers whose 

families have worked the same land for generations, middle-class and wealthy urbanites 
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who spend their weekends and vacations in the cool idyllic upland landscape, and 

hippies, artists, and other “strange bugs” who have decided to permanently settle in the 

area. Like Pajarito and even more than Carlos E, Santa Elena is considered by many to be 

an “opportune environment” for alternative economic activities like barter.   

The Corporación Colombia Sostenible organized Santa Elena’s first barter fair 

and a series of workshops on October 14, 2005. They continued to convene local farmers, 

artisans, and artists over the following months and consolidated Santa Elena’s Permanent 

Barter Group in December. From December 4, 2005, until the present day, with only one 

exception (when federal elections prohibited public events) this group has organized a 

barter fair on the third Sunday of every month. They also printed three barter directories 

that included residents of Santa Elena, urban Medellín, and various other municipios who 

were willing to trade goods, services, and knowledge.  

The barter fairs always include cultural activities (at a minimum an open mic or a 

radio and sometimes more planned activities like concerts or literature readings) and over 

a series of months included appropriate technology workshops known as Festivales de 

Ideas Productivas Solidarias (Festivals of Productive, Solidaristic Ideas, FIPS). The 

organizers managed to form an alliance with the local bus company to accept the local 

currency, the Floricambio, as partial payment for bus fair on several buses. (See Chapter 

5 for more information on the Santa Elena barter fair.) 

The neighborhood of La América attempted to follow suit, dedicating money to 

barter in the participatory budgeting process. After a brief conflict about who would 

execute the project—an environmental organization or a college—they managed to form 
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a small group that developed informational materials and held three community barters. 

The people from La América forged links with Carlos E and Santa Elena and all three 

systems agreed to accept one another’s currencies. When the La América group 

dissolved, however, those members who had money left over flooded the Santa Elena 

market to spend their money without bringing any new products to contribute in Santa 

Elena, creating an imbalance in the market and prompting inflation.  

All of these systems moved away from the multi-reciprocal barter system, 

functioning instead as typical markets. Producers typically had their own booths where 

they could display their goods, and while sales in pesos were often forbidden, producers 

engaged in face-to-face trades in exchange for local currencies or other goods, and they 

negotiated their own values. This flexibility has likely contributed, in large part, to the 

continuity of the markets. In Santa Elena, where the monthly barter market continues to 

this day, organizers have repeatedly adjusted the rules of trade and virtually all 

participants mix styles of trade.  

 

The Proliferation of Barter across the Solidarity Economy 

Barter markets have found their way into schools and universities, theater groups, 

environmental NGOs, agro-ecology training programs, multiple government agencies, 

some of the city’s largest cooperatives and micro-credit organizations, the charitable 

foundation of the Éxito chain of grocery stores, and the municipal and state development 

plans. Many of these groups engage in one of the least demanding modalities of barter: 

once-a-year, thematic events. While these events do not constitute diversified economic 
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systems that significantly affect socio-economic vulnerability, they can significantly 

contribute to household economies and show real promise for scaling up.  

Several organizations have organized their own barter events, separate from the 

work of Medellín’s main barter organizers. The largest of these is the annual textbook 

exchange program organized by the Comfenalco caja de compensación and the 

Fundación Éxito, the charitable arm of the Éxito grocery store chain, owned by French 

multinational The Éxito Group. Since 2001 Comfenalco has run an extremely well 

organized exchange of second-hand textbooks during the first month of the school year. 

As the program has expanded throughout the country, it has grown to serve 14,000 to 

16,000 people per year and to generate annual savings of 700,000,000 to 1,000,000,000 

pesos (statistics provided by Comfenalco). These are extremely important figures given 

that numerous researchers have concluded that a leading contributor to the school dropout 

rate is the scarcity of family resources and the high cost of supplies, which can exceed the 

monthly minimum wage in the month that school starts (Díaz 2005 and other articles in 

the special issue of Economía Colombiana; Reimers 2000; Rodríguez and Valenzuela 

1998). Barter thus reduces long-term vulnerability by permitting increased investment in 

education. 

A second independent program with similar results is the Programa Canje 

(Exchange Program) at the Colombo-Americano Cultural Institute. In 1990, the 

Colombo-Americano began to implement this labor exchange program inspired by the 

director’s experiences in the United States. The Colombo-Americano offers perhaps the 

best English language instruction in Medellín and large numbers of people were applying 
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for grants to study for free. Through the Programa Canje, students work 40 hours per 

month in exchange for 4-5 weeks of free English classes, free entry to the institute’s 

movie theater, and free affiliation with the library. The program has allowed them to offer 

English classes to people who might not otherwise afford them, but without supporting a 

culture of “asistencialismo” (dependency). It also ensures that students are seriously 

committed to their studies and helps support the functioning of the institution. The 

economic, educational, and employability benefits to students are tremendous, but the 

benefits to the institution are equally large. The program brings a diverse group of highly 

skilled workers into the Colombo at no expense to the organization other than the cost of 

administering the program. They have had up to 120 Canje workers at any given time 

(the equivalent of 30 full-time staff) and 30 of their permanent employees began working 

with the Colombo-Americano as Canjes.  

In addition, after the relative success of the IDEA project, barterers began to find 

support from the city government of Medellín, both through the Secretary for Social 

Development and through the local Juntas de Acción Comunal and community members’ 

participatory budgeting. This led to a range of spin-off projects. In 2004, the city 

department of sports and recreation (INDER) asked Moyano and Juan Carlos Ortega 

(who also worked on the IDEA project) to help organize a youth barter fair focused on 

toys, an activity that the IDEA has replicated on their own every year since, with 

thousands of donated toys and over a thousand participants. Many of INDER’s projects, 

including the annual barter fair, are focused on teaching values through play. One of their 

directors explained that barter allows “children to access toys without having to pay for 
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them, and they come to understand that there are other types of economy. [Also,] the 

children who participate become business people… and they learn to see the world in a 

different light.”  

From 2004 through 2006, the San Pedro Cemetery-Museum used a social 

development grant from the municipal government (worth more than 35,000,000 pesos) 

to hire Moyano, Ortega, and a team of anthropologists, psychologists/social workers, and 

public relations personnel to conduct Bazares de la Vida (Bazaars of Life). Located in the 

poorest and most violent sector of the city, the Cemetery-Museum has a strong public 

outreach mission. Barter markets were meant to create a safe space for community 

celebration, heal the torn social fabric of the area, provide opportunities for convivencia, 

and offer a marketing possibility for small businesses. After a long process of 21 

trainings and three practice barter fairs, they held the first Bazar de la Vida on June 12, 

2005: 193 small business owners and over a thousand other participants traded 1,386 

products for a total value of 5,746,500 pesos. The process brought community leaders 

together in new ways and the workshops revealed how desperately people needed to 

speak about the violence that surrounded them.  

These projects are far from perfect. For one thing, they have involved huge 

infusions of government funding, infusions that have eclipsed the estimated economic 

benefits to participants. INDER’s barter fair depends on nearly 9,000,000 pesos of “seed 

capital” per year to purchase new toys for the market, as well as workers’ salaries and an 

additional 3,000,000 pesos in event costs. Some barter organizers have critiqued the 

INDER barters for emptying barter of its true transformative potential: they argue that 
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children are turned into mere consumers and the sense that they could be producers, 

active contributors to an economy, and participants in a face-to-face trade is lost. The 

Bazares de la Vida had similar shortcomings. While participants there did engage in more 

direct forms of barter, the project included huge labor costs for pre-event workshops and 

trainings. INDER and the Museum-Cemetery justify such huge investments by the 

important lessons that the events teach. As the director of the Museum-Cemetery said, 

she is fine with the large investment that they made because people have learned that 

“they’re not going to go hungry for lack of money” and “they continue to barter in small 

groups and among neighbors,” without the formality of an organized market or system. 

Periodic events can actually have longer-term payoffs than we sometimes realize.  

What all of this barter activity means is that barter has taken on breadth rather 

than depth. Far from constituting an enclave economy, it has seeped into other realms of 

social development and solidarity economy. The occasional and intermittent barter events 

sponsored by this broad array of organizations are building institutional knowledge of 

and acceptance for barter. They are creating a broad base of people who understand 

barter as a potentially useful economic option. Among other benefits, these activities may 

be laying the foundation for more effective coping in times of major economic crisis. 

However, it is important to question what exactly people are learning about barter, 

and what they are learning to see as barter. The Truequeando por Antioquia project and 

spin-off events fall into a common trap for barter organizing in Medellín: in order to 

convince a large public that barter is a real economic possibility, and in order to show 

participants that it can be easy and pleasurable, organizers teach people styles of barter 
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that are far from their ideal of sustained, diversified, and community-run systems. They 

also raise unrealistic expectations by modeling barter through events that require huge 

investments of money and time. Many observers from other solidarity economy 

organizations explained that they want to see more practical and quotidian barter systems 

operating at a realistic scale—much like the system in Pajarito—before they can be 

convinced of barter’s value.  

 

The State of Barter Today 

 Barter organizing has changed over the last few years. Guillermo Moyano and 

Juan Carlos Ortega moved to Venezuela to promote barter as part of President Hugo 

Chávez’s Ministry of Popular Economy, and their absence has decreased some of the 

momentum of barter organizing while also opening spaces for new ideas and styles of 

organizing. Luis Alberto Jaramillo continues to be a key referent for barter, though his 

main activities fall more in the realm of speaking his dreams than putting them into 

practice. The off-the-cuff, bohemian, and ideologically radical style of many of these 

original organizers, and the resulting lack of follow-up on many of their activities, has led 

many people to discount barter as a “serious” economic possibility.  

 And yet, many people remain hopeful about barter. The Santa Elena barter fair 

continues on a monthly basis, having celebrated its sixth anniversary in December of 

2011. Many organizers see it as the most important barter experiment in the city, the last 

living example that barter can be valuable. In addition, the Programa Canje and textbook 

exchanges continue in full force, a new barter theater has formed in the city center, an 
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agro-ecology organization includes barter in their annual festival, and other events spring 

up from time to time.  

From 2008  to 2010, the most important new barter organizing was conducted 

through the city’s new Escuela de Economía Solidaria (Solidarity Economy School). The 

Escuela is part of a government program to promote entrepreneurialism across the city 

and it especially targets the poorest sectors of the city based on the premise that solidarity 

will enable them to effectively start small businesses. They have included barter as part 

of the curriculum for each of the three years that the Escuela has existed and for the last 

two years have contracted barter organizers to facilitate the barter segments of the course.  

The organizers have used these contracts to support existing barter groups, 

activate dormant ones, and conduct additional demonstrative barter fairs in new 

neighborhoods, essentially casting a wide net in the hopes that someone will decide to 

form a permanent barter group. In their trainings and barter fairs, they have advertised the 

breadth of barter styles, promoting options beyond the centrally controlled multi-

reciprocal barter. In 2009 and 2010, several community groups expressed interest in 

forming permanent barter groups, but they seem most focused on organizing periodic 

barter fairs as in Bello or Altamira. Organizers frequently discuss the need for a 

permanent barter network modeled on Santa Elena’s directory of barterers, but have 

made few efforts to create and activate this network. As I will discuss later, the 

organizers continually dealt with in-fighting throughout my research period as they 

attempted to negotiate delicate egos, the challenges of collaboration, and the added 

difficulties of managing a municipal contract.  
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In the next three chapters, I narrow my focus to the Santa Elena barter fair and the 

social, economic, and subjective impacts of barter on participating households and 

individuals. Initiated as a series of experiments in the mid- and late- 1990s, barter has 

gone further than most people would have predicted. The informal, diverse, and 

constantly changing group of barter organizers—a group that has included housewives 

and engineer, hippies and campesinas, university professors and self-taught Marxists with 

only an elementary education—has created an exploited numerous opportunities to 

spread the idea that alternative economies are possible solutions to the social and 

economic problems in Medellín. As we will see, they have struggled with the challenges 

of collaboration, and their project seems to include some deep-seated contradictions, but 

it also stands out as an enduring, genuinely grassroots project to rethink the economy.  
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CHAPTER 5: A DAY AT THE MARKET 
 

 

Santa Elena’s barter market is a delicious retreat from the clamor and grime of 

Medellín and the grind of the conventional, competitive economy. On the third Sunday of 

every month, traders take over the town’s plaza, turning the empty concrete circle into a 

festive ring of orange-topped market stalls, a place for dancing, singing, visiting with old 

friends and meeting new ones, breathing in the fresh air, trying new foods, displaying 

one’s skills, complaining about politics, and, of course, trading. Barterers from all over 

the city join traders from Santa Elena and other rural areas to experiment with other ways 

of practicing the economy and re-embedding it in social life. The plural here is important: 

although they are all involved in the same market, there are meaningful variations in the 

ways these barterers use that market, the ways they integrate it into their household 

economies, and the ways that they understand what it means to challenge economic 

conventions.  

The range of goods on offer at the market is impressive. Strolling around the 

circle one can almost always find a handful of stands offering local fruits and vegetables 

(though never enough to satisfy the needs of all of the participants), plus an assortment of 

juices, popsicles, wines, and marmalades derived from them. The organizer of the 

market, a gourmet baker and caterer, supplies the traders with breads, empanadas, cakes, 

and the occasional lasagna. Another long-time barterer comes up from the city whenever 

he can spare the bus fare to make gelatina, a taffy-like treat that goes quickly. And a 

family that joined the market during my time there quickly recognized an open niche in 
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cheap sandwiches to feed the barterers. Aside from food, the market features a handful of 

booths with used clothing; handmade toys and home decorations in wood, bamboo, and 

other materials; handmade sandals, shoes, and clothing; henna tattoos; soaps, shampoos, 

lotions, and massage oils; a wide range of jewelry; a small assortment of used books, 

CDs and DVDs; and seasonal holiday decorations. New and occasional traders add high-

end leather bags, homemade chocolates, Belgian waffles, salsas, and the occasional 

clutch of rabbits and chickens to the mix.  

Perhaps more admirable than the range of products in this market is its persistence 

over the course of six years and counting. Nearly any project can garner attention for a 

few months, particularly when participants are guaranteed an interesting time with some 

potentially large economic bonuses and when the city helps cover their costs. In 

Medellín, as elsewhere, electoral promises yield a steady stream of pet projects that 

survive for a few month or a year before they disappear into the archives of some local 

cultural center, giving rise to a problem of disarticulated development and 

“cortoplacismo” (short-term-ism).  By contrast, the Santa Elena market’s six-year 

duration demonstrates a rare continuity. It has survived the departure of multiple 

organizers and spanned several departmental and municipal administrations. More 

importantly, it continues to hold the interest of some of its original participants (including 

many who have stopped coming regularly because of other obligations or relocation) 

while also attracting a steady stream of newcomers. During my time there, each month’s 

market brought together a mix of people who have been trading there for four to six 

years, another group who began participating around two years ago, and a handful who 
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joined within the last year. Some had extensive knowledge of barter and had participated 

in markets across the city, while others had never tried it before hearing about the Santa 

Elena market.  

The barter market, however, is far from perfect. During its first few months—

when the idea was fresh and government funding covered farmers’ transportation costs—

the town plaza overflowed with 60-80 stalls and a much larger volume of farm goods, but 

it was difficult to maintain such high levels of participation. Barterers always hope for 

more products, especially foodstuffs, basic needs, and raw materials for their own 

production. Also, despite three versions of a barter directory, they have never managed to 

generate significant trading on an ongoing basis; barter has remained primarily a market 

day affair.  

Even with these shortcomings, the Santa Elena market is the core of barter today, 

the “most important living laboratory we have,” according to one organizer. In this 

chapter, I describe the monthly barter market from a variety of perspectives so that 

readers can appreciate the diversity of barterers, the ways they approach trading, and the 

qualities of barter that bring them back despite the market’s many imperfections. I also 

analyze several approaches to trading that challenge economic generalizations about the 

problems of barter and the benefits of money, and the ethical norms that barterers are 

developing for their collective practice. 
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Going to Market 

Santa Elena is only 30 minutes from downtown Medellín, but it feels like a 

different world. Within minutes the bus whisks you out of the urban center up into the 

hills, and then just as rapidly out of the city entirely, free from the hustle and bustle of the 

traffic and 1000 meters above the hot, smoggy air of the urban core. The road rises 

through densely packed neighborhoods out to the urban fringe, where miniature coffee 

fields are interspersed with houses and shops, and then it begins to turn back and forth 

across the face of the mountains, offering alternating views of the city below and spring-

fed waterfalls against the lush green hillside.  

 The mixture of passengers on the bus reveals a bit about the town’s character: an 

old campesino returning home with chicken feed that he purchased with some savings as 

well as the profits from the flowers and herbs that he took to market; a young middle-

class family with their camping gear; a group of university students looking for an 

adventurous and perhaps romantic day outside of the city; a couple of hippie artisans with 

their bags of jewelry to sell; a daughter making her weekly trip back home from the city; 

and an anthropologist taking mental notes about the whole affair. Santa Elena has long 

been both a part of and apart from the city.  

The large expanse of forest and fields known as Santa Elena is home to only 

12,000 residents, most of whom live on extremely small plots of land (minifundios) and 

have survived, until recently at least, from a mix of subsistence and market agriculture. 

Located on the main transit route between Medellín and Rionegro and officially part of 

the Medellín metropolitan area, Santa Elena has long been important not only for 
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smallholder agriculture but also for trade and as a getaway for the urban elite. Through 

the first half of the 20th century, some of Medellín’s wealthiest families would hire 

porters to carry them and their goods up the mountain in silletas, small wooden chairs 

strapped to the carrier’s back and forehead. In recent years, the town has become 

accessible to a broader swath of city dwellers through more conventional forms of 

transport, including, as of 2010, a new gondola line that runs from one of the city’s 

poorest neighborhoods directly into an ecological park. Santa Elena is promoting eco- 

and agro- tourism as a way to capitalize on its abundant natural resources and 

Medellinenses’ longing for connection to a highly romanticized rural past. Every 

weekend, tourists stream into the most accessible parts of Santa Elena, and large numbers 

of middle and upper middle class families have built weekend or permanent homes in the 

region, attracted by its relative safety and accessibility. 

Santa Elena’s romantic image as a place of unspoiled nature and idyllic rural 

community hides the social and economic challenges that its residents face. Although 

Santa Elena has fared better than Medellín’s other corregimientos (rural townships), 

farmers have struggled to make a living off of crops like potatoes, blackberries, garden 

vegetables, and flowers on their small plots. Increasingly, farm production serves as a 

minor complement to other income sources, and many young people are placing their 

hope in new careers in the city. New tourist businesses and the subdivision of farmland to 

make space for urbanites’ homes provide short-term economic boosts to rural families but 

further reduce long-term farm viability. They also lead to new tensions with outsiders and 

fears that parts of Santa Elena will become bedroom communities of Medellín. The 
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township has attempted to slow growth and control the rate of land fragmentation, but 

with mixed success. Santa Elena has also not been immune to the violence that plagues 

many parts of Colombia. Although murder rates in Santa Elena have been relatively low, 

this has come largely through undisputed control of the region by key narco/paramilitary 

leaders rather than through genuine security. And yet, as the bus winds through the fog-

shrouded outskirts of Santa Elena, it’s easy to forget that you are not, in fact, temporarily 

escaping these economic and social pressures. 

As in most Colombian towns, the social center of Santa Elena is its plaza, which 

serves as a marketplace and meeting place, the place where people come and go, and 

where they do their Sunday visiting on the way to and from downtown or the local 

grocery store. It is a stopping off point for tourists on their way to the ecological reserve 

or their little rural getaways or the quaint towns in Antioquia’s famous Oriente region. It 

is a place for political rallies and town celebrations. And it is the home of the barter 

market.   

But stepping down from the bus, you can’t help but notice that this particular 

plaza is strange. It is not an orderly square from which Bolívar presides over a church, 

government buildings, and a host of small bars blasting cumbia music over their sound 

systems. Instead, it’s an aloof little circle carved into the hill. Amphitheater-like stairs 

rise from the plaza on one side and a small road—more like a driveway—curves around 

it, rising up to the stone and brick church that crowns the hill and then continuing down 

the other side and back to the bus stop and the main road out of town. The government 

offices are tucked around the corner, out of the way. The statue presiding over the town 
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center is not that of The Liberator but rather a couple of silleteros, campesinos carrying 

their flowers to market on one of the traditional chair-shaped carriers. The semi-circle of 

shops that surround the plaza includes the standard corner stores and liquor shops, but 

also a cute little Italian restaurant and café, a small art gallery, and a cooperatively owned 

storefront that houses an environmental NGO, a community restaurant, and a second 

gallery showcasing the work of local artists and artisans.  

Santa Elena is at once city and country, a place for work and living and a place for 

retreat and recreation. The waves of artists, artisans, hippies, and other urban escapees 

that have migrated to Santa Elena in recent decades have given it a unique character. As 

in other areas, community participation and social mobilization remain difficult, but there 

is a common perception that people there—even some of the older campesinos—think 

differently, that they may be more open to experimentation and less hopeful for Progress 

and Modernity than are people in other parts of the city. As an organizer from a different 

part of town put it, “Santa Elena is a propitious environment for barter.”   

 I typically tried to get to the market early in order to catch other happenings and 

side conversations about it, and so I would arrive to a nearly empty plaza. Walking 

toward the plaza, I would pass a handful of men drinking coffee and chatting at the 

corner store and a clutch of artesanos gathering at the entryway to the plaza, beneath the 

sculpture of the silleteros, preparing to sell their necklaces and earrings. Within the plaza 

a few barterers would be slowly starting their day. Along with one or two other barterers, 

I would haul the heavy wooden market stalls down from a town-owned storage room at 

the top of the hill and we would fumble to cobble together the mismatched pieces of these 
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supposedly standard, government-provided tables. A handful of other barterers might 

look on, chatting as they adjusted the rain covers for their tables and arranged their 

products. The next few buses—and maybe a car or motorcycle or two—bring the 

remainder of the barterers, and before long the plaza is abuzz with activity and the sounds 

of the early morning. Olga, the market organizer, arrives to ensure that there are enough 

stalls for everyone who has reserved one, to greet newcomers, and to sort out the 

questions or complaints of the half dozen people vying for her attention. People put the 

finishing touches on their stalls and, with the plaza full and the sun burning off the last 

bits of morning fog, the market rumbles to a start.  

 

The Barterers 

 The circular form of the plaza lends the market a more shared, community 

experience. All of the barterers share the same view into the open center of the market. 

They can easily see all of the action and regularly joke and tease with other barterers 

across the circle. The simplicity of this layout is nice for visitors as well; a simple lap 

around the plaza provides a sense of all that is on offer. The diversity of producers and 

products remains impressive—more impressive than I realized during my first couple of 

trips to the market—despite declines in participation over the last few years. Although 

there is not space to give details on each of the market’s regular participants, a quick look 

at the types of barterers at the Santa Elena market provides a sense of how people are 

using the market and how barter fits into their broader economic portfolios and social 

lives. I have grouped the producers into loose-fitting categories based on their products 
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and personal histories, though many barterers defy easy categorization and their stalls are 

interspersed at the market. 

 

The Artesanos 

Perhaps the most unsurprising group of barterers are the artesanos. Most every 

traveler to South America is familiar with the plazas and tourist streets fringed with 

blankets showcasing paintings, small sculptures, a broad array of necklaces, earrings, 

rings, hair clips, belts, and other accessories made of beads, colorful seeds, stones, 

feathers, and a mix of metals. The salespeople often sport hippie or other alternative garb 

and they are generally viewed with slight disdain by the traditional upper classes and 

politicians. These folks are great for tourists and they supply a huge percentage of the 

jewelry that Colombians wear every day, but they hint at deviance: a bohemian lifestyle 

of late nights, marijuana use, nomadism, and general irresponsibility. Worst of all, they 

represent the most threatening manifestation of informality, for there is a sense (true in 

some but not all cases) that they were not born into poverty and informality but 

voluntarily chose it as a way of opting out of the system.  

For this reason, their participation in barter fairs is not surprising. These were the 

type of people—along with more traditional artists and musicians—who helped start the 

original Bello barter fairs, and they continue to play a major role in the Santa Elena 

market. Less enamored of the fast life, with expensive consumer goods and the money 

that they require, and more concerned with living well and establishing meaningful 

connections, these artists and artesanos frequently barter among themselves. Of course, 
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they can’t avoid the demands of a monetary economy, but compared to other workers, 

their art and handicrafts offer them more control over their own lives and their own work 

and social schedules.  

 The six or seven artesanos that frequent the Santa Elena market defy many of the 

common stereotypes. Flor is a good example. She lives in the city with her husband and 

daughters. Her husband is a taxi driver, but after car payments and buying fuel, his 

income is not enough to support the family, so her additional earnings are essential. A 

proud indigenous woman, she decided to run her own business making and selling 

intricate beaded jewelry using traditional and modern designs. She spends every weekend 

at one of the city’s government-supported craft markets, often bringing her daughters, 

mother, or another family member along with her. Her work is expensive, time-

consuming, and of a very high quality, and her prices reflect that. She knows that 

attending the barter market instead of one of the other cash markets is probably not the 

most economically rational decision, given that market sales are her livelihood. This is 

not to say that barter offers no material benefits. Flor typically leaves the market with a 

good bag of vegetables and perhaps some clothes or books for her daughters, as well as 

some cash income from sales to non-barterers. Plus, she occasionally makes a big trade 

for something really valuable, like the stove that I discuss later in this chapter. But the 

biggest attraction is that there is something special, almost indescribable, about barter 

markets, something different and slightly more enjoyable and relaxing. Returning home 

after a long day, she is always far more excited to show off her trades than discuss what 

she sold at the conventional markets.  
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Most of the other artesanos are in similar situations. They treat their work as a 

full-time job, not simply idling away their time in bohemian celebration but carefully 

planning their next project, gathering the right materials, designing and making products, 

and devoting many hours a week to markets or street-side vending, in addition to the task 

of running their homes and raising their children. Their work goes to support their 

families, who are neither extremely poor nor comfortably middle class. The barter market 

offers useful household goods and contacts with clients who will make cash purchases, 

but it also offers a different social experience and a way to blend their economic practice 

with recreation. Carla, a jeweler, explained:  

C: I sell artesanías, and when someone arrives at the [conventional] market, all of 
us are like, [hurriedly] “Someone came, a customer came.” The vision is totally 
different. When we’re at the barter market, we all visit with one another and 
there’s not that pressure of “Someone arrived. What booth did they go to?”  
 
BB: So in the other markets there’s a lot of competition? 
 
C: Of course, of course. Obviously. And there’s jealousy, the jealousy that… 
that… that why does that person have so many people [at his booth], what are 
they checking out, what’s he got that’s so great? This is different from what 
happens at the barter markets.  
 

Other bartering artesanos agreed that the barter markets offer a less competitive 

environment where they can hang out, exchange ideas, and be friends without constantly 

sizing one another up and questioning their own business strategy.  

Still, their art is their livelihood and as a result they have to think carefully about 

the economics of barter. Several artesanos adjust their strategies for the barter market. 

Flor, for example, usually leaves her finest pieces at home because they are simply too 

valuable, and she generally cannot find something of equivalent value for which she 
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would like to trade. Carla has a different strategy for the pieces of jewelry that require the 

most work and the most expensive materials. At first, she seemed to advertise that half of 

her booth was for barter and the other half for sale, a practice that caused resentment 

from some of the other barterers. When I asked her about it she quickly interjected to 

clarify:  

No no no. It’s that, how should I put it? I’ve been learning. Now I say, “Okay, this 
can be traded,” right? But I give it a value that disincentivizes that. If I tell you “a 
set [of jewelry] for 100 Floricambios” you say, “Huh? Wow. Really?” I didn’t tell 
you “No, I won’t trade it to you.” Give me the 100 Floricambios and it’s yours. 
[…] But the other ones are valued at 8, 10, 12 and it’s because the level of work 
allows me to offer them at those prices. When I tell you that the others are worth 
more it’s because they’re difficult materials, they require truly difficult work, that 
it is really valued much higher. And this is what I live off of. Really barter is a 
one-day project. It’s not for the rest of the month. I wish that I could take home 
from the barter fair what I need to live for the rest of the month, but since I can’t 
then I have to disincentivize trades in this way. […] It’s my means of sustenance, 
the means of sustenance for my whole family, so I have to conserve these 
[expensive] materials. I have to conserve them but without giving up on [barter]. 
 

Carla raises one of the key challenges that all of the barterers face: how to pursue their 

own economic interests without violating the ethics of the barter market, ethics that are 

often not explicit or well communicated and that are still being shaped by each 

participant’s unique interpretations of concepts like solidarity and fairness. 

 Flor’s and Carla’s experiences reflect the production systems of many of the 

artesanos at the barter fairs, the ways that their businesses form essential parts of their 

household economies, and how they approach barter. They are dependable and 

enthusiastic participants, eager for the social and economic opportunities at each market 

day and hopeful that the barter economies will expand further, but also careful about how 

they incorporate non-monetary exchange into their livelihoods. Nonetheless, the 
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artesanos are not always seen favorably in Santa Elena. This is partly a result of lingering 

stereotypes and fears of “viciosos,” “marijuaneros,” and “peludos” (druggies, potheads, 

and long-hairs), prejudices that contagiously come to affect the market as a whole, but the 

economic impact of artesanos is probably most important. A number of former barterers 

complained that the fair had become a “monocrop of handicrafts” and that it was short on 

basic household goods like food. One woman went on to explain that the artesanos also 

create a “double-price system” of cheap farm goods versus expensive handicrafts, and 

with such a divide trades are very difficult. During my year as a barterer, however, the 

short supply of farm products gave campesinos a comparative advantage in the pricing of 

goods. It’s to them that I turn next.  

 

The Campesinos 

 Many Colombians and foreigners have a romantic view of campesinos and 

assume they are the most active barterers; they identify the countryside with idyllic pre-

modern traditions that preserve community and simplicity. Describing my research to 

people in Medellín often led to long responses beginning with statements like, “of course, 

the campesinos and the indigenas still do that all the time….” The truth, though, is that it 

has been much harder to sustain participation by campesinos than by any other 

demographic, largely because of the economic concerns of farm families.  

Three of the market’s regular barterers come from traditional farm families. All 

three of these campesinas are women. They began to barter during the market’s early 

days as part of a much larger group of Santa Elena “natives” who participated in barter, 
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and they have helped out with organizational tasks throughout the years, but they are 

among only a few natives left in the fair. It is important to note, though, that all three are 

older women whose farm and gardening work supplements their families’ primary 

livelihood activities; their barter strategies reflect this.  

Dolores, for example, prepares for the market on Saturday night or Sunday 

morning.  With her sisters and cousins, she harvests vegetables and herbs from their 

gardens, packages them into market sized bundles, and sometimes makes a small batch of 

marmalades, soy products, chocolates, or other prepared foods as well. When the 

campesinas arrive at the market, its entire dynamic changes. Food is in such high demand 

that there are special trading rules for the campesinas: unlike the rest of the barterers, they 

don’t have to pay a small fee to rent their stall because they aren’t at the market long 

enough to justify this. As soon as they arrive other traders line up to get their share of 

produce before it runs out. The campesinas trade quickly, generally preferring direct trade 

to Floricambios because they’ve “already filled up with those little papers” and they can’t 

always find things to spend them on. Unless you are one of the regulars, if you don’t have 

real goods to trade, they would prefer to trade with someone else. Because they have 

accumulated so may Floricambios over the years, their trips to market are often a blend of 

trading what they have and shopping for clothes or jewelry with their reserves of 

facilitators.  

The high demand for food would seem to present a tremendous opportunity for 

the campesinas. As one barterer pointed out, “food is almost like money. You can 

basically fix whatever price you want for the food because almost nobody produces it.” 
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In fact, many barterers would be willing to pay a premium for bartered produce because, 

much like fair trade or organic shoppers, they value the social conditions of production 

and exchange. But the campesinas don’t seem to respond to these market signals either 

by demanding higher prices or by bringing larger quantities of food to fill unmet demand. 

In fact, when I harvested several dozen oranges in my neighborhood and experimented 

with offering them at higher than market prices, other barterers seemed content with 

those higher prices, but I received a stern “that’s very expensive” from one of the 

campesinas. She wanted me to know that I was violating unspoken norms about valuing 

products reasonably and tempering a profit motive. 

There are other ways they might derive more economic benefit from barter as 

well. For example, Dolores belongs to a women’s group that makes marmalades and 

other food products and sells them at the Santa Elena farmers’ and tourists’ markets and 

other sporadic events. Many campesinos and campesinas across the country are in similar 

associations dedicated to marketing their produce or supporting other economic ventures. 

I asked Dolores about bartering the group’s products:  

D: As a group we can’t really participate in barter because it’s from the group. We 
can’t barter because the group produces. 
 
BB: You can’t ever, even if you find things that are good for everyone?  
 
D: Well, yes, if there are fruits for example then we could. 
 

Dolores is thinking here of the use-value of bartered goods but ignoring their possible 

exchange-value. If she were to trade the group’s marmalades at the barter market (where 

they are valued highly), she might be able to acquire goods that could be sold at cash 
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markets for a net gain. This type of economic calculation is nearly impossible, however, 

when traded goods are seen almost exclusively as having a use-value. 

If these farmers are not trying to maximize the economic utility of barter, why are 

they there? Dolores says she comes “because I like this nonsense [esas bobaditas].” Her 

friends tease her about bartering sometimes, but it brings her a quiet joy. There is a lot of 

hanging out and getting to know each other, and sometimes she finds “a little luxury” to 

take home: a really nice scarf or necklace or set of gloves. Dolores also really appreciates 

the sense of solidarity and the “culture of barter,” of each person thinking about the well-

being of the others and enjoying the act of exchange in and of itself.  

It’s not all roses, though. Dolores withdrew from the market for a while because 

she was turned off by the sketchy young people that barter tends to attract, and the market 

itself is not all that it could be. It doesn’t provide all of the goods that it could and most of 

the participants are like her. “I participate because I like to,” she says, “but if I was 

looking for money then I couldn’t return.” Every trip to the market implies costs. The 

way barter is right now, “it’s only for people who don’t need money. It doesn’t serve the 

poor, only if they can find something cheaper [than in the regular market], which 

sometimes is possible.”  

Barterers participate, she says, because they have the “culture of barter” and are 

genuinely interested in exchanging goods, but that mentality—that focus on use-value 

above exchange-value and social benefits above or alongside of economic ones—is 

uncommon. “This culture doesn’t work here, among the natives of Santa Elena. You’d 

have to make it so they weren’t all thinking about money.” And to achieve that, you 
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would need to create a “serious” barter market, one that meets basic household needs by 

providing good clothes, shoes, things for school and first communions, and food. There 

would be butchers and dairy farmers there. Campesinos would return if it were improved, 

she says, but a butcher is not going to come exchange things here without money. Why 

not? I asked. “It has to be very organized. Very organized.” Once the economic benefits 

of barter are glaringly obvious, though, Dolores thinks that participants would begin to 

think less about money and could learn the culture of barter, “but you would also have to 

deal with their complexes,” she said. Their complexes? Yes, for example, so that they felt 

like it was okay for them to wear second-hand clothes because it doesn’t mean something 

bad about them.  

Unfortunately, the economic benefits of barter have not been obvious enough to 

keep the bulk of the campesinos involved. All of the farmers actively seeking to make a 

living off of their farms eventually left the barter markets. Like the artesanos, many of 

these campesinos are market people whose sustenance depends on finding the right 

commercial opportunities. In the last several years, in a nod toward the importance of 

local food and local farmers, the city government has sponsored farmers’ markets around 

Medellín. These subsidized markets—which the Department of Corregimientos 

acknowledges operate at a loss—offer stiff competition for barter. 

 Former barterers Don Lupe and Doña Beatriz offered particularly eloquent 

descriptions of their experiences with barter and the reasons they eventually left the 

market. Don Lupe is a sprightly old farmer with a small plot of land and a modest country 

house.  When I explained my project, his eyes lit up. “The first thing you need to know is 
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that barter was a thing of the grandparents.” In the time of my parents, neighbors would 

trade with each other all the time. If one person had a bunch of corn but needed beans, 

they would just go to the neighbor’s house or to their compadre and ask if they could 

trade. “And they would do it without measuring who gave what because they weren’t 

keeping score.” People hardly bought anything from the stores because everybody had 

their own corn and they would store up corn for a whole year and use that to make 

arepas. And they had corn for mazamorra [a sugary, corn-based drink] and corn for the 

animals. Nobody does this anymore. It was really great. It was a great way to live and a 

great way to be neighbors, but the kids these days don’t want to do that anymore. It’s too 

much work and they’re lazy. They want to do other things and they want to make money 

more easily. They’re attracted to the city and lots of technologies and other things.  

Don Lupe interrupted his recollections to take me on a tour of his farm. We 

descended past the house into a lush, shaded gully, where he proudly pointed out a dozen 

different trees, each labeled so that kids and other farmers who came to his house could 

see and appreciate the diversity of local flora and their role in protecting the stream that 

ran across his property. On the other side, the path opened up to a field overflowing in a 

dense tangle of vegetables. Don Lupe explained that, as he has grown older, he has grown 

more passionate about the ways of the grandparents. He gave up using chemicals on his 

land years ago, and he eschews medicine except for what the land provides. Then he 

pointed out five herbs within 10 feet of where we were standing that could help cure 

upset stomachs, headaches, and skin infections. Some people would look at this and think 

it was a mess, he said, but I think it’s beautiful. My father taught me to never depend on 
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just one thing—never have a big field full of corn. There is so much here and it’s all safe 

and healthy, and the plants take care of themselves. See how these squash cover the 

ground in between the green beans, so there’s very little weeding? This is what I want to 

leave people. “I want to keep alive the ways of the abuelos.”  

Oh look, he said, walking over to a bunch of large, arrow-shaped leaves. I got 

these from the barter fair. I followed him to enormous yacón plants with tubers the size of 

large watermelons. A young kid came to the market one time with these roots like 

potatoes, but crisp and sweet. He said they were an old Inca crop. I loved them, so he 

gave me some. I planted them here and they just started spreading. Now I share it with 

people all the time. That was the great thing about the barter markets. People would come 

from all over and they brought seeds from wherever they came. There were so many 

things I didn’t know.  

 Don Lupe walked me back to the picnic table and resumed. So I was telling you 

how barter was in the time of our grandparents, but recently people came to organize 

other barters in Santa Elena. The first ones were fantastic. A Venezuelan or Ecuadorian 

or I’m not sure what [Guillermo Moyano, the Argentine] got all of these farmers together 

and explained how they were going to do the barters, and the first ones were really good. 

There were lots of people there, 40 booths or more, and people traded everything. People 

came all the way from Sonsón with platanos and sacs of panela [raw sugar], and we 

brought our goods, and we would trade for things that we couldn’t grow here. It was 

mostly food for food, and it was so nice that we didn’t need money. But it started to fall 

apart because there weren’t very many goods that were really useful for us and for the 
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other campesinos. Each time there were more artesanias and less food and other things 

for us.  

After a little while the Floricambios appeared and people were selling for 

Floricambios. People would come with bracelets, necklaces, and they would buy our 

vegetables, but these were all things that we didn’t need, “and I left with a ton of 

Floricambios. But I asked myself, ‘What am I going to do with these? They don’t take 

them at the store. I can’t go shopping with Floricambios. ’ So they weren’t very useful to 

me. I still have some, I think, somewhere in the house.” But the other parts of barter were 

just amazing. 

Doña Beatriz, who had come out to join the conversation, was shaking her head. 

She evidently felt the need to temper her husband’s enthusiasm with a dose of 

pragmatism. “They set about breaking it when they decided to only allow Floricambios 

and not look for alternatives [for the people who needed money]. There are costs that we 

have to pay: farm inputs, transportation. We can’t pay these with Floricambios.” You 

can’t just go about trading things and getting nothing in return or accumulating little 

pieces of paper that aren’t worth anything. She paused. At the beginning, the people were 

really excited about barter. The market allowed sales for the first half of the day and then 

exclusively barter for the second half of the day, and everybody stayed for the barter 

because they were really excited about it. And when we would meet, the auditorium at 

the town hall was full. There were even people standing in the back. That’s how excited 

people were. But when they became too radical and excluded money altogether, that’s 

when people started to lose interest. Eventually even Lupe couldn’t keep going.  
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 Lupe had to leave for a meeting, but Doña Beatriz continued the conversation. 

She explained that they sell at two markets each month, a downtown market sponsored 

by the city and a second market seeking to take advantage of the tourist sector in Santa 

Elena. We go every month. The city subsidizes the campesinos really well these days, by 

setting up markets in different parts of the city, so we don’t have to be as worried about 

money. These markets are great because we don’t have to pay for the stalls, just the 

transportation. We fill a taxi with sacs of food and pay 20,000 pesos. I bring goat’s milk, 

cheese, yogurt, and all sorts of vegetarian food and lunches, and he has his booth apart 

where he sells all of the vegetables. I can make 100,000 to 150,000 pesos in a single 

market, and then with his income on top of that. So we support ourselves with these two 

markets, and now we’re building this addition to the house so we can have a little tourist 

cabin as well. And I sing at some festivals and he does too every once in a while, and I 

work in an office as well.  

 I asked Beatriz what would make the barter fair more useful and enable their 

participation, and she thought for a while. “I guess it would be useful if it provided rice, 

oil, salt, different kinds of grains like sorghum, quinoa, wheat flour. Sesame—well, not 

sesame because we have a friend who we buy that from. Peanuts, organic sugar. That’s 

all.” And what about other things like soaps or brooms, or services? Oh yes, that too. 

Soaps, detergents. But “not services because where I work there are people of all 

professions and they can help if I need something.” Her answer gives more depth to 

Dolores’ response to the same question. Beatriz does not want barter to provide all of her 

household needs, and she doesn’t want to do away with buying altogether. She buys, 
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borrows, and trades goods and services with a wide range of family and friends, and these 

economic transactions support the people she cares about and help maintain valuable 

relationships like her friendship with their sesame supplier. She can envision barter being 

useful, however, if it provides cheap access to food products that they cannot grow or buy 

from friends, and if it includes trade for other basic household needs, including 

manufactured products like detergents that she has not even imagined acquiring outside 

of the monetary economy.  

But Beatriz was far less enthusiastic than her husband about the prospects of 

barter. She was not a romantic. The ways of the grandparents and the possibilities of 

alternative economies might be interesting, but she left the impression that the 

conventional economy works well enough and is what everyone already knows, and you 

don’t have to worry about being left with a pocket full of little papers when those papers 

are real money, accepted everywhere and for anything. 

In addition to traditional campesinos like Dolores, Lupe, and Beatriz, the barter 

fair attracts a few back-to-the-landers and other fairly new farmers, folks drawn to the 

countryside in search of a lifestyle that offers more autonomy, tranquility, and greater 

connection with nature than the typical urban lifestyle permits. Because many of these 

new farmers are producing value-added products like wines, juices, and shampoos and 

creams, I have grouped them with the small business owners that I describe next. 

However, their ideology and practices span the overlap between artesanos, campesinos, 

and barter organizers. As farm owners, they benefit from household food production and 

a higher than average degree of self-provisioning, but they are far from self-sufficient. 
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Like the artesanos, they seek to escape the dependence on wage labor and conventional 

markets common to urban life, but they are partly constrained by the need for an income 

(in cash) and/or an inflow (of goods) to sustain themselves and their businesses. For these 

new farmers, barter constitutes one part of a mixed livelihood strategy that is shaped by 

desire, external constraints, and commitments to building a better world (ideological 

commitments) or a better life (personal ones). The barter markets help these folks 

establish new rural livelihood systems—much like farmers’ markets have helped young 

farmers in the U.S.  

 

The Small Business Owners 

 The remaining small businesses that participate in the Santa Elena barter fair run 

the entire spectrum, from informal operations selling cheap clothes or home décor items 

in the city’s barrios populares (poor neighborhoods), to home-based businesses making 

artisanal wines, breads, and shirts for the middle class, to an occasional participant who 

produces high-end leather bags. Most of these businesses are targeting relatively small 

niches of consumers: the small group of Medellinenses who disregard the stigma of 

wearing used clothing; people willing to experiment beyond the fairly sharp norms of 

consumer culture; and that segment of the middle and upper classes willing to pay a bit 

more for organic, local, healthy, and natural products that retain more of their social 

history. As Olga says, “I am a baker, but I am an elitist baker.” She sells her loaves of 

bread at three or four times the price of mass-produced Bimbo white bread, and part of its 

value is that it is locally handcrafted using whole grains, seeds, and nuts by a baker that 
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the consumer can come to know. Interestingly, though, class lines are somewhat blurred 

at the market, where an anti-consumerist ideal and the distance from the cash-based logic 

of scarcity lead middle and upper class people to browse through used clothing and lower 

class people to enjoy artisanal wines and breads.  

 None of the bartering businesses has a permanent storefront, but some are quite 

well established. The baker and wine makers, for example, are constantly producing for a 

regular clientele that includes small stores in the city. Two carpenters have been 

producing for years in their home-based workshops and sell at conventional markets. 

Several of the other small businesses, though, are more informal; they are new or 

occasional ventures rather than full-time operations that are central to household 

economies. Many of these informal businesspeople are using barter to test the market, 

refine their products, and sample life as an entrepreneur, just as the more established 

barter businesses did previously.  

The most established businesses generally have a relatively focused market 

strategy. Olga explained that she never expected to barter much of her bread because of 

its cost, but her booth would be empty after every market. So she started to think more 

carefully about it. “I put 25 percent of my profits in barter. My profits, not my capital.” I 

brought part of my earnings to the barter and I came with a different perspective. This 

way I didn’t have to worry about the market value of things, converting everything to 

pesos to be sure I was making wise decisions. Obviously I didn’t make as much as I 

would have selling my bread in the market, but what I made was lots of contacts. Lots 

and lots of contacts. And in the long run I got other things out of it. I got lots of free trips. 
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I got to go see places and stay with people for free and I got to learn a lot from this. “You 

have to think carefully about how to bring your business to the barter market. You have 

to think in the whole production chain and in the long run, not in today’s pocketbook.” 

Other business owners have less mathematical approaches, but most have developed a 

similar system for deciding what portion of their products is barterable and what needs to 

be sold for pesos.  

Humberto, the carpenter and toy maker, produces 200 different products that he 

sells at a couple of local markets. He loves the barter fairs and even skips cash markets 

from time to time in order to barter, but he and the other carpenter agreed that it is 

essential to have monetary sales as well, because you just cannot live only off of barter. 

To emphasize his point, Humberto pulled out a watch that he recently started making out 

of Japanese parts and a bamboo body. The parts cost him 11,000 pesos, and obviously he 

has to buy them with cash. He is willing to barter these watches but he has to be able to 

earn money as well, so he sells the watches at 40,000 pesos, which he says is a very fair 

price given how much work goes into each one. This is why the current rules at the Santa 

Elena fair work so well: you can barter with all of the barterers (and in fact you can never 

turn down an offer to barter for Floricambios), but you can also sell your products to any 

of the tourists who come.  

 

The Wealthy 

 The demographic group that surprised me most was the wealthy participants, 

people who had no economic need to operate outside of the conventional monetary 
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economy and no self-interested reason to oppose it, but who nonetheless made barter a 

regular part of their monthly activities. There are two older women in particular who 

come from the upper strata. They drive to the market every month, often in the company 

of one or two of their adult children, and make a day of it. They go to church in the 

morning, then set up at the barter fair and enjoy the time in the fresh air with their 

families and the interaction with others. But more than anything, they both stressed, they 

enjoy the opportunity to be useful to others. One of these women told me that she has 

always been touched by the oft-used phrase “your leftovers could be useful to someone 

else” (“lo que a ti te está sobrando a otro puede servir”). Barter offers these women an 

uncommon opportunity to truly feel someone else’s enthusiasm for their work and the 

pride that comes with being useful.  

 Of course, they also appreciate the economic benefits of barter, the direct benefits 

of the foods that they bring home and the indirect benefits that some of their children 

receive by advertising the products and services that they offer as their primary 

livelihoods. As one of them noted, being wealthy does not eliminate all economic 

concerns. She even withdrew for a while because the cost of traveling to the market every 

month was getting to be a bit excessive given their finances at the moment. Thus, the 

opportunity to combine trading with sales is important for her as well; it helps her to 

recoup some of the costs of participation.  

As we sat in her parlor on a high floor of a high building in one of Medellín’s 

wealthiest neighborhoods, she told me unflinchingly about the anti-capitalist intentions of 

the organizers. She agreed that we should try to work against capitalism, but she had 
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often gotten into trouble with the original organizers during times when only barter was 

allowed. “You can’t be so drastic about things. Drastic formulas don’t sit well with me. I 

really admire that in Santa Elena there are now three different ways of exchanging things: 

that you can do direct barter, or half and half, or sell things. There are three different 

modes here that correspond with different types of desires. That way everyone can find a 

way to make it work.”  

 

Other Barterers 

 These categories are imperfect—they are not internally homogenous and some 

barterers don’t quite fit into any of them—but they give a sense of who is at the market, 

why they come, and how they make barter work for them. One barterer deserves special 

attention for the way he stretches these categories, because his economic practice 

represents a potentially important type of barter. Santiago and his wife make inexpensive 

woven and beaded jewelry as a side business; he is primarily a student and lives off of a 

scholarship that the government provides to low-income students in exchange for 

community service (a government-supported form of barter, he always points out). 

Through his studies and his personal pursuits, Santiago has been hoping to blend his 

passions for barter and social service. He discovered barter about 8 years ago and has 

tried to ensure that someone from his family is present at every barter-related event since. 

Barter fills him with hope for alternative economic, social, and political possibilities. He 

imagines it leading people to a direct confrontation with their consciences as they grapple 

with issues of honesty, fairness, and respect, and he dreams that these principled 
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individuals will come together in a society founded on consensus, justice, and 

environmental sustainability. These hopes have led him to become one of the most active 

promoters of barter across the city.  

 One of the results of Santiago’s presence at barter events across the city is that he 

can begin to think a bit more like a wandering trader than a traditional producer–vendor. 

While he emphasizes the need to think in terms of use-value, he is also distinctly aware 

of the exchange-value of goods. As he tries to explain to his nine-year-old daughter, you 

can trade for something at this market that you don’t need but that you know people 

elsewhere will be interested in. These types of traders could become extremely important 

for integrating urban and rural barter systems and supplying the non-local food products 

that campesinos require as a condition for participation. They can speculate on the 

potential value of goods in other places and times. As a result, they have a broader, more 

long-term view than people who participate in only one market, once a month, and who 

are only looking for products of immediate use to themselves or their families.   

 Organizers do not seem to be attentive to this difference in rationales and 

strategies, though they have serious implications for the development of barter systems. 

The wandering barterers can resolve one of barter’s main shortcomings by redistributing 

products to the sites of highest demand. Doing so could make barter markets more useful 

to the large majority who only attend their local market, make people more invested in 

barter, and maintain a larger number of permanent participants in the market.  
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Experiments with Democratic Process 

 Although the rules suggested that no trading should happen before the official 

start of the market, conversations among neighbors setting up their stalls would 

invariably lead to trades and the market would rumble to an unofficial start. In fact, I was 

never able to tell when the official start was, as there was no announcement or bell to 

mark its beginning and the market did not keep a firm time schedule. Several months into 

my fieldwork, Santiago urged Olga to initiate the Santa Elena market in a more structured 

way. He envisioned some type of ritual opening of the market—a bit of ceremony to 

signal the importance of the market, to remind people of the ethics of barter, and to 

emphasize a historical connection with Colombia’s indigenous past—and in any case 

there was always information that the organizers wanted to convey to other participants. 

So with this in mind, they began to host meetings at the beginning of each barter fair.  

These early meetings were often inelegant. Because participants streamed in at 

different times, the goal of having everyone present for the meeting led to prolonged 

waiting. Several people groaned loudly that they were there to trade, not to talk, so the 

market should always start on time. They were losing time during which they could be 

making sales to visiting tourists. This impatience exacerbated resentment about other 

issues that had been building. It had been over a year since the barterers had actually met 

as a group to discuss the workings of the barter fair and even longer since they had 

convened regular meetings. The group therefore lacked an institutional culture, 

communicative norms, and established processes for raising issues, and there was little 

generosity on display for dealing with pent-up issues. This frustrated the organizers’ 
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efforts to resolve some of the market’s economic issues, such as how to manage the 

circulation of the facilitators. The meetings brought problems to a head, but not 

productively. Already impatient with the meetings, people trickled away from 

contentious debates to begin the much more pleasurable process of trading. 

 

Trading—“¿Qué es el negocio?”  

With the meeting over, the market was now in full swing. If they hadn’t already, 

the regulars would make a mad dash for the food, beginning with the vegetables and 

products that could be taken home, and then Olga’s baked goods, before settling in to 

their own stalls. Each of the barterers has their own style. Very few of the traders call out 

to potential customers as they might in a conventional market (though this practice seems 

less common in Colombia than many other countries). The artesanos, who are most 

accustomed to standing at markets, typically stay closest to their booths, but others leave 

their products under the supervision of neighbors to circulate through the market. 

Humberto, the toy maker, is one of the most active advertisers, though his sales pitches 

are as much play as they are propaganda. Mustering his best advertising voice, he spends 

much of each market celebrating the surreal through his toys: enormously oversized 

children’s toys, clocks that turn in the opposite direction (“to make you younger”), or 

small shelves that you can hang on your wall at an angle (“to save you the work of having 

to knock things off on your own”). Some vendors take a break from their stalls to dance 

salsa in the middle of the circle. People gather on the steps to share lunch, they get coffee 
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for each other, and the organizers often meet in the shade of the palm tree to talk about 

barter organizing across the city.  

 Of course, the main point of the market is to trade, and plenty of that happens, 

too. Julio, the founder of the Pajarito local economic system and an occasional participant 

in the Santa Elena market, always emphasizes the diverse trading possibilities with his 

standard question of anyone interested in his products: “¿qué es el negocio?” This 

question is a conversation starter. He wants to know the value of things, but also how 

they are going to be traded, and above all he wants to underscore the unconventional 

nature of barter, the fact that the negocio, the way of doing businesses, is not pre-defined. 

Julio is a purist. He won’t trade anything for money and doesn’t think it has a place in the 

barter markets. He even finds the facilitators distasteful because they are too close to 

money and leave people feeling too much like shoppers. Whenever a new person comes 

to his booth, he assumes a teacherly role—which is natural given that he is a university 

professor—explaining how barter works and offering to trade with them in exchange for 

nothing, on the assumption that later trades will give them Floricambios or products that 

they can use to finish the transaction. The key to him is not his immediate personal 

benefit but the larger social benefit of helping people get into the system. His approach is 

rooted in a lesson that a barter neophyte once told me: that in addition to use-value and 

exchange-value, there is also a value to be found in the very act and experience of trading 

and the social relationships that it establishes. 

 Many of the trades at the barter market contradict the widely touted shortcomings 

of barter that money supposedly solves. According to the conventional narrative, barter is 
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a fine mode of exchange when a small number of people want to trade tangible goods of 

more or less equal value, at the same time, and—this is the clincher—when there is a 

coincidence of desires. This makes it pretty inconvenient: you have to roam the land 

looking for a trading partner who is interested in your products and has something you 

would like to trade for. It also makes barter a major impediment to complex economic 

systems and economic development, because it cannot deal with large volumes, deferred 

transactions, credit systems, and the like. One day, the story goes, a clever fellow who 

felt particularly constrained by these limitations invented money and convinced his 

friends that they should accept it. By acting as a common medium of exchange, money 

resolved the difficulty of finding a complementary trading partner. Instead of having to 

locate an orange-dealer who wanted your apples, you could simply buy oranges with 

money; any reasonable citrus farmer would accept the trade, even if they didn’t want 

your apples, because the money could be used for whatever they did want. By holding 

value in a storable form, money allowed the accumulation of capital, and hence 

investment, the development of economies of scale and more advanced technologies, etc. 

And finally, because every coin was worth the same amount, one could make a trade 

today expecting payment far in the future, something that is supposedly much harder to 

do with goods.  

 My experience in the barter market suggests that these historical benefits of 

money are overstated. In fact, my very first trade involved both credit and the non-

coincidence of desires. I was sharing a booth with Julio, who I already felt close to after 

our first interview, and his wife, Clara. They were trading a bunch of clothing, books, 
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records, and a set of old binoculars, and I had several inelegantly packaged Ziploc bags 

of salsa and uchuva fruit chutney to trade. I didn’t know what to expect from the market, 

but I was pretty sure that the niche for Indian-Colombian fusion would not be filled. I 

was right. Julio’s wife, Clara, was very interested in my chutney, asking me questions 

about what was in it and how I prepared it. I offered her a taste and she asked how much 

it was. Having not even seen the market yet, I wasn’t sure how to value my products, so 

we talked about what a fair trade might be. I looked through their products but their 

books didn’t interest me and their shirts didn’t fit. Still, I wanted her to have the chutney. 

She was too enthusiastic for this trade to not work out. So I said, “what if I just give this 

to you and…” “and we finish the trade later,” she interrupted. “Exactly.”  I gave her the 

chutney on credit.  

 Not more than 30 minutes later, I walked over to the women selling chard and 

asked if they would be interested in trading for a shirt or a book. One of them asked to 

see the shirt. I went back to our booth and picked out a pink plaid shirt that looked to be 

about the right size. The campesina looked it over and asked how much it was worth. I 

estimated 4,000 pesos and asked if it would be fair to have a bunch of chard and a bottle 

of salsa in exchange. She was happy with that trade, and I rushed back over to tell Clara 

and Julio.  

Later that same day, I broke the conventional narrative on barter again. I was 

talking with a woman about her participation in a local environmental organization when 

she invited me to see her stall. She was sharing a booth with Humberto and his family. I 

perused the products and, although they were nice, I was not especially interested in 
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acquiring things that I would have to lug back to the U.S. with me at the end of my 

fieldwork. After I admired several objects without revealing any intention to trade, she 

opened a small wooden box of delicate sculptures that she had made out of shells, leaves, 

twigs, and folded bamboo. Light as they were, these also didn’t seem like the best 

traveling companions, but I gave in to her expectant waiting and asked how much the 

small fisherman was.  

“Ten,” she said.  

“Ten thousand pesos or ten Floricambios?”  

“Ten Floricambios.”  

I reached into my pocket and pulled out the nine that I had accumulated that day. 

“I don’t have enough.”  

“That’s okay,” she told me. “We trade in confianza [mutual trust, in this case 

implying that they trade on credit]. Isn’t that right, Humberto? Don’t we trade in 

confianza?”  

I made a joke about how convenient that was since I was short on confianza at the 

moment. It fell flat, very flat, but nobody seemed to notice and I agreed to pay her the 

next time I saw her.  

 Trading on credit helps build long-term ties by establishing—and even giving a 

material form to—a shared willingness to connect. In the same way, it helps create a 

sense of community, belonging, and faith in the barter market as an enduring institution. 

Of course, people all over the world make formal and informal loans all the time, even in 

cash-based economies, but their willingness to do so hints at the possibility that barter 
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could be used to facilitate small-scale credit and investment. In fact, some alternative 

currency systems, such as the Ithaca Hours in upstate New York, do offer loans in their 

alternative currencies. Because these credit-based trades are rooted in interpersonal trust, 

though, when they go bad they are experienced as deeply personal violations. Absent the 

formalities and bureaucratic procedures of modern credit, these trades depend on clear 

communication. When people are not able to express their expectations effectively, or 

when they fail to uphold their part of the bargain, this can lead very quickly to 

resentment, criticism, defensiveness, and accusations of dishonesty, particularly in 

Medellín’s emotionally charged landscape.  

To offer just one example, during my time in Santa Elena, Santiago declared 

openly that he would never trade with Humberto again. Santiago is normally quite cool 

and level-headed, but Humberto had pushed him too far. After a couple of previous 

disagreements about their trades, including one when Humberto refused to repair one of 

his products, Humberto was now pressuring Santiago to change the terms of a long-term 

credit-based trade. He wanted Santiago to give him more in exchange for the watch he 

had made, and he wanted his payment sooner. Fed up, Santiago simply returned the 

watch and left. He was not the only barterer who had encountered problems of this sort 

with the joyful and kind-hearted, but bad-listening, toy maker.  

 To be fair to economic historians, the traditional narrative on the shortcomings of 

barter does not say that multi-partner trades and credit are never possible in barter 

systems, just that the money form is a more efficient facilitator of these practices. This is 

exactly why many of the barter systems in Medellín have developed their own 
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currencies—generically called facilitators—as a way of stimulating trade. Facilitators 

assume many of the classical functions of money (acting as a medium of exchange, a 

store of wealth, and a unit for measuring and comparing value). They are extremely 

appealing to new barterers because they are familiar and unchallenging; they act like 

money, look like money, and feel like money. They speak to a world of impersonal 

abstractions: prices that are pre-established and rules that are easy to learn and require no 

social negotiation. But, ultimately, they are not money in the conventional sense. Or, to 

be more precise, they are not a general purpose money (Bohannon 1959), accepted 

everywhere and for any transaction, and that is a critical difference. Facilitators are meant 

to encourage local trading and discourage economic leakage into wider economies, and 

they are also carefully managed to avoid the creation of scarcity and grossly unequal 

accumulation. 

 This leads to an ironic twist. The problems of barter gave rise to money, but the 

problems with money led organizers to create their own currency with restricted uses, 

something that would facilitate trade without leading to usury, massive inequality, and a 

scarcity-based system of value. However, many experienced barterers often opt to do 

away with this “solution” to the problem of barter, preferring direct trade to facilitators. 

Why? Why would they prefer to trade in a problematic and constrained way? In part, 

facilitators are too limited: much like frequent flier miles, they are a form of special 

purpose money that seems like it can never be used when you most want to use it. If 

barter markets were held more often and had a broader diversity of goods, or if the 
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facilitators were accepted in local stores, then traders would be more eager to accept 

them.  

There is another reason that people choose direct barter over facilitators, and it is 

one that economic historians would be wise to consider. Many of these barterers are more 

interested in short- and medium-term consumption than in storing large amounts of value. 

If they were to store value, it would be better to invest it in useful, durable goods rather 

than in papers that are intrinsically worthless. Why transfer your limited material wealth 

into an entirely immaterial, purely social, monetary form, something so risky that it could 

be lost simply because people decide they no longer believe in it? Investing in a social 

convention makes little sense unless you can guarantee that the convention will endure. 

Barterers’ skepticism about these local monies reveals some of what is hidden beneath 

the commonsense acceptance of money: the fact that it depends on a broad-based 

consensus, an agreement that some particular form of money will be generally accepted, 

or officialized. This consensus has almost universally been imposed through political and 

economic violence rather than negotiated democratically. Much of money’s success as 

one of the most widely accepted social institutions comes not from its appeal to the 

majority—either because it solves the problems they experienced with barter or works as 

a much-needed way of storing value—but rather from its appeal to the small minority, the 

only group with enough raw power to ensure that a social convention is maintained.  
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The Ethics of Barter 

Up to this point, I have described people’s interest in barter mostly in terms of 

their business logic (think of the baker’s formula of bartering 20 percent of her profits) or 

in terms of household provisioning (as in the case of the two artesanas whose stories I 

recounted), but barter is also quite consciously an ethical-political project as well. Barter 

organizers often frame their proposal in explicitly anti-capitalist language, explaining that 

they are against a monetary and trade system built on scarcity, competition, 

accumulation, the elevation of the profit motive above social concerns, and the 

depersonalization of human relationships. They also frame it as a project of positive 

construction, not just negation. In one barter manual, for example, they write that barter is  

a collective construction where we reclaim, reuse, reconstruct our context; it is the 
possibility of another world, a different way of inhabiting it; an alternative, 
solidarity economy that is proposive in the face of fear, uncertainty, solitude, 
dispossession…; a meeting place, the generation of a just market for our products, 
services, and knowledge. (Manual del Trueke [Bello] 2008: 23)   
 

However, there was never a social contract for barter, no constitutional 

convention at which the participants debated the meaning of justice and the true nature of 

an alternative solidarity economy. They have never specified what other social world 

barter is creating and how it should be inhabited, or at least their suggestions have never 

been broadly discussed and agreed upon. As a result, barter organizers and participants 

do not share a coherent vision of barter as an economic and social and political project, 

nor do they agree about barter’s relationship to capitalism. All of these definitional and 

procedural issues are constantly being worked out through the practice of trading. 
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Informal conversations, gossip, shaming, praise, and disagreement help to gradually 

cement these practices into authorized conventions.   

Let me provide two examples to illustrate how this looks. One day, Julio and 

Clara were bartering a brand-new, two-burner gas stove as well as a bunch of nice 

clothing, bags, and books. After the first few people saw the stove, word spread quickly 

that such a high-value item was in the market. People were extremely interested and 

began approaching the booth to ask about the stove. Because so many people were 

interested, they were trying to decide on the best way to trade it. Clara listed off a few of 

the people who were interested, starting with Flor, the artesana, who wanted to give it to 

her elderly and ailing mother who only had a wood stove at home. Intuitively, Clara 

thought she should get it, but before making a decision they wanted to deliberate about 

what would be “the most just” and “most ethical” way of trading this stove. Clara 

suggested a raffle and Julio thought about picking straws. When they asked my opinion, I 

wondered whether one person clearly needed it more than the others; maybe that person 

should get it.  

As we were talking, Olga walked up to inquire about the stove out of pure 

curiosity. Julio explained their dilemma. A neighbor chimed in, saying that she knew the 

most just way: clearly they should trade it with Flor because it must be so hard for her 

mother to collect wood all on her own. Olga said, “No, that’s not how it works. You give 

it to the first person,” and then she nearly interrupted herself to say, “actually, you’re 

doing direct barter? In that case you trade it for the best barter that you find, for whatever 

products you want most. That’s the way the barter works. You try to find the best match 
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of value.” They explained that this self-interested approach was fine, but they were trying 

to consider who could make the best use of it. Olga guessed that was another way of 

going about it. I suggested that maybe that was a different type of value, the value of 

knowing that it is going to be well used. In the end, they decided that the social utility of 

the stove mattered more than their personal profit considerations, and they traded it to 

Flor for some of her finely-crafted beaded jewelry. They certainly did not need these 

necklaces and earrings, but they felt good about the trade.  

Santiago told me about a similar interaction that took place at a different market. 

He said that the theme of values has declined a lot, but we have to decide “if we want to 

be the same or if we want to be different.” Do we sincerely want to speak, think and do 

differently?  

For example, we can choose to not acquire everything that we might want in order 
to give others a chance to get what they want, too. Like yesterday I was in the 
market and I was trading for some used clothing, and I had a pair of pants and a 
shirt and there was another pair of pants that I was going to take. And then, just as 
I was going to trade for it, a woman saw it and said it was really nice and asked if 
there were more like it. So I said, “Here, you should take it.” The woman didn’t 
know what to say and didn’t want it at first, but I said, “No, I already have some. 
You should have these ones.” But it’s not always like this.  
 

These types of semi-public deliberations about fair and just trading are essential for 

working through the ethics of barter and establishing them as more broadly shared norms. 

They are often not widely visible, however, and the lack of group meetings slows 

progress toward a more deliberative and intentional barter ethics.  

Analyzing participants’ representations of barter alongside their practices, 

however, there seem to be some broadly consistent contours of a barter ethics. The 

centerpiece of these is that the economy should work for the benefit of all people. In 
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contrast to the capitalist economy, the barter economy should not structurally advantage 

certain people to the detriment of others. It should be an “infinite-sum game” rather than 

a zero-sum game and a trade regime in which “the satisfaction of one person’s needs 

benefits others”.  

 This central precept brings two corollaries. First, it establishes that the most 

important goal of economic action is satisfaction. Satisfaction is a key yardstick for 

evaluating transactions and ethical action in the marketplace. All parties in a transaction 

should leave fulfilled. When this is not the case, somebody is likely violating the code; 

they are not adequately respecting the interests of their trading partner, they are not 

valuing that person as a producer and a person, or (in the worst of cases) they are only 

interested in personal profit. Satisfaction is also a criterion for the types of goods that 

should be in a barter fair. The rules of most fairs state that goods should be up to date, 

working, and of general interest, and many barterers add that markets should not be a 

place for dumping trash but rather a place to bring high quality products. Finally, 

satisfaction is used to contrast barter to the capitalist–monetary economy, as in the saying 

that “money is the gulf between a need and its satisfactor; barter is the bridge that saves 

us from this gulf.”  

 The second corollary is that, to be of benefit to all, the barter economy must be 

inclusive and egalitarian. There can be no favoritism, no differentiated prices for friends 

and strangers or insiders and outsiders. The market must be transparent. All goods must 

be visible to all participants, so that nobody has an advantage. And when a particular 

product is in limited supply, it should be apportioned to maximize the number of people 
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who enjoy it. This is most common with food. For example, if somebody brings three 

cakes to a barter fair, they are expected to sell by the slice and to make slices small 

enough so that most people can have one, rather than to sell an entire cake to someone. 

Everybody should, quite literally, receive their share of the pie. These regulations clearly 

detract from the apparent utility of the market because, unlike in conventional markets, 

you can’t expect to bring a whole pie home for the family. These inefficiencies are 

justified by the added value of inclusion.  

 While the barter economy should benefit all, it is not free. The second major 

precept of barter morality is that everybody must contribute. Barterers like to speak of 

“dar, recibir, devolver”: to give, receive, and give back. Clearly this has to do with a 

general sense of fairness and the importance of reciprocity for establishing social ties, but 

it also has important economic consequences. Reciprocity promotes the flow of goods 

and services in the market, which is critical because stagnation is a large threat to small, 

emerging markets like these. But the full significance of contributing can only be 

understood when one considers what it means for barterers as subjects. 

One of the most common phrases they use is “we all need something and we all 

have something to give.” This statement resonates so loudly because of what it says about 

capabilities.  The fact that we all have something to give is revolutionary for some 

barterers and one of their greatest pleasures. To be useful, to see how exactly your work 

or your products or your used clothing benefits someone else, is a profoundly enriching 

experience for many of the barterers, including especially some of the upper-class women 

in the markets. Other people’s satisfaction comes to demonstrate one’s own value not 
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only as a producer but more importantly as a human member of a community; it gives not 

just economic value but existential value, self-worth. The fact that barterers must 

contribute means that they are the kinds of people who can contribute. This is a powerful 

shift in identity in the face of the alienation and learned uselessness of a broken labor 

market or the gender norms of a patriarchally ordered privileged class.  

Of course, as Santiago’s statement about the decline in values suggests, barter 

markets are key sites for violating as well as enforcing barter ethics, and organizers are 

forced to police the markets, a reviled but inevitable practice. Their main policing 

strategy is to establish the general rules of exchange: if and when money is allowed, with 

whom you can sell and with whom you must barter, and how exchanges will be made. 

For example, in one of Medellín’s longest-standing barter markets, organizers have 

experimented with a number of trading systems to strike a balance that encourages a high 

degree of participation while forcing participants to adopt alternative marketing 

principles. They began with a half-day of barter and a half-day of sales, then transitioned 

to a strict barter-only market once people were lured in and convinced that barter could 

work, and finally, after a great deal of pressure, transitioned to barter and sales side-by-

side throughout the day. While I was there, barterers incensed by traders who “only 

wanted to make money” pressured the organizers to add a new provision that barter and 

sales would continue simultaneously but everyone must accept barter if it is proposed by 

a market regular.  

Most markets use alternative currencies to facilitate exchange. These often take 

the form of small paper monies with restricted uses, and the restrictions allow organizers 
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to skew the transactions in favor of their moral and ideological precepts. For example, 

many of the facilitators expire at the end of the market so there is no possibility of 

accumulation or gross inequality and participants are forced to trade until all are satisfied. 

When the monies are accumulable across several months, organizers sometimes establish 

other rules to ensure that people don’t come “just to shop” without contributing to the 

market, such as validating the facilitators with a special stamp. Such practices demand 

reciprocity and combat accumulation-without-production. If “we all need something and 

we all have something to give,” it is also true that we all must give in order to have our 

needs met. There are no free riders in the ideal barter market.  

The peculiar methodology of centralized, multi-reciprocal barter is also an effort 

to make bartering easy and absolutely consistent. As I described in previous chapters, 

organizers “buy” each person’s products in exchange for the local currency at agreed 

upon prices and then put those wares on display to “sell” them back to other participants 

in exchange for the same currency at the same prices. Because this system establishes 

control over all of the trades, the products, and the prices, there is no room for behaviors 

that don’t fit with their vision of barter.  

Organizers also become embroiled in conflicts when they are asked to resolve 

unanticipated difficulties, respond to rule breaking, and address ambiguities. Participants’ 

most frequent complaints revolve around various forms of favoritism—hiding or 

reserving goods for certain people, or offering lower prices to friends—and “capitalist-

oriented” bartering, but they also occasionally object to some of the general rules of the 

game. A number of long-time barterers recently pulled out of the Santa Elena market 
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when monetary controls against accumulation were imposed in what they considered an 

authoritarian manner. These types of conflicts are great for a researcher because they help 

lay bare the nature of barter, but they have typically been damaging to barter systems. 

While they could lead to dialogue about the goals and necessary rules of barter, they 

more commonly create schisms and weakness. When barterers do not leave on their own, 

organizers sometimes ask them to leave or discourage their participation by, for example, 

not responding to phone calls to reserve a booth. 

Barterers themselves also promote non-capitalist practices and sensibilities 

through social pressures, insults and gossip, and refusing to trade with people who don’t 

barter properly. Barterers who pressure potential customers are typically looked down on 

as being too aggressive and therefore more self-centered than mutualistic. The same can 

be said of barterers who don’t respond compassionately when their products break after 

being traded or who attempt to change the terms of a long-term trade agreement. The 

biggest insult is that a barterer is “just here to sell”; these people violate not only the 

barter process, but also the whole range of ethical and inter-personal precepts that 

underlie barter exchange.   

 

Fear in the Market 

 Despite its open and affirming philosophy, it is difficult for many people to step 

into the barter market. One day, we were joined at the barter market by several 

participants in the city’s Solidarity Economy School. Most of them were people from 

quite poor neighborhoods, with little formal education, who were hoping to take 
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advantage of a city-sponsored training program to launch businesses that they had been 

dreaming of. They heard about barter at the school and thought the idea of non-monetary 

trade sounded like a great opportunity for their neighborhoods, where money was always 

in low supply, so they decided to visit Santa Elena.  

One of the students, a man named Mauricio who was in his mid-50s, came over to 

the booth I was sharing with Julio. He was very timid and seemed a bit confused or 

ashamed. Julio started to talk with him and, ever the teacher, asked if he knew about 

barter and how it worked. Mauricio said simply that they had explained it to him.  

That’s great, responded Julio. Did you bring anything to barter?  

I brought some things from home but [stuttering] I didn’t know that I wasn’t 

supposed to bring used clothing. So no, I don’t really have anything. Julio looked down at 

the plastic bag that Mauricio was hugging to his chest and asked to see what he had 

brought. Mauricio just stood there and repeated that it was just a bunch of old clothes. He 

seemed almost paralyzed by shame.  

But Julio tried to reassure him. It’s not that you’re not supposed to bring old 

clothing. Old clothing is perfectly fine. What matters is that it be something with use-

value, something that somebody else might be interested in. Come on, he said, let’s see 

what you brought.  

Mauricio reluctantly agreed, pulling items out of his bag, unfolding them one by 

one, and spreading them on the table for us to see. There were a lot of women’s shirts and 

jeans, most of them in very good shape. I commented on how good it all seemed, but 

Mauricio was silent.  
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Finally, Julio said, “Listen, friend, here’s what I can offer you. Why don’t you 

come over here on this side of the booth, and we’ll move our stuff over to one side so you 

have space, and you can stand here with us and display your clothing and see if people 

want to trade.” Julio had to offer a second time, but eventually Mauricio agreed. He 

folded his clothes neatly and joined us on our side of the booth, but an afternoon 

thunderstorm blew in before he could make any trades. 

Mauricio’s timidity and fear is an important lesson about how some people react 

to barter. The same social forces that people are trying to escape by going up to Santa 

Elena once a month simultaneously make it hard to take the risk of entering such an 

unconventional economy. Newcomers have to learn all of the skills of the market plus the 

additional stresses of a wholly different market sphere; the uncertainty can be extremely 

stressful. How will they know what’s a good trade? What if someone tries to take 

advantage of them? What if they can’t learn the rules? Is the stuff they brought good 

enough? Will people judge them? What if they don’t fit in? Doubts about personal worth 

and capacity that often accompany poverty can discourage economic experimentation.  

 

Wrapping Up 

As the afternoon wears on, the music shows up. A local musician brings his guitar 

and an amplifier so that he and Olga’s partner can sing. They like the older protest songs 

of their youth. Sometimes other people will come, uninvited, to pick up the guitar and 

play. A few former barterers invariably show up as well, people who live in Santa Elena 

and stop by while running their Sunday chores to visit with old friends. Many members 
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and former members bring visitors to the market as a pleasant and unique outing, and 

every few months one of the former barterers will bring a class of university students to 

see what’s going on. Occasionally a traveler will come to the market (sometimes with 

advance notice, sometimes not) and request a stall, and sometimes a literature festival or 

pet immunization drive will ask to share the plaza.  

An old campesino who used to barter a lot often comes just to watch the goings 

on. He’ll sit for an hour or two on one of the stairs, sometimes talking to young friends he 

knows from bartering and other times just silently observing the market unfold. He once 

declared proudly that he is an old silletero. He even has one of his father’s original 

silletas from when they used to carry summer tourists up and down the mountain. He 

used it, too, to carry supplies and sick people. The last time he used the old-fashioned one 

was when he had to carry his wife down to the hospital, back sometime around 1970, 

before there were roads to his house. Now he only carries a silleta once a year, during the 

Feria de las Flores. Today they use cheap disposable ones that they fill with flowers, 

carry down to the city, and leave there.  

Non-bartering artesanos (I always referred to them as poachers), also come to the 

market in large numbers, standing by the entrance to the plaza to sell their products to 

visitors curious about the market. Other spectators come out, too. They sit on the stairs, 

listen to music, and watch the afternoon turn into night. People of all ages gather to drink 

a beer and have a snack on the plaza. Some of the barterers pack up to return home before 

dark. Others linger, hoping to garner some sales from the tourists and locals who are now 

coming out for the evening. Eventually we have to kick them out so we can put the 
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booths away again. And we get on the bus—packed together along with tourists returning 

home after a day of adventure—to descend back into the smog of the city and the realities 

of that other economy.  

 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have tried to convey how a barter market looks and feels, as well 

as how it is approached by different groups of participants. As we saw in Chapter 4, these 

alternative economies emerged out of hopes for a changed economy and a different 

society. It is not surprising, therefore, that many barterers value the social experience of 

barter markets as much as they do the economic benefits. Barter provides an important 

getaway, an escape from the ordinary. In so doing, it allows people to come together 

differently and to recognize and value one another (and oneself) in new ways, ways that 

are not mediated by money or conditioned by the competitive rush of the business day. In 

this sense, barterers have already accomplished one of their main goals: to re-embed the 

economy in society. Or, more accurately, to recognize that the economy is always already 

socially embedded and therefore subject to our own changing imaginations and actions.   

 What do we do with this knowledge that the economy is ours to shape? In 

Medellín, barter is not typically an explicitly political project. You don’t find barter 

rallies or campaigns urging politicians to reconceptualize urban development. Rather, 

barter activism occurs through the day-to-day workings of the market, where you see a 

collective (if often informal and uncoordinated) attempt to develop a new ethic. This 

emerging ethics is fashioned out of barterers’ efforts to negotiate what barter means to 
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them, what place it has in their livelihoods, and how barter transactions and a day at the 

market should look. In the next two chapters, I will look in greater depth at how these 

markets affect household livelihoods, social relations, and capitalist and non-capitalist 

subjectivities.  
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CHAPTER 6: THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACTS OF 
BARTER 

 
 

 

And it was amazing, you know. People were able to finish their houses 
through barter. They were even able to free themselves from debt through 
barter, by using it to get what they needed [and so freeing up money to 
pay off debts]. It was really beautiful. 

— Julio, former organizer of the Pajarito Local Economic System 
 
 
The biggest benefits of barter have been what barter stimulates, not what 
it provides directly.  

— Olga, current organizer of the Santa Elena barter fair  
 

  
 Any Colombian can tell you that Paisas, as people from Antioquia are known, 

have a way with words. As an outsider, though, I didn’t realize how much of their “way” 

has to do with hyperbole. Based on barter newsletters, videos, and conversations with 

former barterers, I came to the field expecting to find remarkably successful alternative 

economies, systems that could serve as models for how social and economic change can 

be nurtured from the grassroots. I hoped that these systems would contribute to grassroots 

economic development, social solidarity and inclusion, and that they would provide 

lessons about how people can develop economic subjectivities based around new ethics 

of production, exchange, consumption, and distribution. My actual experience of 

Medellín’s barter systems, however, was often disappointing. Barter organizers and I 

were often caught in a similar predicament, riding the emotional roller coaster between 

our utopian aspirations and complicated realities. They responded to this challenge in a 

number of ways; some adopted a bipolar discourse that seemed to exacerbate the 
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emotional ups and downs, while others reigned in their hopes and took more critical 

perspectives on past efforts. As for me, I would like to think that these emotional struggle 

enhanced my research, encouraging me to shift from evaluation of these projects to a 

more neutral (though still hopeful and still disappointed) description of their effects. 

When I returned from the field and re-immersed myself in the broader literature 

on alternative economies, I realized that the dynamics and difficulties of barter 

organizing in Medellín closely mirror experiences from around the world. The fact that 

people in such apparently disparate places as New Zealand, the United Kingdom, 

Argentina, the United States, Mexico, and Colombia have had such similar experiences 

of alternative economic politics suggests that these places may, in fact, be more similar 

than we think. In this chapter, I examine the impacts of Medellín’s barter systems 

alongside global experiences with LETS (Local Exchange Trading Schemes), the world’s 

most-researched alternative currency model. Barter and LETS systems have had similar 

trajectories and faced similar challenges. In all of these alternative schemes, it has been 

difficult to sustain interest, develop large and active trading groups, diversify the goods 

and services on offer, and develop broad-based collective management systems. At first 

glance, then, we might not expect barter to have significant economic impacts. Like many 

other alternative economies, Medellín’s barter projects make little impact on poverty, 

inequality, and vulnerability on a municipal, regional, or national level. However, as the 

organizers quoted above indicate, Medellín’s barter fairs and local currencies 

undoubtedly have significant impacts on participants, their households and businesses, 

and in some cases in their communities.  
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As I described in the previous chapter, barter is as much a socio-cultural project 

as it is an economic one. Thus, we often see more attention paid to socio-cultural forms 

of activism and we hear calls for using barter to teach values of solidarity or as part of 

formación de ciudadanía (citizen formation). However, even as organizers value these 

social impacts, they also dream of barter as a major economic project. Their dreams are 

reflected in promotional materials that tout barter as a solution to the problems of 

unemployment and cash poverty, and they are demonstrated by barter’s institutional ties 

to the solidarity economy. In this chapter, I examine the effects of barter in both 

economic and social terms, discussing what it provides directly and what it stimulates.  

I focus my discussion around three questions. First, I consider what impacts barter 

has had with regard to conventional economic concerns like household livelihoods, levels 

of well-being, and support for small businesses. This is the question of greatest interest to 

policy makers and potential allies in the solidarity economy, who have been patiently 

observing the trajectory of barter. Second, I examine how barterers themselves frame the 

economic impacts of this alternative economy. Their view is centered on their own 

household economies, but considers those economies in a broader perspective than the 

economic indicators allow. Finally, I turn to the social impacts of barter. Politicians, 

NGOs, and everyday folks in Medellín and throughout Colombia have been extremely 

interested in strategies for repairing a torn social fabric and building the foundations of a 

peaceful, democratic society. Despite its shortcomings, barter shows promise as a tool for 

generating stronger communities. Of course, an anthropological understanding of 

economies—a perspective largely shared by barterers—insists that the material and the 
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social are fundamentally inter-related. In this chapter, I have separated the economic and 

social effects of barter systems for heuristic purposes, but many of the stories I tell 

demonstrate that they are inextricable. 

 

International Experiences with Alternative Economies: LETS and Alternative 

Currencies  

 Before I turn to the Medellín case, I’d like to discuss research on similar 

alternative economies in other parts of the world. Much of the literature on alternative 

economies is essentially propaganda, if theoretically sophisticated propaganda. However, 

the proliferation of alternative exchange systems across the world during the 1990s led to 

great hope among radical economic geographers that we were witnessing the florescence 

of non-capitalist alternatives. Researchers have especially followed LETS (Local 

Exchange and Trading Systems) in the United Kingdom and New Zealand, where 

national governments promoted them as a form of community self-help and employment 

generation, and the Argentine Redes de Trueque (Barter Networks), which saw an 

enormous rise in importance when the Argentine peso and banking system collapsed at 

the beginning of the 2000s. Ithaca, New York’s local currency has also garnered 

significant attention, as have experiences in Greece, Japan, Mexico, and other parts of the 

world.  

Scholars have discussed these alternative economies as responses to the 

vulnerabilities created by capitalist development and a scarcity-based money. The 

capitalist dynamics of uneven development drive shifting flows of investment and 
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development, followed by disinvestment and de-development in places around the world 

(Harvey 2001; Smith 1990). As a result, communities are integrated into the circuits of 

capitalist production and investment in ways that may initially seem favorable, but they 

are subsequently abandoned. Capital flight and the restructuring of labor markets leave 

households, communities, and whole states and regions increasingly vulnerable. The 

international architecture of free trade—comprised of trade agreements and international 

bodies such as the WTO—elevate capitalism above democratic process, depriving 

communities and states of meaningful control over capital flows, development patterns, 

and associated environmental and health impacts (Broad 2002; Mander and Goldsmith 

1996). Alternative economies like LETS and barter systems attempt to counter some of 

these dynamics by diversifying the economy, diversifying livelihood options, and 

localizing the circuit of production–exchange–consumption. These alternative markets 

are meant to promote a grassroots version of import substitution industrialization; they 

are non-state alternatives to wrest back control over trade and to “back stop” 

conventional economic systems, standing in the wings until they are called forward in the 

event of economic collapse (Primavera 2002, 2009; Razeto 2000; Lietaer 2001; Goerner, 

et al. 2009; Greco 2009).  

A second problem that these alternative economies are meant to address is the 

nature of debt-based money (Lietaer 2001; Greco 2009). Money is no longer simply a 

store of wealth, a medium of exchange, and a universal measure of value; nor is it tied to 

any measure of “real” material wealth. In fact, money has become de-linked even from 

itself. In today’s fractional-reserve banking system, money (spending and trading power) 
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is constantly being created and introduced into the economy through bank loans, even 

while the amount of actual paper currency remains the same. Because the amount of 

money always exceeds the amount of currency, the total debt can never be fully repaid; 

the real wealth or paper currency needed to pay off all debts simply does not exist. Thus, 

in the interest of promoting growth and accelerating economic action, we have created 

both scarcity and the conditions for economic competition and ever-increasing inequality. 

The fractional reserve banking system has been criticized by the likes of Milton Friedman 

for exacerbating systemic vulnerability (Friedman 1960), and has prompted the creation 

of many alternative currency proposals.  

Many alternative currency advocates also object to the way that the 

commodification of everything impedes the mobilization of resources to meet local 

needs. Economist Bernard Lietaer, one of the creators of the Euro currency system and an 

alternative currency proponent, explains this through a parable:  

Imagine a Martian landing in a poor neighborhood and seeing rundown 
communities, people sleeping in the streets, children without mentors or going 
hungry, trees and rivers dying from lack of care, ecological breakdowns and all of 
the other problems we face. He would also discover that we know exactly what to 
do about all these things. Finally, he would see that many people willing to work 
are either unemployed, or use only a part of their skills. He would see that many 
have jobs but are not doing the work they are passionate about. And they are all 
waiting for money. Imagine the Martian asking us to explain what is that strange 
“money” thing we seem to be waiting for. Could you tell him with a straight face 
that we are waiting for “an agreement within a community to use something - 
really almost anything [would do] - as a medium of exchange”? And keep 
waiting? Our Martian might leave wondering whether there is intelligent life on 
this planet. (Lietaer 2001: 146). 
 

By providing a new system for rewarding productivity, alternative currencies are meant 

to address these monetary foundations of poverty. LETS have also been lauded as a 
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system that promotes community-based self-development, a means for developing 

alternative styles of labor, a method for localization and self-provisioning, a way for the 

poor to develop new skills and abilities, and an incubator for small businesses (North 

2007; Pacione 1997; Williams, et al. 2001; Carlsson 2008).  

 The academic literature on alternative currencies has mirrored the emotional ups 

and downs of Medellín’s activists. As Aldridge and Patterson (2002) note, many of the 

early studies of LETS and other alternative economic systems romanticized their 

revolutionary potential, detailing how these systems might counter the logic of capital but 

offering little in the way of empirical examinations of their impacts. This tendency surely 

demonstrates the longing of radical thinkers for successful alternatives to capitalist 

intensification, but it also results from the limited number of cases and short time scales 

available to these early researchers. Nonetheless, many early case studies (even while 

hopeful in tenor) report the same difficulties that Medellín’s barter organizers face.  

For example, Pacione’s (1997) research on LETS in Glasgow revealed that high 

initial interest in alternative economic systems was followed by low levels of actual 

trading and severe start-up problems. One of the cases he focuses on never emerged 

because of low levels of trust in the community and subjectivities steeped in fear and 

self-doubt: fear of credit, fear of experimentation, fear of talking with neighbors and 

strangers, fear of getting scammed, fear of getting one’s hopes up, fear of losing 

government benefits, and fear of defining one’s offers and demands. The second case, 

which he characterizes as a success, was composed primarily of middle-class greens who 

were interested in the system for economic, social, and ideological reasons. In practice, 
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only a few people were responsible for the majority of the trading, the diversity of goods 

and services was low and was skewed toward massage and luxury goods rather than basic 

necessities, and the system depended heavily on trading days rather than permanent 

trading through the members’ directory. Pacione suggested that the main impediments to 

trade were lack of trust (in each other and in the system), lack of understanding, lack of 

contacts (and a desire to trade mostly with people you knew rather than to approach 

strangers), and economic conservatism (not wanting to experiment). Nonetheless, looking 

for a silver lining, Pacione concluded that LETS offer significant potential as a counter to 

globalizing capitalism because they help substitute for traditional informal supports, 

increase community spirit, improve producers’ self-esteem, provide interest-free credit, 

bring people into exchange relationships without money, offer real possibilities for re-

localizing economies, prompt people to question the logic of the capitalist marketplace, 

and increase individual well-being in ways that are not purely economic. He argues that 

they cannot be evaluated solely in terms of their exchange-value (the contribution to GNP 

and the trading stats) but must be considered for their total use-value to the members. 

True as this last point may be, his case studies inspire little confidence in LETS.  

Peter North (2002) reported a similar dynamic of early hopes followed by false 

starts and little trading in New Zealand. There, LETS were promoted by the government 

as part of a neoliberal welfare plan; Green Dollars networks were supposed to foster 

community-based social welfare systems to replace the downsized state welfare system. 

North found that LETS had little impact on the overall economy, relatively little impact 

on the household economies of most participants, that they were insufficiently diversified 
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and not focused on basic needs, and that they faced major problems of organization. The 

systems suffered from some of the standard challenges (questions of quality, lack of trust 

among members, lack of understanding, trade imbalances) as well as unique problems 

stemming from the dominant mentality of the time, characterized by intense 

stigmatization of indebtedness and free-riding. This created a toxic environment in which 

transparency was limited and many organizers spent more time policing and denouncing 

members’ activities than actually promoting trade. Few people were willing to take on 

debt to the system, which is necessary for trades to occur. Finally, the government’s own 

half-hearted and inconsistent promotion of Green Dollars alongside a hard-line workfare 

program ended up undermining the Green Dollars programs themselves. In the end, 

North concluded that, “Green Dollars can only be seen as complementary to, not a 

replacement for state provision…. To be more than prefigurative, they need to develop 

considerably” (2002: 496).  

In an article provocatively titled “LETS get real,” Aldridge and Patterson (2002) 

tried to take some of the positive spin off of LETS scholarship. Noting that much 

discussion remained focused on “idealized representation of LETS” and “the assumed 

‘potential’ of these organizations” (Aldridge and Patterson 2002: 371), they examined 

one LETS program in depth. Their study was meant to test whether growing government 

support for LETS as tools for economic development in the UK was warranted. Their 

conclusion was not favorable. Although gross data on LETS sound impressive—

Williams, et al. (2001) estimated that there were 303 LETS operating in the UK, with a 

total membership of around 21,300 people—actual trading levels were insignificant. In 
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most systems, only a small core of members (typically 20-25 percent of total 

membership) traded actively, most trading was limited to actual market days (rather than 

occurring on an ongoing basis), LETS trades tended to be of low value, and many trades 

were simply formalizations of transactions that would have occurred even without the 

LETS. While Aldridge and Patterson focused primarily on the economic impacts of 

LETS, they also noted that many of the non-economic impacts (such as the redefinition 

of work or the promotion of self-provisioning) were also over-inflated because of low 

rates of participation. The ability of LETS to meet their potential derived from structural 

and socio-cultural constraints: the psychological and material power of money and the 

difficulty of understanding other forms of money; problems of supply and demand, 

quality, and transaction costs; organizational problems such as burnout, lack of education, 

and low community ownership; and low community capacity for such projects, as 

reflected in low levels of trust, geographical obstacles, and uncertainty or distrust about 

exchanging services. They concluded that “LETS may prove to have may potential uses, 

in particular they may be able to make a small contribution to local economic 

development (perhaps especially for those groups with solidaristic social networks and 

adequate incomes derived from the formal economy), but… they do not provide a cheap 

or a simple way to alleviate poverty in urban areas” (Aldridge and Patterson 2002: 379). 

Nor do they “provide members with the opportunity to step completely outside the 

capitalist economy – rather they provide some complementary opportunities to those who 

already have access to economic resources and social networks” (Aldridge and Patterson 

2002: 379). 
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Aldridge and Patterson’s findings are important, especially insofar as they 

dovetail with North’s (2002) conclusions that nascent alternative currencies cannot 

substitute for the state’s provision of basic social services. Their desire to “get real,” 

however, leads them to neglect the potential prefigurative importance of LETS systems, 

the ways that they may build to something larger with time. In fact, there is some 

circularity to their argument. One of the main constraints on LETS development is buy-

in. Trained in the logic of capitalism and conventional currencies, people have come to 

see credit as debt; that is, as a dangerous threat rather than a relation of social 

connectedness. They have come to imagine the economy as a sphere of individual action 

rather than of collective interrelation. It is hardly surprising that LETS would come up 

against serious psychological and socio-cultural challenges; in the views of many 

organizers, they are explicitly intended to come up against these challenges and to contest 

taken-for-granted assumptions about the economy. While Aldridge and Patterson are 

correct that low rates of participation may limit LETS’s prefigurative role, they offer no 

other suggestions for how disempowering aspects of capitalist subjectivities might be 

overcome. Although their questions might be important for short-term economic policy, a 

more important question for long-term change is whether LETS and similar initiatives are 

helping to counter these disempowering dynamics in such a way that new subjectivities, 

more participation, and more effective participation are possible in the future.  

In a more recent work, North (2007) looks back on alternative economy 

experiences in the UK, Hungary, New Zealand, and Argentina, asking if they do in fact 

represent forms of micropolitical resistance against a form of money that underpins 
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capitalist power relations. He argues that, taken together, these experiences demonstrate 

that alternative currencies can have massive economic implications for large numbers of 

people (as in Argentina) and over long time periods (as in New Zealand), particularly 

while the conventional economy is underperforming. During Argentina’s economic 

crisis, millions of people participated in barter networks, depending on alternative 

currencies for survival. Argentina’s barter networks contracted again as a result of the 

recovery of the national economy and their own internal problems, a negative publicity 

campaign and declining public trust in these alternatives. Even in places where 

alternative economies’ large-scale material benefits have been limited, their social and 

political importance should not be understated: alternative currencies provide concrete 

evidence that other economies are possible, they offer nodes around which political 

communities form, and they support people’s efforts to build livelihoods based on 

alternative ethical orientations. In combination with part-time jobs and other solidarity 

economy activities, people “often were able to provide for themselves the alternative, 

freer form of economy they wanted—as long as they were not materialistic” (North 2007: 

178).  

Reflected in this academic debate about the effects of barter systems—and in the 

bipolar estimations of barter organizers—is a tension about how to view the world. When 

we are “seeing like a state,” Aldridge and Patterson’s analytic is useful, and we must 

acknowledge that these alternative economies have not yet been effective in generating 

employment or basic needs on a mass scale, except in moments of economic collapse. 

During crises, they have permitted people to survive, but have lost much of their non-
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capitalist political and ideological function. But what undergirds this statist view? In 

Scott’s (1998) analysis, this statist views depends upon (1) a gross simplification and 

quantification of nature and society (represented in the economic realm by attention to 

indicators such as the GDP and to the popular sense of the commodification of an 

increasingly broad swath of everyday life), (2) a high-modernist ideology that favors the 

imposition of scientifically rational order on diverse peoples and landscapes, irrespective 

of their intentions, (3) a state that is sufficiently authoritarian to enact such plans, and (4) 

a “prostrate civil society that lacks the capacity to resist these plans” (Scott 1998: 5). 

Those are not necessarily the conditions that will lead us to a pluralist, radically 

democratic society in which people construct and enjoy conditions of justice, dignity, and 

minimally exploitative economic activity. In order to see how barter might be 

contributing toward that type of society, we need to take seriously the idea of 

prefiguration. Does barter permit less commodified ways of living? A re-

conceptualization of work? Communities that support the development of alternative 

philosophies, ethics, practices, and livelihoods? And if so, how do these effects spread—

what links them from the experimental present moment to a larger-scale future? In what 

follows, I try to take seriously both perspectives, addressing the scale and nature of 

barter’s economic and social impacts (conventionally construed) and examining how 

barter is supporting the construction of different forms of individual livelihoods and 

social connection.  
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Economic Impacts of Barter 

 The literature and discourses of barter organizers are filled with grand claims 

about the economic benefits of these alternative economies. For example, one barter 

organizing manual stresses that “barter can help us solve in part our problems of poverty, 

unemployment and the lack of circulating money” (Corporación Colombia Sostenible 

2007: Introducción). As in the United Kingdom, the number of barterers in Medellín is so 

small and their activity so limited, that it would be disingenuous to speak of barter’s 

economy-wide importance. The number of regular traders has never exceeded several 

dozen families, and trading has rarely taken on a quotidian rhythm, depending instead on 

monthly markets that are too infrequent to form the basis of survival. In fact, the scale of 

trading was so low during my fieldwork period that I had to abandon my plans to conduct 

a quantitative survey of traders (see Appendix A). However, an in-depth examination of 

today’s barterers demonstrates that those who approach bartering as a serious part of their 

livelihoods can gain significant material benefits from it. Frequent barterers almost 

universally say that they leave happy and come out ahead after every barter fair. For these 

participants, the economic benefits of barter are significant.  

Furthermore, as Pacione (1997) suggests, it is not enough to just look at the 

system statistics and trade figures as a whole, and there is no reason to expect an 

emerging economic practice to have an impact on the national economy. We need to 

examine these systems at a smaller scale and from a different perspective, focusing not 

on their exchange-value as measured through their contribution to GDP, for example, but 

on their use-value for participants. This would be akin to taking an emic perspective on 
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barter. Rather than interpreting the low monetary impact of barter systems as a sign of 

their failure, we might look with surprise and curiosity at why people continue to 

participate in barter despite these low figures. What is it that they gain through these 

barter systems? What rewards do they find?  

 

Impacts on Households 

Based on records of direct barter, barter with facilitators, and sales at two of Santa 

Elena’s monthly barter markets, I estimated average earnings equivalent to 100,000 pesos 

(US$55) per month, or US$660 per year. This represents 19.5 percent of the monthly 

minimum wage in just one day, and it is within (though slightly to the low end of) the 

range of earnings that people reported to me from other, non-barter markets. To put this 

in the Colombian context, these earnings correspond to 6.7 percent of per capita GDP and 

are roughly equal to the amount of money that the average household spends on 

recreation and education combined (DANE 2009). In international context, this is quite a 

bit larger than other non-crisis alternative currencies. North and Williams suggest 

earnings of 2-3 percent of GDP in a “typical example” of a successful Green Dollar 

exchange in New Zealand (North 2007) and 0.1 percent of GDP in Great Britain’s LETS 

(Williams, et al. 2001). It is important to note, however, that good, comparable numbers 

are hard to come by. Because my figures include only regular traders (those who have 

booths in the market) and theirs include all members (many of whom are wholly 

inactive), it is likely that their figures approximate or even exceed my estimate. In short, 

though, these economic indicators show that, although the barter systems have not 
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prompted such large-scale trading that we can confidently declare them to be a way out 

of poverty and vulnerability, those households that approach barter strategically as part of 

their livelihood portfolio enjoy real benefits.  

The most common way that barter contributes to household economies is by 

reducing monetary expenses. Bartering allows cash-strapped households to acquire basic 

goods like clothing, home supplies, school supplies, birthday and Christmas presents, and 

food through non-monetary means. Households are then able to shift their finances to 

other needs that might have gone unmet, or perhaps to savings, and they are less likely to 

accrue consumer debts. Observing the barter markets—and especially the thematic ones 

like the textbook or Christmas barters in communities that did not have regular barter 

markets—I initially found little inspiration in many of these small trades. How could 

barter make a serious impact in the dynamics of poverty, vulnerability, capitalist 

accumulation, and inequality if people’s participation consisted of little more than trading 

a handful of books for some used shirts, an old pressure cooker, or a set of action figures? 

Regular barterers and barter organizers also complain about the proliferation of low-

quality and low-value used goods in barter markets and the low levels of new production 

for barter. To some extent, though, we all risk undervaluing what might be one of barter’s 

most important benefits. More than a quarter of all households in Medellín have formal 

financial debts, paying up to 27.95 percent interest annually for commercial loans or up 

to 48.5 percent for microcredit. This doesn’t take into account the large numbers who 

have unreported debts to loan sharks or to paramilitary groups, paying as much as 20 

percent per month in interest (Jiménez 2010).  
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It is especially common for parents to take on debt in December and January, 

when they face the double whammy of Christmas and the new school year. The average 

Christmas spending in 2010 was estimated at 321,498 pesos, and school supplies can 

exceed 400,000 per student at some schools. In Colombia, as elsewhere in Latin America, 

increasingly easy access to credit helps poor and middle class households manage high 

seasonal expenses and acute financial crises. But the “bancarización” (financialization or 

bank-ification) of Colombia—driven by surges in household savings accounts and 

increases in use of consumer credit by as much as 50% per year—create critical 

household and national vulnerabilities (Semana 2011; Dinero 2011). If barter can help 

families reduce these costs significantly—which it does in some cases—then it 

contributes to stabilizing household economies and providing excess funds for investment 

in long-term household well-being. By offering non-monetary access to goods and 

services, barter could help households cope with financial difficulties without resorting to 

debt. 

Barter, in some cases, also benefits households by facilitating access to goods and 

services that they would otherwise not be able to afford. Several particularly enterprising 

barterers have negotiated trades for costly services such as dental care, legal services, 

home construction, and counseling, and have thereby used barter to increase their overall 

well-being and household security. In most cases, these trades have taken place outside of 

the formal barter systems, though they have often been inspired by them. In addition, a 

small group of barterers has managed to pay off debts through barter, such as the 

Altamira organizer who paid his overdue condo fees by providing services to the 
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community. Although only a handful of barterers have developed the faith in barter and 

the strategic barter thinking required to arrange these large trades, the Pajarito barter 

organizer whose quote began this chapter clearly describes how inspiring these 

experiences were. To reiterate: “It was amazing, you know, people were able to finish 

their houses through barter. They were even able to free themselves from debt through 

barter, by using it to get what they needed. It was beautiful!”  

Finally, barter permits a different type of household investment. At about the 

same time that barter organizers and I were self-critically debating how barter could 

fulfill more basic needs, one of the traders in Santa Elena offered me a very different 

perspective. She told me that it is actually not such a bad thing that barter does not fulfill 

all of her basic needs, because it provides her with goods that she would otherwise not 

spend her limited money on:  

The strategy? I go to invest my Floricambios. So to the extent that there are 
products, that there are more products… for example it’s good to have some 
products. [Pause.] It’s like this. That I also fulfill my needs to the extent that I 
have the opportunity. I say, ”Great, this costs me so much money but I have 
Floricambios. I have them to invest.” If I see a product for 40,000 or 50,000 
[pesos] in the market I’m not going to buy it because with this money I have to 
pay for the basic necessities. On the other hand, if I have Floricambios, I say, 
“Those are for reinvesting and why am I going to save them?” For example for 
the same product, like an encyclopedia, I wouldn’t pay 20,000 but I would pay 20 
Floricambios. It’s not a basic need. How can I explain? If you’re a single mother, 
the list is the basics. It’s fine that barter doesn’t fulfill all of the necessities 
because there are things that one says, “I’m not going to a store to buy these but 
certainly if I see them in a barter fair, then yes. Yes!” You acquire things like 
books or encyclopedias that one normally wouldn’t buy at a store. 

 

This point is not reflected in a purely quantitative analysis of barter earnings and 

cash savings, but it is important for understanding how barter affects the actual 
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experience of poverty. Barter permits a different logic of investment. In the cash 

economy, dominated as it is by scarcity and vulnerability, heads of household have to 

manage their money carefully. Those on the margins of the economy are forced into a 

calculative rationality that prioritizes the short term, the basics. In barter markets, though, 

even if one’s household economic situation is just as precarious, a mother can think 

differently; she can begin to think about long-term investments and contributions to well-

being that extend beyond the most basic necessities. Why is this the case? In part this 

results from the relative unimportance of barter compared to the conventional economy. 

Because the barter realm is such a small slice of each household’s economic activity, one 

can afford to be a bit more frivolous, a bit less calculating. But this different investment 

logic is also related to the nature of value in barter systems. When value is recognized 

only in the form of money, it depends entirely on the vagaries of labor, commodity, and 

financial markets that are far beyond the control of each household head. Value as money 

is naturally scarce and fickle, and households who fail to treat it as such can suffer 

tremendously. In the barter economy, however, value derives primarily from the time and 

capacities of the traders, qualities that are relatively knowable and controllable. Barterers 

can afford to invest beyond the basics and into the long term because they exercise 

substantially more control over the production of new value; they are far less at the mercy 

of distant forces.  

 In Medellín, barter also supports long-term investments in social development by 

creating new markets that challenge the wasteful and monopolistic dynamics of textbook 

publication and resale. The annual textbook barter organized by the Fundación Éxito and 
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a charitable business association saved an average of US$50 per user for more than 

14,000 users (based on data provided by Comfenalco). Community-level textbook barters 

have generated additional savings of US$193,000 in 30 events (No Nos Llamamos Plata 

barter newsletters). These are extremely important figures when you consider that a 

leading contributor to the school dropout rate is the cost of supplies, which can exceed 

the monthly minimum wage in the month that school starts (Chica 2010; Díaz 2005; 

Reimers 2000; Rodríguez and Valenzuela 1998). Reducing these household expenditures 

may help keep kids in school longer, indirectly reducing long-term household 

vulnerability and the social and security problems associated with absenteeism and the 

lack of job opportunities. 

 

Impacts on Small Businesses 

 The largest material impact of barter is probably through its stimulating effect on 

family businesses. While some of the barterers in Santa Elena traded mostly used goods 

or products that they threw together on a small scale just for the barter markets, many of 

the Santa Elena barterers traded products stocked by their small (formal and informal) 

businesses. You may recall that Olga, the organizer of the Santa Elena barter fair, 

explained that her “elitist bakery” benefited primarily from the advertising impact of 

being in the barter market. Contacts and publicity have been among the most important 

benefits of barter for small businesses. Many of the barterers forge connections at the 

markets that lead to cash sales later on, and these monetary gains help justify the 

expenses of traveling up the mountain to Santa Elena. However, some of the most 
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important connections are not with customers, but with other producers who are willing 

to share their knowledge: people who can teach you about new crops or new products, 

tourists in the area who just happen to stop by and share their wine making secrets, or 

jewelers who are more laid-back and willing to share their secrets with competitors on 

those particular Sundays. Perhaps most impressively, the barter markets have served as 

incubators for several businesses.  

 The case of Roberto and Isabel is probably the most obvious success story. Isabel 

grew up in Santa Elena and Roberto joined her there when they got together several years 

ago. They are striving to create a life that allows them to enjoy the beauty of Santa Elena 

and to be connected to the land while remaining essentially autonomous, in charge of 

their own time and energy. Living on a small plot of land in her father’s beautiful, 

traditional house, they have built gardens for themselves and have expanded the house 

using reclaimed and informally bartered materials. Several years ago they began making 

wine from a local, wild-harvested variety of blueberry known as mortiño. At the time, 

one of the other barterers was also making mortiño wine in fairly large quantities for his 

own consumption and to barter and sell, and he helped Roberto and Isabel learn the wine 

making process. Once they had refined their recipe, they also began to bring their wine to 

the barter markets, where it was well received. Transitioning from production for home 

use to production for a market, even at such a small scale as the barter market, required 

increased dedication to wine production and the adoption of more professional processes 

to ensure even quality standards. Beginning their commercial activities in the barter 

market gave them a chance to scale up slowly and to test their product, marketing 
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strategies, and even minor issues like bottling and labeling in a comfortable and 

supportive environment.  

Having tested the waters, they decided that they enjoyed production at a larger 

scale enough to launch a wine business. They applied for and won a competition from the 

city government that provided small business training and 5 million pesos to invest in 

equipment and the construction of a professional kitchen and wine cellar at their house. 

Their experience in the barter fair helped demonstrate that they were serious producers, 

capable, experienced, and interested. Roberto and Isabel have now expanded their range 

of wines, which they sell in a number of open-air markets and specialty stores in Santa 

Elena and in downtown Medellín. They continue to come to the barter fairs nearly every 

month, and their booth is busy; they offer free samples to attract new customers, advertise 

where their wines can be purchased, and easily barter or sell all of their wines long before 

the end of the day. They also regularly bring garden produce (especially the Andean tuber 

yacón) and experimental products such as wine and fruit marmalades to share these new 

ideas, expand knowledge about traditional Andean foods, and explore new market 

possibilities. Roberto explained, “I make a living off of my wine, and the big benefit that 

I’ve gotten out of participating in barter is that people see the wine and they know about 

mortiño wine and they try it and later they come and buy it as well. This is what I get out 

of it.”  

Even Roberto and Isabel, who have used barter effectively for material benefits, 

see its impact as more far-reaching. Barter, they recognize, has helped them to achieve a 

freer and more enjoyable lifestyle, and most importantly it helps create the conditions for 
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real social healing. When I interviewed them, Roberto began by giving me a tour of their 

house and the wine making facilities. During the tour, he told me about the growth of 

their business. But as the three of us sat down to eat lunch, the bulk of our conversation 

revolved around the challenge of creating community in a context so deeply permeated 

by violence and distrust. Roberto sees barter as a key to creating “convivencia,” the art of 

living together. He sees a deep pessimism in Colombia that has been cemented through a 

history of dirty and violent politics, and that continues to be formed to this day. In the 

week before our interview, the news came out that then-President Uribe was considering 

a plan to pay students to provide information on their peers’ illegal activities. Roberto 

explained the consequences he expected from this policy:  

This will only create fear, and it will create an arms race on the street. Nobody in 
their right mind would denounce someone unless they themselves were armed, 
because to denounce someone is to put yourself at risk. The government is 
bringing war to the streets. It is enrolling people in the war just like the 
paramilitary has already enrolled people in the war, and this is going to cause 
escalation and mistrust.  
 
[He paused.] 
 
But barter might help to reverse the momentum from distrust to trust. Barter is all 
about getting to know each other and building trust and learning to really see one 
another. That’s a big part of what we’ve gained from barter here in Santa Elena: 
relations among community members. Before, people who looked different were 
called “potheads” or “long-hairs.” Anybody with a beard or long hair or a guy 
with earrings was ostracized, and it was even dangerous to look like this [pointing 
to himself and to me]. But this has improved through barter, because it brought 
together all of these different people and gave them a chance to actually interact 
and to begin to see each other differently. But the problem is that the city is the 
same as here. Neighbors don’t know each other, even in the most densely 
populated areas. And the problem is that every social initiative is accused of being 
socialism, which people think means that it supports the guerrillas, and so they’re 
shut down. What we really need to do is build a different culture here. We need to 
use festivals like the Feria de las Flores and plan new activities that can build 
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connections around common concerns and raise awareness about things like water 
and the environment. [paraphrased] 

 

 Diego told a similar story. He moved to Santa Elena with his brother a few years 

ago because they wanted to get away from the hubbub of the city and live in a cleaner 

and more peaceful environment. He began our interview by pulling out a bottle of 

homemade wine for us to share and giving me a tour of his main business: tourist cabins 

that he had constructed himself. As we walked through the main cabin, a large, open 

house with a rustic feel, he described the entire construction process. The old wooden 

beams, metal supports, stairs, doors, windows, appliances, nearly everything in the cabin 

had been acquired by bartering. Most of these trades were made informally, trading his 

own labor as a self-taught handyman with the owners of chatarrerías (junkyards), but 

some was also through Medellín’s formal barter systems. He also told me, proudly, that 

all of his clothes are bartered; he hasn’t bought clothes in eight years.  

 Diego had been involved in the Santa Elena barter fair for two years at the time of 

our interview, though he had been bartering for much longer. When he and his brothers 

owned a restaurant in the city, they, like most business people, would regularly engage in 

vencambio, combining sales and trades to figure out the best deal for both parties. So he 

started bartering about eight years ago, with the restaurant, but it was very sporadic then. 

The restaurant grew and the brothers’ lives became increasingly hectic along with it. 

They tired of the long hours and high stress and decided to close the restaurant. It was 

then that Diego began to barter more. After feeling enslaved to his own restaurant, Diego 

was looking for work that would leave him in charge and guarantee his freedom. He 
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didn’t want a boss, another schedule, or a set of deadlines and fixed responsibilities, so he 

set out to sell juice on the streets. It was here that he really learned what barter was and 

what it could do for you. It was really important to build social relationships on the 

streets, he told me, to have people who would look out for you and help you out, and one 

of the ways that we would do that was to barter things. On a hot day I’d trade a cup of 

juice for an ice cream cone, or maybe I’d give someone a gallon of juice to take home in 

exchange for a new hat. And that’s how we went about building relationships.  

But seeing the possibilities, he began to change his interests. Suddenly, new 

opportunities opened up before his eyes, and he started to barter with people in the 

chatarrerías for building materials that he could take up to his land in Santa Elena, and 

he started to imagine the urban landscape differently. Behind every corner might lie 

something that he could re-use, or within every person’s home might be just the thing he 

needed to build and decorate the cabins. What he loved most about this new type of 

exchange was that it wasn’t just about the materials. As he returned to the same 

chatarrerías or bartered with the same vendors, he also exchanged trust, stories, and 

confidence. He started to create friendships.  

 He learned about the Santa Elena markets by chance and decided to try them out. 

At the time he was still living in Medellín and making juices, so one weekend he brought 

his juices up to Santa Elena. The Santa Elena market was more organized, more formal, 

but he liked it. He especially liked that it was consistent, that it offered a time and a place 

where you knew people would be gathering just to barter. After a while, he invited his 

father to come as well, and soon it was a meeting place for the whole family. Looking 
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around the cabin, Diego told me that almost everything he has comes from barter: books 

and music, his clothes, things for the cabin. An interesting thing starts to happen, he said. 

You go to the fair and you see things that you didn’t think about before and you realize, 

“Oh yeah, I could use that in the cabin.” And so I would go and come back with plates 

and lights and carpets and all of these little things to make the cabins more comfortable. 

And little by little I went along building my tourism business. Today, although the cabins 

are still not quite finished, Diego and his brother rent them for money or barter: anybody 

who wants to get out of the city for a night can bring silverware or blankets or whatever 

contribution they can make to the business in exchange for a free night in the country.  

Seeing new types of products at the barter market expanded his own business 

interests as well. Diego began to specialize in juice and popsicles from the curuba 

passion fruit but, after meeting Roberto and Isabel, decided to start making curuba wine 

as well. He is not sure if he will develop it into a full-scale business, but he enjoys 

bringing it to the barter market and selling bottles of wine to tourists and acquaintances, 

and as he puts it, you never know how this will convert into quantifiable economic 

benefits: 

People come up here from Medellín and they’re looking for other types of 
possibilities. [Barter] helps with my business with the cabins because I give out 
cards to tourists who come through. Also, someone taught us how to prepare the 
wines just right, how to stop the process at the exact right time so that it doesn’t 
go bad. This type of thing has no price tag. But in the future you might be able to 
convert it into money through the business.  
 

As with Roberto and Isabel, though, Diego sees barter as far more than an 

economic enterprise. It’s also key to helping him live an alternative lifestyle. At the 
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markets he meets a lot of new people, including people who live differently and have 

different skills and experiences. Being there gives him new ideas about how he can live 

his life more sustainably or in a more rewarding way and it makes him feel a part of a 

community of people exploring alternatives.  

If you go with the expectation that you’re going to find everything, then it’s not 
going to work. You get rich in other ways: socially, spiritually… and then maybe 
on the economic level as well, like with the wines. For example, with my dad. He 
comes up from Marinilla every month and it’s basically the only time that we get 
to share with him, and now with his new son as well. It’s the same with all of our 
friends from the barter. [paraphrased] 
 

Social Impacts of Barter 

 Local literature on barter—like anthropological literature on economies more 

generally—underscores the connections between economic change and social change. 

For example, the introduction to one of the barter organizing manuals describes how 

“diverse communities have begun to practice this new form of Solidarity and Sustainable 

Economy because they have realized that there are other ways of relating among 

ourselves economically, distinct from capitalism, which converts everything into 

commodities and views people and things from the perspective of money” (Corporación 

Colombia Sostenible 2007: Introducción). To change the economy, then, is to build new 

types of social relationships and to learn to see one another differently. In the words of 

organizers and participants, barter helps promote “mutual recognition” or “a deeper 

recognition” of each individual as a person. As Olga explained, these types of social 

changes are especially important for combating violence by repairing a social fabric that 

has been shredded through years of violence, atomization, and the avaricious Paisa 
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mentality of “beat out the other guy before he beats you.” They offer the possibility of 

creating “real security in communities so that we don’t need this ‘democratic security.’”  

This comment underscores what are, locally, considered to be the most 

compelling motives for building social relations: to repair a broken social fabric and 

construct ciudadanía (citizenship or civic culture). In addition to this local preoccupation, 

anthropological literature suggests that we might think about the possible social impacts 

of barter in terms of two types of changes—the construction of affective social relations 

and the construction of pragmatic social relations. The stories of Roberto, Isabel, and 

Diego have already demonstrated some of the social benefits that barter brings, but the 

possibility of establishing trust and building community are so important in Medellín that 

they deserve more attention. Because another anthropologist has been working on the 

construction of social networks through barter in Medellín, I did not make this a central 

part of my research and cannot provide detail about the number and types of networks 

established and their functions. However, I would like to provide a sense of how social 

relations are constructed in barter markets. What are the actual activities and experiences 

that lead people to talk, to share, to lower their inhibitions and connect with other 

barterers in ways that they do not connect with other casual acquaintances, and with 

results that might strengthen trust, conviviality, friendship, and also materially-beneficial 

relationships?  

One element of bonding in the market is a simple matter of the time that people 

spend together. Barterers pass a full day together every month. They admire one 

another’s work, crowd together under tarps to seek shelter from the rain, and ride back to 
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town together in crowded buses. Their conversations may begin with small talk or 

conversations about the market, but they spread from there and more complex 

relationships develop. People start to notice when somebody is sick. They share food 

when another barterer forgets lunch. And they accumulate a body of shared experience so 

that later, when they see each other at other markets or at small business development 

programs, they often sit together or stop to talk. 

Beyond the simple issue of time spent together, the act of trading itself establishes 

a commonality. Each transaction is a relationship of interdependence and a demonstration 

of shared interest in a product. This is as true in the conventional economy as in the barter 

economy—I had a close relationship with the fruit vendor in my neighborhood because 

we saw each other every day, talked about what was going on in the city, and we began to 

look out for one another—but it seems more pronounced in barter markets because, in 

addition to the common interest in a product, both sides are also manifesting a common 

interest in the counter-cultural ethics and politics of bartering. Ironically, although 

participants may argue that barter markets are not as diversified and materially dynamic 

as they would like, this “shortcoming” may actually increase the markets’ social value. 

When people come to the barter fairs they are more relaxed, less worried about every last 

peso that they are spending and saving, and more ready to look beyond the economic. 

In addition, some transactions lend themselves to long-term relationships. 

Bartering on credit, for example, implies trust and a commitment to seeing each other 

again. In Chapter 5, I described Lupe’s excitement about sharing seeds at the market. 

This simple material exchange is also an exchange of knowledge that stretches across 
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time. Farmers and gardeners follow up with each other about how their new seeds are 

growing and how to care for the young plants, they swap information about other farming 

techniques, and they seek each other out when they have new information or new seeds to 

share. The tips on wine-making that Diego received from one of the market visitors 

initiated a similar dynamic, leading to follow-up conversations about how the new 

technique worked and how else the process could be improved.  

My own experiences as a barterer just over the course of one year showed how 

collaborations can develop through trading. I typically came to the market with a 

combination of used items (books, pirated dvd’s that I had already watched, and perhaps 

some clothes or toys that I had acquired at other barter events but would never use 

myself) and food products such as homemade marmalades, salsas, chutneys, vinegars, or 

even citrus gathered from around my neighborhood. One day, a woman who had 

previously traded for my salsa sought me out at the market because she wanted some 

more. I didn’t have any at the time, but she offered to either barter or buy it from me if I 

was going to return to Santa Elena over the next weeks, and asked me to make some for 

her at the next market. A woman from the neighboring booth overheard this conversation 

and asked more about what I made. She mostly traded used clothing but also offered a 

small selection of marmalades and chocolate candies at each market, and she suggested 

that we trade recipes and buy jars together so that we could reduce our costs. We did, and 

in the process met with each other a couple of times, shared life stories, and connected 

one another with friends who had similar interests. Although she ended up buying smaller 

jars than I would have liked, this collaboration could also have improved our earnings 
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had I lived in Medellín longer. At another market, this woman’s daughter saw my sign 

offering translation services and approached me seeking advice about jobs. She also 

worked as a freelance translator and wanted to exchange numbers so that we could put 

each other in touch with potential work opportunities. I also explored the possibility of 

collaborating with another barterer, a wood and bamboo toy maker, on a project to build 

bamboo bicycles. Again, had I stayed in Medellín longer I would have considered small-

scale production of these bikes either for sale or for barter. Each of these relationships 

had both affective and pragmatic components, and each certainly enhanced the network 

that I could draw on to practice my economy and in case of an emergency.  

Finally, barter is undeniably a collective and counter-cultural political project, and 

as such it unites participants through their alterity. Barterers are, well, barterers. Because 

they are such a small minority dedicated to such an unusual practice, they stand out and 

they know it. “Barterer” becomes an identity, an extremely meaningful one for some of 

the most active participants and organizers. Even for those for whom it is a less important 

marker, it still sets these traders apart and binds them together. What is perhaps most 

impressive about this practice—and particularly in Santa Elena—is that it draws people 

together across the divisions of class and sub-culture. Elite ladies, smallholder 

campesinos, poor and working class families, and obviously counter-cultural artesanos 

come together in the same space, to engage in a collective and co-constructed practice, 

and under the same identity. Markers of difference are always apparent—clothing, style, 

and the types of goods that one trades say a lot about “who” each trader is, and 

conversations often reveal other revealing details like last names and barrios—but these 
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aspects of the social hierarchy seem less important in the barter fairs than they do in the 

street. As I will describe in the next chapter, barter organizing is typically less 

participatory and collaborative than most barterers would like, and conflicts are common. 

Even when barterers chafe under an organizer’s heavy hand, or fundamentally disagree 

about a particular issue, they are still bound together as a minuscule minority engaged in 

the construction of an alternative.  

The fact that collaborative organizing of an alternative project brings people 

together may be best illustrated by the ease of finding interviewees. During my first days 

in Medellín, each person I talked with about barter led me to others, and several joked 

that they all knew each other. The owner of a corner store might think nothing of 

bumping into another owner of a corner store—they are a dime a dozen—but a barterer 

would take notice when they encountered another barterer. They would stop to learn 

more, to compare their experiences, and to exchange information. Organizers trying to 

establish barter as a significant activity in the city were especially eager to find one 

another.  

How deep do these social ties run? Julio and Clara offer a useful perspective 

because they have experienced multiple barter systems and are particularly attuned to the 

community-building potential of barter. In their experience, to the extent that organizing 

barter systems becomes a collective project that brings people together, it takes on extra 

significance. When they first moved to Pajarito, Clara was amazed by the strength of the 

village’s (threatened) community. “You’d hang clothes out to dry and then go down to 

the city to work and come back thinking, ‘Oh no. There was a rainstorm. My clothes are 
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going to be soaked.’ But you’d find them hung up inside of your house with no note or 

anything. People would just do things for each other without thinking of it. It wasn’t 

gifting. It wasn’t reciprocity. It was conviviality.” Creating a very local exchange system 

in this type of setting lent itself to collaboration, and the organizers designed barter as 

part of a broader program to “work with the social fabric.” In Pajarito, according Clara 

and Julio, the results were impressive. Once they started to initiate community-wide 

projects, people came out in droves. And according to them, that’s part of what makes 

barter work. They explained that “it has to be the whole thing, about the community, 

about the cultural events. It has to be about bringing people together. If it’s just about the 

market, then it doesn’t work. That’s why ferias aren’t enough.” Designed in this way, 

barter built on a pre-existing community in order to activate and strengthen that 

community. 

This is the basis of Clara’s and Julio’s critique of the Santa Elena barter system as 

well. In the Santa Elena market, they don’t see the complementary activities and the 

community connections that are necessary to deepen barter’s social impact. “You can see 

that people are there just to do it, but not because they want to spend time together with 

that group of friends…. People say there is community there, but I don’t see it in 

practice. Clara says you have to test it.” Julio imagined the possibility of building a more 

community-based barter project there, though Clara was doubtful. He admitted that 

distance is a problem in Santa Elena, so you would have to start with a small group of 

committed people, ideally friends or neighbors. The distance might eventually be 

overcome as long as you highlight activities that extend beyond the market, like the 
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environmental clean-ups and theatrical productions that they initiated in Pajarito. Some of 

Santa Elena’s long-term barterers have proposed similar ideas: creating a community 

garden run by barterers, hosting a large event to celebrate World Water Day, beginning 

each barter fair with some type of ritual, or creating a permanent barter space that could 

act as a physical node for this community of difference. 

I agree with much of Julio and Clara’s assessment of the Santa Elena barter 

group—a collection of people that may not be mutually committed enough to be 

considered a community. The Santa Elena group was tested while I was in the field, but 

more by internal disagreements than by the types of mutual support that Clara intended. 

Even in the absence of a tight-knit community, though, barter is helping to foster strong 

bonds among sub-groups of barterers. It has deepened friendships among people who 

already knew each other prior to joining the market, and it has given rise to some new 

friendships, particularly among people of the same guild (such as the artesanos) or who 

share a similar outlook on life. Barterers and former barterers occasionally call one 

another to ask for favors—and the barter directory is perhaps most useful as a general 

purpose phone book—but it is also worth noting that I did not witness the types of strong 

bonds that anthropologists might expect to emerge from barter: fictive kinship 

relationships like compadrazgo or important, even life-sustaining social networks.  

I think we are missing part of the picture, though, if we presume that Medellín’s 

social fabric can be most effectively repaired through strong bonds or “practical” social 

relationships. In fact, there is good reason to believe that relationships with strangers and 

casual acquaintances might be most important for building an atmosphere of trust and 
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respect. What Olga, Roberto, Diego, and several other barterers expressed in their 

evaluations of and hopes for barter was not (or not only) new social networks and new 

communities; rather, they envisioned a different orientation toward others, one that was 

less closed, less antagonistic, and so allowed for a higher degree of mutual recognition 

and humanity. In Santa Elena’s barter market, where diverse individuals came together 

each month to experiment with something new, despite differences in class, lifestyle, and 

politics, this more open orientation toward others seemed possible.  

 

Conclusion 

 Activists and academics are big dreamers and eager critics. The emotional ups 

and downs evident in my meetings with barter activists in Medellín and echoed in the 

scholarly literature on alternative economies globally are due to real shortcomings. Barter 

is not a fully-diversified economy. It does not permit people to live outside of the cash 

economy. It provides too few opportunities for unemployed laborers, for the exchange of 

services, and for meeting basic needs. Like the LETS systems that Aldridge and Patterson 

critiqued, we should “get real” about the obvious shortcomings of Medellín’s barter 

systems: problems of supply and demand, quality (especially with regard to services), 

high transaction costs, organizer burnout, and low levels of collective action. In their 

efforts to expand these systems, organizers also confront uncertainty, distrust, and shame 

associated with non-monetary trade, and with other aspects of money’s psychological and 

material power. However, to condemn these alternatives for not providing an 

“opportunity to step completely outside the capitalist economy” or for not offering “a 
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cheap or a simple way” to eliminating urban poverty is to hold them to an unrealistically 

high standard for any emerging movement, and it ignores the experiences of actual 

participants (Aldridge and Patterson 2002: 379). Keeping in mind the high costs of 

capitalist development and the neoliberal abandonment of social services, I suggest that it 

is worth celebrating the “many potential uses” and “small contribution[s] to local 

economic development” that Aldridge and Patterson concede to LETS (Aldridge and 

Patterson 2002: 379) and asking if patient persistence might resolve some of the material 

and psycho-social impediments to these alternative economies. 

 Medellín’s barterers—those that remain in the markets, that is—have found ways 

of making barter work for them. They use barter to incubate small businesses, test the 

market, gain knowledge, find customers, and establish a reputation for their business and 

their products. Barter also provides a boon for their private, household economies, 

offering a chance to meet some needs without spending scarce pesos or taking loans and 

permitting forms of long-term investment that might be impossible in a cash market. 

While many LETS have been critiqued as middle-class hobby economies, Medellín’s 

barter fairs include people from across the class spectrum, including a number of regulars 

who scramble each month to collect the bus fair to make it to market. As such, the fairs 

become important sites for expanding business networks, exploring new (classed) tastes 

and consumer mentalities, and expanding skills. Most importantly from the perspective of 

some barterers, alternative exchange systems provide material and social resources for 

the construction of alternative lifestyles and different models of consumption.  
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In Medellín, the social promise of barter has always been as intriguing as its 

economic potential. My research suggests that the results are, on the whole, quite 

favorable. The time spent together in barter markets, the generally festive and carefree 

attitude facilitated especially by a non-monetary form of economy, and the collaborations 

that develop through these markets seem to have strengthened existing friendships and 

family ties while also generating new relationships. The entire Santa Elena barter group 

might not constitute a cohesive community of close and mutually-supportive members, 

but clusters of friends have emerged from barter. Perhaps most importantly, the barter 

markets offer an unusual opportunity for people to come together across class and 

lifestyles divides, to interact with and learn to appreciate people who at first seemed quite 

different and perhaps threatening, and to begin to explore areas of common interest. 

Fostering a predisposition of mutual respect and mutual recognition may be barter’s most 

important impact. Although this kind of sociality can also occur in conventional cash 

markets, several barterers noted that barter’s difference from the conventional economy 

made people less competitive and more open to sharing. Barter may deserve more 

attention than it currently receives in a city seeking opportunities to construct ciudadanía 

and solidaridad.  

We have to remember that grassroots barter organizing has taken hold in the same 

place where years of violence have generated “fears of anything collective.” As Julio 

whispered to me during our first interview in a small café, people are afraid of collective 

action, of collaborative thinking, of anything that might be different. It has been “very 

strongly instilled in people that collectives are different, that they are dangerous.” And 
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this is one of the main goals of violence, and one of its worst effects. “The damage to the 

social fabric is the most grave. The destruction of collectives is difficult to repair. But 

[raising his voice with excitement] that is why it’s so beautiful that there’s still barter in 

this city.” Amid activists’ utopian dreams and blistering self-critique, this point stood out 

clearly: imperfect as it may be, barter is a step toward a society that people long for and it 

is a hopeful reminder of grassroots agency in creating alternative futures. 
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CHAPTER 7: A BARTER THAT RUNS THROUGH OUR VEINS: 
THE CHALLENGE AND POSSIBILITY OF TRANSFORMING 

ECONOMIC SUBJECTIVITIES 
 

 

The first barter training at the 2010 School for Solidarity Economy reflected 

barter organizers’ mixed emotions about our project. What was supposed to be a tightly 

focused and inspiring introduction to local barter experiences became a challenging mix 

of soaring expectations and honest self-critique. Two organizers dominated the first hour 

of the session, presenting one exciting local project after another, and then detailing 

where they went wrong. The style of barter was ill conceived, organizers burned out, 

campesinos stopped attending the market. These improvised presentations revealed how 

we had all been thinking about barter. We still believed, as one organizer said during the 

workshop, that “barter is not a game. It’s an economic alternative that I hope will expand 

to support household economies across the city.” But our hopes were quickly eclipsed by 

frustrated attempts to grapple with each market’s shortcomings. “There are beautiful 

things [in barter] but also downsides, and this is the challenge for this course: to ensure 

that barter doesn’t die in the community [due to poor organizing].”  

This transparency about organizers’ challenges was admirable, but the timing was 

less than perfect. The audience responded predictably: they were thrilled by the prospect 

of a functioning alternative economy and asked why we hadn’t launched a city-wide 

campaign to spread these invaluable opportunities, but they also asked with increasing 

concern for evidence of “successful experiences.” Had we had any success working with 
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the elderly? With kids and in schools? In Barrio Belén? Why is there no barter system in 

your own neighborhood? What about the Internet? The organizers handled these 

questions well and seemed to perk up a bit. We’ve done a lot, they explained. We’ve 

experimented with different systems and learned a lot, and part of why we’re here in this 

training is to find other people who are passionate and creative and who would like to 

help advance some of these great ideas.  

After sitting quietly for some time, Gabriela decided to speak up. Unlike the other 

students, Gabriela had extensive first-hand experience with barter. Several years ago, she 

had helped run the Santa Elena barter system. She loved the markets and was dedicated to 

maintaining their non-capitalist ideals, and she had clearly spent a great deal of time 

thinking about the challenge of making barter work. “It seems really important,” she said, 

“that the barter processes think about what to do in the face of our context. Our 

environment is so strong and has filled us with such strong ideas.” Pointing to her head, 

she continued:  

We already have this chip. How do we change it? I think our environment plays a 
huge role in this. It’s so strong, it’s violent with its information and its perspective 
that money is the ultimate . . . .  It’s so strong that even when we have lived other 
possibilities, other economies, we sometimes forget that they are possible. We 
need to change this chip. We need to clean out the cucarachas from our minds. 

 

 Gabriela was clearly highlighting the social and cultural processes through which 

capitalism and the monetary economy assert their power in everyday life, and her 

comment pinpointed two of the most difficult struggles that barter activists face: to 

sustain the knowledge that other economies are possible and to develop alluring counter-

subjectivities that can help barterers resist capitalism and enact a different type of 
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economy. In her analysis, economic and political subjectivities—“our capitalist 

mentalities”—are like micro-chips, like the SIM cards that you pop in and out of your 

cell phone to switch from one provider to another. They are an operating platform, 

shaping what we can and can’t see, the options we consider feasible, and the ways we 

choose among them in order to act. One of the other barter organizers agreed with her, 

using a more organic metaphor: “barter has to run through our veins,” he said, and to 

achieve this it really helps to find other people who have the same thing running through 

their veins, so that we can see that we are not alone.   

These comments illustrate that barter organizing extends far beyond markets and 

materiality. In activists’ words and actions, in their successes and failures, we find that 

economic activism is also a struggle to transform subjectivities. Participants describe 

their work as a fight against a depraved capitalist culture, an effort to revive pre-

Columbian traditions, and a movement to birth a new culture though which they can 

begin to think, desire, imagine, and act outside of the cultural frames of the dominant 

economy. If one of the main problems with capitalism—and one of its motors—is a set of 

values regarding competition, accumulation, permissible exploitation, and calculative 

rationality, then teaching the values of a “solidarity economy” should lay the foundation 

for a different type of economy and society. One of the cornerstones of their project is to 

recreate economic subjectivities, to transform Homo economicus into a new type of 

economic actor motivated by different desires, fears, aspirations, and emotions and acting 

according to different (and more ethical) logics.  
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Thus, economic subjectivities are a critical site of political struggle. As barterers 

build alternative markets—and in order to build alternative markets—they seek to 

“change the chip” and “clean out the cucarachas” of their capitalist mentalities in order to 

“create a new culture of solidarity.” Hence trainings like the one I was co-facilitating. In 

these trainings, the history of money tells a moral about the way that money’s functions 

have been expanded and corrupted to create poverty and inequality. Lesson on 

administering a barter system have more to do with teaching consensus than mounting 

effective publicity campaigns. As one organizer always says, “the first thing is values.”  

Barterers’ focus on subjectivities is not surprising. Scholars have asserted that the 

Self is a unique preoccupation of Modern consciousness and politics (Foucault 1988, 

2007). Furthermore, economic anthropologists have shown that economies are never just 

systems for allocating scarce resources or organizing production and exchange. They are 

always deeply embedded in broader socio-cultural systems and therefore fundamentally 

shaped by worldviews, values, and dispositions (Bourdieu 1977; Graeber 2001; Gudeman 

1986, 2001; Gudeman and Rivera 1990; Polanyi 1944; Taussig 1980). This is true even 

of the most (to us) apparently culture-free, rational economies, such as investment 

banking (Ho 2009), stock market trading (Zaloom 2006), and real estate (Bourdieu 2005). 

Any effort to change the economy would therefore depend on and lead to socio-cultural 

changes as well.  

Perhaps most importantly, other activists have insisted that self transformation is 

essential for successful radical politics. Much of Gandhi’s written work, for example, 

describes his efforts to transform Indian politics and economics through stories of his 
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very personal “experiments” to construct himself as a moral being (Gandhi 1960). He 

tells of the ethical debates, bodily practices, political stances, and social relations that he 

employed to prepare himself for the India of his dreams and, simultaneously, to bring that 

society into being. In their participatory action research in the U.S. and Australia, J.K. 

Gibson-Graham and other members of the Community Economies Collective have found 

that re-thinking and re-making the economy entail a fight against our own worldviews 

and libidos (Gibson-Graham 2006b). Similarly, Agrawal (2005) found that subject 

transformations are crucial for sustaining alternative ecological programs in India, and 

Harvey (1996) theorizes that movements to combat oppression must also nurture new, 

liberated identities for the oppressed. If social transformation is not complemented by the 

construction of alternative identities, then the hegemonic identity “can… seek out the 

social conditions (including the oppressions) necessary for its own sustenance” (Harvey 

1996: 364). Closer to present-day Medellín, Argentine factory workers described their 

efforts to establish collectivist economies after the nation’s economic collapse as “a 

struggle against themselves” (Chatterton 2005); after years of socialization as workers 

within a hierarchical chain of command, it was extremely difficult to assume a new role 

as managers and, especially, as co-managers.  

Despite the widespread recognition that subjectivities are central to economic 

change, few researchers have examined how alternative economies activists approach the 

task of cultivating the new selves necessary to enact and maintain their visions. In the 

preceding chapters, I have hinted at elements of this struggle—developing an anti-

capitalist ideology, learning a new language for the economy, developing a new ethics 
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through barter practice and social pressures to enforce it, rethinking value—but in this 

chapter I want to look more closely at how barterers are recreating their selves.  

I use barterers’ experiences to reflect on academic literature about subjectivities, 

and vice versa. The academic literature points to a central shortcoming in barter activists’ 

strategies: their attempts to teach values and enforce a morally correct vision of barter 

target only the conscious, symbolic aspects of subjectivity, ignoring the ways that 

subjectivities are constructed through material practices and embodied action. The 

experiences of barterers also reinforce the importance of studying subjectivities rather 

than taking a narrower focus on consciousness, and especially of looking at how 

subjectivities are formed in and through material practice.  

 

Anthropological Perspectives on Subjectivity 

Because academics have defined subjectivity in a number of (sometimes 

contradictory) ways, and because we often use the term to speak of social processes that 

are difficult to locate empirically, I would like to begin by briefly discussing the meaning 

of the term, the way that it can be “seen” in the field, and how subjectivities form and are 

changed. Strozier’s intellectual history of “the subject” demonstrates that the concept’s 

history is as old as Western philosophy, but that it has been developed in two main ways: 

“First is the notion of the subject as a foundation or as an origin of thought, action, and 

change. This subject is the a priori, the pre-existent platform or basis from which thought, 

action, and reaction emerge…. Second is the notion that the subject is the result of some 

enculturating process. In the first case the subject is the given; this subject produces 
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culture and knowledge; the other subject is produced by culture” (2002: 10). In many 

accounts, that culture is understood as also historical, political, social, and economic. The 

subject, then, is central to debates about determination and free will, about the 

relationship of the individual to society, and about the nature of social change and 

continuity.  

Over the last several decades, scholars have elaborated theories of subjectivity 

that combine these two definitions. In this vein, the concept of subjectivity makes an 

important theoretical intervention against overly mechanistic anthropological theories of 

socialization and Marxist ideas of social reproduction. It offers a way of explaining how 

societies reproduce themselves by shaping individuals, but in a way that maintains 

contingency, dynamism, and some degree of individual agency. The term plays on the 

twin meanings of the subject—one who is subjected, but who is simultaneously an actor. 

As Brotherton (2009: 269) writes:  

the ethnographic utility of the concept of ‘subjectivity’ derives from its situation 
at the intersection of sociocultural structures and individual experience and 
agency…. By invoking both the idea that individuals are subject to the shaping 
and controlling powers of social and cultural forces and the idea that the world is 
subject to the powers of individuals to interpret it and act on it, ‘subjectivity’ can 
transcend the opposition between culture or structures of power and human 
consciousness and agency—or, at least, invite an examination of the entanglement 
between them.  
 

In other words, subjectivity focuses our attention not on structure versus agency, but on 

structure and agency, two aspects of any social situation that always sit in dialectical 

tension. And it means that any study of subjectivity requires us to examine both 

individual experience and the social and cultural structures that frame that experience. 
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Perhaps most importantly, by introducing contingency and dynamism into our 

conceptualization of how the world works, it raises hopes about the possibility of change.  

 That gives us a sense of what the concept of subjectivity does, but it tells us little 

about what subjectivity actually is or how it is experienced, shaped, and transformed. 

Ortner describes subjectivity as “the ensemble of modes of perception, affect, thought, 

desire, and fear that animate acting subjects… [as well as] the cultural and social 

formations that shape, organize, and provoke those modes of affect, thought, and so on” 

(2006: 107). In order to demonstrate the complexity of subjectivities, let me weave 

together partial insights from a range of scholars. We might start with Weber’s (1958) 

discussion of the Protestant ethic: the teachings and practices of certain strains of 

Protestantism generated extreme loneliness, anxiety, and fear, while also articulating new 

ways of evaluating meaningful action and moral standing. The complex subjectivity that 

emerges from this interplay of doctrine, faith, and social pressure generates what, in 

hindsight, we see as “the spirit of capitalism,” including an orientation toward thrift, self-

control, rationing, reinvestment, and the growth imperative. What is important here is that 

interests and decisions do not stand on their own, but are overdetermined by a whole 

range of other factors at the social and individual level.  

Gramsci’s contemplation of working class culture and the changes wrought by 

capitalism point our attention to different elements of subjectivity. In his writings on 

Taylorism and Fordism, Gramsci (1972) describes how scientific management and the 

drive to rationalize production lines led to extreme manipulation of time, the body, and 

even family life. Workers became products themselves, increasingly alienated from the 
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products and processes of their labor, separated from real meaning, and they came to 

adopt these same values and standards of measurement. In a very different study, 

Agarwal (2005) hints at how these types of imposed changes might generate new 

subjectivities. Examining community-based forest management in India, he describes 

how repeated practice, even when imposed by outsiders, can lead to the creation of more 

environmentalist subjectivities. Both of these perspectives suggest that the experience of 

action is central to subjectivity, and that practice therefore shapes political consciousness 

(not just vice versa).  

Language is also central to the creation and maintenance of particular 

subjectivities, largely through the way that it shapes perception and cognition. For 

example, numerous scholars have noted that Malthusian narratives frame the 

social/ecological problem as an issue of scarcity, thereby motivating competitive 

behavior and supporting particular types of political economic projects. In the case of 

Egypt, framing the national development “problem” as the result of a rapidly growing 

population and a finite agricultural base channels international assistance toward military 

and food aid programs that conveniently “dump” excess U.S. agricultural production 

(Mitchell 2002). Understanding this dynamic provides a strategy for change. Community 

development professionals have urged us to re-frame development not as an exercise in 

identifying lacks and solving problems, but rather as a process of celebrating and 

mobilizing already-existing resources and capabilities (Kretzmann and McKnight 1993). 

By beginning development with analyses of community assets and capabilities rather 

than needs and lacks, they have successfully encouraged communities to embark on 
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creative new development projects that more effectively address systemic causes of 

poverty. Gibson-Graham (2006b) have also noted that alternative economic practices 

often depend on and reinforce new ways of imagining, representing, and describing 

economies. A major element of subjectivities, particularly as they relate to projects of 

social change like Medellín’s barter systems, is the particular vision of possibilities and 

constraints that they offer. 

Luhrmann (2006), despite offering a broad summary of anthropological 

approaches to subjectivity, reduces the term to “the emotional life of the political subject” 

(345). While this narrow view misses the full complexity of subjectivity, her explication 

of psychological definitions of emotion helps illustrate how subject-making and subject-

maintaining processes are overdetermined by a wide range of individual, physical, 

emotional, and social processes—emotions themselves are complex mixtures of 

individual physiological response, understood within a social context, using a limited 

language for comprehension, and in reference to social norms and systems of evaluation. 

Importantly, emotional responses are also key moral and political guides; they are “our 

most basic moral reactions” and “fundamental judgments on the rightness or wrongness 

of social acts” (Luhrmann 2006: 355). They thereby serve to teach us about our world in 

non-cognitive ways, and sometimes in contradiction to our cognized values.  

 Subjectivities, then, describe particular ways of sensing and thinking the world 

and one’s place in it. Also, as Agarwal says, they strongly affect reasons, motivations, 

and possibilities for action: subjectivities affect what you care about, what you act in 

relation to, and how you situate your actions. Consciousness is an important aspect of 
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subjectivity, but a focus on consciousness distracts from the many other sensory, bodily, 

and psychological ways that subjectivities are constituted. That said, I agree with Ortner 

(in her critique of Bourdieu) that subjects are always at least partially aware of their 

innermost feelings and desires and the ways these are shaped by their social context. 

Foucault was one of the most vocal champions for subjectivity as a central 

concept for understanding modern society. While he devotes only a few paragraphs of 

Discipline and Punish (1979) to political economy, he makes it very clear that the 

exigencies of capitalism drove the development of new forms of social control and the 

multiform disciplines that have remade subjects. Rising populations, expanding markets, 

and new production technologies created a need for rational, efficient, and highly 

controllable labor. This could be achieved partly through a new spatial organization of 

labor (e.g., the assembly line and the factory town) but ultimately required the fine-tuned 

manipulation of workers’ habits and gestures as well, of minute elements of individual 

bodies, so that every piece of the production line could be sharpened and quickened. The 

result is a series of institutions (schools, hospitals, prisons, the military) and sciences 

(pedagogy, sociology, psychology, exercise science, nutritional science) devoted to 

correct training, to creating docile and eminently useful human and social bodies, bodies 

molded to support the production, expansion, and maintenance of the capitalist political 

economy. These institutions and knowledges had lasting impacts because they instituted 

changes beyond the purely physical level, generating a new sense of individual identity 

and homogenization, socializing people into a taken-for-granted understanding of 

hierarchy and surveillance, and creating new habits of measurement, evaluation, and 
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normalization. Training and discipline thereby created a deep, embodied knowledge that 

prepared people for particular social relations of power and cultivated habits of thought 

and emotion that shaped commonsense understandings of the world and provided the 

common language frameworks for questioning and rethinking.  

As has been widely noted, one of the main weaknesses in Foucault’s account of 

the broad social and cultural transformations that accompanied capitalism is the lack of 

agency. He fails to explain why people accustomed to different social relations and 

different subjectivities would accept these changes. How did they feel? What did they 

gain through this shift? In what ways did this new subjectivity resonate with who they 

already were and who they wanted to become, or with the society that they hoped to 

create? Or, if they were merely forced into this through the intentional impoverishment 

that accompanied industrialization, how and why did they eventually adopt the new 

capitalist subjectivities?  

 This is where recent work on the indeterminacy of subject transformation is 

particularly valuable. If subjectivity is meant to combine social forces and individual 

agency, then we should see the interaction of those two sets of forces in the very 

constitutution of the subject. Brotherton’s (2009) research, for example, clearly details 

how Cubans are crafting their own, hybrid and experimental subjectivities as they 

manipulate the contradictions of a socialist government forced to create capitalist 

openings, as well as how this citizen experimentation has forced significant changes in 

Cuba’s political economy.  
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For the purposes of my research, St Martin’s (2007) analysis of the New England 

fishing industry is especially useful. He explains that the industry has typically been 

characterized by a “lay class process” characterized by common property and collective 

production, appropriation, and distribution of profits in a relatively egalitarian 

environment. These socio-material processes are supported by a fisher subjectivity 

centered on independence, mobility, and a particular notion of fairness. New fishing laws 

are intended to change these economic processes, privatize the fishing industry, and 

transform fishers into neoliberal subjects acting according to a logic of capital 

accumulation. While the law makes these changes possible, however, St Martin insists 

that “there remains the question of the inhabitation of those subject positions by 

fishermen themselves” (St Martin 2007: 543). Will fishermen choose to assume these 

new subjective possibilities? The question contains within it an argument that 

subjectivities are not given from material conditions but involve some level of choice. 

Currently, fisher subjectivity has elements of both collectivism and individualism. In fact, 

the individualism has helped to sustain the collectivism in important ways; one of the 

reasons that owners and workers collectively produce and distribute the harvest in a non-

wage relationship is because workers have insisted on independence, mobility, fairness, 

and flexibility in a way that imposes significant constraints to their exploitability and the 

development of enduring hierarchies. Neoliberal discourse has made itself appealing by 

claiming a monopoly on these key criteria of fisher subjectivities, and that monopoly has 

been conceded by alternative economy proponents. It has also represented alternatives as 

backward, pre-capitalist, and therefore undesirable vestiges, essentially claiming that that 
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there is no alternative to a fishing industry centered on accumulation. It remains to be 

seen, though, whether this neoliberal restructuring and its discourse will have the 

“subjective force” (in Brotherton’s words) to alter the ways that fishermen think, feel, 

strategize, imagine, and evaluate their work.  

 Subjectivity is important for my research because all economic theories and 

systems rely on a particular range of economic subjectivities. This is as true of 

neoliberalism—whose supposedly rational, self-interested Homo economicus has been 

heavily criticized over the last few decades—as it is of the class-conscious Marxist 

subject or the egalitarian subject of genuine communism. Specific economic 

subjectivities keep economies going; they help create a social context and shape specific 

actions and decisions in such a way as to make economic practices into the “relative 

permanences” of systems and institutions (Harvey 1996). As such, subject transformation 

is central to socio-economic change, as has been recognized by Gramsci (1971), Foucault 

(2007), Gibson-Graham (2006b), and Gandhi (1960, 1962), among others.  

Before moving on to describe what I found in Medellín, I think it is worth noting 

how my project differs from much of post-structuralist activist theory. Many scholars 

have mined history to determine “how gender or race or sexual preference [or class or 

colonized status or any other axis of oppression] have been produced, and how they may 

be disrupted” by deploying the remnants of agency against the forces of social 

construction (Strozier 2002: 15). My work approaches this problem from a slightly 

different perspective, by examining actual present day efforts to reconstruct subjectivities 

and highlighting the strategies that activists use and the resistances they face. As Gibson-
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Graham write, “a counterhegemonic politics involves dis-identification with the subject 

positions offered by a hegemonic discourse and identification with alternative and 

politically enabling positions” (2006b: 77). In Medellín, I set out to examine how 

barterers are constructing a counter-hegemonic subjectivity, focusing in particular on 

three specific areas that I expected might be significantly altered by barter activism: 

mutuality, ethics and value, and notions of economic resources and capabilities. I 

hypothesized that barter would increase participants’ sense of communal belonging or 

mutuality, that they would begin to conceive of the economy as a space of ethical praxis 

based on interdependence and mutual interest rather than self-interest, that they would re-

orient their sense of value from one based on acquisitiveness to one based on sufficiency, 

and that they would leave barter markets with a greater sense of the wealth of local 

economic resources and less fear of economic scarcity.  

  

The Transformation of Subjectivities in Medellín 

Gabriela’s comments in our workshop provide a good starting point for thinking 

about the features of conventional economic subjectivities that work against the 

construction of a sustained barter system. Many barterers agree with her that it is difficult 

to sustain faith in the barter project and to escape the mindset that “money is the 

ultimate.” In fact, the challenge they face extends beyond faith and consciousness. People 

see money not only as the ultimate path toward well-being, but also as the only path, and 

the necessity of operating in a monetary economy have made it impossible to think about 

value without using money as a central referent. As barterers say, “we are metalizado” 
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(metalized: referring to metal coins), “always thinking in terms of money.” Even in barter 

markets, where people are trying to think about use-value or reciprocal need rather than 

market-based exchange-value, they constantly convert back and forth, calculating and 

comparing items based on conventional market prices. As one barterer told me, “to make 

it work, you need people to open up… and not think only about ‘the zeros’” (the string of 

zeros on each peso bill).  

What makes it so difficult to adopt this non-metalized mindset is that assessing 

value is not simply a conscious, mathematical activity; it is a deeply engrained 

disposition that is connected to cultural preferences for accumulation and beliefs about 

economic competition. Barterers and outside observers constantly referred to the 

difficulty of teaching solidarity to avaricious and hyper-competitive Paisas. “Our paisa 

culture is so strong. It’s all about ‘being on top of the other’ [estar encima del otro] and 

wanting to ‘get ahead and screw the others if they let you’ [seguir adelante y tumbar los 

otros si se dejan].” They explain these cultural traits either through racist genealogies that 

link paisas to lost Jewish tribes, or to the history of Antioqueño colonization. The lawless 

frontier created a different type of “spirit of capitalism”: a rugged individualism and 

devil-may-care entrepreneurialism without ethical restraints. As Gabriela said, discussing 

the region’s past and the forces of patriarchy and Catholicism, “We have a really narrow 

view in this life. This is the legacy of our grandparents, and it’s what we have to clean up. 

This story of money managed to damage our souls.” What is important for my purpose is 

not whether these historical narratives are true, but that they are believed, taken on as part 
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of people’s identities and the way that they interpret others, and how these values gain 

staying power today.  

These cultural traits carry such force because they are tied to very intimate 

notions of status, prestige, morality, well-being, and identity. Throughout my fieldwork, 

barterers explained the common perception that only the most hopeless and destitute 

people must stoop to trading away their possessions. Though newspapers are littered with 

ads for wealthy people looking to trade land and expensive trucks, barter is conceptually 

linked to poverty and, therefore, to questionable morality. A good and decent person 

doesn’t wear someone else’s clothing. When rent comes due, it is not just an economic 

matter, but a question of appropriate masculinity, of supporting the family and being seen 

as a responsible father. Responsible fathers, valued workers, good, clean, decent people: 

they all conduct their affairs in the modern, formal, cash economy. Using money marks 

them as responsible and the ability to make money signifies their worth. The same 

perspective is replicated on the national scale, where a monetized, growth-oriented 

economy marks Colombia and Colombians as modern, rational, and worthy of 

international respect.  

A large part of barterers’ project is to denaturalize these assumptions. It is not 

surprising, therefore, that they often celebrate children as exemplary. They are less 

“metalizado,” less “contaminated” by social ideals, and more capable of thinking freely 

about use-value and enjoyment. In barter fairs, children are often seen as more creative 

and dynamic than adults. Their ability to quickly identify what they really want, and to 

trade creatively in order to get it, regardless of its conventional price, is held out as a 
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model for many adults. Santiago, who often brings his daughter to barter fairs, can share 

a different perspective on how much children also have to learn to barter, but this general 

enthusiasm for the freedom of youth draws attention to the many ways that adults 

develop social inhibitions. In large part, the shaming, social pressures, and informal and 

formal teaching surrounding barter all contribute to the correct training of barterers. In 

what follows, I describe their efforts to challenge dominant subjectivities and cultural 

norms in a relatively chronological manner, beginning with the ways they reframe the 

economy in introductory lectures and presentations about barter, then focusing on the 

lessons conveyed through barter simulations and first-time barter experiences, and finally 

examining the intended and unintended subjective changes experienced by long-term 

barterers.  

 

Reframing the Economy 

Barter activists try to transform subjectivities primarily by targeting 

consciousness. They call attention to inequality and suffering in the conventional 

economy and reframe these not as incidental epiphenomena or symptoms of capitalist 

under-development, but rather as integral to the very structure of the monetary/capitalist 

economy. In order to avoid a critique that is paralyzing, however, they also ask people to 

think differently about the whole purpose of an economy, the nature of our needs and 

wants, and a broader set of possibilities for meeting those. Luis Alberto’s very polished 

presentation to an all-girls’ Catholic school illustrates this approach:  

Paola, one of the teachers, welcomed all of the girls to the auditorium, asking 
them to move up to the front so that we didn’t have to yell, and it was your typical 
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high school scene. The girls appeared tired or lazy or unenthusiastic and didn’t 
want to move. They didn’t seem to want to pay attention and were eager to talk 
among themselves. She welcomed the girls and explained that this activity was 
taking place as part of the 5th Día de Emprendedoras [Entrepreneurs’ Day]. The 
goal of these events was not just to learn how to become business people. It was 
to get us all to use our imagination, to be creative and innovative, to have dreams, 
and to get rid of those obstacles that sometimes get in the way of our creativity. 
“To be entrepreneurs… isn’t just to be in a firm.” That’s why we’re doing barter 
this year, so that we can really be creative. The theme is “Bartering and trading, 
our present goes changing.” [Trocando y truequeando nuestro presente va 
cambiando.] These activities are conversation starters [“actividades abrebocas”]. 
“The goal is to provoke dreams.” Paola was clearly more accustomed to high 
school girls than I; she was unfazed by the fact that three-quarters of the girls 
talked through her introduction.  

Luis Alberto took the mic and thanked everyone for coming. He 
emphasized that this is a very small city but there are so many projects that people 
just don’t know about, and so he is excited to come and share one of these 
projects. “I’m going to talk about an issue that determines the lives of the majority 
of people in the world,” he began. “I’m going to talk about money.” The girls 
were quite a bit quieter now, paying more attention to the guest than their teacher. 
We already know, continued JJC, that with money we can get whatever we want, 
but without money we’ll have nothing. We’ll have no food, no home, nothing. 
And for a lot of us, this means that we don’t live very happily because we don’t 
have enough money for the things that we need. But what I want to show you is 
that it’s possible to live “happier and with more dignity.” How can we do that? By 
trading.  

He asked the girls, “What types of things can we trade?” We can trade all 
sorts of things, replied one, and another added that we can trade knowledge. And 
responding to Luis Alberto’s prompt, they said that this means that they can 
acquire things without money. He elaborated: products, services, and knowledge. 
We say that these are the things that are necessary to live happily and with 
dignity, and to meet all of our needs. And we can trade for them.  

How are things in the world today? If we don’t have money, we almost 
don’t even leave the house. Isn’t that right? Who likes to go out if they don’t have 
money, at least a few hundred pesos in their pocket, enough for bus fare or a cup 
of coffee or an ice cream? Students nod. It’s that without money our value is 
reduced, just because of this little piece of paper. This makes us feel alone and 
without direction. Haven’t you heard the popular phrase “without money you’re 
worth nothing”? A couple of no’s. Well, you’re unique. For a lot of people that’s 
what it’s like.  

But what’s the goal of money? What’s the purpose of those little pieces of 
paper? The girls respond that it allows us to get the things that we need, and 
another girl answers that it’s to take care of our needs. Luis Alberto says that’s all 
true, but that we can also think of it in a broader sense, that it’s to give us security. 
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Just thinking about money we start to smile, right? And when you think of an 
orange? Several girls laugh and one responds “No.” No, not so much. But really 
it’s not the money that we need. It’s not that piece of paper. It’s what that money 
allows us to get.  

And what do we have to do to get money? Response: work. That’s right. 
We have to work, work, work. But the problem is that there’s not always enough 
work, especially right now. How many of you have family members who are out 
of work right now? [About a third raise their hands, somewhat tentatively.] So 
few? Well, you all are lucky. There are about 100,000 families right now in 
Medellín who don’t have public services because they don’t have the money to 
pay. And did you hear the story of those three kids who died? Yeses and nos. 
Three little kids died this weekend because they didn’t have electricity and their 
stove fire got out of control while their parents were out looking for work. They 
were desperate because they had to find money no matter how they could, and so 
they left the kids at home alone.  

So this thing called money is so important in our lives, but where does 
money come from? From work. But who creates it? Silence. Businesses? Or the 
government? Or us? A girl in the back mutters, “the banks” and the responses 
gradually works its way up to the front. That’s right, says Luis Alberto, the banks. 
Very good. It looks like the banks create money. They give us money. And in 
effect it is the banks that do it, through the Bank of the Republic.  

But it’s more and more common for people to get less and less money. So 
we started to think about this and to think about how people survive when they 
don’t have money. Because everyday there’s less money available right? Several 
yeses. But money is a new thing. We only have about 300 years of history with 
money, and we have, well, we have been in the Americas for thousands of years. 
So we’ve had a lot more time without money than with money. So a group of us 
started to think about how people met their necessities without money. And that’s 
where barter came up. And it’s not just here, it’s in a lot of parts of the world. 
There are more than 100 countries where people are trying to live without money, 
because it’s getting increasingly difficult to live with it. And because every day 
money gets us less.  

So how do we satisfy our needs in some other way? Well, we trade. The 
doctor needs a mechanic right? And the mechanic needs a baker? And the banker 
needs a professor. Just like this, by working together, it’s possible to find all of 
the things we need. There’s nothing new about this, right? The other thing is that 
this comes from here. Barter is something that’s right here, in our past. A long 
time ago, some people were nomads and some people were… [he pauses to allow 
the students to fill in the blank]. Sedentary, someone says. Right, sedentary. And 
there were people who had gold and people who had salt and people who had 
other things and the nomads would travel around and trade things from one region 
to another. This is something from here, from our ancestors.  

Have any of you done some kind of barter? I bet you have. Students chime 
in: bags, cell phones, music, books. Luis Alberto asks them to elaborate on when 
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and what they’ve traded, and with whom. He then says, and what about this? I’m 
going to tell you a story about when I was a kid. My parents went out and worked 
to make money and me and my brothers and sisters stayed home to take care of 
the house and clean and make sure everything was okay, and in exchange our 
parents fed us and took care of us. That’s a kind of barter, too, right? So you see 
that it’s something that we do all the time. 

With that, Luis Alberto introduced the video that he had brought, which 
we wanted to show so the girls could see examples of specific projects right here 
in our little city, and also from other places like Argentina. At the end of the 
movie, Luis Alberto said, Okay, so you have seen examples from right here now. 
But this movie was from 1992. The possibilities have only grown since then. This 
past year, with the book exchange [that they saw part of in the video], barter took 
place in 63 places around the country.  

Do you think something like this is possible here? All respond, in the flat 
voice typical of students in an assembly: Yeeeeees. That’s the proposal for 
tomorrow. Between 9:30 and 11 we’re going to make it happen. You’re all going 
to bring products to trade and you’re going to set up your own barter fair with all 
of the other girls. Some students perk up and seem more interested. What types of 
things do you think you might bring? Bracelets, necklaces, bags, stuffed animals, 
shirts, makeup. Do you think you might participate? They respond positively, 
with more excitement this time. 

 

 Luis Alberto’s discussion tells us a lot about how barter is framed and what types 

of conceptual and subjective resistances barter organizers anticipate. He acknowledges 

that money is tremendously important in everyday life, thereby pre-empting critiques that 

barter fails to acknowledge the power of money. But he then immediately ties money to 

unhappiness. Although it is our go-to tool for meeting our needs, it’s not working. So 

many people live with inadequate money and suffer as a result, causing feelings of 

personal inadequacy and even death. The problem is that we are confusing means and 

ends—searching for money when what we really want is satisfaction. Fortunately, it 

doesn’t have to be this way. Money is just a social construct. We created it fairly recently 

(or it was imposed on us by colonizers), and we don’t have to look far into the past to 

find a solution: barter. Barter can help us re-focus on meeting our needs. It can cut out the 
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middleman of money, and at the same time address the artificial scarcity that we find in 

the conventional market, the lack of jobs despite an abundance of needs and skills. Barter 

is a life raft for the people who are left behind by the monetary economy, and it is a 

comforting remedy to those feelings of insecurity that we experience when we are cash 

poor. With barter, we don’t have to be poor anymore, materially or symbolically. What’s 

more, barter is simple. We’ve been doing it all along without even realizing it, and we 

can easily envision how it could grow. Most importantly, although it comes from our 

indigenous past, barter is modern and cosmopolitan. People around the world are 

bartering, from Colombia and Argentina to New York and Japan. It is not a return to the 

past, but a revitalization of purer, more natural traditions that are necessary in the present.  

This rhetorical style is common to most talks about barter. Inverting conventional 

economic histories, organizers represent barter as a solution the problems of money. They 

ask their audience to think about the deeper purpose of the economy—needs, desires, 

fulfillment, happiness—and to internalize the psychological and socio-economic 

“externalities” of contemporary capitalism. In this way, they seek to channel people’s 

emotional discomfort and sense of injustice toward belief in a real, viable alternative. To 

make this stick, they try to quickly dismiss arguments about progress and modernity.  

 In more advanced educational programs—like the series of barter trainings that 

we did as part of the Solidarity Economy School (SES)—organizers try to reinforce each 

of these points in more detail. Because the SES workshops were the most extensive barter 

trainings to date, and because they were geared toward training barter organizers as well 

as barterers, they don’t perfectly represent the typical barter training. However, their 
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content reveals some of the organizers’ main strategies and concerns. A large amount of 

time was devoted to showcasing alternative economy experiences from around the 

world—primarily through online videos—as a way of convincing people that Medellín’s 

barter systems are feasible and can grow to be even more important than they are right 

now. We also tried to connect this with participants’ own needs and abilities through 

activities and discussions that explored synergies among group members. After this, we 

spent a lot of time discussing what an economy should provide and how money gets in 

the way of satisfying needs and promoting inclusion. A long lecture and follow-up 

activities about the history of money and trade reveal organizers’ sense that it is not 

enough for people to barter simply because they enjoy it; their barter practice should be 

tied to a critical consciousness. The second half of the workshops focused mostly on 

building participants’ capacities as barter organizers able to promote and plan markets, 

resolve problems as they arise, and contribute to the broader effort to expand barter 

around the city.  

Barter trainings also provide people with new concepts and a new language to 

discuss the economy. Some of these are technical terms—Factor C (a way of thinking 

about community as one of the factors of production), facilitators, direct barter versus 

multi-reciprocal barter—but others are meant primarily to change people’s thinking. One 

of the organizers constantly emphasizes that barterers do not buy and sell, but rather trade 

and acquire. Like Sapir and Whorf, he believes that language shapes thought and action, 

and that consistently re-emphasizing the difference between barter and conventional 

economic practice through the careful use of terms will help to actually make barter 
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different. This is similar to Gibson-Graham’s insistence that a politics of language can 

support collective action for non-capitalism. A central pillar of their post-capitalist 

politics is to develop an economic language that challenges the centrality of capitalism 

and simultaneously offers an alternative way of thinking about community-embedded 

economies. Through their careful use of terms, barterers are doing something quite 

similar.  

Barterers’ emphasis on use-value (which I described in Chapter 5) demonstrates 

how language can affect material practice and social relations. While people in Medellín 

seek usefulness in most of their economic transactions, use-value’s opposition to 

exchange-value expands its full significance beyond the simple question of utility. Use-

value stands outside of and opposed to the evaluative frameworks of the conventional 

economy. While I obviously cannot study the counterfactual scenario of how barter 

would have worked if people had not focused on the idea of use-value, the frequency 

with which this term is used to describe barter suggests that it is a particularly important 

tool for defining barter and distinguishing it from the conventional economy. Introducing 

the language of use-value into barter systems therefore has three effects: it offers a way 

of evaluating the usefulness of any given trade, it offers a referent for evaluating the 

morality of any given barterer, and it provides a way of describing (and therefore creating 

and reinforcing) a collective identity of barterers (as the people who focus on use-value 

and eschew exchange-value).  

 Another important element of these trainings—and of the language of barter—is 

to introduce an ideal barter subject: the prosumer. This term came to Medellín from the 
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U.S.-based futurist cum academic Alvin Toffler by way of the Argentine barter networks. 

Toffler sees the prosumer as the new historical agent, a harbinger of “an awesome 

change… that will transform even the role of the market itself in our lives and in the 

world system” (Toffler 1989: 267). The modern market economy and the economic 

science that has developed around it presume the separation of production and 

consumption, but, Toffler argues, millions of people are beginning to recognize and 

celebrate the non-commodified work that they do on a daily basis to support their 

households, giving rise to a new do-it-yourself movement that necessarily changes values 

and will have reverberations in the capitalist market system. At the same time, 

corporations are blurring the same boundary through new cyber- and production 

technologies that draw consumers into the production process, giving them the power of 

“mass customization.” Toffler imagines these tendencies, along with other similar 

currents of knowledge decentralization and prosumerism, as generating a new, more 

liberating society.  

 Medellín’s barterers—who I suspect have never read Toffler directly—are more 

attracted to the do-it-yourselfers than the “active consumers” creatively networked with 

capitalist firms. They see the prosumer as a protagonist, someone who rejects the model 

of consumption as a passive activity de-linked from production, facilitated only by wage 

labor, and manipulated by the corporate construction of desire. Instead, they seek to 

broaden their role as self-managing producers. Where Toffler’s do-it-yourselfers were 

prosuming at an individual or household level by meeting their own needs, barter markets 

give prosumerism a wider social context: it also becomes production for mutual 
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enrichment with other prosumers. As we saw in my description of the emerging ethics of 

barter, their practice is simultaneously organized around the individual and the 

community. You must produce and contribute in order to consume. By combining 

production and consumption in this way, they hope to restrict the space for corporate 

intervention and profit while also building the power of the grassroots.  

 In Medellín, then, the image of the prosumer is used to establish an ideal of 

individuals who are linked in a broader economic community. Orienting the economy 

around a collective referent in this way is actually quite a significant shift. We are 

accustomed to thinking of economic collectives—that is what we do when we speak of 

the GDP or the health of the national economy, for example—but these are typically 

abstract collectives, groups that we do not know and cannot visualize. Outside of our 

families and, occasionally, a small business, there are few human-scale economic 

collectives that we interact with. Medellín’s barter systems change that by embedding 

traders in a small, intimate group and putting them face-to-face with their economic 

interdependence.  

 Taken together, these barter presentations and trainings can be seen quite literally 

as “moral and intellectual leadership” that aims to identify the contradictions of the 

existing social configuration, to mobilize a constituency in favor of a different ordering of 

social and economic affairs, and to instill in that constituency the faith that they have the 

capacity to create something new and desirable. Barter organizers attempt to tap into deep 

concerns—such as well-being rather than money—and to re-orient the economy around 

these primal issues. An alternative language focused on trading rather than selling, use-
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value as opposed to exchange-value, and the figure of the prosumer provides tools that 

are meant to emphasize the barter difference and prevent slippage back into conventional 

economic mentalities and values. These tools are imperfect, though. It is difficult for 

people to vigilantly retrain their speech and claim new identities grounded in their 

livelihoods and social relations. The trainings also serve a very practical purpose: they 

ensure that the people who continue with barter are actually going to like it and make it a 

part of their lives. This is critical for barter systems, whose health depends on active 

engagement by traders. 

 

Initial Barter Experiences 

 Most people who sit through presentations about barter are guardedly optimistic. 

The barter story is a good one. Activists’ reframing of the economy connects to basic 

values of justice and contentment, and their presentations usually detail concrete practices 

that have been pilot tested. But the barter story is also challenging. It suggests a society 

so different from the present, and with such different ways of valuing both things and 

people, that many audience members aren’t sure what to think. Barter seems antiquated 

in a world still sold on the idea of progress, and it inverts notions of wealth and poverty 

in a way that feels troubling. Worst of all, something so unusual hints at a scam; people 

often wonder “what’s the scam here,” “who is making money off of this,” or (less 

cynically) “will it really work?”  

Julio described these types of “resistance” in the early days of the Pajarito local 

exchange system. When they first introduced the idea of barter it didn’t take off “because 
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it was new, because the monetary system already has so much power but these 

alternatives are unknown. People didn’t trust that it would work, and so at first we 

weren’t able to start.” They carried on with other types of community-building activities 

and reintroduced barter a year later. People still weren’t certain, but they were willing to 

experiment.  We even motivated campesinos to bring fruits and vegetables, Julio said, but 

at the beginning people still didn’t believe in it. They didn’t trust it and they would make 

jokes like, “I don’t want to buy the clothes of some dead man.” Used clothing seemed 

dirty, like a marker of poverty. But we tried it, we started small, and then after a while 

when they saw it working, everybody really got into it. The change was incredible. You 

would meet people on the street and they’d say, “Oh, I got this shirt at the Bazar.” And 

then someone else would say, “I got these pants at the Bazar, too,” and they would all 

laugh about it. People became accustomed to wearing used clothing. And that’s great 

because “the use-value is extended for a longer time.” But it wasn’t just clothing. We also 

had appliances, books, music, vegetables. Eventually, “the bazaars filled with people 

because it was a spectacle.” In one day at the bazaars we would go and trade the 

equivalent of 1.5 million pesos.  

In order to get to that point, though, a series of resistances had to be overcome. 

These began with a basic issue of trust in an alternative and the people who proposed it, 

but it extended to other, more subtle aspects of people’s subjectivities: their eagerness to 

engage with neighbors, their self-identification as contributing members of an active 

community, and very basic notions of poverty and well-being. The suspicion of used 

clothing is not to be taken for granted; it signals a broader regime of self-care and self-
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presentation that is based on notions of poverty, cleanliness, and morality. That people 

began to wear used clothing in public—and especially that they openly declared that they 

were doing so—shows a denaturalization of the criteria of social evaluation and a 

willingness to buck conventions, to take the risk of being different. Barter alone surely 

did not fill people with the self-confidence necessary to take these risks, but it did provide 

a space, time, community, and socio-material practice within which this was possible. 

The Pajarito experience is not unique in this regard.  

Talking about a different economy is only one aspect of the barter project; 

practice is also a key for opening minds and changing subjectivities. Barter organizers 

insist that you cannot simply go into a community and advertise a barter market and just 

do it. You have to work through “previas” (preparatory activities), usually a talk that 

introduces people to the idea of barter and a short simulation of how barter works. It took 

a long time before I understood the need for previas. People were clearly intelligent 

enough to grasp the idea of barter without extensive training, so activists’ insistence that 

we dedicate large amounts of resources to organizing, planning, and conducting these 

previas seemed like little more than a self-imposed limitation. I kept wondering if we 

wouldn’t achieve more by skipping the previas and dedicating our limited time to 

organizing stronger markets. I am still not sure which strategy would be most efficient, 

but I now understand that the previas are less about teaching the way barter works and 

more about creating an opportunity for people to learn about alternative economies in an 

embodied, experiential manner and to actually feel the barter difference.  
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 Returning to the all girls’ Catholic school, we can see a bit more about how barter 

organizers aim to use both discourse and practice to shift subjectivities. In provoking 

dreams through the Entrepreneurial Day, it was important for the girls to actually do 

barter, and equally important for them to organize their own fair. This taught them that 

they had the power—and, in this context, the responsibility to their community—to help 

plan a major event. It also forced them to think through what they wanted the barter fair 

to achieve. Because they were learning about Colombia’s indigenous past, they decided 

to use a metaphor of indigenous people to organize their fair. To organize the flow of 

products, they divided the school into “sedentary people” and “nomads”. The sedentary 

girls stood at tables with their products and the nomads wandered around to trade theirs. 

The barter fair wound through the schoolyard, and was organized as a gradient from the 

lower school to the upper school; they wanted to ensure that each age group would be 

comfortable but also facilitate interaction across ages. The products were surprisingly 

consistent throughout the fair. There were more stuffed animals and dolls at the lower 

school and perhaps more books at the upper school, but jewelry and makeup made up the 

majority of products in both places. Pedagogical materials evoked the least excitement, 

but by the end of the hour of trading, nearly all of the several hundred products had 

exchanged hands. Only one group of students offered services—a trio of very young girls 

who advertised that they could provide math and English tutoring, leading to a fun 

exchange in which they pretended to teach me English while I read them a bilingual 

children’s book.  
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I didn’t interview any of the girls and therefore cannot provide details on what 

they learned, but the sheer fun and excitement that the girls exhibited is part of the 

intended lesson of these “demonstrative” barter fairs. I think I saw more smiles in that 

schoolyard than I did at any other time in Colombia. The fair was packed with girls and 

loud with conversation and laughter. Of course there was some cliquishness, but the level 

of interaction across age groups surprised me. The teachers jumped in as well, trading 

their own products and helping the more timid students get involved. And when students 

completed a trade, they would often run to their friends or their teachers to show off what 

they had acquired. As the fair went on, small groups of girls split off to the corners to 

play with their dolls or games, or to show one another their new jewelry. The slogan 

painted on one of their banners—“Barter: a just market where you also find hugs and 

laughter”—proved accurate. 

Fun rarely figures prominently in revolutionary strategy, but it is integral to 

barter. It took a while for this serious academic to understand the point, but fun is both 

means and end. As a means, the fun in barter fairs is supposed to hold people’s attention 

long enough that they begin to think about the politics of the economy. It helps counter 

the perceived monotony of the conventional economy and is a sensorial element of the 

claim that the economy can do more, that it can also serve as a means of social 

connection and personal fulfillment. Fun is meant to shift new barterers’ practical and 

conceptual orientation by shaking them out of their habitual economic stance, their 

guardedness and wariness of being taken advantage of, and their harried fretting about the 

bottom line. In this sense, the fun in barter fairs is meant to create what Connolly calls 
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“fugitive energies,” or what Gibson-Graham refer to as “momentary eruptions that break 

familiar patterns of feeling and behavior and offer glimmers of possibility” (2006b: 51). 

Barter organizers don’t always manage to create such a profound emotional shift, and 

they don’t always manage to harness it as a basis for politicizing the economy, but their 

goals are clear even if unspoken. Finally, fun is important because barter markets are not 

as materially beneficial as organizers would like, so they need the pleasure of barter to 

compensate for its material shortcomings.  

Demonstrative barter fairs don’t just combat initial resistance and spark a change 

of affect; they also give participants a chance to learn how it actually feels to be a 

barterer, what types of affective and mental blocks might get in the way of their full 

participation, and what a more developed barter system might contribute to them 

economically. During one of our sessions at the School for Solidarity Economy, we ran a 

barter simulation. On numerous occasions we had debated whether to run this simulation 

through direct barter or with facilitators. Direct barter would have been simpler, but 

facilitators enabled more dynamism and better represented actually existing barter 

systems. On the other hand, as I have mentioned, the main model for using facilitators 

seemed overly centralized and split the identity of the prosumer. After some research, I 

suggested a hybrid model in which the organizers acquire a portion of the products (say 

30 percent of each person’s products) as a way of introducing a small amount of currency 

into the market, but the prosumers retain control over the majority of their products. 

Then, as the trading begins to slow, the organizers offer these products back to their 

producers or to all of the traders as a way of re-stimulating the market and bringing all of 
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the currency back into the central bank. Just prior to the barter simulation, we agreed to 

try this model, but the two people managing the simulation weren’t on the same page 

about how it would proceed. Instead of re-introducing their products during the fair, the 

organizers waited until trading was complete, when some people “were left up in the air” 

with a bunch of facilitators but nothing to trade them for. They then auctioned off their 

cache.  

Despite the organizers’ administrative shortcomings—sadly ironic ones, 

considering that we were running this barter organizer training program—this was one of 

the most impressive barter simulations I had seen. The participants, who had seen barter 

films and discussed the basic goals, strategies, and downfalls of barter systems at our 

previous workshops, fully assumed the challenge of bringing goods to trade. They arrived 

with an impressive array of products produced by their own micro-businesses (pens and 

notebooks by a man who runs a print shop, an all-purpose cleaner made of local agave 

plants, candied peanuts, bead jewelry, woven hats, homemade toys, chocolates, and 

marmalades), harvested from their homes or neighborhoods (citrus fruits and ornamental 

tree saplings), and a wide range of quality used goods (tools, clothing, home décor items, 

a printer, and a selection of fiction and non-fiction books including the city-funded 

publication of the play, An Animal Lover’s Guide for the Trotskyite Worker).  

The fair started slowly, but once we organizers set an example with our trades, 

others started to follow suit. Some participants whizzed around the circle of tables and 

chairs that comprised our market, wheeling and dealing. One woman set up a head 

massage station and had a steady stream of customers. But not everybody felt so 
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comfortable. One man particularly stood out. The energy of the market seemed unsettling 

to him, and he was reluctant to strike up conversations, make offers on products, or 

negotiate the value of his own. Unfortunately, he didn’t have a good day of trading. He 

decided from the beginning that he wanted the printer, which went into the organizers’ 

cache, and he saved up his facilitators so he could acquire it. Because the printer never re-

entered the market until the final auction however, and because he was outbid, he ended 

up both without a printer and with a large stack of facilitators and nothing to trade them 

for. By this point, other products that he might have acquired had already found new 

owners. He got stuck with the final batch of unclaimed items—a bunch of used books, 

clothes, and household items that he didn’t want. As we realized what was happening, a 

couple of the organizers began to brainstorm ways to salvage this experience for him. We 

used it as a teaching moment, explaining to the group that permanent barter systems 

resolve this problem by allowing people to acquire things that they don’t want but that 

they can exchange in a future market. But because this does not work in a one-time barter 

event, we decided to fulfill the spirit of barter—that all traders should leave satisfied. One 

of the organizers offered to donate to our unfortunate trader a basket of locally-grown 

foods from her store.  

In this simulation, as one of the participants said during our evaluation session, 

“theory and practice met.” Practicing barter taught them things that could not be 

adequately expressed in words. To some extent, these were practical lessons like how to 

manage facilitators and address problems of fairness and satisfaction on the fly. But the 

biggest take-home lessons had to do with the full significance of barter as a cultural and 
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subjective change, not just an economic one. People were surprised and impressed by 

how capable their own group was, by how many goods and services they could offer one 

another even in this small experiment. Experience shows that this is a key for barter 

organizing. A lot of the resistance that people express in the face of barter is a fear of 

their own incapacity and the inadequacy of their community. But stepping into a strong 

barter market like this can instill a sense of capability, both individual capability as a 

producer and the richness of the economic community, which is essential for constructing 

barter and barterers.  

One of the participants noted that barter is not just trading goods, it’s “an art that 

you don’t learn on the first time.” Another explained that difficulties arose because “we 

bumped up against the culture of barter, which we don’t know yet.” Another participant 

elaborated. She learned that you don’t just need the products, but also the mentality of 

barter. A lot of this is about the mentality, and there is a very strong capitalist mentality 

that we have. In our market, people treated Solidarios (the facilitators we used) as money. 

They focused a lot on them, but not as much on the products in exchange. Later in the 

conversation, a new barter organizer offered an alternative approach: 

Some people hung on to the facilitators because they weren’t sure how to get the 
items that they wanted in the market and they were waiting for the auction at the 
end, and they were left with a bunch of papers in their hand at the end. But it 
doesn’t have to be that way. In my case, when I had interchanged everything that 
I brought, and this happened almost right away, and I had lots of little papers, then 
what was I going to do? That’s when the creativity began and I saw the possibility 
of trading for things that I didn’t need but that I could re-trade for things that I did 
need. I think I learned that there’s not just a use-value and an exchange-value, but 
also a value in exchanging. The exchange brings people together and even 
products that I might not use are useful to me, because I can re-exchange them 
later.  
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Another woman said that she left very satisfied, but that it’s true what people said 

about the mentality and the difficulties. “To deal with the mystery or the drama [of 

barter], it would be good to see it as a game, because if we don’t look at it like that then 

we keep thinking in pesos, we keep thinking in the conventional market.” Her insight 

brings us back to some of the organizers’ goals of making barter fun and freeing, but it 

also raises a tension that is difficult to negotiate. How do you make barter “a game, but a 

serious game,” as one of the organizers always puts it?  

One of the participants said, “I don’t know if this is social capital or what, but 

there was a lot of really nice interaction during the barter.” There were good 

conversations and gifts of Solidarios, and a lot of interaction and smiling. A man who had 

forgotten to bring items to trade agreed. He felt excluded at first, but it gave him a chance 

to sit back and watch the market. That helped him understand how barter works, but it 

also showed him “the mutuality of the market” and the difference between price and use-

value. Like the others, he got to see what it means to take on the economy as your own 

and work through questions of fairness. We then went on to talk about how organizers 

might decide what type of barter to endorse, and why many experienced barterers prefer 

not to use facilitators, which sometimes get in the way of satisfaction.  

As these comments show, people’s first experiences with barter often generate 

quite different orientations to the market than they typically have as consumers. Barter 

urges people to rethink their own capacities, recognize the previously invisible resources 

within their communities, and consider alternative possibilities for meeting needs and 

satisfying desires. It also suggests that the very act of exchange may help build 
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community. Most importantly, the first-hand experience of barter achieves something that 

presentations cannot: it allows people to feel, however partially or ephemerally, what it 

must be like to have a community economy, one that they contribute to and are 

responsible for, and one whose justice outcomes are not given but can be modified.  

These examples from Pajarito, the girls’ school, and the Solidarity Economy 

School show that initial barter experiments certainly don’t provoke a radical 

transformation of subjectivities, but that they are part of a larger process of creating 

openness to change, exposing people to new social and economic possibilities, and 

suggesting other ways of living and of doing the economy. These barter fairs are 

imperfect and challenging, and a small number of participants decide that barter simply 

isn’t for them. Either the experience of trading does not convince them that organizers’ 

promises are genuine, or they feel uncomfortable with the “culture” and “mentality” that 

barter seems to demand. A much larger group thoroughly enjoys their first market 

experience and loves the idea of barter. The thrill of their first trade sticks with them for a 

long time afterwards, as does their curiosity about whether this could become a viable 

economic support for their family. But life gets the better of them and they never return, 

or they do so only sporadically. As organizers, we were often disappointed by such an 

outcome, but it is not an unambiguous failure. The idea of barter circulates, the memory 

of actually practicing an alternative economy lingers, and the taken-for-grantedness of the 

conventional economy dissipates a bit.  

For a small group of first-time barterers, though, the experience resonates so 

deeply with their suspicions about the conventional economy and their hopes that 
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economic practice can be different, that they return over and over again. The particular 

points of resonances vary—and this is precisely where the biographical aspect of 

subjectivities and subjective change comes into play. Some like barter because it 

rekindles fond memories of their grandparents’ days, others are attracted to the promise 

of new social connections or increased control over their own life and work, and still 

others hope it can facilitate a more ecologically sustainable economy. Many of these 

long-term barterers report that they were strange in one way or another—they were never 

interested in fancy brand names, they have always liked the pragmatism of re-using 

clothes, they want to get away from the chemicals in commercial products, or economic 

competition never sat well with them—and they like barter because it accommodates this 

strangeness. In short, this group already expressed unconventional subjectivities, and they 

adopted barter because it seemed to provide a material and social system within which 

they could express and deepen their difference from the conventional economic 

subjectivity. Not surprisingly, it is in this group that we see the most subjective change, 

and it so them that I turn next. 

 

Becoming Prosumers and Post-Materialists: The Experiences of Long-Term Barterers 

 The experience of Medellín’s frequent barterers shows how complex subject 

formation is. In this discussion, I want to highlight three simultaneous processes: barter 

attracts people who are willing to deviate from their typical economic subjectivities, it is 

a tool they use to shape that deviation intentionally, and it structures economic action in 

such a way that affects subjectivities even beyond their intent. Diego was particularly 
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eloquent about the personal changes that have accompanied his barter practice. You may 

remember that he owned and operated a successful restaurant with his brother, but found 

that the demands and pace of restaurant management were not fulfilling. With the 

business, Diego told me, I was working day and night and was never able to rest. To get 

out of this I went into the rebusque, selling juices and making money through whatever 

odd jobs I could. The whole time I was asking myself, “what other way is there to live 

without being a slave?” I was looking for whatever options I could find, and in barter I’ve 

found a solution. The great thing is that it’s a way to go ahead and create a way of life 

without enslaving yourself.  

Barter was not new to Diego at this point. He had bartered as part of his business 

and informally when selling juices on the street, but this was the first formal, organized 

barter system that he had participated in and it made him think differently. The idea of 

the prosumer was especially provocative: for the first time he contemplated not just of 

offering used products through barter, but also producing especially for barter. Suddenly, 

barter seemed like it could form a larger economic system. What people don’t see and 

don’t value, he says, is that these are the spaces in which micro-businesses are created, 

and the people themselves are in charge of them and in the future they’ll be the really rich 

ones. Not just rich in economic ways. The most important is to live how you want to 

without being enslaved.  

 Diego was looking for something different. He had lost his fascination with fast-

paced city life and material wealth that comes only at the expense of personal fulfillment 

and freedom, and he decided to make some radical changes. He and his brother invested 
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in a piece of land in the country, began to set up a house and cabins there, planted a 

garden and experimented with homemade products, and began to build a more liberated 

life. Barter was not a magic bullet that freed him from slavery, but in barter Diego found 

a social and economic institution that supported the broader transformations that he was 

seeking. By providing him access to food, clothing, and a host of materials for his rental 

cabins, barter resolved some of the material difficulties that would otherwise have 

constrained his project of self-liberation. And by embedding him in a community with 

other people who were also willing and, in some cases, eager to challenge social norms, it 

resolved some of the social and psychological impediments to his project for 

transformation. As Santiago puts it, “If I am one person doing this on my own, then I’m 

just a loco. But if there are thirty of us, we’re not so crazy anymore. Now it’s really 

something to be taken seriously.”  

 What is interesting, though, is that barter markets make their own demands. Diego 

echoed the words of many barterers when he explained that, in the barter market, you 

have to be more open, more loose and willing, in the sense that if you go and you receive 

these facilitators, you have to be willing to keep moving and keep trading. Because you 

can’t find everything you might hope for at the market, you have to be less demanding of 

specific things and more open. Your eating habits start to change. The things you acquire 

start to change. If a book comes and it’s a book that I don’t want, I’m willing to take it, 

because if I’m closed to that kind of thing then there’s not going to be movement through 

the system. You have to “take the risk of learning about and trying new things” and this is 

“a problem that [barter] has faced because not everybody has this disposition.” You have 
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to think, I’m going to try something new. You can’t always be thinking, I don’t want this, 

I want that other things. It’s not like going to the Éxito [grocery store]. But that doesn’t 

mean it’s not useful. There are also a lot of re-used things: clothes, books. All of my 

clothes come from barter. And my music, books, things for the cabins. Lights, plates, 

carpets.”  

In other words, barter demands a different orientation to desire, expectations, and 

to the temporal horizons of economic life. Diego said that it works for patient people, 

people who are not in a hurry, who are okay acquiring things little by little. This is for 

people with a certain austerity, who want to live with calm and not get mixed up in 

luxuries. Barter is like an exercise, he continued. It’s like trying to figure out how to free 

ourselves and enjoy. You can’t come and think that you’re only going to live from this. 

Many people come and they think that barter is going to solve everything, but it’s not. It’s 

only going to help with your spirit, and with things too. But deep down, it’s about other 

types of benefits. When I go there, I’m going to enrich my life. If you go with the 

expectation that you’re going to find everything then it’s not going to work. You get rich 

in other ways: socially, spiritually. And then maybe on the economic level as well, like 

with the wines that I learned to make.  

It also opens lots of creative opportunities. It’s also important for the 

environment, because when one becomes more free then you become more sensitive, you 

begin to slow down, to stop, to notice things. It takes away the accelerator. And this 

austerity brings really good things. You don’t eat as much. You don’t spend as much. 

You learn to enjoy each little thing more instead of acquiring more in order to enjoy. And 
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so you value things more. And when there is an abundance you know how to use it, and 

you know how to live responsibly with abundance. Barter seeks out a mid-point. It’s not 

everything or nothing, take care of things or throw them away. You can spend but you 

also have to take care. It’s like being in the city and in nature. It’s a balance.  

Because barter demands such a different orientation to consumption, though, it is 

challenging for many people. Diego says the biggest difficulty is fear. The fear of feeling, 

of feeling new things, of being vulnerable. People want to feel what they’re already 

accustomed to since their childhood. They don’t want to feel new things. They’re afraid 

of change. Barter is for those people who are willing to take a little risk in order to do 

things differently. You have to teach people that fear is small and they can risk it. But 

people don’t like this. If you’re different you’re crazy, your suspect. You can’t feel weird. 

You always have to be good, fine, happy. The state also controls this, trying to make 

everyone be the same, equal, because difference is dangerous. There used to be a lot of 

control, a lot of pressure on people for being different. It’s less now, or it’s different. 

Now it’s not political as much as economic.  

These challenges can also lead to conflicts with family members who don’t 

understand. People have different ideas about barter. Diego has had trouble with his wife 

because she thinks that barter is just a waste of time and that he’s crazy for jumping into 

it. He says, “I think it’s the same with a kid who wants to become independent and is 

searching for other possibilities. Of course the families starts to attack him, asking ‘Why 

are you spending all of your time with those crazy people? Why do you want to exchange 
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things? You should be working in a business or working as a security guard,’ or 

whatever. It can start a really difficult conflict.” 

 Most of the barterers I interviewed support Diego’s claim that the markets 

demand a different orientation to needs, desires, and consumption. Because you can’t get 

anything you want in a barter market, you have to shed the normal consumer mentality 

that is predicated on the transcendence of all limitations. Gabriela put this in 

characteristically metaphysical terms:  

What a shame, but as human beings we still have a long way to go with our inner 
work. We lack consciousness of how impermanent we are because our culture 
teaches us that we are eternal, that we can take advantage of the other. And when 
we realize that we’re not eternal, then suddenly we have to take advantage of the 
little that we have.  

This sense of being eternal, of being boundless and unlimited, is replicated in the 

marketplace, where we increasingly expect the universe of possibilities to be at our 

fingertips. Big box stores and mega-supermarkets feed the sense that only money limits 

our opportunities, and even that is surmountable with easy consumer credit lines. Local 

environmental conditions, the capacities and talents of our neighbors, the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of supply chains, all of these become invisible and intolerable. 

Post-Fordist production through global product chains has given rise to a new type of 

Nietzschian über-consumer bent on demolishing all limitations to consumer power. 

Barter counters this.  

 There are mixed opinions, though, about how barter counters the conventional 

consumer ethic and how much it should do so. While austerity, patience, and respect for 

local constraints may be healthy, all organizers agreed that barter markets should offer a 

wider array of products. To sustain barter, increase its usefulness, and attract new traders, 
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the markets need to offer more. Does this gradual approximation to the conventional 

market alter barter’s subject-changing potential? Does it dull some of barter’s radical 

edge? Carlos Alberto, one of Altamira’s founders, doesn’t think so. He aspires to build a 

national and international barter project that provides access to virtually all of the goods 

and services that people currently enjoy, but that does so outside of the circuits of empire 

and inequality. He is perhaps less impressed by austerity and more interested in 

decreasing the psycho-social power of money and linking barter to a socialist state 

project. Although he has done little to advance this vision, it nonetheless says a lot about 

how he imagines barter.  

 Julio has a very different perspective. Drawing on the insights of the ecological 

economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, he sees small, slow, local-level barter systems as 

a possible solution to the ecological contradictions of capitalism. He explained that 

facilitators may be different from money in many respects, but one thing that they have in 

common is that they speed up exchange, and therefore accelerate production and 

consumption. But the natural world is limited and the laws of thermodynamics simply do 

not allow for the constant expansion of the economy. Instead, he believes, we need barter 

systems that emphasize slowness and smallness. This position challenges not just the 

substance of capitalist production or the social relations it creates, but also the speed and 

scale of capitalism and its refusal to accept the second law of thermodynamics. Any 

barter system that gains speed and scale or that develops a growth imperative threatens to 

recreate these same contradictions. His is the vision that most attracted me to barter, but it 

is a stretch for many traders.  
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The long-time barterers internalize, through practice, many of the lessons that 

organizers are trying to teach in their workshops. One significant change they note is not 

thinking as much about money. This is part of what attracted Carla to barter, and barter 

has provided a way “to think that money isn’t necessary for everything. To look for other 

alternative way of having things [so that] money isn’t always the priority.... The 

important thing is the use it has for me, not the brand or anything else.” Barter gives these 

hopes a material expressions and puts Carla in contact with other people with similar 

interests.  

Gabriela translates this type of change into a more general shift away from 

capitalism. Barter teaches that not everything has to come with bar codes. We basically 

have only capitalist referents, she said, but this shows that every once in a while you can 

pass above this. It makes you less capitalist over time, slowly. I asked what, exactly, 

makes you less capitalist. It’s internal, she responded. People are less ego-centric. We 

inherit this from capitalism, this preoccupation for who earns more. But in the barter 

people learn how to get by without the supermarket. Another big benefit is trust. This 

group turns into a network of people who you can trust, and if someone is part of the 

network, it might be that I barely even know you, but I know that I can trust you. It’s a 

break from this constant looking to generate an income. We’re looking to benefit in other 

ways.  

Barter is not perfect. One of its main failings has been its inability to establish a 

sense of collective responsibility for contributing to and maintaining barter systems. A 

collectivist rhetoric is present, but in practice people still want to be leaders and 
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followers. Long into my fieldwork I realized that a large subset of barterers participate 

not because they want to change the world, but because they want to feel good. Barter is 

one of only a handful of activities each month that they know will feel good and they 

don’t want to turn it into yet another responsibility. These people are not building a 

movement—they are perfectly happy to participate and take advantage of barter while it 

exists, but becoming organizers would make barter into a burden. It would cost more and 

be less fun. And that was never their goal. This highlights one of the big challenges for 

organizers. How can they turn the fun and fulfillment into politics, if that is what they’re 

aiming for? How can they recreate barter organizing so that it too is fun and fulfilling, so 

that it has the same exciting, experimental quality that is reflected in Julio's voice when 

he talks about the experience in Pajarito rather than the self-critical heaviness of so many 

of our meetings? 

 

Conclusion 

 Medellín’s barter organizers seek to create prosumers, cutting out intermediaries 

in the economic process so that production, consumption, and exchange are all controlled 

by individuals and communities rather than distant and abstract forces. They aim to 

decrease competitiveness, increase people’s sense of security and capacity, and generate 

collectives. We definitely see signs of these changes, even at some of the first 

introductions to barter. While many people who attend barter trainings do not go on to 

become barterers, introductory sessions and barter simulations help bolster people’s 

belief that there is an alternative to the status quo, and this seems to work to some degree 
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even when they are not convinced that barter is the right alternative. Consciousness is a 

big part of this, as is a new economic language that can anchor their longing for a 

different and more just economy, but they are only part of the picture. Even among 

organizers, ideological commitment alone does not translate into a lived commitment to 

barter practice. In the end, barter seems to support and to require a more significant 

subjective transformation, one that affects thought and language as well as more subtle 

characteristics like emotional dispositions, habits, systems of evaluation, and desires. 

Practice is critical for generating these types of changes.  

 Barter’s most visible impacts can be seen among people who are already striving 

for a different life. It provides an economic practice and a social network that make it 

easier for people to get further from the norm, to live more extensively outside of the 

conventional economy, and in that way it deepens their non-normative subjectivities and 

aspirations. Barter does not revolutionize unwilling subjects, but it does provide a tool for 

the willing few who strive for a different relationship to the economy. Much like the 

fishers that St Martin describes, barterers must adopt the new subjectivities that barter 

makes available, and they must then work with them, tailor them, and reshape them until 

they fit well. This is no easy task given the material and socio-cultural power of the 

conventional economy, but it is also not impossible. 

 The point of my research is not only to describe what is change, but also to reflect 

on how activists might direct that change more effectively. Barterers identify subjective 

transformation as a key piece of their movement, and they recognize that materiality and 

sociality affect subjectivities, but they rarely strategize around this. Organizers continue 
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to focus on the conscious and moral elements of subjectivities—the things that can be 

targeted in obvious ways at presentations and workshops—and neglect the ways that 

barter practice itself can be manipulated as a way of changing subjectivities. In the next 

chapter, I look in greater depth at this strategic choice and the challenges and 

contradictions of organizing for an alternative economy.  
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CHAPTER 8: BARTER ORGANIZING: STRATEGIES AND 
CONTRADICTIONS IN AN ALTERNATIVE ECONOMY 

  

 

Having reviewed the history and nature of barter organizing in Medellín, its 

socio-economic and subjective effects, and the economic and political context within 

which it arises, I would like to return in this chapter to Luis Alberto’s initial self-critique 

that there are no barter systems in Medellín. If all of the barter organizers recognize 

this—and if one of the few things they agree on is that demonstrative activities, 

workshops, and isolated barter markets are inadequate for building a broader alternative 

economic project—then why do they continue to devote so much energy to these types of 

activities? In this chapter, I focus on organizers’ strategies for building a barter economy 

and maintaining it as a genuine alternative to the conventional state–capitalist economy.  

The full scope of the organizers’ project really hit home while I watched Santiago 

give a presentation about barter organizing. Throughout August and September 2010, I 

worked with five barter activists to lead the Solidarity Economy School’s short course on 

barter systems and community-controlled currencies. Our nine workshops covered the 

history of money and trade, international experiences with alternative currencies, how to 

administer a barter market, and alternative economy project design. Our goal was to 

identify people interested in alternative economies and equip them with the knowledge 

and skills necessary to expand barter effectively across the city. During the fourth 

session, Santiago was explaining how to run a barter system. Participants already had a 

good idea of how barter and local currencies could be used to facilitate local economic 
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transactions, so he wanted to complement this with a general framework for thinking 

about effective and ethical organizing. In terms of ethics, he especially wanted to stress 

the importance of collaboration, communication, and consensus, all of which posed 

constant struggles for our group of organizers. In terms of effective actions, he wanted to 

introduce participants to the range of concrete strategies that had been tried in Medellín in 

the past, as well as pending projects.  

By way of introduction, Santiago put a simple chart on the board to illustrate the 

diversity of tasks that confront any group of barter organizers (Figure 1). He stressed that 

markets are only a small part of the picture. In an ideal system, each market should be 

complemented by regular newsletters that teach people more about barter and alternative 

economies and also provide a listing of all members and their products. Each market 

should also begin with a meeting during which participants and organizers hash out the 

rules and discuss any issues that arise, as well as regular assemblies to work through 

bigger issues and long-term goals. Behind the scenes, all of this should be managed by an 

administrative team of three to twelve people who conduct trainings, manage the finances 

of the group and their facilitators, maintain an institutional history, set norms for ethical 

behavior and product quality, publicize the system, encourage active participation, and 

help new members become practiced barterers.  
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Figure 4: Santiago's schematic overview of the tasks required to administer a barter 
economy. 

As workshop participants questioned Santiago about each of the administrative 

tasks, it occurred to me that the same visual could be used to describe the processes and 

institutions that support the conventional Colombian economy. The conventional 

economy works through a network of physical and virtual markets at which people 

exchange goods, services, knowledge, and money. Their exchanges, however, are shaped 

by beliefs about what the economy should look like and information about who is 

offering particular types of goods and services, and what they are demanding in return. 

Barterers’ newsletters play the same role as business journals, magazines, newspapers, 
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television programs, school books, business directories, and other media of basic 

economic socialization and communication; they are the Economists or Dinero of the 

barter world. The meetings and assemblies of the conventional economy are perhaps less 

clear, but we can imagine much legislative activity as playing this role. Most important, 

though, is the behind-the-scenes coordination and administration of the economy by 

central banks, government regulators, national treasuries, finance ministers, corporate 

conglomerates, marketing agencies, international trade agreement negotiators, and the 

thousands of others who make a living by managing the economy. 

The point of this insight is that every economy—conventional or alternative, 

visible or invisible, hegemonic or counter-hegemonic—is created through constant 

material, social, and cultural strategies and institutional action. The Colombian state–

capitalist economy relies on the daily work of thousands of people from the government, 

business, academic, and civil society sectors, as well as the collaboration of millions of 

other consumers and investors. Barterers are trying to create many of the same 

institutions that undergird the conventional economy, and to re-purpose them in order to 

advance an alternative economic logic and ethics and a new economic system.  

This is a formidable task, and Medellín’s barter organizers have faced numerous 

obstacles. On a very concrete level, the main difficulties have been maintaining 

campesino interest, establishing links along an entire product chain and incorporating raw 

materials into barter processes, resolving transport costs, and maintaining fluid 

communication and collaboration among organizers. Many of the efforts to establish 

barter systems—like much community work—has ended up falling on one or two people 
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rather than becoming collective initiatives. As a result, organizers often end up working 

reactively, spending the majority of their energy conducting or trying to win support for 

small, unarticulated projects rather than developing a larger vision for socio-economic 

transformation or a more fine-grained focus on making alternative exchanges feasible on 

a day-to-day basis. Also, as Julio made clear, there are severe limitations on politicization 

and alliance building in Colombia related not only to contemporary violence but also the 

institutional and cultural legacy of violent political conflict. Barterers are working against 

concerted efforts to “destroy collectives.”  

All of these difficulties need to be taken seriously, but I think that there are other 

dynamics that more directly explain the socio-economic and subjective effects of barter 

and the lack of organizing for barter systems. I suggest that the lack of systematization 

and the limited economic development of barter is best understood as a result of 

organizers’ decisions about how to intervene in the construction a new economy and the 

contradictions that emerge as economic politics meets economic practice and historically 

constituted subjectivities.  

 

Strategies for a New Economy 

During another one of our sessions at the Solidarity Economy School, we asked 

participants to develop their own alternative economy project proposals based on the 

barter and alternative currency projects that we had presented to them. Then, during class, 

they shared their ideas and formed working groups around common interests. We 

encouraged each team to develop a detailed plan for a project that they might actually 
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carry out after the workshops were completed. José, a solidarity economy educator, 

became the center of one of these project teams.  

My project, he explained, is to develop an Internet platform called freebarter.com 
so that people from all over the city can begin to trade with each other. It will be 
geared mostly to small businesses—helping to form a commodity chain so that 
they can access raw materials without paying cash—but individuals will also be 
able to trade, so it will also offer a new market for these businesses. People loved 
the idea. Its use of the internet seemed modern and sophisticated, and it promised 
to expand barter across the city and even to a wealthier pool of barterers. By 
drawing people together across commodity chains, it also promised to 
significantly strengthen barter economies. But not everyone was convinced.  
 
Elisa asked how he would ensure that people would barter properly. You can’t just 
let people go barter however they want. Do people have to sign up to become 
members and go through a series of workshops first to teach them how barter 
works? What kinds of rules will you have to regulate bartering and ensure that 
people don’t abuse the system? It’s great to have a city-wide bartering system, but 
how do we ensure that people don’t take advantage of it? 
 
José leaned his chair back with a confident, troublemaker’s grin. I won’t, he said. 
I’ll just make the platform and let them trade. It’s not my interest to control them. 
They can do what they want with it. If some people want to barter in solidarity, 
they can; if others want to barter like capitalists, they can, too.  
 

José and Elisa were new to barter, but their conversation points to several central 

questions about barter organizing that help frame this chapter. First, their conversation 

underscores the fact that barter economies are purposefully constructed, sometimes 

through carefully developed strategy and sometimes through ad hoc adjustments. Second, 

they highlight two of the main avenues for action, which I refer to as socio-cultural 

activism (the types of moral training that Elisa recommends) and economic activism (the 

more materially-focused market-building that José advocates). These two types of 

activism are not mutually exclusive, of course, but they are distinct. Third, José and Elisa 

are debating something far deeper than strategy. They are questioning what it means for 
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barter to be an alternative and non-capitalist economic project. What type of relationship 

should barter systems and individual participants have with the conventional, capitalist–

monetary economy they seek to challenge? To what extent can concerns for self-interest 

be carried over into the barter economy? And how can organizers control this, or should 

they even try? These questions make barterers’ conventional economic subjectivities a 

key part of barter politics. If socio-cultural activism is going to be one of the main 

avenues for barter politics, what types of subjects do  organizers seek to construct and 

how do these subjects emerge from and/or contradict historically constituted, 

conventional subjectivities? 

The way that barter activists answer these questions fundamentally shapes 

organizing strategies, market design, participant experiences, and the overall social and 

economic impacts of their project, but the answers are not clear cut. In this chapter, I 

focus on three aspects of barter organizing that have a particularly strong bearing on 

barter’s impacts. First, I consider organizers’ decision to focus more on socio-cultural 

than economic activism. I then call attention to an important distinction between the 

ideological resistance of organizers and some participants and the phenomenological 

resistance of the majority of barterers. And finally, I examine the ways that barter 

organizers strive to create barter as a pure, alternative, non-capitalist economy and the 

ways that these goals contradict conventional economic subjectivities oriented around 

economic diversity.  
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How to Intervene in the Economy: Socio-cultural versus Economic Activism 

As I wrote in the introduction, people in Medellín have taken on barter “para que 

cambien.” Economic change and socio-cultural change are seen as inextricably linked: 

each will lead to the other, but each also requires the other. The dilemma that emerges for 

organizers, then, is how to initiate change. If you develop new economic systems but do 

not work on people’s habits and values, is there anyone to enact your new economy? 

Alternatively, if you change people but do not provide a material, economic system 

through which they can express and enact their new selves, will these cultural changes 

last? Given limited time and resources, activists have to choose how to intervene based 

on their best guess about what types of change are possible and which activities will have 

the greatest multiplier effects. These decisions, often made intuitively, have enormous 

implications for the outcomes of their project.  

One of the most notable features of barter organizing in Medellín is a tension 

between social and economic activities. Barter organizers have adopted primarily social 

and cultural strategies and neglected or at times explicitly downplayed the economic 

relevance of barter. For example, only Pajarito was initially conceptualized as an 

economic system; most barter experiments have been designed as markets, events, and 

demonstrative activities intended to open minds and reveal possibilities. Santiago echoes 

the sentiments of many organizers when he says that “barter [the actual activity of 

trading] is just an excuse. It is not a goal in itself, but just a means for getting people 

together, having fun, getting to know each other, and teaching values of respect.” 

Organizers describe their work as a fight against a depraved capitalist culture, an effort to 
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revive pre-Columbian traditions, and a movement to birth a new “culture of solidarity” 

based on values of respect that have been lost, and they dedicate the bulk of their time to 

“education,” “culturalization,” and “sensibilización” to build ethical subjects capable of 

bartering “correctly”. 

Organizers’ calls for cultural change are certainly understandable from an 

anthropological perspective on economies. However, by treating capitalism and non-

capitalist alternatives as primarily cultural phenomena, activists divert attention from the 

material political and economic changes that they seek to create. This has real 

consequences. For example, when Santiago and Olga created an opportunity to partner 

with a large chain of supermarket cooperatives, they immediately celebrated this as an 

important chance to make inroads into the larger cooperative community, where they 

could use barter as a tool for teaching “solidarity economy” values. Until I asked, none of 

the organizers considered how this relationship might be used to strengthen barter 

economies, which is especially surprising because bringing these supermarkets into the 

barter fairs could have significantly expanded the range of useful, basic products in the 

market and thereby sparked renewed interest from campesinos. This shows the extent to 

which organizers have reduced barter to a socio-cultural project to teach values. Ignoring 

the economy of barter in this way threatens to undermine all of the organizers’ goals: 

social, cultural, and economic.  

What explains this contradictory and self-limiting form of action? In part, it 

matches organizers’ goals, which are not purely economic, but there are a number of 

other important factors at play. The power of money—that pesos are necessary to pay 
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utility bills or taxes—partly explains why barter systems are difficult to build, but not 

why organizers downplay their economic benefits or are blind to opportunities to 

strengthen barter economies. To some extent, organizers de-emphasize the economic in 

response to new participants. When new barterers have difficulties adjusting to barter 

transactions (as described in Chapter 5), organizers tend to emphasize the more easily 

recognizable social benefits of the markets. They see the fun and the sociality of the 

market as its main strengths and justify their work by emphasizing those qualities. 

In addition, focusing on cultural change provides activists with a greater sense of 

agency and possibility. Even as they try to sustain a belief that change is possible, they 

imagine the capitalist economy as enormous and extremely resistant to change. By 

contrast, capitalist culture seems small, contained within the individual, limited to their 

values, logics, and behaviors. Even if barterers see that culture as constantly being 

reproduced through the media, schools, and other cultural institutions, it seems more 

mutable than the capitalist economy. Focusing on cultural activism thus shifts their 

project from transforming grand social structures to the far simpler task of training 

individuals in new ways of thinking and being.  

This is an extremely common strategy in Medellín, where the local government 

frequently addresses complex social problems through simplistic cultural “fixes”. 

Addressing the structural (and infrastructural) roots of social problems is difficult, 

controversial, and costly, so when the city has to reform its image as a war zone they 

launch a marketing campaign and build fancy modernist libraries in poor neighborhoods, 

when road congestion and traffic-related deaths peak they encourage people to use their 
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“street smarts” (“inteligencia vial”), and when they want to encourage the solidarity 

economy they pump money into theatrical presentations and school programs that 

emphasize a “solidarity culture.” Socio-cultural activism is cheaper than large-scale 

structural change, it can be implemented piece-meal, and it raises far less controversy. 

Finally, it is important to note that this social/economic tension is also a result of 

my own research design. You will recall that I chose to study barter in Medellín in order 

to examine processes of socio-economic innovation motivated by conviction rather than 

bare necessity. This tension reveals one of the key differences between activism in crisis 

and non-crisis contexts. During economic crises in Argentina, Russia, and Greece, 

activists’ strategies were obvious: they had to deal with short-term economic needs, not 

socio-cultural change. Outside of a crisis, though, activists have the luxury of focusing on 

socio-cultural change. In fact, outside of a crisis organizers need to emphasize the social, 

cultural, and ethical difference of barter in order make compelling argument for why 

people should participate in these unorthodox and sometimes less convenient economies. 

 

People’s Politics: Ideological versus Phenomenological Resistance 

 To understand activism—especially on a project as decentered and 

uninstitutionalized as the barter—we need to look beyond organizers’ strategies to 

examine how other participants conceptualize their work. One of the biggest surprises I 

encountered during my first months of fieldwork was the gulf between organizers’ and 

many participants’ ways of talking about barter. Organizers are aware of and sensitive to 

well-formulated ideological critiques of capitalism and justifications for alternative 
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economies. The old e-newsletter even featured a section called “Economistas 

Inoxidables” (Economists Who Never Rust) to feature the work of like-minded 

economists from around the world. In our interviews, however, most participants 

revealed that they are not bartering primarily out of a socio-political commitment to 

building a different economy. They were not drawn to barter because of its critique of 

capitalism and its transformative possibilities. They came, and they return, quite simply 

because they like it. They barter because it provides a break from constant rebusque (the 

constant search for informal work to make a living), from the rush and jumble of the 

struggle to get by, because it provides an opportunity to slow down, relax, enjoy fresh air, 

and spend time with friends. And as several participants told me, using almost identical 

language, it shows people that they are useful and can produce things that benefit others. 

Their goods, and by extension they, have value. The war and structural violence in 

Medellín, and the indignities of the daily grind, leave people longing for more. For a 

small percentage of the people in the city, the monthly barter fair is this something more.  

 This does not mean, however, that there is no critique and no resistance among 

participants, or that the economy is not politicized. When asked directly, they talk openly 

about the problems of capitalism. At the personal level, however, when “the capitalist 

economy” ceases to be an abstraction, it becomes a set of experiences and feelings. The 

same can be said of barter as an alternative. It is not primarily a socio-political or 

systemic project because it is a personal project, a phenomenological and affective 

resistance against the ways that capitalism and violence structure their everyday lives and 

subjectivities, rub them raw, and make them feel poor or incapable. They are resisting 
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unending exertion, not abstractions like worker alienation and privatized surplus 

appropriation. They are responding to the negative experience of the conventional 

economy by creating a positive experience: a new kind of fun, a new kind of market, and 

new kinds of relationships.  

 There are two important consequences of this type of resistance for efforts to 

strengthen the barter systems. First, participants rarely take an active role in organizing 

barter events. They are largely content with the experience as it is and, even when they 

have complaints, assuming the responsibility of improving these economies would be 

counter-productive. It would turn barter into more work and less fun, another project with 

another set of demands, and not a scenario for pure enjoyment. This tendency is 

amplified by a long tradition of hierarchical followership in Antioquia, which has left 

most participants with relatively few examples of successful group work. And second, 

because participants rarely conceptualize capitalism as a system, they also rarely imagine 

their response (barter) as a system.  

 

Pragmatic Pluralism versus Oppositional Politics / Articulations versus Boundaries 

As José suggested in the story with which I began this chapter, barter itself is 

inherently neutral. It is a way of exchanging goods and services that could be procured in 

any number of ways: by family businesses that control their own labor and means of 

production, by government agencies managing public funds, by private firms that 

expropriate surplus value from their workers, by worker-owned cooperatives, by slaves, 

or feudal serfs, or thieves, etc. Bartered goods can also be used and consumed in a wide 
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range of ethically divergent manners: in ceremonial displays of power, for household 

survival, to reinvest in capitalist firms without having to spend limited financial 

resources, to support collective projects, to help paramilitary or drug trafficking 

organizations, and so on. In fact, it may do some of these at the same time, for example 

by providing “free” (money-less) food for households so that their members can labor in 

capitalist firms for less pay and contribute to narco-economies. All of this is to say, quite 

simply, that the ethics of barter is nothing more than the ethics that organizers and 

participants give to barter through their decisions about who is allowed to barter, how 

they may do so, what types of goods and production processes are recognized as 

contributing to solidarity, and what role barter should play in people’s other economic 

activities.  

José’s position, however, is anathema to most barterers, even bordering on the 

absurd. Barter and local currencies are not supposed to provide room for capitalist logics 

of asocial utility maximization and calculative rationality. In many people’s minds, it is 

impossible to “barter like a capitalist” because barter is, by definition, a “solidarity 

economy.” A totally free barter market is therefore effectively off the table, but 

organizers still face a difficult dilemma: for many organizers and participants, outright 

rejection of capitalism brings the danger of isolated irrelevance, while articulation with 

capitalism raises the threat of cooptation and deradicalization.  

In this section, I examine the tendencies toward articulation and isolation present 

within the barter movement and trace their effects with regards to material practices, 

economic subjectivities, and the construction of an alluring, counter-hegemonic barter 
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project. I begin by examining barter organizers’ views of the economy and revolutionary 

possibilities alongside Gibson-Graham’s theorizing of a diverse economy (2006a) and a 

post-capitalist politics (2006b). The areas of convergence and divergence between these 

two rather similar perspectives are useful for illuminating how barterers imagine their 

project. I then turn to one of the principal contradictions in barter organizing: the tension 

between, on the one hand, economic subjectivities constructed around the everyday 

practice of linking different types of economic processes and, on the other hand, a 

partially capital-centric politics that encourages activists to create boundaries around 

barter and resist such linkages. By examining the contradiction between these two 

tendencies, I illustrate how capital-centric isolationism undermines barter systems and 

reinforces the allure and naturalness of capitalism.  

 

Rethinking Economy and Revolutionary Strategy 

 Some Marxists might consider the effort to create barter systems to be naïve or 

even counter-productive distractions from the “real work” of preparing for the 

revolutionary overthrow of the capitalist system and the movement to “expropriate the 

expropriators” (Marx 1999). At best, they might deem these non-capitalist economies 

locally useful but irrelevant for questions of “universal” concern (Harvey 2001). As 

Gibson-Graham (2006a) argue, however, such claims are based on a view of the 

economy as fundamentally capitalist and of capitalism as an all-powerful, ever-

expanding, and self-reproducing system. Furthermore, they privilege a scale of analysis at 

which institutions and systems often become reified while people’s actions are 
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increasingly irrelevant. From this capital-centric perspective, non-capitalist economic and 

social activities are either made invisible or understood exclusively in reference to 

capitalism, “as being fundamentally the same as (or modeled upon) capitalism, or as 

being deficient or substandard imitations; as being opposite to capitalism; as being the 

complement of capitalism; as existing in capitalism’s space or orbit;” as preceding 

capitalism in an evolutionary frame; continuing to survive only in the (soon to be 

invaded) interstices of capitalism; or existing only in an imagined, post-revolutionary 

future (2006a: 6). In short, capitalism has no outside, or no outside of any political 

relevance, and those moved to end exploitation should do so by attacking capitalism 

directly by taking over the globally dispersed sites of its power.  

Medellín’s barterers, however, see things quite differently. Like those same 

Marxists, they are appalled by the exploitation, exclusion, inequality, and suffering they 

observe around them, and they also blame these conditions on an economic system built 

on accumulation, manufactured scarcity, commodification, and ruthless self-interest. 

However, they feel no need to wait for the end of capitalism before creating other 

economies. Building an alternative economy—one that embodies different values and 

creates relations of solidarity—seems like a more immediate, fruitful, and radical 

response to their social and economic problems, and something that might be scaled up or 

replicated to further erode the material and cultural power of capitalism. In the 

Colombian context, this may also be a safer path, allowing organizers to avoid direct 

confrontations with powerful armed actors by simply organizing and occupying 
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alternatives. In this sense, the barter project is quite similar to Gibson-Graham’s post-

capitalist politics.  

Gibson-Graham object to a capital-centric view of the economy on both empirical 

and political grounds, and they outline an alternative vision that opens the way for more 

meaningful revolutionary action in the here and now. Empirically, capital-centrism 

overlooks the work of feminist economists, anthropologists, and others who have 

documented the tremendous amount of economic activity that takes place outside of the 

familiar triad of formal markets, wage labor, and capitalist firms and that does not 

involve the appropriation of surplus value by a private owner rather than the worker 

herself. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the economy is not purely capitalist, 

that capitalist circuits are not coherent across scales and do not obey an overarching 

logic, and that capitalism is shaped by local contexts. Presumptions of capitalist 

hegemony therefore hinder thorough analyses of actually existing, historically contingent, 

political and economic landscapes. We might instead examine the full diversity of 

economic activities—things like household labor, slavery, family firms, theft, the state 

sector, volunteerism, sharing and gifting, etc.—on their own terms, investigating their 

historical development, the social relations and cultural meanings enacted through them, 

the ways that they articulate with and shape other economic and social practices 

(including capitalist ones), and the diversity of class positions they help to create. Of 

course, capitalist relations of production are likely to be present and private firms are 

likely to be powerful, but “it is legitimate to theorize capitalist hegemony only if such 

hegemony is delineated in a theoretical field that allows for the possibility of the full 
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coexistence of noncapitalist economic forms” (Gibson-Graham 2006a: 262). It is not 

unreasonable to wonder, for example, if an enduring type of social action like household 

provisioning might find its full social significance in something other than capitalist 

reproduction, even if it also indirectly supports capitalist firms by allowing workers to 

survive on lower wages. In fact, we might consider how the need for and strategies of 

household provisioning affect capitalist relations of production. 

Beyond its empirical poorness of fit, Gibson-Graham argue that capital-centric 

discourse raises a political problem. In order to sustain a vision of the economy as 

essentially capitalist, we must endow capitalism with almost supernatural powers. It 

becomes all-embracing, ever-expanding, self-reproducing, naturally co-opting, and 

systemic. It bends other aspects of social, economic, and political life to its will, and is 

homogenous, changing only superficially in order to colonize particularly stubborn 

Others. Finally, to imagine the economy as essentially capitalist we have to imagine all of 

the things we call capitalism as sharing one true and autonomous essence. The 

distinctions between different types of markets, firms, production and exchange practices, 

systems of control and surplus distribution get obscured, and the political question of 

whether these practices present opportunities for decreasing exploitation are lost. Capital-

centrism thus reduces our capacity to imagine and enact anti- and non- capitalist action. It 

delegitimizes opportunities to construct non-capitalism in the present, at work, at home, 

and in our communities, in a manner that is meaningful rather than dismissed as merely 

creating a new site for capitalist colonization.  
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They argue that we can identify new possibilities for political intervention by 

learning to see the economy differently, not as a homogeneous realm constructed by 

capitalism, but rather as an already-diverse constellation of material practices, social 

relations, and subjectivities that are made by people and radically overdetermined—that 

is, each set of economic relations is constituted by the complex and contingent 

interactions of all of the other processes in society, rather than guided by some inherent 

logic (Resnick and Wolff 1987; Gibson-Graham, et al. 2001). It thus becomes easier to 

imagine alternative economic arrangements and to see how those can be constructed out 

of already-existing non-capitalist practices, rather than needing to be created out of the 

exceedingly thin air of a thoroughly capitalist society. Furthermore, we can appreciate 

how alternatives might shape capitalist and other forms of exploitation. Instead of capital-

centric anti-capitalism, Gibson-Graham recommend a post-capitalist politics that consists 

of three strategies: a language politics that continually undermines assumptions about 

capitalism’s essence and inevitability to make room for diversity, contingent outcomes, 

and more open ethico-political debate; a politics of collective action through which 

people actively build non-capitalism and, simultaneously, collectives; and a politics of 

the subject that transforms habits of thought, affect, and desire so that individuals can 

increasingly identify with non-capitalism rather than the familiar discomfort of 

capitalism. Smith and Stenning (2006) caution us against the naïve romanticization of 

non-capitalism, however, reminding us to ask whether particular non-capitalist practices 

effectively and efficiently facilitate “the material and social reproduction of livelihoods” 

in less exploitative ways (192).  
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Although Gibson-Graham partially inspired this dissertation, my initial vision of 

Medellín’s barter experiments reinforced my own capital-centrism. Seeing barter markets 

that were abandoned, sporadic, disorganized, and underutilized, I quickly dismissed them 

as small utopian projects whose primary effects were to support social reproduction for a 

predominantly capitalist society. As I probed my data further, however, and seriously 

considered barterers’ narratives about how this alternative economy allowed them to live 

freer lives, I returned to Gibson-Graham’s ideas.  

The dynamics of barter organizing in Medellín dovetail nicely with much of 

Gibson-Graham’s thought. For starters, barterers live in an extremely diverse economy. 

As I described in Chapter 3, most of the economic activity in Medellín is non-capitalist 

and most households depend heavily on non-capitalist practices. Opportunities for paid 

work include wage labor in capitalist firms, as well as high levels of self-employment, 

work in cooperatives, government agencies, and local and international non-profits, 

service work for wealthy households, and contract work for a range of formal and black 

market activities. Beyond paid labor, a large segment of the population makes a living 

through “rebusque.” Each day they visit markets, vacant lots, and dumps in search of 

whatever can be acquired inexpensively and sold for a profit. For some, the rebusque 

develops into a small business as a traveling fruit vendor or a scrap metal recycler, but for 

many people it is a precarious, lifelong search. Other important economic processes 

include self-provisioning, household labor, theft, traditional mutual support systems 

(mingas, convites, and natilleras), slavery (especially sex slavery), child labor, and 

volunteerism. This is just a hint of the diverse productive practices found in Medellín. 
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Exchange often involves money, favors, apolitical barter, politicized barter, combinations 

of money and barter, and gifting. An entire section of the classifieds is devoted to 

“vencambios” (buy-trades) and “permutas” (trades) of items as valuable as cars, trucks, 

tractor trailers, land, and homes. In short, capitalist production for monetized market 

exchange is, as Gibson-Graham would have it, the tip of the economic iceberg; below the 

water line lie a host of other unexplored and quite distinct economic practices and class 

processes. 

Importantly, from the perspective of economic actors—individuals, households, 

firms, and other collective institutions—these varied processes of production and 

exchange rarely constitute discrete modes of production or economic systems. Indeed, it 

is by articulating these different processes—by interweaving raw materials, labor, 

products, and social relations from different realms—that households construct 

livelihoods and firms pursue profits. For example, food production for home use provides 

goods for barter markets and thereby “frees” some money for market consumption. Or, as 

in the case of the bartering wine-makers Roberto and Isabel, barter stimulates the 

formation of small businesses, which then receive training and capital through the 

redistribution of social surplus via government grants. These family-owned businesses 

take people out of the wage labor market, give them ownership over the means of 

production and household reproduction, and also allow them to produce for both cash and 

non-cash markets. Or, to offer a final example of articulation, relationships formed at 

work expand informal social support networks, which may in turn generate opportunities 
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for re-insertion into capitalist class processes when colleagues move on to start their own 

businesses. 

Negotiating this assemblage of diverse economic practices also has important 

socio-cultural consequences. A vast mythology has arisen to explain, celebrate, and 

deride the business cunning of Paisas, their ability to create profits through elaborate 

wheeling and dealing. They create wealth by weaving among and articulating economies 

constantly, often unreflectively. The result of this articulation, I argue, is that “class” is 

multivalent. Understanding class as a process of surplus production and distribution 

(Gibson-Graham 2006a; Gibson-Graham, et al. 2001; Resnick and Wolff 1987), we can 

see that Medellín’s diverse economy gives rise to many different class processes—many 

different ways of producing more than is necessary for one’s own sustenance and many 

ways of appropriating and redistributing that surplus. The people of Medellín are wage 

laborers, self-employed self-managers, home workers, collectivists, and more. Their 

surplus production is appropriated for private gain, but also flows into their households, 

government coffers, and collective funds to be redistributed for a variety of collective 

ends. There is therefore little reason to assume that class identities and economic 

subjectivities will be ontologically given based on one’s position vis-à-vis capitalist 

relations of production. Rather, I argue that this constant movement among diverse class 

processes creates a multiplex economic subjectivity characterized by what I call 

“pragmatic pluralism.”  

This pragmatic pluralism would seem conducive to a non-capitalocentric politics. 

While barterers might not speak of anti-essentialism, they are firmly convinced that the 
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economy is diverse, and that capitalism is unstable, incoherent, and impermanent. They 

regularly draw attention to non-monetary traditions like gifting, mutual labor, labor 

exchange, and family based collective savings. World histories of pre-monetary, pre-

capitalist, and pre-Columbian economies give them faith that major socio-economic 

change is possible, perhaps even inevitable, and their personal experience as barterers 

demonstrates that alternatives remain possible in the present, at least on a small scale. 

Some also find inspiration for large-scale barter—and a complementary, capital-centric, 

anti-capitalist politics—in President Hugo Chávez’s proposals for a regional trading bloc 

organized around barter and a Latin American currency.  

Barterers are firmly convinced that the economy does not only exist as a set of 

overarching institutions and logics, but is also created through our everyday actions, 

relationships, thoughts, and words. Their goal, therefore, is to create alternative exchange 

systems that might catalyze larger changes by allowing people to experiment with other 

ways of thinking and practicing the economy. Like Gibson-Graham, they target 

capitalocentric imaginaries and languages, for example by encouraging people to think 

about sufficiency rather than accumulation and to speak of “acquiring” goods rather than 

“buying” them. They also target capitalist subjectivities by encouraging people to identify 

as prosumers and to adopt an economic logic based more on solidarity than self-interest. 

Unlike Gibson-Graham, however, barterers’ post-capitalist politics is not intervention 

within Marxist thought and politics. They are, for the most part, not concerned with 

specifying the nature and limits of capitalist class processes and opening theoretical 

spaces for alternatives.  
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As we will see, the barter project is, therefore, far from uniform. Barterers’ ways 

of imagining the economy show strains of both capital-centrism and non-capital-

centrism, of belief in capitalism’s dominance and recognition of plurality and 

contingency, of belief in capital’s expansionary logic and in the possibility of resisting 

capitalism right now, through the creation of alternatives. As Gibson-Graham (2006b) 

note, “representations of capitalism are a potent constituent of the anticapitalist 

imagination, providing images of what is to be resisted and changed as well as 

intimations of the strategies, techniques, and possibilities of changing it” (3).  I now turn 

to a more detailed examination of how barterers’ contradictory representations of 

capitalism and barter shape organizing strategies and the outcomes of their project.  

 

Pragmatic Pluralism and Barter in a Diverse Economy 

Barter organizers recognize that it is currently impossible to survive exclusively 

from Medellín’s barter systems. Participants might be able to trade for food and clothing, 

and perhaps some educational and medical services, but how will they acquire housing? 

How can they get electricity, water, sewage, and transportation services through barter?  

Clearly, they have to incorporate substantial amounts of non-barter activities into their 

livelihoods, and they often rely on non-barter goods as raw materials for the things they 

trade. In many cases, even the barter markets themselves depend on conventional 

currency to rent stalls, space, sound systems, and the like. In Medellín’s diverse 

economy, people are already engaged in a whole range of economic enterprises, and 

organizers do not expect them to abandon these in order to begin bartering.  
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In response, barter organizers have tried to create bridges between barter and non-

barter realms. For example, sales are permitted at the monthly barter market so that 

barterers can recuperate their travel costs and other expenses. Similarly, organizers look 

for support from the government, cooperatives, non-governmental organizations, and 

even private corporations. Sometimes institutions commonly associated with the 

conventional economy are very useful for constructing alternatives: government contracts 

fund organize markets and workshops, corporate donations of cleaning supplies can be 

used as “seed capital” to stimulate trading, and in-kind donations of printing services 

generate barter manuals.  

While this reliance on the non-barter realm could be superseded if barter 

economies were large and diverse enough, I don’t think that these strategies to bridge 

barter and other economic realms are simply concessions. Rather, I suggest that they 

grow directly out of the common sense of how one operates in the diverse economy: by 

trying things out, moving between realms, mixing a little bit of this and a little bit of that. 

Remember Olga’s advice about how to barter: “I put 25 percent of my earnings in barter. 

My earnings, not my capital…. You have to think about how to bring your business to 

the barter market.” For barterers who have figured out how to weave barter into their 

broader economic portfolio, it has proven quite valuable. Roberto and Isabel provide the 

most obvious success story. In some measure they owe their whole livelihood—its barter 

and non-barter elements—to the barter market.  

Conventional analyses might look at the stories of Olga and Roberto and Isabel as 

evidence that non-capitalism is merely serving the interests of capital by helping to cover 
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the start-up and maintenance costs of small firms, but that ignores the actual relations of 

production, class processes, and subjective experiences that barter supports. In both 

cases, barter is helping to establish livelihood systems and identities that are more 

autonomous of wage labor and capitalist exploitation. Both of these households have 

used barter to gain increased control over the means of production and their own 

reproduction. Importantly, this control is tied to their position within an interdependent 

community of traders and therefore creates a stake in the construction and strengthening 

of the collective. Barter also provides material and social support for these families’ goals 

of developing alternative subjectivities; it helps them build an ethic centered on 

sufficiency, social relations, community work, and non-monetized goals rather than 

accumulation and consumption. In this broader analysis of barter’s articulation with the 

monetary economy and these two small firms, we therefore see a range of non-capitalist 

and even counter-hegemonic economic, social, and subjective processes. Most barterers 

can tell similar stories about how barter forms part of a broader “proyecto de vida” (life 

project, but more akin to livelihood system) that is built around goals of freedom and 

social interconnection.  

 

Oppositional Politics and the Bounding of Barter 

Even as they weave together barter and non-barter realms, organizers and 

participants also work to insulate barter from the capitalist economy. Although there is no 

single notion of barter, Medellín’s barter organizers are constantly defining it as they 

lobby government officials for support, run educational workshops, and participate in 
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other solidarity economy events. Occasionally, they describe barter on its own terms, 

using relatively neutral, non-capital-centric language. More often, however, they frame 

their project primarily in oppositional language, explaining that they are against a 

monetary and trade system built on scarcity, competition, accumulation, the elevation of 

the profit motive above social concerns, and the commodification and depersonalization 

of human relationships. As the Altamira organizers demonstrated, they are trying to say 

“Adios al vil metal!” (Goodbye vile metal!), and many of the e-mails and parables that 

organizers share have to do with the ways that money generates insecurity and inequality.  

To many organizers, this anti-monetary stance is equivalent to anti-capitalism 

because they see money as the lifeblood of capitalism and capitalism as the central 

organizing framework of our bankrupt monetary economy. As one barter manual noted:  

The capitalist point of view seeks to convert everything into money, appropriating 
it in the name of progress and civilization, with no respect for the social structures 
of any given community, only interested in its own dominion and total 
submission, affecting many peoples of the world, putting at risk all of the world’s 
living systems. (Manual del Trueke [Bello] 2008:9) 
 

Of course, when people ask why barterers are creating their own currencies, these 

organizers back up, explain that some money is actually not so bad, and that their 

facilitators are not money as it is commonly understood. (Some purists think that no 

currency should be used, because even facilitators are close enough to conventional 

money to allow people to act with a capitalist, consumer mindset.) 

As you can see, these self-taught anti-capitalists interpret capitalism in a much 

broader sense than Gibson-Graham. Their capitalist enemy includes more than the private 

expropriation of surplus value through wage labor; it is also, and perhaps primarily, 
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market society, money, and other social relationships, material practices, and systems of 

meaning that seem oriented toward asocial or anti-social accumulation. For example, a 

mother who runs a sewing business out of her house, owns her own equipment, controls 

her own labor, and receives and manages the business’s profits for the benefit of her 

family, could be conceived of as a capitalist if she demonstrates an overly ambitious 

desire to benefit at the expense of her customers. Capitalism, in their eyes, is greed, 

ambition, a view of human relationships as pathways to profit, the lack of ethical 

restraint, and social disembeddedness as much as it is a wage labor relationship.  

 They represent capitalism as a total system, a hegemonic, self-reproducing, 

dominating force that has subsumed the entire economy and the whole of society. We are 

constantly barraged by messages about money, they say, to the extent that we have 

become “metalized,” made to think only in terms of money and conventional measures of 

value. In barter organizers’ narratives, this broadly defined capitalism, a symbol of all 

that is evil within the economy, is often contrasted with barter, a pure, natural, money-

free, pro-social, and (not incidentally) ancestral/indigenous form of exchange.  

 There are clear traces of capital-centrism here, with capitalism having colonized 

nearly all of social and economic life, even our innermost thoughts and desires, and 

having banished other practices, motives, and desires to the margins. With barter and 

capitalism understood in such stark, morally absolutist terms, organizers’ task is clear: 

they need to protect the purity of barter by insulating it from the economy of greed. As 

one organizer used to say, “On 29 days of every month we do capitalism; for this one 

day, we should just do barter.” Organizers go through significant efforts to erect 
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transactional boundaries that limit the ability to link barter and capitalism, moral 

boundaries that separate the “solidarity economy” of barter from capitalist avarice, and 

conceptual boundaries that decrease people’s ability to imagine how they might 

effectively link barter and non-barter realms.  

Transactional boundaries are the most direct means of control; organizers 

simply determine the general rules of exchange—if and when money is allowed, with 

whom you can sell and with whom you must barter, how exchanges will be made. Most 

markets have either fully excluded conventional money or tried to separate money from 

barter by allowing money only during certain times of day. By regulating how alternative 

currencies can be used, they introduce their ideologies into the markets. For example, 

some facilitators expire at the end of the market so there is no possibility for 

accumulation or gross inequality. When the monies are accumulable across several 

months, requiring barterers to bring products in order to have their facilitators validated 

ensures that all participants are continuing to produce for and contribute to the market. 

This reinforces the sense that everybody must contribute to the economic community in 

order to benefit from it and that there will be no free riders. Similarly, the highly-

centralized multi-reciprocal barter system that early organizers adopted (see Chapter 4) 

resolved problems of egalitarianism and transparency, but stripped trade of social 

interaction and reciprocity.  

The vast majority of organizers’ time and energy is spent erecting moral 

boundaries between barter and capitalism through education and socio-cultural activism. 

As one organizer says, “The first thing is always values.” Moral training aims to control 
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markets proactively, by inculcating values that lay the foundation for a different type of 

economy. That is why it was so important to Elisa that José’s online barterers receive the 

right kind of instruction. In pursuit of these goals, barterers have developed an impressive 

range of pedagogical materials—manuals and instructional guides, newsletters, videos, a 

comic strip, stickers, signs and banners, slogans, electronic newsletters. Medellín’s barter 

organizers see economic subjectivities as a critical site of political struggle; through 

moral education, they seek to “change the chip” and “clean out the cucarachas” of their 

capitalist mentalities in order to “create a new culture of solidarity.”  

The “solidarity values” of barter are appealing, and traders regularly help 

maintain a barter ethic. During my fieldwork, barterers from Santa Elena who were 

incensed by traders who “only wanted to make money” successfully pressured the 

organizer to change the rules so that, while barterers could sell products to tourists, they 

had to be willing to trade all of their goods with fellow barterers. Participants also 

promote non-capitalist practices and sensibilities through social pressures, insults and 

gossip, and refusing to trade with people who don’t barter properly. Barterers who 

pressure potential customers are typically looked down on as being too aggressive and 

therefore more self-centered than mutualistic. The same can be said of barterers who 

don’t respond compassionately when their products break or who attempt to change the 

terms of a long-term trade agreement. Participants’ most frequent complaints revolve 

around various forms of favoritism, like hiding or reserving goods for certain people or 

offering lower prices to friends. The biggest insult is that a barterer is “just here to sell”; 
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these people violate not only the barter process, but also the ethic of barter as a non-

commodified, anti-accumulationist practice.   

Surprisingly, one of the most effective barriers to articulating barter and non-

barter economies has been a conceptual barrier. Barter organizers teach that barter is 

unique because it is about use-value. Good barterers (in both senses of the term) should 

approach goods and services not in terms of their relative exchange-values as calculated 

in the formal market, but rather for their use-value. My interview with Dolores, the 

campesina, demonstrates how this isolates barter. As I recounted in Chapter 5, Dolores 

belongs to a women’s association that produces value-added food products like 

marmalades and cookies. However, she almost never barters these products because they 

are from the group and it is difficult to find goods in return that the entire group can 

benefit from. In making these calculations, Dolores is thinking exclusively of the use-

value of bartered goods but ignoring their possible exchange-value. If she were to trade the 

group’s marmalades at the barter market, where they are valued highly, she might be able to 

acquire clothes, books, jewelry, and other items that could be sold at cash markets or 

bartered elsewhere for a net gain. This type of economic calculation is nearly impossible, 

however, when traded goods are seen as only having a use-value. The speculative mentality 

that guides the “rebusque” and many other transitions from one economic sphere to another 

is lost. The result, in Dolores’s case, is that barter becomes an impediment to, rather than a 

support for, a solidarity-based collective production scheme. It is surprising that this 

conceptual re-framing would be so effective among people renowned for their enterprising 
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nature, but I think it has been helped by (and contributed to) the relatively low volume of 

products in the barter markets.  

 

The Consequences of Pursuing Oppositional Politics in a Diverse Economy 

 How do we make sense of the tension—suggested in the discussion above—

between an everyday economic practice that includes capitalism, a capital-centric 

oppositional politics, and a project to promote non-capitalist barter markets? I don’t think 

we can conclude that barterers are uncommitted, disingenuous, hypocritical, or even that 

their false consciousness has only partly been overcome. Such explanations do not take 

barterers’ economic subjectivities seriously. They do not account for the full complexity 

and the historical construction of these subjectivities through capitalist, alternative 

capitalist, and non-capitalist processes. Instead, I argue that barterers conceptualize, 

describe, and enact their alternative economy in two separate registers.  

In the formal register of public discourse, political speech, and barter activism, 

they often assume an oppositional and ideological stance that promotes the isolation of 

barter from capitalist economies. Here they are largely following the predominant model 

of political discourse, which is characterized by polemical attacks, unreflective 

opposition, moralism, and false choices. It is a politics perhaps best characterized by 

George W. Bush’s statement, “You’re either with us or against us,” transferred into a 

Colombian context in which entire opposition parties can be massacred. Conflict, fear, 

and polarization support the types of essentialism that undergird capital-centrism. 
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On the other hand, in the informal and less-cognized registers of private 

conversation and actual economic practice, barterers take a pragmatic and pluralistic 

approach that encourages the articulation of barter and non-barter spheres. These 

tendencies toward articulation represent a historically constructed economic sensibility, 

developed and reinforced through everyday practice in a diverse economy. As people 

strive to make a living in Medellín, they are constantly linking capitalism and non-

capitalism, shifting value from one sphere to another without even conceptualizing them 

as distinct, much less opposed. The resulting economic subjectivity is strongly pluralist 

and anti-essentialist, a sharp contrast to the ideological and oppositional nature of 

politics. Understanding the contradiction between barterers’ political and practical 

subjectivities provides a fuller picture of how capital-centrism works against the 

construction of viable non-capitalist alternatives.  

 Barterers’ oppositional politics certainly help to underscore their critique of 

capitalism and their hopes for a different society. However, these same politics—and the 

strains of capital-centrism that inform them—also lead to a strategy of isolation that 

reinforces the material and symbolic power of capitalism and weakens barter in at least 

four ways. First, capital-centrism encourages organizers to divert limited human and 

financial resources away from the construction of a diversified economic system by 

reinforcing the notion that the capitalist economy is enormous and extremely resistant to 

change. This is part of what lies behind the prioritization of socio-cultural forms of 

activism. As a result, the barter systems that do exist are not sufficiently diverse and lack 

reliable supplies of basic necessities. Ultimately, this works against their goals of subject-
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transformation as well. Their attempts to teach values and enforce a morally correct 

vision of barter target only the conscious, symbolic aspects of subjectivity, ignoring the 

ways that subjectivities are also constructed through material practices and embodied 

action.  

Second, the boundaries that protect barter’s purity also isolate it from tremendous 

flows of value. Barter is a small economy that depends in part on capitalist and market-

oriented production. Any action that limits articulation decreases opportunities to use the 

resources flowing through other markets or created through other labor processes to 

strengthen this non-capitalist, solidarity-based alternative. Barterers get stuck in their own 

small world, or they leave. To be clear, I am not arguing for large barter systems; 

smallness may be a virtue. North (2005) suggests that the large scale of Argentina’s 

barter networks allowed them to make a larger contribution to household economies but 

decreased their ability to embody and transmit alternative values. In Medellín, barterers 

are divided on the question of whether they should aspire to small barter systems or large 

and ever-expanding ones. Virtually all agree, however, that markets with a larger quantity 

and diversity of goods would better fulfill their household needs and increase the appeal 

of barter economies more generally. 

Third, and most importantly, is the clash between capital-centrism and pragmatic 

pluralism. When organizers try to put capital-centrism into practice, they violate people's 

basic common sense for economic action, the "pragmatic pluralism" that has developed 

through decades of practice in a diverse economy. If their basic assumption about the 29 

days of pure capitalism were correct, then one day of pure barter might work nicely as an 
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opportunity to experiment with non-capitalist possibilities. However, because none of 

their days is purely capitalist, switching to a purely barter economy works not only 

against capitalist mindsets, but also against their entire embodied understanding of what 

it means to do the economy, to pursue well-being, and to create value. The anti-capitalist 

element of barter becomes anti-pragmatic as well, and non-capitalism comes to seem 

naïve and uneconomic. The main problem with capital-centrism in Medellín is not (as 

Gibson-Graham would have) that it narrows political imaginations; rather, the main 

problem is that capital-centrism suggests isolationist strategies that contradict dominant 

economic subjectivities in ways that are not counter-hegemonic.  

Through their boundary-making, organizers create barter not only as different or 

alternative, but as a separate and almost totally incommensurable economic realm. 

Markets are designed so that value cannot flow from one economic system to the other 

and barterers are encouraged to reject common sense notions of how to pursue well-

being. The result is that well-being and pragmatism are ceded to capitalism, tied to 

notions of profit, competition, finding the best deal, etc. Barter comes to seem either non-

economic or anti-economic, a “closed corporate community” outside of the “real” 

economy, and therefore insignificant or unrealistic as an economic project. A firmly 

bounded alternative evokes little interest among the wider public. Thus, while barter may 

provide a social and economic space within which committed participants can work to 

develop alternative subjectivities and counter-hegemonic economic and political 

imaginaries, for many casual observers it merely reinforces hegemonic beliefs. 
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This results in the fourth problem: a public relations crisis. Many solidarity 

economy activists who might otherwise be interested in barter are turned off. They 

complain that barterers are so radical that they “aren’t serious.” They are overly romantic 

and don’t realize that “a return to the old days when people only bartered” is not enough 

for people who need to eat today. Taking up Smith and Stenning’s (2006) important 

questions about how non-capitalist practices contribute to social reproduction and alter 

power relations, these local observers interpret barter’s cultural focus, small scale, and 

non-pragmatic appearance as evidence that it is ineffective as a means of challenging 

material injustices. What would make barter more “serious”? According to a number of 

critics and barterers, the only solution is the very type of diversified economic 

development that organizers would like to achieve but are afraid of pursuing, lest 

capitalist values creep in to taint their project.  

 

Conclusion 

 Throughout my fieldwork, barter organizers continually asked for my opinions 

and evaluations of their work. They very reasonably wanted to ensure that my analysis 

would be useful to them and not just another academic exercise. I was always eager to 

dialogue with them, but I was also hesitant to present conclusions prematurely. This 

chapter is, in many ways, my attempt to answer their queries.  

Barter activists already knew that their project could only go so far through 

demonstrative activities and efforts to change values, inculcate new beliefs, and liberate 

imaginations, but they seemed trapped in these types of activities. In my opinion, it is 
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organizers’ contradictory postures toward economic change—a capital-centric 

schizophrenia in which they simultaneously think that economic change is possible and 

impossible—which leads them to prioritize socio-cultural activism and at times neglect or 

ignore the economic aspects of these alternative economies. Many of the stories that I 

told in Chapters 6 and 7, however, demonstrate how particular facets of barter economies 

can help to generate the socio-cultural changes that they seek, and they point the way 

toward more effective organizing.  

My analysis goes beyond the question of why there are no economic systems, 

though, and also highlights two other tensions within barter organizing that significantly 

shape barter’s impacts. The first is a disconnect between the way that many organizers 

envision their project, and the way that many participants do. While both groups have 

what we might call a critical consciousness about capitalism, their critiques assume 

different forms. Organizers focus primarily on the capitalist–monetary system and 

therefore imagine barter as a focused response to this. Many participants, on the other 

hand, focus on their negative experiences of capitalism and seek in barter a different type 

of experience, one that is less stressful and alienating and more fulfilling and validating. I 

have referred to this here as “phenomenological resistance.” Unfortunately, this approach 

to barter makes them reluctant to take an active role in organizing, lest barter become 

another obligation. 

The second tension in barter organizing arises from the contradiction between 

economic subjectivities formed through participation in a diverse economy and 

oppositional, anti-capitalist politics. Conceptualizing barter as necessarily divided from 
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capitalism generates isolationist strategies that ultimately work against the construction of 

an alluring and broadly transformative non-capitalism. In Medellín, this isolationism 

results from a capital-centric economic imaginary that represents capitalism as 

powerfully systemic, self-reproducing, and ever-expanding. In this case, however, 

capital-centrism does not lead barter organizers to reject possibilities for “revolution in 

the here-and-now.” Rather, it leads to a less effective here-and-now politics.  

If my analysis is correct, the remedy seems clear. A politics of articulation—not 

of boundary-making—can help to generate a non-capitalist politics that builds on 

people’s intuitive pragmatic pluralism. The goals of such a politics would be to 

strategically connect barter with non-barter economies in order to (a) strengthen barter 

economies by drawing on material and human resources from other economic spheres, 

(b) make barter seem more pragmatic, economic, and alluring by allowing people to 

barter in a way that is consistent with the pragmatic pluralism of their other economic 

action, and (c) simultaneously infuse this pragmatic pluralism with barter’s ethical 

concerns in order to nurture increasingly non-capitalist and non-capital-centric 

subjectivities. I imagine organizers and participants forging much more intentional links 

to businesses of various types, but developing their strategy on the basis of ethico-

political considerations.  

In the final chapter, I will synthesize the lessons that I have drawn from these 

barter experiments in order to suggest other ways that barter organizers might strengthen 

barter systems, their material and symbolic allure, and their counter-hegemonic potential. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

 Neoliberal policies, global economic instability, environmental change, and rapid 

urbanization have exacerbated livelihood vulnerabilities for poor and middle class Latin 

Americans in both rural and urban areas. As government social programs give way to 

export-oriented “economic stimulus” policies, non-governmental organizations struggle 

to fill the social service provision gap. In Colombia, general social vulnerability is 

exacerbated by ongoing urban and rural violence, which has created more than 4 million 

internally displaced people (CODHES 2008). Traditionally excluded groups such as 

indigenous people and Afro-Colombians continue to face social exclusion and 

discrimination, despite significant positive advances in the 1991 national constitution 

(Rappaport and Dover 1996; World Bank 2005), and “the poorest of the poor” are often 

maintained at the level of bare survival rather than supported through sustained 

development. Research from other parts of Latin America suggests that the “survival 

strategies” of the poor are increasingly inadequate (González de la Rocha 2006, 2007) 

and that even the middle classes are severely affected when neoliberal policies change 

their living and working conditions, expose them to new forms of financial risk, and 

challenge their social position and associated cultural understandings, aspirations, and 

psycho-social frameworks (Lomnitz and Melnick 1991).  

 Alongside this move toward neoliberalism, we have also seen numerous 

alternatives and resistances emerge from Latin American states like Venezuela and 

Bolivia and from grassroots groups. Numerous community groups in Medellín have 
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experimented with grassroots barter systems and alternative currencies as a response to 

their experiences of war, structural violence, and social breakdown. The Medellín 

experience is part of a dispersed and loosely interacting network of alternative economies 

experiments around the world. Activists there have personal links with organizers in 

Argentina, Mexico, Venezuela, Holland, and Japan, and they draw additional inspiration 

from any international group whose experience might shed light on their project. These 

types of alternative economies are increasingly important for addressing socio-economic 

vulnerability throughout Latin America and have been promoted in the global North as 

starting points for more sustainable and socially just economies. Numerous researchers 

have examined the emergence and organization of alternative economies in the North and 

South (Chatterton 2005; Iriart and Waitzkin 2006; Leyshon, et al. 2003; Pearson 2002; 

Powell 2002; North 1999, 2005; Papavasiliou 2008; Santana 2008), but important 

questions remain.  

 In this dissertation, I have tried to focus on three questions in particular: what are 

the actual social and economic effects of Medellín’s barter systems? To what extent and 

in what ways do they constitute alternatives to capitalism? And what organizing 

strategies show promise as ways of creating the material practices, institutions, and 

subjectivities necessary to enact and sustain alternative economies that are more just and 

ecologically sustainable? I have typically conceptualized my research—both in the field 

and in this manuscript—as a conversation with alternative economies organizers and 

interested academics in Medellín and abroad. Methodologically, theoretically, and 

politically, my work draws on Marxist and anarchist traditions, particularly in the sense 
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expressed by Graeber: “Marxism has tended to be a theoretical or analytical discourse 

about revolutionary strategy…. Anarchism has tended to be an ethical discourse about 

revolutionary practice” (2004: 6). In this conclusion, I hope to bring these concerns 

together in a final examination of barter’s revolutionary potential and a series of 

suggestions for how—in my opinion—Medellín’s barter systems might more effectively 

advance their project.  

 

The Effects of Barter 

 Studies of alternative economies frequently highlight significant economic and 

social benefits among a select group of participants and use these to paint compelling 

pictures of these economies’ broader potential (North 2007; Pacione 1997; Williams, et 

al. 2001; Gibson-Graham 2006b; Leyshon, et al. 2003). Aldridge and Patterson (2002) 

suggest that scholars “get real” about these alternatives. They highlight the difficulties, 

within the current socio-cultural context, of creating alternative economies that 

effectively achieve conventional economic goals. Potential, they argue, is not enough. 

Unfortunately, I can offer little more than this.  

 Among the most active traders, barter provides access to some basic needs and 

raw materials, it allows families to make long-term investments in products like books 

and educational materials that they would not otherwise acquire, it enables them to 

achieve a higher level of consumption without recourse to credit, and it helps them start, 

run, and expand family-owned businesses. Socially, although barter markets have not led 

to the types of strong and materially important social ties that some anthropologists might 
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expect, they have encouraged people to come together across class, generational, and 

lifestyle divides, to interact with and learn to appreciate people who are quite different, 

and to form relations based on mutual respect. These types of fun, collaborative, non-

competitive markets are important contributions to a city searching for “convivencia” and 

“solidaridad.” Barterers think of these social benefits as a form of peacefare; I think that 

barter can also contribute in small ways to the economics of peacefare, by allowing 

people to access goods and services without contributing to the extortion rackets and 

money-laundering schemes that undergird the war system and that have so thoroughly 

permeated the city. Admittedly, this economic peacefare is limited. Armed actors would 

certainly not allow it to continue were it to significantly threaten their businesses. 

 As I noted, barter organizers have especially dedicated themselves to socio-

cultural activism, moral education, and the transformation of subjectivities. At a 

minimum, their work introduces doubts about hegemonic subjectivities and calls 

attention to the possibility of other ways of being in the world. For a small group of 

people who are genuinely interested in pursuing these other ways, barter offers important 

material and social support. The economic benefits of barter liberate them from some of 

the material demands of the conventional economy and thereby help them escape 

ongoing socialization into a culture of consumerism and commodification. Barter-

supported opportunities to run their own businesses and to produce goods that are visibly 

beneficial to others are especially important in this regard; they allow people to partially 

establish control over the means of production, processes of social reproduction, and the 

appropriation and distribution of surplus, and they counter the alienation and learned 
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uselessness of the conventional economy. Importantly, the ethics, economics, and 

inefficiencies of barter force some of these changes on traders, requiring them to think 

about economics as an exercise in collective interdependence and to develop different 

standards regarding the temporality and scope of consumption.  

 Although my narrative mimics the optimism of previous alternative economies 

scholars, my goal has been to be “real” about the many impediments to change. Barterers 

and barter organizers face significant material and socio-cultural challenges. However, I 

want to actively work against a representation of these challenges as stable, coherent, and 

necessarily hegemonic. Both the barter movement and resistance to it are marked by deep 

contradictions that cannot be reduced to a non-capitalist/capitalist binary. Complicating 

economic activism in this way does away with easy solutions, but it is not meant to be 

disabling. In fact, it is meant to introduce a new, empowered dynamic into economic 

activism. Activists have many tools to draw from and no coherent and all-powerful 

enemy. Their process is necessarily one of deliberation and ethical experimentation in the 

midst of significant internal and external resistance. Another part of “getting real” 

involves taking prefiguration seriously and recognizing that socio-cultural and political-

economic changes take time. 

 

Mere Reformism or Viable Non-Capitalism? 

 Many of the stories in this dissertation show that barter stimulates businesses that 

then engage in conventional markets and that it permits a higher quality of life than the 

conventional economy provides. We should seriously question, then, if barter is helping 
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to counter capitalist exploitation, creating an alternative, or forestalling the mass 

discontent and protest necessary to overthrow capitalism. In many ways, barter could be 

seen as functioning similarly to micro-credit, facilitating popular participation in pseudo-

capitalist or proto-capitalist activities in order to create the preconditions for 

incorporation into the “real” capitalist economy. I argue, however, that we also need to 

account for the ideological, political, and subjective aspects of barter. For barter to 

function as an alternative, and for barter businesses to be something other than reproduce 

docile workers for capitalist firms, it should help people rethink the economy and develop 

practices and lifestyles based on alternative ethics. In Medellín, we see clear signs that 

barter is doing this.  

 North (2007) asks similar questions about alternative currencies and LETS, 

examining them as forms of micropolitical resistance against the disciplines of 

conventional money and the commoditization and capitalization of everyday life. He 

compares experiences in the U.K., Hungary, Argentina, and New Zealand, in order to 

examine their liberatory potential. What do these very different projects teach us? “Are 

they precursors to a new twenty-first-century economy… focused on need rather than 

profit, on supporting communities and human need, and in a way that is in balance with 

the natural world? …. Alternatively, are they… Luddite throwbacks to a precapitalist 

economy that emerges in periods of crisis, attractive only to those who prefer a nostalgic 

world of small communities meeting basic needs…?” (North 2007: xiv). Can they escape 

the logic and culture of capitalism, or are they forever stuck in capital’s orbit? Are they 
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mere palliatives, coping mechanisms for people struggling to survive on the margins of 

the conventional economy, or are they freely chosen expressions of alternative politics?  

 North points out that the long list of failed alternative exchange systems seems to 

reinforce Marx’s and Engel’s concern that cooperatives and alternative trade lack 

revolutionary potential. I think we need to contextualize these failures adequately and 

compare them with the perceived success of market, state, and class-solidarity-based 

solutions. Is the vision of a collectively managed alternative trading system really more 

naively utopian than dreams of a self-regulating free market in which the pursuit of 

individual self-interest results in socially beneficial outcomes? Given historical 

experiences, is it more realistic to hope for an enlightened state that will effectively 

represent the political and economic interests of all citizens in a consensual and non-

oppressive manner? And have international workers’ politics fared better, giving rise to 

enduring non-capitalist and non-exploitative solutions, or have they more often than not 

fought for industrial capitalism with fringe benefits?  

 My goal here is not to tear down these union, statist, and market approaches—my 

research doesn’t provide a basis for such a critique—but simply to point out that they 

offer weak platforms for critiquing alternative exchange. A better solution might be to 

think about how multiple strategies can be linked to deepen their radical potential and 

decrease the likelihood that they will degenerate into coopted reformism. Marx and 

Engels, in fact, anticipated these strategic synergies: they objected to alternative 

economies when they were presented “as a panacea to be implemented through 

persuasion” but welcomed them when they were linked to trade unions and other forms 
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of mass politics (North 2007: 181). Class politics might go further when integrated with 

progressive, collectively-regulated, non-capitalist markets whose scale and speed 

promote localism and resist growth. As North asks, “if markets are constructed in ways 

not inevitable or following laws of engineering that are the same everywhere, and if local 

cultural and social practices affect the construction of markets, can different sorts of 

markets that do aid human liberation be constructed?” (North 2007: xix).  

 The diverse cases that North studied show that alternative exchange systems can 

function at a very large scale and over a long time period, that they can provide 

significant economic benefits outside of conventional state–capitalist economies, and that 

they can effectively politicize the economy. These results depended, however, on 

effective local-level organizing and a welcoming political environment. For example, the 

development of Hungarian alternative currencies was hampered by a weak tradition of 

civil society organizing and an individualistic and top-down political culture, and New 

Zealand’s Green Dollars programs were damaged by a climate of distrust and 

inconsistent government policies that flooded the programs with unwilling participants 

while withdrawing necessary resources. Even after economic recoveries in Argentina and 

New Zealand, and after the obvious failures of some alternative exchange systems, some 

committed activists continued to build them “as a positive choice. They understood their 

rhythms; their livelihood strategy or philosophical, political, or moral orientation was 

strengthened through membership in the networks; and they were surrounded by a group 

of similar people” (North 2007: 177-178). The results were encouraging:  

Where participants had access to food from their local area, a part-time job, and a 
wider network of mutual aid, they often were able to provide for themselves the 
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alternative, freer form of economy they wanted—as long as they were not 
materialistic…. They found a network that promoted security, friendship and 
support, and perhaps a little vision of the good life. They helped build a better 
future, carried on the fight against marketization, and showed that something else 
was possible. (North 2007: 178)  

 

The regnant position in the social sciences is that, since the economy is 

fundamentally capitalist, “successful economic activism must accommodate itself to that 

‘reality’ rather than pursuing the utopian chimera of noncapitalist invention” (Gibson-

Graham 2006a: 172). Gibson-Graham’s theoretical and political intervention is to call 

attention to alternative points of intervention and strategies for change. An example that 

is particularly relevant for this dissertation is that of self-employment. Many scholars 

have described the increase of self-employed laborers (including “freelancing” contract 

workers and temporary laborers) as part of a post-Fordist casualization or flexibilization 

of labor. Capitalist firms can rationalize their work force by shifting employees from 

regular workers to self-employed contractors. These workers then lose their job security 

and benefits, they typically become external to any collective representation in 

employees’ associations and unions, and they effectively lose the capacity to make claims 

on the firms or the state for a right to a share of the surplus value that they produce. This 

process of flexibilization of labor, therefore, seems to perfectly fit the logic of capitalism 

and the neoliberal state, and liberation from capitalist relations of production seems to 

bring only misery. 

An alternative perspective on the casualization of labor, though, might ask about 

the actual or potential consequences of moving so many people into alternative, non-

capitalist employment. Such a perspective need not ignore the negative effects that 
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informalization has had on large numbers of people—making their livelihoods more 

precarious while cutting them off from traditional social supports that are provided by 

corporations and governments and contingent on one’s history as a capitalist laborer—but 

it can ask, “what comes next?” and “what responses exist beyond mobilizing for more 

favorable inclusion in (and therefore support for) capitalism?” The self-employed, by 

definition, control their own surplus; they are non-capitalist. Can the Left take advantage 

of the fact that capitalist firms are creating these non-capitalist economic relations? Is 

there any room for a broader non-capitalist politics here?  

Gibson-Graham imagine how labor unions might “set themselves the goal of 

bringing increased security, compensation and opportunity to the… self-employed” in 

ways that do not simply reproduce the role of “the capitalist firm or government 

bureaucracy as the only providers of secure and well-compensated employment” (2006a: 

169). Unions might, for example, extend representation to the self-employed, push for 

universal health coverage as a human right rather than a right of (capitalist) workers, 

establish portable pension plans, and pursue other political possibilities that extend 

beyond the capitalist firm. Other strategies for non-capitalist class politics might help the 

self-employed make and keep larger profits, and “thereby make self-employment a more 

viable alternative to employment (and exploitation) within a capitalist firm” (Gibson-

Graham 2006a: 169). This could be done by providing childcare and public transportation 

at reasonable costs, and by supporting the business ventures of the self-employed through 

training programs, access to community-controlled credit, and the creation of purchasing, 

production, and marketing cooperatives. In other words, the question is how to take 
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advantage of capitalist firms’ creation of non-capitalist workers, how to convert this into 

an opportunity to strengthen a desirable and just non-capitalism, rather than simply 

repeating labor movement ideologies of reincorporation into capitalism. 

This analysis hints at barter’s potential, that it too might serve as a pivot for a 

broader politics that supports the construction of non-capitalist practices, institutions, and 

values. A closer examination of the concept of hegemony might sharpen our analysis of 

the possible political effects of alternative exchange.  

 

Hegemony, Counter-Hegemony, and Non-Hegemonic Movements 

 Historians and anthropologists increasingly view the state not as a “thing” that 

already exists and can be expected to endure, but rather as a “claim” for the necessity, 

naturalness, and coherence of a particular set of ruling practices and institutions (Sayer 

1994; Corrigan 1994; Roseberry 1994).  From this perspective, the state is less a set of 

institutions than a confluence of dynamic and contested processes for constructing and 

naturalizing a particular configuration of power. According to Sayer and Corrigan, the 

formation of the state and its citizens depends in large part on their continual performance 

of state functions; people make real and legitimize certain state claims by participating in 

seemingly mundane practices such as using the postal service, applying for driver’s 

licenses, and filling out birth registries. 

 This view of power makes contradiction and dynamism central to hegemony, re-

constituting it not as a state of domination but rather as a “field of contestation” 

(Roseberry 1994). Because the state, and hegemony more generally, requires the 
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participation of a broad segment of society, it must internalize a series of contradictory 

understandings of and expectations for power and identity. The ruling elite (who are 

themselves diverse) often must hide or gloss over differences and incorporate counter-

hegemonies into their state project. As Sayer notes, “the hegemony of the state is also 

exactly what is most fragile about the state, precisely because it does depend on people 

living much of what they know to be a lie” (1994: 375).  

Following Gibson-Graham, I argue that we can see “capitalism” and “capitalist 

hegemony” in similar terms. Capitalism is not as much of a “thing” as we think, and 

capitalist hegemony is created when we perform a capitalist economy, frame our actions 

and selves in relation to it, and when we accept a delimitation of the possible preached by 

the emissaries of capital. Capitalism is not wholly discursive or performative—it is also 

very powerfully concretized in supporting institutions—but its hegemony is fragmented, 

contested, and vulnerable. The critical question for activists is how capitalist hegemony 

can be further eroded by challenging the material and socio-cultural processes and the 

political alliances and consent that uphold it.  

Medellín’s barter experiments are counter-hegemonic in the sense that they 

challenge state claims to control over the economy and they stretch predominant visions 

of the possible. These projects have been partially incorporated into the state—through 

state and municipal development plans and through barter organizers’ participation in 

(and thus partial legitimation of) government contracts—but such participation cannot be 

seen as unambiguously endorsing the state, nor does it necessarily lead to cooptation. 

Rather, I argue that barterers’ work with the state amplifies the contradictions within the 
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dominant hegemony—contradictions that were already present in the state’s support for 

the solidarity economy and the influx of former NGO workers into state offices in recent 

years. Because barterers are deeply uncomfortable about their work with the state, and 

because the very nature of the barter project challenges the legitimacy and effectiveness 

of the state’s exclusive control over the economy, their work continually raises 

challenging questions about the conventional political economy. 

However, the barter experiments straddle the distinction between counter-

hegemonic and non-hegemonic movements (Day 2005). In some ways and at some times 

organizers seek to marshal state power in support of barter in order to impose a new 

dominant ideology and a new configuration of society. But at other times, they aim to 

create a parallel, alternative economic system that people can adopt freely, absent 

coercion. Many scholars and activists view only the directly counter-hegemonic as 

potentially revolutionary, but Sayer’s and Corrigan’s view of state formation 

demonstrates how “opting out” can be a radical, direct challenge to hegemony. No longer 

participating, no longer legitimating, no longer accepting the dominant framing of 

possibility, no longer accepting processes of rule and identities of leadership and 

followership: these also constitute radical and direct rejections of power. Moreover, the 

apparent increase in anarchist thought on political mobilization—evident in the Zapatista, 

global justice, and Occupy movements—suggest that it will be increasingly important to 

understand the potential of these strategies to challenge and reconstruct power (Day 

2005). 
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Deepening Barter’s Impact 

It should come as no surprise by now that I concur with traders, organizers, and 

other solidarity economy workers who believe that Medellín’s barter experiments should 

be made more “serious” and more systematic. Given high levels of need, the massive 

proliferation of small businesses, the scarcity of money and commercial opportunities, 

and the interest in local development solutions led by the solidarity economy, there are 

ample opportunities to expand barter systems so that they offer a much larger quantity 

and diversity of products. A number of NGOs and large cooperatives might be willing to 

convert their isolated barter events into ongoing barter projects if they were presented 

proposals for well designed exchange systems with reliable economic and social benefits.  

Increased dedication to economic activism, however, should not distract 

organizers from their socio-cultural goals. Barter organizers—like activists more 

generally—have typically imagined individual action and political practice as an 

outgrowth of consciousness, and they have therefore adopted moral and political 

education as their key tactics. Their “intellectual and moral leadership” has sought to 

expand economic imaginaries and exploit discontent with the conventional economy. But 

organizers have not adequately analyzed how political subjectivities are constructed 

through non-conscious practices and experiences. I have tried to illuminate ways that 

barter practice and market characteristics shape subjectivities. In further developing and 

systematizing barter, activists might consider how to achieve socio-cultural change 

through economic practice, not just conscious education. As we saw in Chapter 4, early 

barter organizers promoted a style of barter that could be quickly spread and easily 
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adopted, but in doing so they (intentionally or unintentionally) compromised their 

broader goals. Today’s organizers need not repeat this mistake.  

In Chapter 8, I suggested that barter organizers might adopt a politics of 

articulation that links barter and non-barter economies in ways that re-emphasize the 

economic value of barter and rob capitalism of its (apparent) monopoly on economic 

common sense. This requires a delicate balance, because it means increasing barter’s 

economic impacts without eliminating the productive inefficiencies that help generate 

counter-hegemonic subjectivities. To manage articulation effectively as a form of 

counter-hegemonic or non-hegemonic politics, organizers would need to sharpen their 

ethico-political posture. Gibson-Graham suggest four ethical referents for post-capitalist 

politics—necessity, surplus, consumption, and commons. To date, barterers have paid 

relatively little attention to the management of surplus and the production process more 

generally, and doing so might deepen their politics by enabling them to focus more 

precisely on what types of production they hope to promote and how profits might be 

reinvested for personal and collective goals. At the same time, my interpretation of 

barterers’ words and actions reveals an emerging ethics based around inclusion, 

satisfaction, reciprocity, and capability. These might form an emic basis for their own 

ethico-political project that is proposive without necessarily imposing boundaries.  

When considering market rules, educational programs, alliances with supporting 

organizations, and outreach to potential new traders, barterers might ask how such actions 

might build traders’ individual and collective capacity for production and autonomous 

organization, how they might strengthen and broaden networks of reciprocity and bonds 
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of mutual respect, and how they might foster more useful, satisfying, inclusive, and 

alluring barter economies. As Smith and Stenning note, articulations lend “a sociality to 

economic life which requires mutual, reciprocal, and embedded forms of economic 

action” (2006: 192). The guiding questions behind a politics of articulation should 

therefore direct us toward the reciprocal and embedded relations that support our ethics.  

 Ultimately, the best anti-capitalist strategies may be whichever strategies 

undermine hegemonic imaginaries of capitalist power, strengthen alternative ethics and 

subjectivities, and increase people’s direct control over the means of production and the 

distribution of surplus by creating viable and alluring non-capitalist social relations. In 

some cases, success may require using capitalism rather than avoiding it for the sake of 

“purity” or out of fears of cooptation; perhaps the most pernicious and intractable aspects 

of capitalism are not private firms, market institutions, and profit motives, but rather the 

capital-centric insistence on singularity and the presumed impossibility of an ethical 

pluralism. In Medellín, I think barterers may be able to rob capitalism of some of its 

socio-cultural power by creating material and conceptual bridges between barter and 

other forms of exchange and production (including capitalist ones) and developing a 

more explicit barter theory of value, economy, and well-being that draws from the local, 

historically developed, economic subjectivities of pragmatic pluralism. 

 Such a project would dovetail nicely with a growing interest in “desarrollo 

integral” (holistic development) among local academics and NGOs, and it would present 

opportunities for new alliances and more “seriousness” in the eyes of potential 

participants and others in the solidarity economy. There is a danger here, however. Part 
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of what makes barter so appealing and what contributes to its transformative and 

alternative effects is that it feels less economic. Barterers report feeling less pressure, less 

seriousness, lower stakes, and less competitiveness in the market. They are not as worried 

about the risks of miscalculating costs and benefits, and this freer mindset is part of what 

enables them to forge different social relationships and subjectivities. If barter is to 

become more serious, it must also remain free and fun.  

 All of these recommendations require increased dedication to barter organizing 

and better collaboration. These have been constant challenges in Medellín, where 

participants have often succumbed to traditions of passive followership and leaders have 

often burned out or become embroiled in egoistic battles to defend “their” projects and 

their reputations. My time in Medellín began and ended with conflicts among barter 

organizers. These revolved around different visions for barter, but more importantly they 

were about how to divide and manage two different surpluses: an economic surplus 

generated by grant money and government contracts, and a prestige surplus based on who 

gets to be recognized as the most genuine and authoritative barter promoter. On several 

occasions, passionate and committed barter organizers explained apologetically that they 

simply could not avoid these types of conflicts. “We have no models for collaboration,” 

one said, “and our cultural processes are slow.” A protagonist of another particularly ugly 

conflict told me, in an ambivalent self-critique, “now you understand how much of a pain 

in the ass we Paisas are. Deep down, we can’t trust each other because you never know 

what the other person’s agenda is or where they are coming from.” Making barter into a 

serious, revolutionary, non-capitalist project will not be possible hasta que cambien—
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until barterers find the trust, the solidarity, and the confidence to set a new standard for 

leadership and followership. 

 

Conclusion 

Given Colombia’s history of violence and the degree of inequality in the country 

today, we might expect to find a ubiquitous cynicism or nihilism there. It is true that I 

spoke with many Colombians who expressed something approximating hopelessness, a 

sense not that change is impossible, but that any meaningful change is significantly 

constrained by the power of the oligarchy and the possibility of violence, by the absence 

of the state and the lack of an open democratic sphere. That the armed Left has 

swallowed up any meaningful space for a non-violent political Left does not help. But 

alongside this pessimism, I have been continually inspired by the large number of utopian 

experiments that I have found throughout Colombia. Through barter systems, alternative 

currencies, eco-villages, innovative forms of urban planning, youth political cooperatives, 

fair trade stores, poetry festivals, eco-neighborhoods, and other initiatives, people have 

tried to re-scale change in order to not surrender their agency. They have sought to create 

change at smaller scales and in less overtly political ways, with the hopes that myriad 

small projects will eventually spark broader social transformation. This is the face of 

Colombia that I have tried to show in this dissertation.  

Through this research, I have sought to study experimentation. A great deal of 

anthropological literature examines phenomena with significant historical or political 

economic heft, things like traditional practices, colonialism, development, capitalism, the 
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effects of war, and religion. This study differs by focusing on the emergent, the small, 

tentative projects of grassroots actors, which may or may not coalesce into something 

larger, and the experiences, feelings, and deliberations of people as they work through 

these experiments. In writing this dissertation, I debated what to call these grassroots 

activities. The activities in Medellín do not quite constitute a movement; though many 

barter organizers aspire to a project whose level of participation and consolidation is 

worthy of the term, they have not quite achieved this. To refer to a barter project also 

suggests more consistency and solidity than I found in Medellín. There are certainly 

barter projects in Medellín, but they don’t quite come together as a barter project, and 

some flirtations with barter are too tentative to be considered projects at all. I settled on 

the word experiment because, in its colloquial sense at least, it conveys the type of open 

and indeterminate activity that I found in Medellín. Some systems have involved more 

explicit trial and error while others have been more informal, but all carry a sense of 

trying things out, seeing how they work, and adapting as they go.  

 I would like to close with one barterer’s reflections on these experiments. One 

evening Julio and I decided to ride home together from the Santa Elena barter fair. 

Throughout the journey he told me about his personal trajectory—his experiences as a 

hydrologist, working with citizen science projects, studying ethics in school, and his 

passion for experimental theater. All of these different elements of his life were woven 

into his barter politics as well. As we were getting off of the bus, Julio started to talk 

about Kafka. “Have you ever read A Report to an Academy,” he asked. I confessed that I 

hadn’t. He explained that this particular story is about a monkey who was placed in 
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captivity but refused to be bound by his cage. In his struggle to find freedom, he learned 

to emulate the humans around him. He began to study and learned how to read, write, and 

think advanced thoughts. According to Julio, the monkey knew that no matter how much 

he learned and no matter how hard he worked, he could never become free. Yet he kept 

working. He kept working and learning and searching for a path to freedom because he 

knew that even if there was no way out, the only way to live was through continually 

searching for and trying to create that revolution, that moment of freedom. And that’s 

what our experiments with barter are about, he told me. Even if they don’t work, that’s 

okay, because part of the value is the searching.  

Julio interprets this story differently than many commentators, but this difference 

of interpretation is important and typical of him, and of other barter organizers. They are 

not bound by common interpretations and do not seek to follow conventions. They are 

seeking a different analytic on the world, one that believes in the possibility of freedom 

even while acknowledging the barriers thrown up by power and society. Their insistence 

to see the world differently in order to make the world different is, perhaps, the most 

important legacy that barter will have as one current in a broader movement to remake 

economy and society.   
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